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16th International
Essen Symposium 1993

Essen University Library

Resource Sharing :
New Technologies as a Must for

Universal Availability of information

18 October - 21 October 1993

Preface

The 16th International Essen Symposium 1993 was held at Essen University
Library during the period from 18 to 21 October, 1993 with full registration
of 120 participants from 16 countries. The goal of the International Essen
Symposium is, as in the previous years and Symposia. to invite internation-

ally recognized librarians, specialized in their field, to discuss new develop-
ments in concern with the topic of the Symposium.

This year the Essen Symposium was held in honor of Dr. Hans-Peter Geh,

an internationally recognized authority on library cooperation, resource
sharing, mutual understanding among all nations and free flow of informa-

tion among the continents.

Dr. Geh is the chief librarian of the WUrttembergische Landesbibliothek in

Stuttgart and Dean of the Library School Baden-WUrttemberg since 1970

to the present. During the years 1965 to 1969 he was head of the circulation
department and head of the college of librarianship of the City and
University Library in Frankfurt/Main. He is decorated with the "Bundes-
verdienstkreuz am Bande Federal Cross of Merit" for his outstanding
engagement and efforts in promoting and building up the collection of his

library.

One of the spotlights in the career of Dr. Geh is the acquisition of one of the

Gutenberg Bibles. In an auction organized by Christie's on the 7th of April.
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1978 and within 27 seconds the transfer of the owners was perfect. For the
Warttembergische Landesbibliothek Stuttgart, which is by far the second
richest library in its Bibles collection, was the new acquisition a remarkable
enrichment.

The too many publications of Dr. Geh in German andforeign journals cover
the fields of: education of librarians; conservation and preservation; library
training; curriculum developments; and cooperation between librarians and
publishers.

Dr. Geh is honorary member of many national and overseas library
associations. He is currently President of the European Foundation for
Library Cooperation (EFLC) and is honorary Pesident of the International
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA).

He was the chief organizer of the 34th IFLA General Conference in
Frankfurt/Main and since 1970 he has been an active member in IFLA in
many positions: sections, divisions, professional board, executive board
and from 1986 to 1991 he was the President of IFLA.

In his first speech as newly elected President of IFLA on the occasion of the
51st General Conference in Chicago he outlined a ten points program as his
target in his capacity as the future President. The ten IFLA commandments,
presented by Dr. Geh. were: the structure of IFLA; its professional activities;
the core programs; its publications; the cooperation with UNESCO, related
non-governmental organizations and other associated organizations and
institutions; supporting the active participation of the Third World; the IFLA
secretariat; and a look to the future; the individual member; and member-
ship in general.

Dr. Geh is an international librarian. In all his activities, talks, speeches,
presidential addresses, and in his capacity as IFLA President, he continu-
ously stressed and underlined the role of IFLA on the international stage.
Following are some of the issues which he addressed to the participants of
IFLA General Conferences:

1988, on the occasion of the 54th IFLA General Conference in Sydney with
the theme "Living Together: People, Libraries, Information" he appealed
"not only to harmonious working together and mutual understanding on a
national level, but also in the same way in international dimensions." Or, "...
Such free exchange on information over and beyond national borders, the
universal accessibility of literature and information in traditional and
electronic means, as well as the preservation of cultural heritage in the form
of the book are, therefori, the most important prevailing concerns of our

12
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international association." Or, "... Information may not be withheld from
any country and it is our duty to fight for this on the foremost front so that
the margin between "information-rich and information-poor countries" can
be spanned as quickly as possible." Or, "... publishers and librarians have
the same interest in this subject and, for me, close cooperation with
publishers is al,o a particular concern." Or, "... we wish ourselves for the
future in which books are easily accessible .to an increasing number of
people and in which the ability to read as well as the will and wish to reap
the fruits of reading will be aspired to by all societies in ever stronger means."

On the occasion of the 55th General Conference in Paris, 1989 he defined
the policy of IRA in the following statement: "IFLAs policy has always
been, in this connection, to stand for a free and unhindered flow of
information .. and IFLA has beer, engaged with its full strength in the
imperative cultivation of international librarianship in the spirit of interna-
tional understanding."

Moreover, on the occasion of the 56th IFLA General Conference in
Stockholm. 1990 with the topic of the conference "Libraries - Information
tot Knowledge" or the motto of the Swedish libraries "Lev livet läsande"
1= Live your life Reading) Dr. Geh presented the following statement: "It is
therefore the policy of IFLA to work constantly towards the goal of making
information in libraries all over the world freely accessible to everyone,
unimpeded by financial.barriers."

Last but not least, during the 57th General Conference of IFLA in Moscow.
1991 which marked the end of his term as President of IFLA - which began
1985 in Chicago and covered the 1FLA Conferences in Tokyo, Brighton,
Sidney. Paris. and Stockholm - he was delighted about the significant
political cl- _Inges occurring and shaping the impact of IFLA on the interna-
tn ,rial understanding.

1990. Dr. Geh supported the initiative of the program "Advancement of
Librarianship in the Third World (ALP)" which led to an improvement on
libraries librarianship in these rei.:ons. In addition, his continuos support to
the Bihliotheca Alexandrina is remarkable and worthmentioning in interna-
tional cooperation and assistance to the developing countries. Dr. Geh
outlined the needed support by saying "... now that the construction of the
building seems to have been decided upon, I am mainly thinking of help in
building up stocks and of giving staff training or continuing education. Let
us support with all the means at our disposal an important project in a
developing country which will provide not only this country but also many

13
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others in the Mediterranean region and the Near East with a great source of
information."

The theme of the 16th International Essen Symposium was "Resource
Sharing : New Technologies as a Must for Universal Availability of Informa-
tion".

Access and not ownership is the resource sharing paradigm of the following
decades as not a single library - national or academic - is self-sufficient and
can acquire all materials requested by its users. This is more true at a time
of constant or declining budgets. In addition, information technology is
opening and improving new dimensions of gateway access even to remote
resources. In no way the purpose of resource sharing should be understood
as substitute and complementary issue to covel the continuos reduction in
library budgets. On the contrary, as libraries are suffering from budget
compression they are put under greater pressure to share their resources and
developing new approaches to cooperative programs.

Cooperative collection development and resource sharing are essential
cornerstones in librarianship and aim at all responsible librarians. There are
too many publications about this topic attempting to outline, describe, and/
or propose how to do it. However, there is no patent solution for coopera-
tion and effective resource sharing procedures in the most effective way, i.e.
to reach a high efficiency in resource sharing. This is a fact about the current
situation even librarians had been working hard in the last decades to share
their resources. As libraries cannot afford to acquire all the materials needed
for research, only resource sharing brings libraries together for the benefit of
the institutions local, regional, and on a national level.

The last two decades were characterized by a remarkable re-orientation for
cooperative collection activities driven by the rapid evolution from print
access to electronic access. The electronic resources provide libraries with
opportunities for resource sharing and possible systematic cooperation in
their collection building.

C loperative collection building and resource sharing are the only way to
meet the local needs over the long term. The spiraling costs of library
materials, the appearance and rapid distribution of new electronic formats,
and inadequate funding resources create new imperatives to depend on
interlibrary loan procedures and resource sharing.

Academic libraries have traditionally shared their resources with other
institutions in a number of different ways. There is a common consensus
among all librarians that not a single library can acquire or support all

14
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material - in breadth and depth - for its users. Interlibrary lending and
borrowing has long served the needs of faculty and students by dramatically
expanding local collections.

The idea of resource sharing has existed for decades. Yet, even resource
sharing is known and practicized since a long time, however, some librarians
in the new lights of information technology and the rapid advancement still

believe in networking facilities that library resource sharing is still in its early
infancy. Not only academic libraries have developed tools for resource
sharing but also bibliographic utilities such as OCLC have provided a wide
range of services also designed for resource sharing and cooping with the
information age.

Conspectus is in reality an adhoc approach form of cooperative collection
development. It is by far the most successful service for academic programs.
The philosophy is based on screening and zooming interdependentcollec-
tions which are characterized by breadth and depth of coverage. Conse-
quently, cooperating institutions in a consortium become accessible re-
sources both for their libraries and possibly for the whole nation. This is and
would be impossible for individual libraries to achieve on their own. In

addition, this will minimize unnecessary duplication, broadening the avail-
ability of resources allowing more extensive and more economical access to
collections and electronic resources.
New developments in information technologies offer new options in re-
source sharing which is becoming very important. Not only access services
to catalogs, databases, etc. are the cornersto ne of cooperative resource
sharing but also document delivery procedures , copyright issues, economic
balance between collection ownership and lender-net, etc.

The outcomes of the 16th International Essen Symposium 1993 are issues
addressing contemporary resource sharing issu es and covering topicswhich

can be roughly grouped into the following headings: technology and
resource sharing and perspectives on resource sharing. The proposals,
results, and possible implementation are valid f or all kinds oflibraries. Issues
such as effect of technology on resource $.;haring, document delivery
procedures, collection development models, etc. are our daily hot topics.

As all libraries are suffering from economic circumstances affecting the
development of collection building it is now their vital interest to consider
seriously that cooperative collection development is the first step in the
direction of resource sharing. The theoretical necessity and benefits of
effective cooperative resource sharing are internationally recognized and
accepted. This is more than true in the age of networking.

5
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The 16th International Essen Symposium cDvered the possible use and
implementation of new technologies for resource sharing and universal
availability of literature. All the delivered talks are timely and applicable, and
they reflect the impact of two important essentials, namely. the enhance-
ment of modern technology and the noticeable decrease of funding
resources.

In response to lack of funding for acquisitions and the noticeable increases
in the number and costs of periodicals, especially the scientific, technical,
and medical periodicals, we librarians were forced to show interest in
cooperative collection development for the sake of resource sharing.

The ideas represented deal in large part with practical applications as the
costs of operating academic libraries are escalating and there is a rap:d
progress in digitizing information in electronic libraries. All librarians have
to work together to ensure and make benefit of all possible new technologi-
cal developments.

Resource sharing does not only mean interlibrary loans, i.e. lending and
borrowing procedures, but also includes the area of the preservation of
library materials. The broadening of the definition of resource sharing in the
context of preservation is in fact one of the exciting areas in cooperative
library developments. There are many regional and national programs for
cooperative preservation at least in the form of microfilming of library
materials.

In addition, and recently, most of the preservation programs are broadened
by the application and implementation of new technologies. Digital scan-
ning, optical computing, declassification processes, etc. are only just exam-
ples of cooperative preservation activities followed by groups of libraries on
regional and/or national scale. Within the next years it will be possible to
capture, preserve, and even to scan microforms (microfilm and microfiche)
onto disks. We are now in a position to ti ansfer the interlibrary loans from
hard copy to electronic display (but in no way decreasing the volume of
interlibrary transactions!).

The advantage that technological resource sharing and access brings to us
is not only greater economy, or even most efficiency, but cost effectiveness.
In reality, technology has always been well ahead of our opportunities to
utilize it and we librarians have to stress more on the value of electronic
resource sharing than on figures in relation to increase in circulation or
holdings. Advanced technologies today offer chances to create true access
and resource sharing networks.

16
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Planning for resource sharing in the electronic environment must be large
scale and of multi-year dimensions, and not micro-management, because
this is an area that cannot be funded one year at time. The needed additional
costs cannot be absorbed through allocation of funds as it is not cheap.

Electronic resource sharing and access are absolutely essential and neces-
sary for academia. As it shows us a way forward for economic transmission
of information between libraries. This is true. particularly with the develop-
ment of hydra technology which combines scanning, photocopying, faxing
and printing.

Most of the papers given stressed on the importance. ways, and new
developments in information technology and its effect on electronic re-
source sharing which provides great opportunities for libraries in allowing
a much greater access to its holdings. The lectures covered a bundle of topics
such as: Electronic resource sharing: Evaluating electronic resources: Re-
source sharing through OCLC: Cooperative acquisition and new technolo-
gies for resource management and resource sharing: IT and resource
sharing in Scottish libraries: Information networking issues and initiatives:
High performance CD-ROM network computing and new ways for the
delivery of information: Integrating images into the OPAC: Issues in
distributed multimedia libraries and new developments in standard num-
bering. etc.

A very interesting project is the initiative GEDI (Group on Electronic
Document Interchange) as eight interested library related organizations
expressed their wish to facilitate electronic document interchange between
the G EDI partners. The partners representing institutions in the UK. France,
Netherlands, Germany and USA defined a mutually accepted technical
framework which encompasses existing ISO open standards to make the
electronic exchange of full texts of documents possible. The developed
framework is a standard for electronic document interchange. The pioneer-
ing character of GEDI lies in the willingness of the participants to apply
standards recognized by national and international standards bodies.

Not only technology will ensure improved information access but also the
implementation and application of standards will assure greater functional-
ity to end users. Standards for the identification and retrieval of documents
is in fact the most efficient tool to provide access to documents. Vocabulary
standards, for example, must consider language differences, variant titles
spelling, attributions, etc. Standard numbering has proven to be a most
efficient search and identification tool for publishers, book trade, and
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libraries as extension of the international standard numbering system is a
must.

The Qnline Public Access catalogs (OPACs) are more than just reflecting
and showing another version of the local library catalog. OPACs were
installed in libraries as components of standalone integrated systems.
Recently the wide spread of online access to databases via networks
underlines the importance of online catalogs. The new developments do not
only allow network access but also document ordering as well as delivery.

It is common for patrons by searching or browsing in OPACs to follow the
linear fashion. In formulating their queries they restart to the top menu to
start over again. In addition, not all the users understand the difference
between searching by subject or keywords as access points and in combi-
nation by using Boolean operators. The most heavily used search access
point is usually the keywords or phrases which is an uncontrolled vocabulary
subject search. Consequently, most of the users have difficulties getting the
desired hits by using the keyword search option. Recently, weighted
retrieval was demonstrated to be an effective alternative to Boolean
searching.

The new developments in OPACs make library resources accessible for
libraries and end users via public and academic networks extending access
to scholarly information resources beyond the local institution and improv-
ing the information infrastructure for academia. The identification, transmit-
ting requests, ensuring speedy response, and delivery of documents by the
holding library will be possible in reasonable time and cost effective. This can
be by fax, Internet, etc. It is worthmentioning that Internet has revolutionized
research and the access points in which researchers access information and
making research results available to all who can access and benefit from
them.

Joint online union catalogs make the resources of the participating libraries
available to all their users. In addition, all advances in shared automation
make cooperation possible and knowing what each library in the coopera-
tive holds.

One of the key problems in resource sharing is the problem of lending. This
is very clear, particularly within consortia with too many libraries of different
sizes. In other words it may happen that one or more libraries will play the
role of net lender(s) and their resources are flowing in one direction. In spitc
of that we librarians, however, are in agreement in accepting the impossi-
bility of self-sufficiency and our hope lies in resource sharing even among
unequal partners. The restriction of resource sharing among relative equals

18
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is not in the lines of the philosophy of resource sharing and the communality
of interests.

Interlibrary lending and borrowing has long been in practice serving the
needs of the users. Its dramatic expansion forces us to find new ways of
cooperation backed up by the existing high-tech information technology
tools. The costs of interlibrary transactions are in the staffing carrying out the
operations. About two thirds of the costs are covered by the borrowing and
one third by the lending library. The average cost per transaction is about
US $ 30. All libraries are trying to offer photocopies rather than sending the
original items. There is a noticeable replacement by photocopy, fax, or if
possible through digital delivery. However, the major change in document
delivery will be the possible and available access points. Electronic text
delivery to the end user is already in practice.

There is now a new tendency, namely to buy rather than borrow which is
an indirect enrichment to the collection of the library. However, the
purchasing price, processing, cataloging, etc. are in fact much higher than
the costs of an interlibrary loan transaction. In addition, the potential use of
an item is the relevant decision and decisive element to judge the value of
ownership or not. i.e. the present and future possible use intensity.

In conclusion, although cooperative resource sharing and cooperative
collection building have existed for decades a patent concept is not yet
existing. The revolution in information technology makes it necessary to
keep on adaptation. Other issues such as improvement and accelerating the
interlibrary loan procedures and very recently the highly welcomed coop-
erative preservation programs are such ones of the too many aspects of
cooperative resource sharing. The practical dimension of resource sharing
is not a new phenomenon among libraries.

The limitations of resource sharing lie in the understanding of the senior
administrators. faculty, and librarians and their vision of what cooperation
and resource sharing can accomplish. Cooperation and resource sharing
may run into problems if they are lacking the faculty involvement and the
support of the university administrative approvals. They have to be in-
formed about mechanisms of resource sharing and the economics of
consequences.

Librarians who are the most important information providers should play an
important role in shaping the national information policy. They must make
sure that administrators should understand that the massive electronic

19
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XX

resource sharing is possible and desirable and will be cost effective.
However, this will not be cheap and requires considerable additional funds.

The impact of enhanced technology, cooperative collection building pro-
grams, and decreased funding will force us more in the direction of even
more rapid developments and achievements in resource sharing to meet the
increased end user access through the Internet.

In short, all participants are in agreement that the salient results of the
Symposium can be summarized in the following: "... Access, rather than
ownership. is the resource sharing paradigm of the future: electronic
resource sharing is a cost effective necessity as we face the future."

As the previous Symposia. the 1993 Symposium gave all participants,
speakers. and vendors the utmost opportunity to keep informed about any
progress, innovation, and'or new methods introduced. This publication,
volume 17 in the series Publications of Essen University Library, may
provide colleagues interested in the topic "Resource Sharing" with addi-
tional readings.

On behalf of the organizing committee of the Essen Symposia, we would like
to extend our sincere thanks and appreciation to all speakers, participants,
and vendors who added to the success and encouraging its continuation.
Moreover, and in the name of all who attended the Sy.iposium. it was a
pleasure and honor for all of us to have Dr. Hans-Peter Geh as honorary
guest. He is one of the great international librarians who actively shaped the
activities of IFLA and offered a lot of support to the international activities
and hope for the developing countries.

Essen. January 1994
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together with a Note on Image Compression Standards
Bernard Gallivan

15.00 The Consortium of Academic Libraries in Manchester
(CALIM) : Strategic and Development Planning of a
New Consortium
John Blunden-Ellis

15.30 Discussion
Coffee

16.15 Information Networking in the Nordic Countries :
A Swedish Perspective
Göran Skogmar
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16.35 The Nordic SR-net Project : Implementation of the
SR/Z39.50 Standards
Jan A. Laegreid

16.55 New Developments in Standard Numbering
Hartmut Walravens

17.15 Discussion
Coffee

19.30 Reception

Wednesday, 20 October

Chairwoman: Margaret Beckman

9.30 The Philosophical and Practical Dimensions of Resource
Sharing
David R. McDonald

10.15 Discussion

10.30 Resource Sharing in a Changing Library Environment :
Strategies and Policies in a Canadian Research Library
Frances K. Groen

11.00 Discussion
Coffee

11.45 The International Library Market for CD-ROM
Publications
Klaus G. Saur

12.15 High Performance CD-ROM Network Computing
Gerold Ritter

12.35 Discussion
Lunch break

Chairman: Ronald M. Schmidt

14.30 Group on Electronic Document Interchange (GEDI) :
International Co-operation for the Electronic Exchange
of Documents
David Buckle
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15.00 New Ways for the Delivery of Information :
IT, Networks, SGML, Multimedia and so on
Arnoud de Kemp

15.30 Discussion
Coffee

16.15 Retrospective Conversion of Catalogues
in Co-operative Systems
Michael McLellan

16.45 Fuzzy Logic : Is it a Better Bibliographical
Retrieval Method for End-users?
Peter Ahrens

17.15 Discussion
Coffee

19.00 Reception

Thursday, 21 October
Chairwoman: Genevieve Clavel

9.30 Advances in OPACs in Europe : An Overview
Gitte Larsen

10.00 Improving Data Quality in an OPAC from the 70s
Sten Hedberg

10.30 Discussion
Coffee

11.15 Integrating Images into the OPAC :
Issues in Distributed Multimedia Libraries
Jack Bazuzi / Ruth Mist

11.45 An Image is not an Object - but it can Help
David L. Austin

12.15 Discussion

12.30 Conference Summary
Kate T. Noerr

12.45 Close of Symposium
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Electronic Resource Sharing : It may
Seem Obvious, but it's not as Simple
as it Looks

Herbert S. White
Indiana University, Bloomington. Indiana. U.S.A.
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Abstract
There can be no doubt that electronic resource sharing provides
great opportunities for libraries in permitting a much wider access
to information for the iibrary's clientele. There can also be little
if any doubt that these opportunities will enhance both awareness
and demand. They will therefore tend to be cost effective and even
cost beneficial, but certainly not cheaper than earlier alternatives,
and this is particularly true if faculty and researchers are permitted
simply to add these new opportunities to their more traditional
methods of demandhig full sized copies in their libraries. The
unwillingness of academic administrators to recognize and deal
with this issue of additional cost suggests the dangerthat librarians
will be expected simply to "absorb" these additional costs
through reallocation. The paper argues for the need for total and
comprehensive planning instead of a piecemeal approach of
considering only specific technological options, and for including
organizational management in these decisions and responsibilities.
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2 Herbert S. White

At last year's conference at which I was honored to be invited and
recognized, I ventured some predictions about the opportunities and
dangers in serving library users beyond the year 2000. I am further honored
to be asked to make additional comments at this conference. This confer-
ence, as you know, deals with the possible use of new technologies for
resource sharing and universal availability. As I look at the titles of some of
the papers I look forward to hearing. I am struck by the fact that they deal
in large part with practical applications, and I have no doubt that they will
be informative and helpful. Nor, of course, do I have the slightest doubt of
the impact that technology can and should play in the way we access and
share information, or of the certainty that this provides tremendous oppor-
tunities for improving the communication of information in a world whose
thirst for knowledge will probably never be slaked. My concern is with the
political implications of all of this, and most particularly with the lack of clear
understanding that surrounds the phrase "virtual library". I must confess
that much of the thinking that went into this paper was triggered by last year's
presentations by Barbara von Wahlde, Dick Dougherty, and Maureen
Pastine. It struck me then, and to an even greater extent now, that "virtual
library" has become for many outside our own profession, and perhaps for
some inside it, a buzzword slogan. Everyone is in favor of it, nobody is
prepared to pay for it (or even worse, insists that somehow the costs can be
absorbed or shifted), and few people outside our own field have the vaguest
idea of what this means. My alarm is then triggered by recalling the old
saying variously attributed to Mark Twain, Will Rogers, and Josh Gibbons.
"It isn't what we don't know that causes all the trouble. It's what we do know
for a certainty, except that much of what we know for a certainty is wrong."

I have attempted no literature survey, but simply my own observations lead
me to conclude that there are many assumptions about the virtual electron-
ically shared library that, if not wrong, are at least simplistic. If not simplistic,
they at least assume basic changes in human behavior patterns for which we
have very little indication. If there is one thing we understand, it is that
individuals will try very hard, whenever possible, to adapt their environment
to their own preferences, rather than adapt themselves to their environment.
And, indeed, they should. Sometimes technologists, or those subsumed by
their awe of technologists, make assumptions about people that are simply
not valid. We now find increasingly that certain online capabilities are not
being used, at least by nowhere near the number of users projected. It was
assumed that if a service were available everyone would want to use it. We
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Electronic Resource Sharing 3

forget that people prefer to do what is convenient to them, and that they will
continue to do this. Librarians working with time-dependent clienteles in
industry have know for some time that when information is not available
either in a convenient format or within the time frame demanded, we are
perfectly capable of denying that any information exists at all, even when we
know it does.

My first concern about the assumptions that come with the technological
library is the assumption that this will somehow require less space for the
library itself. I have seen that argument put forward in such diverse settings
as the planning for a new public library in my home community, and in
library building discussions now taking place on several University of
California campuses. The future library, it is argued, will not need to be
nearly as large. because it will require far less physical materials on site. All
we will need, for the most part, are some self-service terminals and screens
on which information can be displayed - anything from anywhere. It is of
course an exaggeration, but something like this is at least possible, but only
if that is what people want. We will recall the predictions for a paperless
society by Wilfred Lancaster. Lancaster was correct in stating what could
happen, but he was totally wrong in predicting what would happen. We now
all know that computers are gigantic producers of paper, in part because
they can do so easily, rapidly, and relatively cheaply, but in large part
because it turns out that we like the safety and security of paper. Just about
all of the faculty terminals in our offices have printer attachments, and I know
of individuals who routinely print out all of their e-mail messages, so that
they can scan them later at their leisure. Then, perhaps, they throw them
away. As architects and the public and academic administrators who plan
for library needs (frequently v,ithout asking the librarians) plan for smaller

buildings, they perhaps do < the shaky premise that what is possible is
therefore going to happen. The attraction in the presumed reduction in
costs, or at least the transfer of costs from acquisition to resource sharing, is
something about which I will speak in greater detail later. However, the
premise is at best dubious, because we have been extremely careful not to
disturb faculty in particular by suggesting that libraries will perhaps not have
large collections of several million volumes as we switch the emphasis from

physical to electronic storage and that we will substitute additional electronic
availability. There is nothing necessarily wrong with not telling them, but it
makes both the premise of space and cost reductions highly dubious. We are
certainly already in a position to transfer much of what we call interlibrary
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4 Herbert S. White

loan from hard copy to electronic display. However, the quantity of physical
documents supplied continues to increase, even as everything else also
increases. Indeed, technology has given us new and improved ways to
produce paper, for storage or perhaps later disposal. I am talking about the
FAX machine, simply another technology that produces paper.

If it is. assumed, therefore, that technology will reduce the physical space
requirements of libraries, nobody has yet discussed that issue with library
users, and my concern is that the space will be reduced without anyone
talking to them, with us then left with the unpleasant task of explaining
someone else's bad decision regarding the library. Has it happened before?
Countless number of times. There is still, to this day, a great reluctance to
discuss unpleasant news with academic faculty members, and if the
examples I am about to cite for you sound nasty, please remember that I am
talking about a group of which I am myself a member.

In 1992 e Mellon Foundation reported the results of a three year
comprehem've study in a volume entitled -University Libraries and Schol-
arly Communication", published by the Association of Research Libraries.2
Since the researchers did look at the various implications of both technology
and resource sharing, it would not have been an unreasonable hope that
they would make some significant recommendations to their fellow acad-
emicians. Instead, they noted that scholarly publication is tied to prestige,
and that this tends to make scholars more conservative. The study warned
against unwarranted automation, without really defining what that meant
and, after noting a wide range of ways in which scholars use information
from their academic libraries, left the matter simply there, and without
suggesting what might or might not be reasonable.

It is this continued unwillingness to choose among alternatives that leads to
my second concern - that the virtual library we are about to create will
probably not substitute electronic costs for publications costs, but rather
substitute them for the publications costs we are no longer paying in any
case, because we could no longer afford to do so. If there is going to be a
faculty willingness to voluntarily forego ownership for access, to forego
physical possession in the institution of the journal in which I have published
or might someday perhaps like to publish, there has been no indication of
this. It is therefore essential, I think, that librarians make sure that adminis-
trators understand that the massive electronic resource sharing which is not
only possible but indeed desirable will be cost effective, but that it will not
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be cheap. It will require additional funds, considerable additional funds, and
of course it is the responsibility of the university president, not of the
librarian, to either find the money or explain why the opportunity will have
to be missed.

Before I return to this theme, let me just posit my third concern, and this is
one that I have addressed here last year that somehow all of this technology
will be easy for the end user, when of course we know, or at least should
know, that the world of information intermediaries is growing with tremen-
dous rapidity. An article in June of 1993 in the British journal The
Economist, after notingThe tremendous growth of the information service
sector (without once mentioning libraries) even uses a term to describe this
specialization I had not seen before.3 In addition to hardware and software,
customers are able, and are increasingly willing, to acquire a third commod-
ity. The article calls this meatware, the purchase of the intellectual labor with
which to use the hardware and the software. I recall mention at last year's
conference of the emerging strategy within the Association of Research
Libraries (ARL) of seeking a role of information advisors, who will counsel
the end user in how to do his or her own information searches. However.
human behavior studies would suggest that before we seek or accept advice.
we would like some assurance that the individual providing the advice has
the capability to do what is being talked about. Symphony conductors do
not emerge from thin air, they have paid their dues as recognized and
respected instrumentalists. If advisers emerge they will do so from honored
and trusted intermediary meatware specialists, not from thin air.

My concern, then. is not that we will lack the technological opportunities to
create true access and resource sharing networks. In our business the
technology has always been well ahead of our opportunities to utilize it.
There will of course be issues that require adjustment, and particularly these
are issues of ownership, copyright, and downloading. These are "only"
economic issues, and I use the word only because I believe, along with Peter
Drucker, that of all of the resources money is still the easiest to obtain,
provided that we deal with products and services that people really want In
such an environment cost becomes irrelevant, and the money is found.
perhaps at the expense of something else. In the United States alone the
annual level of expenditure for video games has now passed $65 billion
and video games are hardly as important to health, safety, and economic
prosperity as the things we are talking about at this conference
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6 Herbert S. White

It is my concern that the technology will move us rapidly forward, and the
movement is certainly rapid. before the issues of the economics of this
process have been discussed, and the responsibilities allocated. And, let me
state quite clearly, the responsibility is not that of the librarian, but of the
individuals to whom both the librarians and the faculty members at least
nominally report. There are choices here. and they must be carefully spelled
out and priced, so that decisions can be made.

We should certainly understand that issues of economics are usually more
of a process of style than of reality. Without wanting to point a finger at any
country and any political party, because these tactics are endemic, I would
note only that just about a month ago a plan was unearthed in the United
States which promised to reduce the federal work force by over 200,000
employees. How this was to be done was left vague, with suggestions of
attrition and retirements, and that was wise, because none of this will ever
happen. It will never happen because it can't happen politically. All
administrations rail against waste and high taxes, but they also rail against
unemployment, and perhaps wasted labor is the price of high employment.
Certainly, if there had been a real desire to reduce the fgcleral work force by
200.000. it could have been done easily enough. Let me try a sample
announcement to show you how simple, and yet how impossible, this is.
"We are reducing the government work force by 200,000 people. The
individuals have been selected, and termination notices to each of them are
now in the mail. They will be gone within the next month. We selected these
individuals by the simple expediency of doing computer searches on their
job descriptions, and eliminating all employees who ostensible had roles as
coordinators or facilitators. We have done this, because we know from the
work of Torn Peters, Gifford Pinchot, and Peter Drucker, that facilitators and
coordinators don't really do anything except to create more work for other
people.-

Why have I told you this rather fanciful tale? In part to point out that the
promise of economy in a political environment is enough, and that there is
no real need to ever produce any economies. People forget. However, this
issue of living in a never-never world is particularly significant for the
academic environment in which so many of us live. In 1986 Howard Bowen
and Jack Schuster published another study. based on four years of data
gathering, this time sponsored by the Carnegie Corporation. under the
provocative title "American Professors: A National Resource Imperiled- .'' I
will not do the eloquence of the study justice when I tell you that the basic
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conclusion was that professors were found to be intelligent, well-educated.
hard-working, productive and honorable, and that they were also unappre-
ciated and underpaid. If academic and ciovernment library administrators
are also so treated. nobody has yet been willing to undertake a study to tell
our bosses.

My point in this papel , so early in the conference, is very simple. In the
sessions which follow we will learn about many new and exciting opportu-
nities. In talking about these, let us not forget about the money without which
none of this can rightly happen. If we talk about the opportunities and not
about the price tag. then we will somehow be saddled with the job of finding
a way to finance something that cannot and should not be funded through
reallocation. Economies in the process of scholarly communication are of
course possible, but those economies depend largely on the activities of two
other bodies, scholarly publishers and academic researchers, and what
inconveniences or even just changes in work style they might be willing to
adopt for the sake of economy. At this point I see virtually none of this. Could
we be left holding the bag? It has happened before.

Let me suggest a simple mini-tutorial of the management process. It is the
responsibility of subordinates, and certainly this includes us. to examine
options and alternatives, to spell out the pros and cons of each of the
alternatives, and to make recommendations. It is the job of our bosses, and
we all have bosses, to make decisions based on those alternatives, and then
to take responsibility for those decisions. What this means is that if there is
faculty insistence on procedures and value systems that cost money, then
the president gets to decide whether to find more money or to discipline the
faculty. Either alternative, but only those alternatives, can be acceptable to
us. "You figure out a way because I don't know how- is not an acceptable
phrase of downward management communication.

Costs oi information access systems can be considered high, although the
word high is relative. Compared to what? Most certainly the overall cost will
go up, because oponrtunities increase, and with opportunities expectations
also increase. We now insist on having what we did not even know was
possible. The advantage that technological resource sharing and access
brings to us is not greater economy, or even cost efficiency, but cost
effectiveness. If something costs twice as much but produces five times as
much, and if we need and want it, then this becomes a bargain. The
organizations that sell us things understand that well enough. That is why
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8 Herbert S. White

products can be bought by the case, or at least by the large bottle, and why
wine is not sold by the mouthful.

Everyone is in favor of cost effectiveness, but we have not been particularly
competent in making the case for the value of what we do instead of simply
the activity itself. For libraries, both circulation and holdings are poor
iustifications because they deal with the activity rather with the purpose of
the activity. As budget crunches continue for those not adept at defending
themselves, the problem can get worse. All of my examples come from my
own country. but I suspect the application is universal. In one public library
soling it has been suggested that the library should charge clients for
reference service, but this suggests to me the question of why we purchased
the collection in the first place. unless we planned to maximize its use. In a
report issued by the Urban Libraries Council, it is stated that the pressure is
on libraries to forego education and training, to dow the doors to be kept
open longer. And what is supposed to take place inside those open doors?
Doesn't that matter?

Peter Drucker has suggested that service professionals are addicted to the
moral imperative, to the belief that somehow with or without money we
have to do everything or it will be our fault.' Drucker does not mention
librarians, but I suspect that the description fits. Astute manager that he is.
Drucker also notes that the strategy of moral imperativists is self-defeating,
because if they take the blame on themselves, then nobody will ever give
them any money.

If I see reasons for concern in this for our own field, I think there is good
cause And that is the message I bring to this conference. By all means let
i is examine the opportunities and economies of effectiveness that resource
Nharing and automation bring us. Let us make our recommendations bases
on what. in our professional judgement, would be best for our parent
itr-titutions However, let us not forget about the money. This process will
cost more, and it is not money that can be totally reallocated, even if we were
totally free to make all kinds of reallocation decisions. So by all means talk
about the cost. But identify it as an opportunity costs, and as a fantastic
bargain. Ultimately, if you manage them properly. your bosses really have
no option but to pay for this, because it makes sense.

We cannot promise to bring proposals that cost no additional money. We
can only promise to bring proposals that we believe make sense in terms of
the mission of the institution as it has been articulated. Implementing that
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mission requires, in our professional judgement, that the things we are
proposing must be done, and must be funded. If that ends up costing more,
we can only state that we can demonstrate that it is worth it, and that there
is really no choice unless this institution wants to relegate itself to obsoles-

cence.

If academic administrators are concerned about money, and of course they
are, there are probably even some economies we can suggest for their
consideration. They would, in our opinion, save money without a signifi-
cant deterioration of the academic institution. However, they involve
decisions we cannot make and authority we do not possess. They involve

a reassessment of ingrained values and ingrained habits, and for these the
only virtue may be that they are old and comfortable. Certainly, when
Bowen and Schuster dismiss potential discussion of what might be aca-
demic ineffectiveness with the argument that this is just the way professors

are, they leave very little room for any further debate.

None of this would be particularly significant for us, because after all others

can be inefficient if they want to be as long as it does not affect us, except
for the fact that it does affect us. Funding agencies, in part because of
genuine money shortages, and in part because of a disenchantment with
what the academic sector has long promised but rarely delivered quality

of life and high employment are making things still more difficult for the
academic institution. Even during the so-called good times, which we now
historically know to be the 1960s and 1970s, there was a tendency to think
of the library as a place and as a collection, or, if you prefer to be eloquent,
the heart of the university. Librarians themselves, their selection, qualifica-
tion, pay, continuing education and training, and support for needed
equipment, have all taken a back seat. If we now find the opportunity for
electronic resource access, the so-called virtual library, defined simply as

nothing more than an even larger collection without any other sort of
adaptation of research and information use style, then it is not difficult to see

that in the future the pressures on all of the things that librarians do that are
not directly connected with the acquisition ofmaterial, whether in hard copy

or electronically, will increase. Evidence for the emerging strategy is seen in
the abdication of administrators who:

a) want expanded electronic access for their institutions,

b) don't want to find the funds for this exciting new development, and

c) don't even want to hear about it.
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Any student of management knows that the statement "you figure outa way
to absorb and reallocate" is an ultimate management abdication, because
if there is one thing that our bosses are supposed to do it is to decide decide
on the basis of options we spell out and recommendations we make, and if
the option involves the choice between an expanded service potential at a
greater cost and a lower cost service even if it is obsolete and irrelevant, then
this is precisely what their own job descriptions demand that they do. They
must decide.

I have, in many of the writings that were so generously recognized last year,
noted that we were far better at working hard, and even working effectively,
than in getting credit or in understanding the political environment, and I
won't bother you with those arguments in this paper today. However, there
is plenty of evidence that the trend to trivialize both the cost of the library and
the role of the professionals who presumably make its policies continues,
with the greater emphasis on "the place" or "the thing" , and that can grow
into "the terminal" as all we need. In a branch of our profession somewhat
different from that represented by this group, Eleanor Jo (Joey) Rodger of
the Urban Libraries Council reports in the September 1, 1993 issue of
Library Journal that there has been a drastic shift of public library funding
from continuing education and training, but also from all other activities, in
favor of a strategy of "just keep the doors open" .7 I think that Rodger reports
accurately, but I disagree with her when she concludes that these changes
implemented by management above the level of the library are therefore not
the fault of librarians, in the failure to plan, to pint out alternatives, and to
make others responsible for disastrous consequences that can result from
their own bad decisions.

It is only a short step from "just keep the doors open" to "just keep the
terminals wired for self-service" and never mind everything else, because we
have a shortage of funds. If this is the result for academia, then all our
strategies for enhancing access electronically, essential as this certainly is for
the effectiveness of doing our jobs as we know that issue better than anyone
else, will have become a Pyrrhic victory. Planning for resource sharing in the
electronic environment must be large scale and of multi-year dimensions,
and not micro-management, because this is an area that cannot be funded
one year at a time. It is important that we develop these plans and
projections, because if we don't somebody else will, and because they only
know money or only know machines but don't know the information
process their projections and conclusions will certainly be incompetent. As
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we develop our plans and documentation it should not be surprising if a
number of strategies emerge that, quire coincidentally, also serve us. It
should not surprise us because only candidates for sainthood do anything
else. Everyone else, in a management setting, proposes what is best for them
because they can certainly convince themselves that what is best for them
is also best for the organization. Having convinced ourselves we then need
to convince others.

Some, although by no means all, of the pieces of this strategy that we
present to our administrators would include the following:

1) Electronic resource sharing and access are absolutely essential if this is
to remain a significant institution for research, scholarship, and teach-
ing.

2) Electronic access and resource sharing will be cost effective and even
cost beneficial, but it will not be cheap. It will require additional money.
Finding that money is the job of the administrators at the highest level,
because finding money has always been their most jobs. Professors,
and for that matter librarians, really need them for little else.

3) How much cost effectiveness and how much money depends in part
on changes in academic behavior that we can only suggest but that we
cannot enforce. Administrators then have a choice of either attempting
some review of how the information use process takes place, or of
finding even more money.

4) And of course, the planning and implementation of such a significant
undertaking will require technical support from many people, particu-
larly technologists and computer specialists. However, there is only one
group of people that can effectively manage the effort. Guess who that
is?

As I face the prospects of enhanced electronic access and resource sharing
I am of course exhilarated by the potential opportunities. I am worried about
the many vacuums that can be left in a piecemeal planning process. I recall
enough from my study of physics to know that nature abhors a vacuum. If
we leave vacuums somebody else will fill them. And that is my caution as
we begin this conference.
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Abstract
OCLC has provided a range of services designed for resource
sharing over the past twenty years. How will these services be
developed to meet the challenges of the new technologies? The
paper reviews OCLC's strategic thinking and development strategy
designed to assist libraries and their users to move into the
information age.
Specific emphasis is placed on FirstSearch, OCLC's first online
reference service developed for end users and its associated
document ordering capability OCLC Dispatch. The paper reviews
the way in which FirstSearch has been implemented in major US
libraries and the evaluation of FirstSearch by 82 UK academic
libraries in May/June 1993.
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I began my career in librarianship working for Plymouth Public Libraries, a
typical British Public Library. There was a then fairly new Central Library
rebuilt after the war in the city centre and some twenty branch libraries in the
suburbs together with a mobile library service. I worked in the central
processing department where one of our main tasks was maintaining the
union catalogue which identified the holdings of the central and various
branch libraries: a standard card catalogue with a grid stamped on each card
for indicating the locations of all the copies of each title we owned. I'm sure
this scenario is familiar to many of you. We operated a paper system for
requesting both known items and subject requests and a small fleet of vans
transferred both the paper and the physical books around the city system.
It was a time-consuming and I must say often boring process for those of us
who had to file the cards and maintain the holdings. It did, however, provide
a service and was "state of the art" at the time.

Last month my stepdaughter who is undertaking a distance learning nursing
qualification asked me to help her identify some sources for her year's
project which is on the care of the terminally ill in the community. I used the
OCLC FirstSearch service to search a range of databases for both mono-
graphs and serial titles; identified locations and suppliers, and requested a
range of items to help her with her project. Within a few days we had
received books and photocopies of articles from both libraries and suppliers
in the UK and the USA. She is still writing the project but I anticipate she will
receive good marks for the research strategy!

I'm not going to elaborate on the period of time that has elapsed between
these two scenarios but I am sure you can see that the issues remain the same
for users to gain access to resources not immediately available to them.
They need:

bibliographic verification

holdings locations

delivery mechanisms.

Advances in technology merely enable us to address the issues more
comprehensively and efficiently.

OCLC began to involve itself in resource sharing as soon as it began to build
its cooperative database in the late 60s and early 70s. Library interlending
using the database began as an offshoot to the primary activity of shared
cataloguing. OCLC's Interlending System was introduced in 1979 and used
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the OCLC network to send electronic messages between libraries connected
to the network for the purpose of making ILL requests. Since that time the

use of the ILL system has grown each year and has outpaced the growth of
the OCLC database itself. In that time the use of the OCLC system has
extended from being a national US resource to an international resource.
Nevins and Lang' analysed the growth of the use of the OCLC ILL system
over a five year period ending in 1991. During that time figure 1 shows
that - requests doubled from 2.7 million in 1986 to 5.4 million in 1991. The
percentage of requests which were ultimately filled remained steady at
around 86%. The reasons for the growth in the use of the system during this

period could not be attributed solely to additional libraries using the system
(Figure 2), but more significantly to an increase of some 30% to the
average number of requests per library which rose from 896 per library in
1986 to 1,165 in 19' )1 (Figure 3). Finally, one further interesting fact to

emerge from the Nevins and Langstudy is that the provision of photocopies
to fulfill ILL requests grew to represent some 44% of total loans in 1991.
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If we assume that the provision of photocopies largely represents the lending
of serial articles or conference papers then this becomes surprising since at

that time the OCLC database firstly was primarily (85%) a database of
monograph titles and secondly did not facilitate either subject searching or
the ability to search at a level beyond that of a serial title. OCLC recognised
that in order to help libraries to improve their efficiency in resource sharing

activities it needed to provide bibliographic verification at the serial article
or conference paper level; provide additional searching capabilities; and
review new methods of document delivery. At the same time OCLC
continued to pursue a strategy of enriching its database and improving the
capabilities of its shared cataloguing service recognising the relationship of
cataloguing and resource sharing as being complementary activities.

The development of a reference searching engine, called Newton, provided
OCLC with a platform for becoming a database host. In the early 1990s
OCLC introduced firstly an information retrieval service called EPIC de-
signed for experienced online searchers and secondly an end user online
reference service called FirstSearch. When they were first introduced they
provided access to a limited number of databases but OCLC has increased
this number so that at present both EPIC and FirstSearch provide access to
more than thirty popular databases. These include the OCLC database itself
(called WorldCat on FirstSearch), Medline, ERIC, BIOSIS, MLA and a range

of Wilson and UMI databases.

The reference platform also enabled OCLC to develop additional databases
of its own. The first of these is a Serials Table ofContents (STOC) database
currently providing access to some 11,000 serial titles. This is shortly to be
increased by the addition of unique titles from the British Library. OCLC
estimates that this will add a further 4,500 titles to it's STOC file which

supports the ArticleFirst and ContentsFirst databases available on both
EPIC and FirstSearch.

OCLC has also contracted with the British Library to acquire records from

the BL's Inside Conferences database which will contribute to two parallel
databases ProceedingsFirst and PapersFirst to provide table of contents and

conference paper indexes.

One of the unique features OCLC is able to provide to both its own and other
publisher's databases is the linking of serial titles to holdings locations in the
OCLC Online Union Catalogue. By linking an abstract or index entry in this

way EPIC and FirstSearch are able to indicate whether the users own library
owns the serial title (ie the article is likely to be immediately available) as well

as which other OCLC libraries own the title (for a potential ILL request).
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Whilst EPIC is similar to other information retrieval services operating on a
charging mechanism relating to connect hour and offline and online prints
First Search has been described as "changing the entire online game" by
Information Today2 and has won a number of awards including the 1992
Meckler Computer in Libraries Award for the most innovative Internet
application.

First Search is a menu-driven interface which is charged for on a per search
or annual subscription basis. In Information Today, Mick O'Leary says
"OCLC deserves polite applause for the technical design of First Search, but
a raucous standing ovation for this pricing method". It is primarily designed
for use on networked campuses but is also attractive to special libraries and
public libraries who wish to empower their users to undertake their own
information searching. First Search is very accessible both in terms of
telecommunications being available via the OCLC network; academic
networks such as JANET and WIN, and the Internet. it is also highly
available in terms of hours of access being available via the Internet 23 hours
per day Sunday through Friday. OCLC's ultimate goal is achieving around
the clock around the globe availability.

OCLC has this year introduced two new features to First Search which relate
to document delivery mechanisms. Firstly the OCLC Dispatch service is
available on a number of First Search databases. Dispatch provides an
online ordering capability to a number of document suppliers. At present the
suppliers are UM1, Dynamic Information and 1S1. Once an article has been
identified using FirstSearch the order command initiates a screen which
indicates which suppliers (and their prices) are available for the article in
question. The provision of multiple suppliers provides competition which
has already resulted in reduction of unit prices. Suppliers are currently
providing delivery by fax, mail and courier and payment is either by deposit
account or credit (Master or Visa) card.

The second enhancement has been to provide a link from FirstSearch to the
OCLC PRISM ILL system. Again, via the order command, the library's ILL
department is identified as a potential supply mechanism. By completing the
screen prompts end users can transmit an ILL request to the review file of
the PRISM ILL system where it can be reviewed by ILL staff. FirstSearch
can therefore facilitate both mediated and unmediated document ordering
thus providing additional choice to the end user.

Since its introduction in late 1991 more than 800 institutions in the US have
become FirstSearch subscribers. Their users like the simple interface and the
range of databases which are available on FirstSearch. Librarians. initially
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sceptical about the lack of sophistication of the interface, are now won over
because of the enthusiasm of their users. "First Search improves the image
of the library across our community" said one senior librarian to me on a
recent study tour of First Search installations in the US, "It enables me to
provide instant access to over 30 databases by just signing an order form".
At this particular institution First Search was providing access to all the online
databases required and had enabled the institution to cancel some CD-
ROM subscriptions. In another institution First Search was provided as a
foundation source to general databases provided as an integral part of a
reference service strategy which also included standalone CD-ROM databases
in some departmental libraries serving particular subject areas and a site
mounted tape service to what the library considered as their key subject
database. Both the tape mounted service and First Search were provided
over the campus LAN with no indication to the end user of where the data
was located. A similar approach has been adopted by Columbia University
in New York where users first select the subject area of interest and the
university's Clio Plus system provides a menu of potential databases. Only
when the user selects a single database does the system access the
appropriate host which includes First Search and a number of alternative
sources.

All of the libraries I visited acknowledged the continued increase in demand
for interlending. They were divided on cause and effect. Most of them
accepted that access to documents was the key issue and that the manage-
ment of this process was becoming an important professional skill. The
development of links, like the OCLC First Search PRISM ILL link is seen to
be an improvement in efficiency. "At least now we receive accurate and
legible ILL requests which dramatically decrease the amount of time staff
take in processing each request" said the head of one ILL department. By
applying technology ILL workflows can avoid the rekeying of bibliographic
data and speed up the process of sending and receiving materials.

Whilst First Search provides access to a range of databases and this is always
cited by librarians as one of its chief attractions usage of databases has, since
its introduction, consistently been concentrated on the OCLC databases.
The analysis for September 1993 indicates that 3.9% of searches were made
on WorldCat, 13.6% on ArticleFirst and 3.2% on ContentsFirst. Medline
was the most used non-OCLC database with 4.4% of total searches. The
selection of databases to be mounted on FirstSearch remains an important
process and OCLC has pursued a policy of maintaining a very broad subject
coverage with emphasis on the humanities and social sciences. Recent
additions have included the Columbia Concise Electronic Encyclopaedia
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and an interesting upcoming development will be the addition of "Current
Information Sources" an international wire feed service which includes
articles compiled by over one hundred sources such as Reuters. Knight-
Ridder, Financial Times and stock exchanges.

First Search has recently become available to European libraries. European
availability was tied to the increase in hours of availability which was
required in order to make it a viable service. Prior to the increased hours of
availability installed at the end of August 1993 OCLC undertook an
evaluation of First Search in association with Chest (Combined Higher
Education Software Team) in the United Kingdom in May and June of this
year. First Search was made available via the NISS gateway on the Joint
Academic Network (JANET) free of charge to those institutions prepared to

UK First Search Evaluation
DATABASE USAGE
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complete an evaluation questionnaire. The invitation to participate. alloca-
tion of authorisations, and subsequently the availability of the questionnaire
and its return was all undertaken via the JANET network using a Listserve
set up by Chest. 25 databases were made available to the institutions during
the trial with the agreement of their publishers: 82 institutions participated
in the trial and 36,244 searches were made on the trial databases. Figure 4
indicates the databases which were most heavily accessed during the trial.
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OCLC Europe received 156 evaluation questionnaires representing 42 of
the 82 institutions who participated in the evaluation from individuals.
These respondents were largely (61%) library staff.

In terms of the responses 28 (28%) of the librarians described First Search
as "very easy- to use; 48 (48%) "easy- and 23 (23%) "not easy-. For
academic staff 23 (40%) found it "very easy": 30 (52";i) "easy- and 5 (8%)
"not easy-. It could be argued that the librarians who found it "not easy-
were used to more sophisticated and complex retrieval systems and
consequently found a "simpler" interface "not easy". This was borne out
by US FS sites where we observed that library staff requested FS training
sessions whilst end users simply turned it on and learnt from direct use.

In an attempt to obtain some comparative data, we asked respondents to
rate First Search "better than- or "worse than- some similar services with the
following results.

Better than Worse than

44 BIDS 39
10 Dialog 31

10 STN 17

12 Datastar 20

On this basis First Search was described as marginally "better than- BIDS but
"worse than- Dialog, STN and Datastar where comparisons could be made.
It is difficult to draw conclusions on such subjective data, particularly when
alternative systems are regularly used, and familiarity could be either a
positive or negative influence, and on this 1...Isis we feel that the results are
inconclusive.

A third approach was to invite respondents to identify possible enhance-
ments or improvements to First Search capabilities, and this question
provided the most illuminative responses, since a number of enhancements
were repeatedly requested.

Before discussing the requests themselves it is interesting to note the source
of the requests. The 95 librarians generated 153 requests for enhancenwnts
whereas the 61 end users generated only 46 requests, thus reinforcing the
view of the more sophisticated expectations and therefore moi e critical
reactions of the library staff.

The major concern of the librarians was the lack of the "OR" operator (3(1
requests) followed by delete backspace (18): mark citat ions for printing (12)
and improve author searching (11 ). For end users the main concern was US
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bias of databases (9) followed by delete:backspace (6) and mark citations
for printing (6) and improve downloading (5). The "OR" operator was
ranked fifth with 4 requests from academic staff.

L;ince we had anticipated the US bias of databases a5 a potential issue we
asked respondents to list databases they would like to see included on
First Search. We received 19 requests but no clear indication of preference.

Specific requests included AKINFORM. MLA database, Inspec. Psych
Abstracts together with a range of more general requests such as "more
Luropean". "British Nursing Journals- and "Any French Database".

OCLC has recently made available First Search Version 2.3. This includes
enhancements to the printing capabilities of First Search identified during
the UK trial. The availability of the "OR" operator is scheduled for inclusion
in the next release of enhancements.

At the end of the trial 14 UK institutions elected to immediately subscribe to
First Search and these institutions are in the process of implementing
First Search within their institutions.

I have emphasised First Search since it is innovative in the area of resource
sharing in two respects. Firstly it is designed to enable end users to undertake
their own online searching and secondly it provides them with a choice of
delivery mechanisms. First Search largely provides access to indexes/ab-
stracts but is already moving towards the introduction of full text databases
such as the Columbia Concise Electronic Encyclopaedia, Disclosure and
Event line. OCLC is also involved in electronic journal publishing with its
Primary Journals Online series which now comprises three titles. OCLC has
a fundamental commitment to resource sharing and a tradition and
reputation for keeping abreast of new technological developments. It will
«mtinue to develop and make available comprehensive resource sharing
strategies for both libraries and their users.

Referunces:
1 Nevins. Kate: Lang, Darryl. Interlibrary loan - a cooperative effort

among OCLC users. Wilson Library &di lean. pp 37-40, 110-112,
February 1903

2 O'Leary. Mick. First Search takes the lead. Information Today (Febru-
ary l)92) pp 11 ff.
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The Business Information Network :
Improving European Enterprise through
Resource Sharing
Sheila Corrall
Aston University Library & Information Services.
Birmingham, United Kingdom

Sheila Corrali worked for five years in the public library
sector and ten years at the British Library before joining
Aston University in 1991 as Director of Library & Information
Services. Sne has been actively involved in professional
activities in the UK and has served on many national
committees. Her current memberships include the Library
Association Personnel Training and Education Group
Committee. the Institute of Information Scientists External
Affairs Committee. the SCONULCOPOL Advisory
Committee on Information Systems. and the British Library
Working Party on Electronic Publishing. She helped to set
up the UK Business Information Network and is now Vice-
Chairman.

Abstract
The UK Business Information Network was formed in 1990 as an
independent self-financing co-operative of public, government
and academic libraries committed to delivering quality products
and services to their user communities. Promoted as a national
resource for business people both within and outside the UK, the
Network has subsequently been extended with the introduction of
associate membership for commercial information suppliers. In
1992 it was awarded formal status as the Business Information
Panel of the UK Library and Information Co-operation Council
(LINC) with a remit to review, encourage and facilitate co-
ordination of business information provision nationally across all
sectors. Its current activities include production of a referral
database/directory of expertise and resources; organisation of
seminars and workshops; negotiation of terms and conditions
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with suppliers; development of quality of service guidelines; and
circulation of a regular newsletter. A recent initiative is the
creation of an electronic mail forum using the Joint Academic
Network (JANET) for business information specialists in university
libraries to exchange views on issues of mutual concern. The UK
Business Information Network has also established links with
organisations and institutions in other countries, and has served
as the model for the formation of an equivalent network in
Denmark.

Introduction

The UK Business Information Network (BIN) was formed in 1990 as an
independent self-financing co-operative of public, government and aca-
demic libraries committed to delivering quality products and services to their
user communities. The formation of BIN heralded a new era in national
planning and resource sharing, characterised by determination to consoli-
date and formalise existing ad hoc arrangements, to build links between
public and private sector providers and to encourage entrepreneurial
service developments. the British Library played a key role in moving the
proiect forward, but the impetus and direction came largely from the UK
library and information services community. In its three years of operation.
BIN has evolved in a dynamic and exciting way. The model has already
been adopted in Denmark, and is capable of adaptation in other European
countries and farther afield.

Background

The environmental factors providing the backdrop to this initiative are
familiar to colleagues everywhere: public expenditure cuts: rising literature
costs: growth in the supply of and demand for information, and the advent
of new media and electronic publishing: promotion of the concept of
'tradeable' information, with the creation of a sizeable private sector
information broking industry: the focus on customer care and quality, with
emphasis on accountability and value for money. In the UK, seminal reports
from government and other official bodies have shaped attitudes and
behaviour in the library and information world, notably the ITAP report,
Making a husiness of information: ' the 'FD3' report, advocating planned co-
operation through the development of local Library and Information Plans
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(LIPs)2 and the 'PUPLIS report encouraging joint ventures between the
public and private sectors.3 In the world of business information, public and
academic libraries have expanded and enhanced provision, with the
introduction of fee-based 'value added' services, in tandem with the
phenomenal growth in electronic information systems produced for the
business user.

During the 1980s a mismatch between aspiration and achievement became
apparent. A review of sixteen major projects sponsored by the British
Library Research and Development Department between 1982 and 1986
pinpointed shortcomings in business information provision and barriers to
progress: lack of awareness and understanding among the user community,
particularly of the information resources held in public libraries; inadequate
marketing of services; and shortage of staff with the necessary specialist
knowledge and skills to exploit the new media successfully, exacerbated by
the continuing pressure on library budgets!' The review concluded that
some form of national co-ordination was needed - suggesting a network of
regional centres - and a parallel study of the information needs of small firms

pointed towards the concept of local access (via the public library) to the
wealth of national resources available throughout the country.5 A possible
model was offered by the existing Patents Information Network, then jointly

managed by the British Library Science Reference and Information Service
(SRIS) and the UK Patent Office but the national library was not in a
position to fund an initiative on the scale envisaged. Instead, responding
positively to overtures from several public library authorities, SRIS took the
lead in setting up a working group to develop and refine ideas put forward
by the community, and BIN was conceived as a national initiative embrac-
ing many of the features associated with LIPs, but firmly based on the
principle of a self-managed co-operative funded by members' subscrip-

tions.7

Strategic Focus
The ultimate purpose and national role of the Network is encapsulated in the

mission statement adopted by the working group. and subsequently en-
dorsed by the Management Committee elected by the founding members
at their inaugural general meeting -

"To improve the performance and competitiveness of British enter-
prise through the better use of business information".
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From the beginning, a commitment to continuous improvement and a
significant European dimension were envisaged, reflected in the set of
objectives agreed at that time:

- to promote exploitation of business information resources
throughout the UK;

- to improve the overall standard of business information provi-
sion;

to provide an effective focus for the development of business
information products and services;

to develop partnerships with information providers in other
parts of Europe.

Specific goals were also identified to guide the Network's programmes and
activities through its formative years:

to raise awareness among the business community of the
value of business information;

to establish the Business Information Network as the national
public resource for business people, within and outside the
UK;

to strengthen the links between public-sector business informa-
tion providers, both in the UK and in Europe;

to devise cost-effective methods of achieving wider access to
business information;

to identify gaps in business information coverage and initiate
projects to fill them for example, information on Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises;

to develop strategies to meet particular nationwide informa-
tion needs - for eZample, the Single European Market;

to exploit the opportunities provided by new technology in the
context of business information.

Membership

BIN membership was innially restricted to publicly-funded libraries and
information units which had the equivalent of at least one full-time member
of staff committed to business information 'publicly-funded' being defined
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here as an organisation receiving more than half its funding from central or
local government sources - and there was a flat-rate annual subscription of
£375, irrespective of the number of sites or service points involved. The
working group acknowledged the significant role of the private sector in
business information provision, but wanted a simple structure at the start;
they were also concerned that commercial firms might find it difficult to give
due priority to co-operating with other BIN members, and that the competi-
tive nature of their activities might be at odds with the public service ethos.
However, during the set-up period there was a steady stream of enquiries
from accountancy and law firms, brokers and consultants, Chambers of
Commerce, industrial libraries, professional and trade associations, pub-
lishers and database producers. Requests from the latter to join the Network
in a supportive role subsequently persuaded the Committee to admit them
as Associates, paying the same rate of subscription but without voting rights
or entitlement to other membership privileges (such as reciprocal discounts
on services). Three years on, the Committee decided to review the criteria
for membership in the light of changing circumstances, and a radical'
restructuring was approved at the 1993 annual general meeting.

The new structure reflects the wider range of activities and the enhanced
strategic role which BIN is equipped to take on now that it is firmly
established in the business information world. The key features are a shift
from an organisation-based to a site-based subscription for full members
(perceived as a fairer method of distributing the financial burden between
organisations of increasingly varied size and complexity) and the introduc-
tion of a new category of Affiliate members. The changes are also designed
to stimulate more active participation by academic institutions, recognising
the important contribution of this sector in educating and training the
business community of the future. The current membership categories are
as follows:

Full membership is open to any library or information service which
is part of a not-for-profit organisation (eg public libraries, academic
libraries). Membership is site specific, and any eligible organisation
may nominate any number of its sites or service points for member-
ship, provided that in every case the site concerned has the equiva-
lent of at least one full-time person involved in the provision of
business information. Subscription: £95 per site.

Affiliate membership is open to (a) organisations providing other
intermediary business services, ie libraries and information services
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which are in the private sector, either free-standing profit-making
services or part of profit-making organisations (eg brokers and
consultants, banks. Chambers of Commerce. accountancy and law
firms, professional bodies and trade associations, industrial libraries)
and (b) educational organisations providing business studies or
business-related courses in the public or private sectors (eg depart-
ments of information studies/library schools). Membership is site
specific. as above. Subscription: £95 for organisations with up to ten
employees, or £195 for more than ten employees.

Associate membership is open to for-profit organisations which are
sympathetic to BIN's aims (eg publishers, commercial suppliers,
database producers and hosts involved in the supply of business
information). Associate members do not have voting rights, nor are
they eligible for discounted rates on services negotiated by the Net-
work on behalf of Full and Affiliate members. Subscription: £395.

Activities
In the first year of operation, priority had to be given to securing the
infrastructure of the Network, and especially to the recruitment of a sufficient
number of members to justify the appointment of a professional manager
and administrative support. The British Library continued to act as a
facilitator, providing both professional and administrative support for the
initial recruitment drive, which attracted more than fifty members during the
first twelve months. Some two-thirds of the initial membership came from
the public library sector (representing all parts of the UK) with the balance
made up of academic, government and national libraries. This enabled the
BIN Management Committee to recruit an experienced free-lance business
information specialist to act as Network Manager (on a part-time basis) and
later to retain a second free-lance consultant to support the public relations/
media activities required to establish the Network's profile. The British
Library was then able to reduce its support to a more appropriate level, but
with continuing input as an active member, as well as providing office
accommodation for the Manager.

Key tasks identified were intended to support and stimulate the exchange of
informatir and sharing of expertise among members, and thus included
the circulation of a regular newsletter, creation of a referral database/
directory, and the discussion of training and development needs. The
referral database was deliberately designed as a tool to help offset the lack
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of comprehensive collections and specialist staff at the local level by enabling
members to identify colleagues with expertise in particular areas and to act
as human gateways to more specialised services throughout the country.
The database contains information on members' resources and services at
a more detailed level than other library directories, covering access to online
hosts: areas of strength, such as countries regularly researched and language
skills: links with other librariesfinformation providers: significant holdings of
statistics, standards, patents. official journals, newspapers, market research
reports, company annual reports. CD-ROMs, etc and special services
(eg translation) together with charges, conditions of use. Contact names and
addresses are given for both central and branch libraries, and a geographi-
cal listing and map enables users to locate members by country and then by
county. The newsletter (now bimonthly) allows changes in contact details
to be notified quickly, pending the issue of the next quarterly update to the
directory which is provided free to members, and is available to others for
a fee. with the option of an annual subscription for the updates.'

The potential benefits of pooling resources to mount joint publicity and
promotion campaigns were seen as central to the Network's raison d'etre.
The need to raise awareness among the business community of the
availability of business information products and services - and indeed of the
value of information to support business decisions - was shared by all public
sector business information services, and it made sense to collaborate in
efforts to get a common message across. A logo and house style were
developed, and incorporated into a leaflet explaining (with examples) what
members offered, with a space for local contact details to be added. The
house style has been carried through to letterheads. posters, presentation
folders, etc. acknowledging the importance of conveying a businesslike
image. BIN has also been promoted through articles in the professional and
trade press, presentations - by the Network Manager and individual
members - and press releases (which have been rewarded with several
favourable mentions in the Financial Times). At the same time, work began
to develop draft quality guidelines for service to members and users,
intended to encourage good practice and provide a framework within which
members set their own standards and targets, in accordance with their
institutions' mission and objectives.

As BIN's membership and status have grown, it has been able to put
pressure on suppliers to members' benefit and to influence policy discussion
at national level. The Network Manager has negotiated discounts and
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special deals with publishers on behalf of members (which are publicised in
the newsletter). BIN has also challenged database producers/hosts over
attempts to impose contractual obligations regarded as unfair and unethical,
and has thus succeeded in protecting both intermediaries and end-users
from unscrupulous behaviour threatening to undermine the confidentiality
of the professional-client relationship. Earlier this year, it was invited to give
evidence to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission investigation of the
supply of historical online databases for archival business and financial
information (with particular reference to the position of FT Profile). In 1992,
BIN became the official Business Information Panel of the Library and
Information Co-operation Council (LINC) and thus acquired a formal role
as expert adviser on library and information co-operation in relation to
business information across all sectors throughout the British Isles. LINC
was established in 1989. with the objective "to promote co-operation and
partnership as a means of improving the effectiveness of the library and
information sector in the UK and the Republic of Ireland... "

BIN's remit in this role reflects the general aims of L1NC. but with a specific
responsibility for business information, and thus includes reviewing, en-
couraging and facilitating all types of business-related library/information
co-operation: acting as a forum for the exchange of views on such co-
operation: and collecVng and disseminating information thereon. Its first
major initiative in this capacity will be the conduct of a survey of the range
and breadth of co-operative developments in business information in the
UK, which is being funded jointly by LINC and the British Library Research
and Development Department. This research has been prompted by BIN's
concern at the burgeoning of co-operative developments in the field, which
frequently overlap in terms of market, customer base and services, while the
communication and pragmatic links between them are at best accidental
and unplanned. This is not, however. B1N's first research venture, as in 1992
it commissioned a study (conducted by the City University Department of
Information Science) on the effects of the economic recession on business
information services, which concluded that despite difficulties in marketing
fee-based services, demand for business information had remained buoy-
ant and there was scope for expansion. In keeping with its desire to
facilitate the sharing of information among the business information corn-
munity, BIN has with this study initiated a publishing programme to ensure
that the results of its efforts reach the widest possible audience.

;
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In addition to the above research, BIN has also recently published the
proceedings of its second successful seminar held at the annual International

Library Technology Pair in Hatfield, Hertfordshire, offering members and

others the chance to purchase either individual papers or the complete set."

The previous event, on the theme of "Current issues in business information

technology-, underlines BIN's concern to help members exploit new
technologies to improve standards of service provision. Innovation through

information technology characterises another exciting project which in-

volves BIN as a major player in a partnership with library communities in

Belgium and Portugal formed to develop a pilot enquiry and referral service,

based on the X.500 directory standard, with funding from the European
Commission under Action Line 2 of its Libraries Programme. The Library

and Information Referral Networks (LIRN) project is being co-ordinated by

LASER - the London and South Eastern Library Region and BIN members

will participate in the definition, implementation and evaluation phases.

LIRN aims to provide a rapid response to enquiries and makes information

available to libraries on a European-wide basis, by developing a thesaurus

and distributed database of information sources, using business as the

subject focus for the study.12

Within the UK. BIN is launching a timely new service directed initially at the

university library community, but extending beyond BIN members to
involve everyone interested in business information provision and use in an

electronic forum to identify and address issues of current concern. LIS-

BIN will operate as an unmoderated e-mail discussion list, open to business

specialists in the higher education community who have access to JANET

(the UK Joint Academic Network). This initiative is an example of BIN's

determination to assume a wider role in national co-ordination as part of its

responsibilities as the Business Information Panel of LINC. Although BIN's

public and government library members are not at present connected to
JANET. the initiative is well timed as it will run in parallel with a project

investigating the potential benefits of networking for publiclibraries, with the

expectation that within the foreseeable future all BIN members will be able

to communicate with each other electronically. (In the meantime, members

can use BIN's electronic bulletin board hosted by DataStar.)
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European Role

Development of a European dimension to BIN was envisaged from the
outset as a natural progression. The BIN directory enables members to
identify colleagues likely to be able to assist with requestS for European
company. market and product information: entries cover countries regu-
larly researched, foreign language skills, significant holdings of overseas
directories. etc. as well as giving details of specific links with information
providers in other parts of Europe. The Network has already generated
considerable interest in other countries and informal links have been
established with corresponding members in Spain. France, Finland and the
Czech Republic. In November 1992, the BIN Management Committee was
delighted to learn of the successful launch of the Erhvervs Informations
Netvaerket (Danish Network for Business Information) and the publication
of its directory, deliberately taking BIN as its model. BIN members are also
looking forward to working with Portuguese and Belgian colleagues in the
forthcoming LIRN project: development of effective electronic links across
national boundaries may raise the question of admitting colleagues from
other countries into full or affiliate membership.

A Global BIN?

BIN has established itself as an impressive model for resource sharing within
the UK. In three years the Network has made steady progress towards its
objectives and goals. it has undergone substantial restructuring and devel-
opment, and is now acknowledged as a major player in the national arena
and in Europe. Key features include the emphasis on staff expertise as the
shared asset of the Network, the successful establishment of a corporate
identity. and evolution into an effective lobbying force in the commercial
world. New technologies already underpin the delivery of members' ser-
vices to their customers, but are beginning to have more impact on roles an
relationships and the Network's future direction. The prospect of a global
BIN by the end of the decade is both feasible and desirable.
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Abstract
The libraries of the four doctoral granting centers of the State
University of New York system have embarked on an ambitious
initiative in cooperation and planned collection interdependence.
This is possible through the development of appropriate technology,
policy negotiations among the four campus library directors,
administrators, and faculty, and a commitment by collection
development and public services librarians to the concept of
making shared collections serve the users of the four campuses.
Using client/server software and the 239.50 protocol to link the
four campus catalogs and a catalog-based request service, students
and faculty on all four campuses will be empowered to interact
with collections and staff of other libraries and served as if they
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were at their own campus. Collection development officers have
used the results of collection overlap and journal use studies to
plan a "metacollection" to serve users from the four campuses.

Introduction
The State University of New York enrolls 298,000 students in a decentral-
ized system of four doctoral granting university centers, thirteen liberal arts
c( >lieges. eight specialized colleges. four medical schools and six colleges of
technology and agriculture. Each institution has a distinct mission and is
,Joverned by its own council, president, and faculty senate (Figure 1).

The information presented in this paper is an overview of cooperative
activities among libraries of the four doctoral granting institutions of the
State University of New York system -- the University Centers at Albany,
Buighainton. Buffalo and Stony Brook. The four university centers have
distinct curricular interests and research missions and the libraries reflect
tliese differences in their collections. They are all members of the Research
Libraries Group (RLG) and three of the four are also members of the
As:,ociation of Research Libraries (ARL).

The 3()(1-5 miles between campuses make it impossible to work face-to-
face on most of the cooperati.,e activities. Electronic mail and telefacsimile
tt ( hnologies have been and continue to be the main means of communi-
atioli among the libraries staff on the four campuses. Other technologies
ill be discussed below.

New Technologies for Cooperative Activities

liblcIries are using the Internet, telefacsimile transmission. Ariel soft-
v. NOTIS PacLink PacLoan clientiserver software. Geac Advance

hent server software and the Z39.50 standard for resource sharing.

Client server software and the Z39.50 protocol link the catalogs of the
, unpuses in such a way that the user has seamless access to remote catalogs

can interact with them as he she does at the home campus. Three of the
ampuses use NOTIS software running on the IBM VM/MVS operating

system .1 he third. Albany, is in the process of installing Geac Advance, a
based system. This mixed environment presents technological as well

)lnv and proLedural chaenges in linking the four libraries.
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38 Suzanne Fedunok / Sharon Bonk

139.50 is an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard for
communication between client and server software for bibliographic infor-
mation. Its full title is Information Retrieval Service Definition and Protocol
Specifications for Library Applications.

Client/server software architecture divides functions into requester (client)
and provider (server) subsystems that use a standardized method of
intercommunication. The client software formulates and issues a request for
information or services and usually provides the interface to the user. The
server software receives and fulfills requests, from one or more clients, for
information or services. The user generally does not have any direct
interface with the server software.'

Late in 1990 the SUNY University Centers joined eight university libraries
in the state of Indiana to identify requirements and design specifications for
linked catalogs and user-interactive systems. Because NOTIS is already
installed in three SUNY University Centers, and because NOTIS is a leader
in development of the ANSI Z39.50-compliant system, the NOTIS model is
described in some detail. The Geac system is expected to provide compa-
rable functionality so that the University at Albany may participate as an
equal partner in the four-campus shared resources program by 1995.
NOTIS PacSearch and PacLoan are among the first of many systems
expected to come to market as vendors coPe with the instructional and
service needs and implications of open systems. It is not our purpose to
describe or assess competing products here, but to indicate that it is a
contractual requirement of Geac to develop software to provide the
University at Albany campus with functionality comparable to the NOTIS

functionality at the other three University Center campuses.

The NOTIS product that resulted from the discussions and contractual
arrangements is called PacLink. "PacLink is a client/server application
which permits end users at one site to seamlessly connect to online catalogs
at other sites. With a few keystrokes. the end user can extend a search to the

catalog of another institution.''''

PacLink software provides the end user connection to another online
catalog from a menu of catalogs preselected by the institution. It requires no
sign-ons or other indications that a remote linkage is taking place. The user
does not have to end the local system session in order to use the menu of
options to connect to the other libraries. PacLink allows users to reuse a
search strategy in the remote catalog, without rekeying it. Once connected
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to another catalog, the user can search that catalog using local system
commands. In the case of the University Centers using NOTIS. this is already

possible through Telnet sessions: however, for Geac Advance userssearch-

ing NOTIS systems and vice versa, this will be of great benefit. Once the
Geac Advance Z39.50 capability is implemented at Albany, the intersystem

searching benefits will be the same for users at all four institutions.

PacLink is designed to be an end user system which provides searching of
remote catalogs on the Internet without the need to use the remote system

commands and interfaces. When a citation is found in a remote catalog, the

user can then request retrieval and circulation from the remote library. It is
designed as a resource sharing system based in the local online catalog.

How the Technology is Used

In Stage One of the program, which will begin in January 1994, members

of all four University Center campus communities will be able to access all

four library online catalogs. Users at Binghamton. Buffalo, and Stony Brook

will do so through the NOTIS search software, while Albany users connect
through communications software such as Kermit and Telnet.

Users continue to submit paper interlibrary loan requests in the usual way

to the appropriate library offices which will initiate the borrowing transac-
tions from the other campuses. An agreement called "SUNY Express- calls

for expedited (48 hour turnaround time) service on transactions from the

partners. The lending campuses. including Albany. respond to interlibrary

loan requests by transmitting articles and chapters of books via Ariel
document delivery software or parcel post delivery.

A user-initiated request service will be available in Stage Two -- the PacLoan

stage. which will be operational in early 1994. NOTIS PacLoan allows users

to initiate requests for materials that were found in a search session, based

on institutional agreements and other parameters such as standard of
validation that the user requesting the material is a member in good standing

of the university community. The Geac equivalent of PacLoan is expected

to be delivered to Albany by January 1995.

When a user requests materials found in a search of a remote catalog, he '

she uses a request screen into which the bibliographic information is
automatically posted, saving time and guaranteeing the accuracy of the

1 '111)11t alulls of 1 1 il,n %.% II 17
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request. The request allows for special instructions. The request process is
interactive with the local system. It checks the user's home database and
notifies the user if the material is also owned by the home library; it also
requires local system validation of current eligibility to borrow. The user
must enter a personal password which is validated against the home
institution file. The request is queued by the system for review by the
appropriate library office (eg, Interlibrary Loan, or Circulation).

Management controls have been designed to assist the local institution:

a system verified user namelid number/status appears on the requests:

queuing of the users' completed requests in an approval file for local
review before transfer to the remote site;

item status reports as the request is acted upon at the remote institution:

local circulation system parameters for managing the borrowed material
such as overdue and recall notices or fines, if they are levied.

Borrower confidentiality is enhanced as the transactions are stored in
machine-readable system codes rather than in paper card files.

The staff of the remote site reviews the requests before acting on them and
communicates with the other institution as appropriate. The materials are
charged to the remote user, not to the interlibrary loan office, using lending
parameters that may differ from lending of locally-owned material. These
parameters will follow interinstitu .)nal agreements rather than the national
interlibrary loan code.

New Technology Management Issues

The University Center Libraries' goal is to provide most campus community
members with user-initiated access and delivery of shared library materials.
This goal, supported by the ANSI standard and specific technological
enhancements like PacLink, presents a challenge in organizing the staff of
the participating libraries. The concepts of user empowerment and self-
sufficiency will change dramatically the way the libraries operate. Staff at the
four libraries must be prepared to accept changes in relations with users, new
relations among departments within the library, and closer worhing relation-
ships with people hundreds of miles away.

8 "
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Most of the work among the University Center Libraries up to now has been

accomplished in the background while each library conducted local business

as usual. The next phase, realizing the shared collections concept, requires
dependence on installation of new technologies, their ongoingdevelopment,

and creation of a daily interactive program that becomes part of the core

operations of each institution.

Underlying use of PacLink are some basic requirements for cooperation:

The University Center libraries (and any other libraries they subsequently

access in this way) must share the philosophical concept of shared
resources and collection interdependence.

Library administrations and university academic administrations and
faculty must be cognizant and supportive of the goals and problems of

collection interdependence.

Areas of previous fierce institutional independence and a source of
potential institutional problems such as loan period, recalls, overdue
enforcement. and fines must be subject to joint agreements that may

supersede some local practices.

Libraries must change their workflow procedures to support a priority

service to the selected partners.

All participating libraries are required to install server software that uses

ANSI standards for Common Command Language and Information
Retrieval Protocols and that all have high-speed connections to the

regional network using TCP/IP Internet protocols.

c Ail participating libraries must have client software that provides the local

user interface to the corresponding server software.

A powerful capability is transferred to the user. It empowers the user at his/

her desk at home, in the office. or on the road, to search, identify and order

materials without going to the library, roaming the stacks, and queuing at

various service points. On the less positive side, it has the potential to bypass

the professional interaction and assistance that local circulation or interlibrary

loan or reference staff may give in identifying alternative local sources to

meet a user's need. It has the capability of transferring to -- and increasing

the workload of -- the other institutions which will now receive the direct

requests from remote users.
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New technology has made it possible to change the libraries' service
philosophy. "Their users are now our users." This change will require
organizational and psychological changes. The technology specialists have
given library collection managers and administrators something close to
their "ideal" environment for resource sharing. Now it is up to them to put
that technology to use.

That is in effect Stage Three of the program for cooperation, which is
supported by NOTIS PacLink and Geac Advance technology. This technol-
ogy allows the libraries to share locally mounted databases such as machine-
readable tapes of abstracts and indexes. The three NOTIS sites plan to share
files such as Newspaper Abstracts and Psychological Abstracts over the
Internet, beginning in January 1994. And there are other plans for planned
collection interdependence.

Resource Management

The four libraries' first cooperative projects concerned the technology for
resource sharing. In 1989, with funding from a US HEA Title IID grant, the
libraries successfully tested the feasibility of telefacsimile delivery of journal
articles. Next they worked on the development and NOTIS PacLink.

These initiatives led the four libraries to study thepolicy side of cooperation
and in 1991 they received a cooperative planning grant from the Council
on Library Resources to accomplish five broad goals:

1. to carry out the necessary general policy analysis and associated
research activities which will undergird policy formation and implemen-
tation planning;

2. to produce data on the use of serials and to produce data on loan
procedures;

3. to define the specific operating policies under which cooperation can
function among the SUNY University Center Libraries;

4. to create a formal and ongoing planning process for a technological
interlibrary infrastructure that will facilitate cooperation;

5. to document the undertaking and to describe the politics of cooperation
so that this effort can serve as a model for other similar institutions.
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;'
Studies c f interlibrary loan transactions funded by the CLR grant showed
that the collections on the four campuses held about half (49%) of the titles
requested by clients on interlibrary loan and that requests were supplied with
a success/fill rate of 82%. These results were encouraging enough to prompt
the four libraries to move forward with their plans for interdependence.

Journals
Concrete data on the use of journals on the four campuses was essential to
inform planning for cooperative collection decisions. Journals, particularly
those in the sciences, account for the largest part of the four libraries'
materials budgets and are most subject to extraordinary price increases.
Also, it was thought journal articles provided the ITIGSt obvious material for
sharing, due to the likely overlap of titles among the collections and the
comparative ease of document delivery.

The first stage in the CLR journal use study was to produce a -snapshot" tape
of the periodical titles held by the four University Center libraries. Reports
from this tape, which was produced by OCLC, showed promise for
cooperation because a little more than half (52%) of the currently received
titles on it seemed to be held by only one of the four libraries (Figure 2and
Figure 3). Also, this uniqueness was fairly well distributed among the
participants.

DUPLICATED/UNIQUE TITLES

57% onque
lo48% Dupicated

Figure 2
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DISTRIBUTION OF UNIQUE TITLES

16%

Figure 3

The journal use study showed which of the duplicated titles were little-used
and might be sharable. The study showed which duplicated titles were
heavily-used on one campus and little-used on the others. The study also
showed which of the unique titles were heavily-used and therefore were
likely tc be kept. Finally, the study identified which unique titles could be
cancelled because of low use, or no use.

Results/Actions Taken
The most significant result in the study may be that, depending on the
campus. one-third to one-half of the titles studied had five or fewer uses.3

Thirty-six percent of the titles, mostly the uniquely held ones. were used five
or fewer times. and therefore might be candidates for cancellation and
sharing (Figure 4).

USE OF JOURNALS

1111111 111164tk tr

Figure 4
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The study was designed to be a "one-shot- project aiming to get collection
policies and resource sharing procedures in place for the advent of NOT1S
PacLink and PacLoan. The data files for each campus were returned to each
participating library. Follow-up studies or other use of the data are local
options to be done by each campus independently. Despite the da..Arbacks
of conducting such labor-intensive projects, some participants feel journal
use studies should be repeated at regular intervals to gain credibility with
users, to validate the data, and to mark trends.

The libraries have used this information for serials cancellation and retention
decisions. Three of the four are complefing large serials cancellation projects
this year, the need for which arose independently of the results of CLR
project. These libraries used the CLR data to identify "high cost/low
importance- titles in their cancellation projects (Figure 5). The fourth
library used the study results to calculate the cost per use of certain journals
to determine if it were cheaper to deliver these titles by interlibrary loan or
by commercial document delivery services than to own them.

CIANY

LOW USE TITLES

B.NGHAMTON BUF PALO

Figure 5
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Plans for Cooperation
Working together on the project brought the heads of collection develop-
ment of four participating libraries closer together. We learned about each
other's organizations, periodical collections and shelving practices. We also
learned the importance to cooperative vent' Hes of teamwork and planning.

The results of the journal use study raised several important questions for the
participants. One question was "What should be done with the money
'saved,' if there were any?" It could be used to add staff to interlibrary loan,
to subsidize commercial document deliver, to subscribe to new unique
paper journals, to purchase expensive microform sets, to acquire new
information resources such as magnetic tapes from abstracting and indexing
services or subscriptions to OCLC FirstSearch. Another question was
"Should the low use journals be cancelled from the University Center
Libraries 'on principle'?" Most of the low-use titles were held by only one
library in the group. "Should there be any concern about 'last copies' in the
partnership?'' "What criteria should there be for retention of titles held by
more than one partner?" and "How will the University Center libraries add
new subscriptions in the future?"

The pieces are falling into place for cooperation. Key collection develop-
ment and public service staff in the participating libraries met in March 1993
and drafted a document called the "SUNY University Centers Cooperative
Journals Program" and the circulation and interlibrary loan managers
developed a Shared Collections Policy. These policies were presented in
April to the SUNY-wide high-level Policy Advisory Committee convened as
part of the CLR grant and subsequently endorsed as policy for the four
libraries.

The Cooperative Journals Program calls for

communication and cooperation regarding journals cancellations
plans as well as the acquisition of new journals subscriptions;

a procedure for notification, review, and appeal of journals cancella-
tions and acquisition plans:

agreements and procedures to provide rapid document delivery of
articles, tables of contents, etc, from journals among the University
centers, using Ariel, telefacsimile, and other appropriate technologies.

Specifically, the document envisions a yearly exchange of information and
decision-making regarding journals.
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March

April

May-June

August

October

Campus lists created of journal titles under consideration for
cancellation.

Lists shared among local faculty and University Centers:
comments and objections to cancellations communicated.

Cooperative agreements developed among the Centers. Final
cancellation lists prepared on each campus.

Implementation of cancellations and sharing agreements.
Inputting of lists into Centers database.

Lists of proposed new subscriptions to be placed for the next
subscription year shared among Center libraries to avoid
unnecessary duplication.

In collaborating on serials collection decisions the libraries involved will
consider:

Level of use of titles

Cost per use of titles

Holdings of titles among participating libraries

Demand for new titles

Availability of titles in other libraries or consortia

Availability of titles from commercial document delivery services at
reasonable cost

Program needs and program changes on individual campuc,es

Budgetary conditions at individual campuses and throughout the SUNY
system.

The libraries involved are moving from independently designed and
managed cancellation projects on the four campuses to annual collabora-
tions that theoretically begin with the individual selection officers.

Conclusion
Cooperation among libraries is not new. What is new is the kind of
cooperation -- electronic-assisted -- and its growing importance. Coopera-
tion is no longer simply operating on the fringes of collections.

Publu Mum. Id 1,kol lbw viNtP, 1 11non. V.1 17 pp i', r)(1 1041
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Roadblocks to cooperation are not technical, they are largely human-
resources-related. As Paul Mosher noted in a talk he delivered at the 1989
IFLA conference at Brighton:

"The essence of management in collection development is not budgetary or
organizational but cultural, though these other two elements are also present
and significant. Collaboration in collection development is reached by
agreement on common values and goals rather than by a process of working
out personal differences or organizational mandates. Factors crucial to
effective collaboration include:

effective mutual communication

helpful and facilitative attitudes

mutual sensitivity to needs, motives and concerns

a cooperative and supportive role by administrators."'

To quote from the introduction to the CRL grant proposal:

"We firmly believe that SUNY Centers can define new national
standards for cooperation and service. By focussing on real needs
rather than on building redundant collections, the SUNY Centers will
become more responsive, more financially responsible. more
manageable.

What have We Learned?

It is clear that new technology has been the catalyst for significant resource
sharing. If the SUNY University Centers have a model to share with other
libraries it is the following:

1. Create a union list of serials

2. Assure the availability of reliable. user-initiated document delivery

3. Link catalogs and share other bibliographic database electronically

4. Change the shape of the collection, assisted by collection and use
studies.
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The Future

Important technological problems remain to be confronted.

Libraries can now deliver overwhelming amounts of bibliographic informa-
tion to their clients in electronic form. They now face the issue of how to deal
with problems created by what seems to be an overabundance of biblio-
graphic information. Binghamton University now offers its clients the
information in the ERIC database in five different ways: paper, CD-ROM.
First Search, and through Internet from the computers at Syracuse and
Auburn universities. Libraries must move from provision of redundant
indexing to the delivery of information itself. There must be a melding of
the capacities of products like CARL Uncover II and OCLC Article First --
up-to-the-minute indexing, table of contents simulation, online document
de'iery with the more sophisticated search. retrieval and formatting of
DIALOG. BRS. ISI, and Silver Platter. The standard for interlibrary loan
similar to the Z39.50 standard for bibliographic information must be
implemented. Significant amounts of full-text online information over the
Internet must be made available and control gained over the chaos now
characterizing the Internet. The names given to files of information do not
now convey meaning to users. What does "Melvyl" mean? What kind of

information is contained in "Eureka?" or a "Marvel?" It is small wonder
most clients prefer to search in something called "World Cat."

There is a big difference between what it takes to work on grant-funded.
project-based activities and the kind of energy and commitment needed to
sustain ongoing cooperation among complex and disparate institutions like

the four University Centers. The SUNY University Center libraries are
committed to finding that energy and commitment to take their next steps
together.
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Abstract
Access, i other than ownership, is the resource sharing paradigm
of the decade. The deliberations of the 26 North Texas libraries
which comprise the Alliance for Higher Education consortium will
form the basis for reviewing pivotal aspects of regional resource
sharing issues and initiatives, including:

the re-consideration of traditional ideas of self-sufficient libraries
owning all materials required by their primary users;
the re-orientation necessary for cooperative collection
development activities among librarians, including a shared
vision;
the administrative infrastructure necessary to ensure the
coordinated advancement of both technoiogical "have" and
"have not" libraries; and
the professional priorities most necessary to transformation of
regional library environments.

For a year, through planning activities begun in November 1992,
these issues and initiatives have been debated by the directors of
the 26 member institutions who represent regional academic
Abrades with varying needs for information access and document
delivery. Occurring at a time of fixed or declining library budgets,
these discussions have probed how best to upTade the "information
competence" of the region, including increasing diversity in local
collections and improving gateway access to remote resources.
The status of the deliberations as of September 1993 will be
reviewed, in the larger context of developments in information and
telecommunications technology.

Access, rather than ownership, is the resource sharing paradigm of the
decade. In pursuit of new approaches tO resource sharing, members of the
Alliance for Higher Education have vigorously debated how best to imple-
ment the resource sharing concepts. The belief system that has sustained
these consortial discussions among academ:c librarians in North Texas
originate from the not-for-profit and free-access-to-information tradition of
individual libraries." Highlights of the issues and initiatives characterizing
their contemporary discussions wili comprise the text of this paper.

SJ
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Consortial Library History
This is a fitting occasion to reflect on the Alliance's library program, which
has just completed 30 years of continuous cooperative relationships and
services. From its earliest beginnings, North Texas librarians have recog-
nized the mutual benefits of interinstitutional resource sharing.

They have formulated policies and procedures promoting interlibrary
loan (ILL) both through users' onsite consultation of resources and
through librarian-facilitated document delivery.

To expedite the latter, they nave charged the Alliance with the respon-
sibility of coordinating a regional courtesy card program which extends
onsite usage privileges for faculty, and in most cases graduate and
undergraduate students, among consortial participants. Librarians have
also relied on the Alliance courier service to physically transport docu-
ments throughout the region.

For more than a decade, the librarians have worked together on consortial,
technology-based projects.

Because "resource sharing assumes that library users will routinely have
the means to identify and locate needed material,"2 Alliance members
have contributed to the regional Union List of Serials (OCLC) and a
Union List of Media for over a decade. To ensure consistent data entry,
this operation has been centralized in the Alliance office.

To stimulate the retrospective conversion of printed cataloging records
to machine-readable form, directors began an Electronic Regional
Library Catalog (CD-ROM project) in the mid-1980s. This effort was an
early attempt to provide enhanced regional access to academic libraries'
collections. The intention was to subsequently develop a regional online
union catalog. This idea was abandoned, however, given the current
distributed environment, so the CD-ROM catalog is no longer updated.

Rather, libraries' end-users depend on the Internet for access to other
institutions' online public access catalogs (OPACs). In the absence of fully
operational Z39.50 compliant interfaces among the several commercial
automation systems represented in members' libraries, some institutions
have chosen to offer OCLC World Cat search services, thereby globally
extending end-users' bibliographic access options. Alliance members also
voted recently to constitute a Group Access Capability (GAC) through
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OCLC, so as to encourage interlibrary lending through designation of a
subset of the Alliance members' holdings for resource sharing purposes.

Contemporary Consortium Initiatives
Such technological changes will continue to impact the operation of libraries
and the provision of information to library users, at ever increasing rates.
Because of their varying institutional missions -- and their consequentially
different needs for information access -- member institutions differ in their
current technology uptake choices.

About two thirds of the twenty-six academic institutions have access to
Internet data transfer. This information retrieval capability supports
searching online library catalogs and accessing remote databases.

Six research institutions provide digitized, electronic full text document
transfer. This high speed, high resolution document delivery technique
(Research Library Group's Ariel) "out faxes" conventional fax and relies
on Internet transmission.

Neither of these technologies is owned by all member institutions, although
the notion of high speed, digitized transmission of documents among
consortium institutions is emerging as a desirable standard. Through an
extensive committee structure, library directors and their professional staff
have been engaged in a series of planning activities intended to chart the
pathway to achievement of a "distributed virtual library." The Alliance
library program mission statement was recently revisited and re-drafted by
a special task force of library directors.

The Alliance for Higher Education is committed to supporting member
institutions' improved access to needed information resources. Within a
shared framework of commitment to resource sharing, interlibrary activities
are intended to support enhanced awareness of the strengths -- and
deficiencies -- of other libraries, to expedite more efficient referrals and
requests.4

In the past several months, these concepts have been operationalized
through a variety of interinstitutional collaborations.

At the invitation of one member institution. Alliance staff agreed to host
an interinstitutional conference to teach chemistry professors to train
their undergraduate students to use the Internet to access chemistry
databases. Concurrently, these professors will assess the state-of-the-art

1 o
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of information access in chemistry, for the purpose of informing a
second year demonstration grant application by that member institution.

Secondly, at the request of six member institutions not yet connected to
the Internet, Alliance staff have submitted a grant to the National Science
Foundation (NSF) to provide these. institutions with monies to defray the
costs of the first two years of their connection to the Texas State THEnet
via the University of Texas at Dallas (UT-D) Internet node. In this joint
venture. UT-D has agreed to maintain the technical connection, and the
Alliance has agreed to provide the "train the trainer" instruction which
will ensure widespread Internet usage by participating campus' admin-
istration, faculty, staff, and students. The Alliance member institutions
are responsible in turn for ensuring that an adequate campus wide
network backbone makes the Internet accessible from the professor's
and the president's desktop. In its maturity, such a fully elaborated
infrastructure could support a regional "preferred future," such as that
described recently by Dr Richard Dougherty, in which users would
possess "universal access by faculty andstudents to multiple information
resources in all possible media via single multifunctional workstations."'

Through consortial grant applications which directly address the current
disparities between high tech and low -- or no tech member institutions,
the Alliance intends to significantly further the information competence of
the region. Through gateway access to hundreds of online librarycatalogs
in the United States and abroad and, additionally, to the millions of bulletin

boards, data files, and electronic journals accessible on the Internet, North
Texas institutions are appreciably increasing their access capabilities.

Such consortium activities are giving new meaning to the concept of
interconnectivity between librarians and collections by using human and
technical resources necessary to expedite connection. In the development
stage are a host of other opportunities for increaoing information access.

The potential of interinstitutional cooperation and the "value added,"
facilitative role which the Alliance can assume in support of a regional
information infrastructure, are seen in the following initiatives.

Discounts are available on individual institutional database subscrip-
tions through the "economies of scale" possible through group pur-
chase. Some vendors offer discounts for orders of "x" or more. A single

institution may save upwards to 20% on subscription charges for over

150 of the most popular CD-ROM databases.
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Some vendors permit shared access to remote online database hosts.
For instance, half a dozen institutions may share 10 "concurrent user"
lines, thereby reducing appreciably what any single institution would
pay.

Sharing subscription costs for electronic databases is possible through
negotiation of an interinstitutional licensure agreement which is fully
copyright compliant. The possible roles for the Alliance range from
serving as the negotiator of the contract to, more ambitiously, centrally
hosting databases.

There is widespread recognition that libraries need more extensive and
more economical access to both print and electronic resources. Clearly,
even a modest reduction in duplicate holdings -- and consequential
reallocation of funds -- could increase the depth and breadth of regional
information resources. The goal, therefore, must he "to minimize unneces-
sary duplication and to broaden available resources:6

Movement toward achievement of this ideal is also in the planning stages.
Such cooperative interinstitutional collection development initiatives re-
quire articulation of a process for achieving new levels of resource sharing
including:

interinstitutional agreements which specify the rights and responsibilities
of the participants,

consortial (or "group") agreement on the process for de-selecting
duplicates and selecting new holdings, and

coordination of the acquisition. storage, copyright compliance, and
document delivery processes for jointly acquired electronic resources,
including multimedia, as well as traditional print formats.

Planning is proceeding slowly, mindful that participation in such a program
of cooperative collection management will require considerable "documen-
tation of its value to the institution, as well as careful justification of its costs,"
as will the joint database purchasing program activities.8

"The degree to which such sharing will necessarily result in cost
savings is difficult to determine at this juncture. New paradigms
governing local collecting and sharing within consortia will entail new
economic relationships among publishers, vendors, and libraries.
New pricing schemes will be related to the resolution of copyright
issues.
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... the new technologies ... will require reallocation of resourco, away
from expenditures associated with building a self-sufficient collection

and toward those associated with cooperative collection develop-
ment and sharing. The aggregate cost to individual institutions may

not be lower, but access to larger universes of material may be
facilitated29

But one thing is clear: under no circumstances must "those who fund ...
libraries ... misunderstand the purpose of resource sharing and use it as a
rationale for further reducing library appropriations."'"

Consortial Promise and Challenges

To add to the complexity of contemporary consortial decision making,
vendors promise technological advances which will further transform the
information environment. Conventional document delivery services, with a

turn around time of 24 hours by fax, will soon be augmented by digitized.

"on demand" document delivery capabilities. In such a sce n while a

user is reviewing an index to the literature of his or hei field c.an - uite

simply order a full text, digitized document traii.,mitt.;c1 r tantly ovehl
Internet by pressing the designated key on the coniputcr
same time, automation vendors are working toward onnt, -c;,v4th open

systems interconnection (OSI) protocols which '11;41*:Atit'Ity-

seekers to use standard commands, regardk,,s particulesi :.frota;,f

catalog or database.

Significant differences exist among member libi
collections and technologies, which threatens consortial unitc Fc instance.

because 58% of the titles owned by Alliance institutions art, unique, the 7

member institutions which are currently unconnected to the Internet favor

projects which promote enhanced regional linkages (and, through that,

access to all automated library catalogs). Two other cadres of directors, with
automated library system vendors which offer expensive system enhance-
ments, prefer grant writing initiatives which would directly benefit only the

small number of institutions with the vendors' products. The differing
situations of different sets of libraries yield varying perspectives on appro-
priate consortial initiatives beyond the basic, core services in dirt. ct support

of resources sharing such as the courier service, the onsite courtesy card
program, and the joint purchasing program.
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The fee structure distinguishes between this basic service package and
special project support. Alliance staff involvement in any e'.ective projects
requires payment of service fees by those participating inslitutions, which
are additional to the basic participation fee shared equally by all 26
institutions. Several such initiatives are under investigation, which would
involve only a subset of the total membership and would therefore be
"charged back" only to them, including shared remote storage for infre-
quently circulated library holdings and a shared repository for state and
federal government documents.

Understanding of how Alliance consortial participation can best advance
the enhancement of the region's library infrastructure will continue to
evolve, impacted by new developments in the information industry and
complicated by the legal, economic, and political dimensions of
interinstitutional cooperation." To this must be added the considerable
management and governance issues that must be resolved,'2 and, relatedly,
value and cost issues.'3

One aspect of "cost" which has continued to receive considerable attention
from consortium members is the significant differences in levels of lending
and borrowing among the research institutions, private and public liberal
arts colleges and universities, and vocational colleges which constitute the
membership. As stated earlier by Dr. Dougherty, interlibrary lending and
borrowing must be structured so each institution contributes its share.'4

Clearly, technology alone will not ensure improved information access,
although it is certainly a prerequisite. In the recognition that it is people
working in teams who. ultimately, achieve cooperative development goals,''
library directors will begin this fall to explore the educational needs of
librarians, as well as paraprofessional employees, who must learn to better
integrate information technology into their work. Strategies for cultivating
behavioral changes conducive to collaborative interdependence will also be
explored. Training and instruction could appreciably advance the coopera-
tive's goal "to provide the best possible information service for the available
funds.'6

The Alliance membership will continue to strive for "synergistic solutions to
dynamic problems and opportunities."17 In these changing times, the library
consortium's goals will have to be frequently re-visited in order to ensure the
transformation of regional library environments, necessary to the perpetu-
ation of North Texas economic and intellectual vitality.
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Abstract
In 1991, the University nf Illinois Library introduced the BRS
Search Software with thirteen commercial journal citation
databases, along with a locally-developed intelligent interface
that facilitates uniform searching across the databases. This was
the most recent addition to ILLINET Online -- an online catalog
consortium consisting of forty libraries in Illinois. The most
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popular search access point has proved to be keywords or phrases,
which users employ primarily in uncontrolled vocabulary subject
searches. While research documented a profound shift from the
use of print to electronic resources, library staff observed that
users were having difficulty in obtaining the desired results when
they chose the keyword search option. However, no one evaluation
method provided sufficient information to determine the causes of
these problems, and their potential resolution.
This paper describes a study that examined the instances and
causes of problems with keyword subject searching of journal
citation databases. The researchers employed three methods, and
in so doing, tested their viability in developing a cohesive record
of user searching activities and attitudes: transaction log analysis,
survey questionnaire, and protocol analysis. Two types of
recommendations emanate from this research: 1) suggestions for
practical enhancements to interface software design; and 2) a new
methodological approach to the study of user searching behavior
in online systems.

'Just as Professor Richard Alpert and I studied the mind-transforming
properties of LSD by booting- up divinity students, artists. prison inmates, and
ourselves, today's human interface designers are about to unleash equally
undreamed-of changes in the consciousness of people all over the world by
giving them a tool for expanding the power of their minds...

Timothy Leary'

1.0 Introduction

In his recent musings, Timothy Leary equates the impact of user interface
design and its goal of expediting aLcess to seemingly limitless information
with the impact of his LSD-related psychological experiments in the 1960s.
While I do not intend to debate the impact of the first part of Leary's
statement, all of us have had at least one mind-altering experience with a
user interface to gain access to one or more information sources. The user
interface, whether it is transparent or obvious, acts, as Leary suggests, as a
window to the resources that new technologies and human agreement make
possible.
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At any given moment of the day, users are pioneering their ways into the
collections of hundreds of libraries and other information resources across
the Internet. They employ search options that range from simple author or
title to Boolean logic and set building. Mostly they use commands or options
with which they are familiar, and research shows that they prefer subject
searching if it is available. The research of Peters and Kurth suggests that
remote searchers prefer to use their own words to describe a subject term,

rather than to create a subject term that conforms to LCSH.2For many users,
the keyword search appears to offer a simple solution to the problem of not
knowing the correct subject terms. Although the keyword search is not
equivalent to a subject search using controlled vocabulary terms, it has
provided a convenient entry point for users, and for many. it is an end in
itself.

This paper describes a research project that examined the instances and
causes of problems with subject searching in journal citation databases.
More specifically. it examined the use of keyword searching as a means of
subject searching, along with the use of Boolean logic, and query formation
and reformulation. This research was carried out in March and April, 1993
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where there is a consor-

tium of 40 libraries in the state of Illinois who share a union catalog, as well

as access to over a dozen commercial journal citation databases, including
Current Contents, the Wilson Indexes. and CARL UnCover. The informa-
tion presented here represent preliminary results.

2.0 The University of Illinois Online System
Since the early 1980s, the Library and the ILCSO consortium (Illinois
Library Computer Systems Organization) have had a locally-developed PC-

based user interface that enables users to search the catalog using natural
language queries. With the BRS Search Software and access to over 12

journal citations, the Library expanded the PC interface to offer
consistent natural language searching across the journal citation databases.

The sum total of this product is ILLINET Online Plus (ILlinois Library

Information NETwork).''

One of the strengths of the interface is the fact that a search can be submitted

to a number of databases simultaneously. Also, the interface provides call
numbers and locations for the journal titles linked to each citation, for

journals owned by the Library.
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In effect, this innovation brought the Library one step closer to providing
"one-stop shopping- for users. The cost of this initiative is borne by the
University of Illinois and the ILCSO consortium, and searching, downloading,
and printing of citations is free to users who are registered borrowers in the
participating libraries within the ILCSO consortium. The cost of an average
search, including a printed list of citations, was calculated in 1992 to be as
low as $15 US.

2.1 Research Questions
In 1992. twelve months after the BRS Search Software and the citation
databases were mounted, and users had logged over half a million searches,
preliminary evaluation was performed in two separate but concurrent
research projects. It was found that users from all subject disciplines had
made a profound shift from using printed indexes to using 10 Plus (Illinois
Online Plus) to find journal citations!' The second project involved an
examination of aggregate user searching characteristics in an attempt to
understand whether the interface was truly facilitating users' searching. This
work was spearheaded by Prof. William Mischo, the developer of the
interface and a strong proponent of the concept of the scholar's workstation
at the University of Illinois. Early on, Mischo found that over 70% of the
searches he reviewed were keyword, and 15% of these searches had
obvious problems with search strategy formulation!' But, aggregate statis-
tics could not reveal whether individual searcheis were making the same
types of choices and mistakes. A closer examination of what users were
doing at the keyboard was necessary. Through informal observation of
users at public access terminals, and through formal classroom instruction,
librarians began to ask several key questions:

1. Can users find what they want?
2. Are the search options effectively used?
3. How can these questions be tested?

2.2 Stages in a Search
Essentially. a search in the 10 Plus interface comprises three main stages:

1. Choosing a database;
2. Choosing a search type;
3. Reformulating, displaying, or manipulating existing sets and

results.
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A more detailed analysis of the choices available within each of these
options can be seen in the sample screens.

Users can begin searching the journal citation portion of the catalog by
choosing the "Reference to articles" option from the main menu screen in
the 10 Plus interface (Figure 1). Once a user has indicated a search in the
journal citation databases, the second screen lists four categories of databases
that are available with a brief description of the contents: 1) Wilson Indexes:
2) Current Contents; 3) ERIC (Educational Resources Information
Clearinghouse); or 4) CARL UnCover (Colorado Alliance of Research
Libraries) (Figure 2). Although CARL is included as a search option, it
provides its own commands and menus. The searcher is asked to highlight
the choice of database. Depending on which database is chosen, the next
screen provides a more detailed description of the various files contained in

the various indexes. For example, figure 3 indicates that the Wilson
Indexes have been chosen. On the left-hand side of the screen, a summary
of the various subject area indexes contained in the Wilson Files is provided.
The searcher can opt to search a specific file, or all seven of the Wilson
Indexes combined. Likewise for Current Contents in figure 4, the searcher

may choose to search one of the Current Contents subject-specific files, all
of Current Contents combined, or the latest week. The same or similar
choices are offered in figure 5 for the ERIC database.

Once the searcher has chosen a database, the next menu provides a
selection of search types (Figure 6). At each step, when a searcher moves
the cursor downward to highlight each separate option on the left-hand side

of the screen, a corresponding brief explanation of the search appears in a
box on the right-hand side of the screen. The searcher can even consult a
diagram of Boolean AND and OR logic if he or she so desires.

After choosing a search type, the user enters the first concept. Once the
concept is typed and entered into a display box, another screen prompts the

searcher to provide "synonyms or related terms" for the first concept
(Figure 7). Other options such as finishing the concept or moving on to
form the next concept are provided, although they are not highlighted as
prominently on the screen. The prompt for synonyms reiterates until the user
decides to finish the concept (Figure 8). After the concept is finished, the
resulting hits in the set are reported, and the reformulation screen appears,
presenting the searcher with eight options for either modifying the current
search, beginning new search, or leaving the current database (Figure 9).
From this screen the searcher can narrow or broaden the search by creating
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another or other concepts and combining them with the current concept,
delete the current concept or other concepts and combined results, display
results of any search, send search results to an e-mail address, review the
search set history. begin a new search, or quit. Essentially, the various
iterations of searching throughout the interface program are built using these
screens.

(continuation on page 71)
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3.0 Current Research
Most studies of online catalog user searching activity have employed either
transaction log analysis, survey questionnaires to analyze demographic
data, or, in some few instances, focus group interviews or protocol analysis
to provide a view of how and why users make decisions while they are
searching. As figure 10 suggests, the results of conducting a search can be
recorded in at least three ways: 1) as summary data on paper; 2) as a
transaction log that maps the keystrokes of the user and the machine
responses; or 3) as a fully-contextualized recording including, if possible,
video, and accompanying verbal protocols. In a recent study of the search
patterns of remote users of the University of California-Berkeley MELVYL
OPAC system, Mil !sap and Ferl note the difficulties of visual analysis of
transaction log data, and the absence of any information in transaction logs
to provide background on the user, and on the intent of the search.7

Transaction log analysis has been used as a method for unobtrusive analysis
of user search patterns in the library setting for well over a decade! Peters
establishes a working definition of transaction log analysis as "...the study
of electronically recorded interactions between online information retrieval
systems and the persons who search for the information found in those
systems."9 Transaction logs are useful for tracing the "footprints" of a
searcher throughout a search, and they can be used to examine overall
patterns of searching in user groups. A !imitation of transaction log analysis
is that it does not provide for analysis of the individual user's searching
intentions or decisions during the course of a search session.'" In the early
1980s Tolle and others at OCLC used the Markov chain method to predict
the how a searcher's prior decisions affected subsequent decisions and the
final outcomes of a search."

Protocol analysis and searcher interviews have been employed in library
research studies by Dalrymple, and Tenopir, et al 12 ". Protocol analysis
involves getting the searcher to "think aloud," while formulating and
refining a search strategy, and manipulating the search results. It involves
recording or transcribing the searcher's comments and reflections. While
this approach is labor-intensive, it is informative and can assist in revealing
individual searching behaviors and attitudes. Searcher interviews are
normally carried out after the searchiag has taken place. The qualitative
method of protocol analysis provides a basis for analyzing user searching
that transaction log analysis alone cannot; protocol analysis attempts to
describe the mental steps taken by seerchers to arrive at a particular decision

Puhht otion% ( I an an; VI 17. pp 61 Nei 19'0
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about the path of the search. It was the belief of the authors that a
combination of transaction log analysis, demographic information, tests of
the user's skill with Boolean logic and set formation, and protocol analysis
would yield the most comprehensive analysis of user searching behavior
and search strategy formulation than any of the three methods employed in
isolation. We also felt that the results of this researth would contribute to
ongoing work to develop both descriptive and analytical search taxonomies,
and a taxonomy of searching competence, put forward by Bates. Peters and
Kurth. and Jakobovits and Nahl-Jakobovits." '"

4.0 Methodology

The objective of the study was to test "naive" users, not well-seasoned
researchers, since undergraduates make up over 60% of the potential user
population in the University of Illinois community. The target test group was
first-year undergraduate students enrolled in the English Department's
Rhetoric 105 course. Eighteen out of 24 volunteers completed a one-hour
test session each. We attracted these students by offering the incentive of
coupons for a free lunch at a local restaurant. During the session, each
student read a short article on the topic of food advertising, and was asked
to do a search for a list of up to ten citations on some topic related to food
advertising. Each was outfitted with a clip-on microphone and asked to
"think aloud" during the time he or she was searching. After approximately
35 minutes, participants were asked to finish the search. Then, each
completed a multiple choice survey questionnaire online, at the same
terminal that was used for the search.

4.1 Transaction Log Analysis

The 1992 analysis used transaction logs of user searching, which are useful
for tracing the "footprints" of a search by recording the user's keystrokes and
the computer's responses. However, there were limits to what the transac-
tion logs could reveal. For example, it was unclear how a searcher could
make the combination "education OR history", and, retrieving well over
50.000 matches, could find what he or she had come looking for. Equally
unclear was the usefulness of excessive combinations of concepts using the
Boolean AND, such as "Los Angeles riots" AND "Rodney King" AND
"Darrell Gates". Therefore, in the design of this study, we started with
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transaction logs, and combined that method with two additional methods
-- survey questionnaire and protocol analysis.

4.2 Protocol Analysis
Protocol analysis enabled us to map some missing and crucial information
from the search sessions, and add it to the transaction logs. Using this, we
devised a method of coalescing protocol analysis information with transac-
tion logs to produce an enriched transaction log that reflected all user
choices. It was a useful vehicle for delving into the "why" behind searchers'
choices of terms and access points. Using this method we were also able to
capture user comments and suggestions, some of which were quite expres-

sive and meaningful.

4.3 Survey Questionnaire
The survey questionnaire was used for several reasons. First, as a critical
incident survey to allow users to "self report" what they believed they did
during the search session. Next, the survey tested participants' familiarity
with the Boolean operators AND and OR. and their ability to identify
discrete concepts within a typical search strategy example. After reviewing
over 250 transaction logs of searches, we found that the average search
consisted of two concepts. This finding confirms the 1992 research of
Mischo. Cao and Cole. It is also corroborated by other unrelated OPAC
studies. We also tested for significant relationships among several pairs of
variables, including gender and frequency of computer use: this analysis will
be forthcoming in a future publication.

5.0 Results

5.1 Questionnaire Results
Highlights of the questionnaire results are reviewed here. Table 1 shows

that a majority of the participants felt that the search they completed took
either "a short time" or "not too long." The average amount of time spent
searching was 35 minutes for each session. There was no consensus about
how difficult it was to produce the list of citations in the search participants

were equally divided about how difficult this was. An overwhelming
majority of searchers indicated that the "keyword or phrases" option for

searching was the best search type to employ. Twenty-two percent chose
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"title and subject words" or "subject headings only." Over half of the
participants found the directions for building a search concept in the
interface were either "fairly easy" or "easy," while 40% found them to be
either "very hard" or "somewhat hard." A majority of the searchers
indicated that it was either "fairly easy" or "easy" to follow the instructions
for combining words in a search. Interestingly, over half of the searchers
found it either "somewhat hard- or "very hard" to think of the right words
to describe their topic. This reported difficulty is similar to findings in the
research of Peters and Kurth and others.'

CHOICE OF SEARCH AND CLARITY OF INTERFACE
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Length of time it took to produce the list of articles:

70% "a short time: or "not too long- (average search time was 35
minutes)

2. Participants were equally divided about how difficult it was to
produce the list of citations from the search

3. The "best" search type:
78", chose "keywords or phrases"
22% chose "title and subject words" or "subject headings only"

4. Clarity of instructions on the screen and concept formation:
60% found it "fairly easy- or "easy" to create a concept in the
search using instructions on the screen
40% found it either "very hard" or "somewhat hard"

5. Following instructions for combining words in a search:
84% found it either "fairly easy" or "easy"

6. Thinking of the right words to describe a topic:
60% found it either "somewhat hard" or "very hard"

Table 1

On the topic of reformulation and manipulating search results to retrieve a
desired set of citations, 73% of the participants reported that they found it
either "fairly easy" or "easy" to narrow a search when they retrieved too
many matches (Table 2). Subjects were divided about the use of broaden-
ing, with 27% reporting that this was "very hard," "hard" or "somewhat
hard." Thirty-four percent found it "fairly easy" or "easy," while 39% of the
participants reported that they did not used broadening during their search
sessions. In the area of recovering from a search that retrieved no matches,
38% of the participants found it "very hard," "hard" or "somewhat hard,"

1 '2 1
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28% reported it was either "fairly easy" or "easy," and 39% noted that they
did not encounter this prob!em during the search session. In the cases where
participants reported that they did not use either the broadening or
encounter the "no hits" situation, the transaction logs corroborated that they
had indeed correctly reported what had occurred during the search sessions.
In terms of deciding relevance of information retrieved, 80% of the
participants reported that it was either "fairly easy" or "easy" to decide
whether the articles they retrieved matched their search topic.

REFORMULATION

1. Narrowing:

73% found it either "fairly easy" or "easy- to know what to do when
they found too many articles

2. Broadening:
27% found it "very hard," "hard," or "somewhat hard-
34% found it "fairly easy" or "easy-
39% reported this did not occur during their search (corroborated by
the transaction logs and the protocol analysis)

3. Recovering from a "No Hits" search result:

38% found it "very hard," "hard,- or "somewhat hard"
28% found it "fairly easy- or "easy"
39% reported the problem did not occur during the session

Table 2

Also included in the questionnaire were several simple questions that tested
the participants' ability to correctly use Boolean operators and to correctly
identify separate concepts within a search. Table 3 shows that participants
had overall little or no problems with questions about the Boolean AND and
OR operators, or the meaning of the terms "broaden" or "narrow."
However, the overall ability of participants to correctly identify discrete
concepts in search strategy formation was lower, at the 67% level. All
participants indicated that if they retrieved a set of over 300 citations, they
would first review some of these citations, and then proceed to narrow the
search based on information from some of the citations in the search,

l'oblu.abons of Emen University Library. Vol 17. pp 61 84. 1,N4
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SEARCH STRATEGY FORMULATION, KNOWLEDGE OF
BOOLEAN OPERATORS

67% correctly interpreted the, elements that make up a separate
search concept

95% could correctly apply the function of the terms "narrow- and
"broaden"

100% could correctly distinguish between Boolean AND and OR in
a search argument

100% would, if they retrieved more than 300 citations in a search.
"look at some of them, then narrow the search based on what I saw-

Table 3

The survey also collected demographic information and information about
the frequency of computer use among the participants.Table 4 reveals that
most participants reported that they.use the Library's online system at least
one to three times per month. Nearly 60% of the subjects reported that they
used computers at least one to six times per week, and 66% reported using
computers for over five years. The majority of participants were freshmen.
or first-year undergraduates, with 41% women and 59% men participating
in the resting.

Overall, the subjects in the study reported that the interface screens that
guided them to create a search strategy were clearly stated and easy to use.
Participants chose either keyword or subject searching consistently through-
out the sessions. "Keywords or phrases- was reported as the preferred
access point for an overwhelming majority of the searchers, with "title and
subject words- or "subject headings- being the only other search types
chosen throughout the 18 search sessions. They also demonstrated a very
good to excellent ability to correctly interpret and apply the Boolean AND
and OR operators. Participants scored comparatively lower on questions
requirino them to identify discrete concepts in a search strategy. Subjects
reported that they had problems choosing the right terms to create a concept
in a search, and knowing what to do after retrieving no matches as a search
result.

1 'I
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FREQUENCY OF COMPUTER USE, DEMOGRAPHIC
CHARACTERISTICS

1. Library Online system:

28% use 1-6 times per week
39% use 1-3 times per month
17";, use 1-3 times per semester
5";. never use

2. Computers in General:

28% use every day
59", use 1-6 times per week
11% use 1-3 times per month

3. Length of time using computers:

17% 1-2 years
17;, 3-4 years
66% 5 + years

4. Undergraduate status:

83", freshman
12% sophomore
5",% junior

5. Sex:

4 3 % female

59% male

Table 4

5.2 Combined Results of Transaction Logs and Protocol
Analysis

The aggreqated information from the protocol analysis and transaction log
analysis was synthesized, yielding some interesting results. Table 5 indi-
cates that most participants used one database for the entire search session.
Out of the 27 total times databases were chosen, the searchers repeatedly
selected the combination of all Wilson indexes, which is the most compre-
hensive selection among the thirteen available choices. Fifty percent chose
this combination at least once. Eight of the eighteen confined their searches
to the database initially chosen for the entire search session.
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Of the six types of search available, the study participants chose subject
access for only 11% of all searches performed. A third type, combined title
and subject access, was used for only eight percent of the searches. None
of the 144 individual searches performed by the 18 subjects used the options
provided for "author," "journal title," or "title words only." When asked
during the search sessions about their reasons for these choices, many of the
students said that they wanted to get the "most," or start "broad" and restrict
their results later if necessary.

The choices of the majority of the searchers in both selection of preferred
database, and selection of search type, indicates a preference for the most
expansive initial retrieval possible. Despite the availability of individual
subject-specialized databases, and specialized search access points, which
arguably, if selected, are capable of producing a greater percentage of
records relevant to the specific topic being searched, searchers appeared to
demonstrate a preference in search strategy that relied more on self-
evaluation of retrievals obtained, rather than on the expertise of the
underlying system to find sufficient pertinent records.

--_-__-,-- --_, - -

USER SEARCHING CHOICES

1. CHOICE OF DATABASE: (N =27)

Used one database for entire session: 78%
Wilson indexes combined: 40%
A specific Wilson index: 26%
Current Contents files combined: 14%
ERIC (Educational Resources index) 11%

2. SEARCH TYPE: (N=144)

Keyword: 81%
Subject Headings only: 11%

Title and Subject words: 8%

Table 5

Once the searcher had selected a database and chosen the type of search
desired, and had completed at least one concept, table 6 reveals that 256
separate instances of reformulation were attempted throughout the 18
search sessions. The top five choices for manipulating information included
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narrowing, displaying of search results, using synonyms, deleting concepts,
or starting a new search in the same database. This information suggests that
users spent a significant portion of their searching attempting to narrow
concepts and/or retrievals. Synonyms were used to expand retrievals,
although not nearly as often as narrowing was used to decrease retrieval.

The use of the search results display function suggests that another signifi-

cant component in searching is periodic evaluation and assessment by
searchers of their success in finding records that meet their requirements.
The choice of starting a new search in the same database indicates a change
in direction of searching, due perhaps to a new idea or a zero-hit retrieval.

REFORMULATION: (N=256)

Display search results: 15%

Limit: 3%

Narrow: 37%

Broaden: .1%

Synonym: 15%

Delete Concept (s): 10%

Review Search History: 1%

Start New Search (same database): 7%

Exit database (new search or quit): 4%

Table 6

Next, we examined the specific context in which each reformulation choice

was made, to determine whether the searchers were experiencing problems
refining their searches. Based on this examination we were able to identify
four problems users encountered, either in the process of concept formation

or reformulation (Table 7). Over half of the commands issued after
selection of database and search type were to reduce the size of the most
recent scot retrieved. In over 60% of these cases, this command resulted in

zero or one item retrieved. This phenomenon of "feast or famine" retrieval
may be the result of strategies that relied on the use of single terms to narrow
sets, and either misuse or non-use of a system feature which permitted the
addition of synonymous terms immediately after a search term has been

entered.
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In the instances where a searcher used synonyms and did so correctly, there
was a one in four chance that the retrieval would result in zero or one hit.
While the use of the synonym option alone did not appear to be problematic,
the choice of terms made by the students was either unspecific so as to
produce an astronomical and useless retrieval, or turned out to be an untrue
synonym, an inappropriate use of the synonym option to form a separate
concept.

The most common response to producing zero or one hit was to start a new
search, or to try to undo (deletion of the last concept. and the last combined
result) or to modify the previous search step. In most cases, the searcher had
difficulty modifying the search to produce a usable retrieval. In 7 of 18
searches (40%) where concepts were deleted, searchers encountered
problems in modifying the remaining search elements. Despite the apparent
alternatives the system presents to users, searchers who ignored the
broadening. narrowing, or limiting options seemed to achieve better results
than those who tried to use these options. Simply starting a new search often
appeared to be the more successful strategy.

PROBLEMS THAT INHIBIT SUCCESSFUL SEARCHING

Retrieval of 0 or 1 hit by narrowing:
IN =18)

Of these cases, happened 3 + times in a search. 80%
Unrelated Concepts used as synonyms: 21%
Typographical errors causing (1 hit retrievals: 33%
Concept deletion. 40";.

Table 7

6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
The results of this study are two-fold. First, the most immediate results are
practical suggestions for improvements of the 10 Plus interface. Equally
important is the fact that the three methods employed helped in the
identification of problems which were perceived by searchers, and also of
problems that could only be identified by viewing the search session in a
specific context. 'the combination of the three methods tested here was
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found to yield rich information tracing the "footprints" of a search. the

reasons for users' search choices, and the contexts in which problems
occurred. These methods helped to provide a composite picture of user

searching. which enabled the isolation of the specific problem areas noted

in table 7. The following suggestions are based on the most salient

problems that were found to affect retrieval and search strategy most

profoundly. However, future research with a variety of user groups may

reveal similar needs in interface design for greater searching success in these

types of systems.

6.1 Help with Subject Terms
All three methods revealed that users are conscious of their own weakness

to provide correct or useful subject terms to describe their topic. Lack of the

appropriate term appeared to be the biggest hindrance to a successful

search. Therefore, we recommend the inclusion of a browsable online
thesaurus. This thesaurus or list of alternate terms could be displayed when

a user retrieved either zero or no hits in a search. The word list should
preferably indicate hierarchical relationships among terms, such as "nar-

rower term" or "broader term" or "use for". Next, along these same lines,

while unnoticed spelling errors caused a small number of search failures.

these failures were not easily resolved by the searcher. A pop-up thesaurus

with the closest match to the term entered could serve the dual purpose of

suggesting more terms, and assist in helping the searcher discover a spelling

error. Controlled vocabularies of multiple databases both complicate this

and make it necessary.

6.2 Synonyms and Related Terms
The current single input box for synonyms or related terms is problematic

from the standpoint that a searcher cannot see all of the terms supplied to

consider whether the relationships are what they intended in forming the

concept. We suggest further using a thesaurus and providing a single input

area to help searchers to build synonym "trees," so the searcher can follow

his or her steps more easily, to increase the likelihood of sufficient retrieval.

6.3 Additional Boolean Operators
Searcher comments and their performance on the survey indicate that they

clearly grasp the Boolean AND and OR functions. Moreover, it is clear from

their "thinking aloud" that they could gainfully employ other Boolean
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operators, such as NOT, or NEAR. At this time, the only way to modify a
search strategy is by use of concept deletion, which the transaction logs and
the protocol analysis show to be not altogether successful in at least 50% of
the cases. Future versions of the interface should test these additions.

6.4 Further Research

The preliminary resulis reported here suggest that the group of first year
college students we interviewed and tested have a fairly sophisticated
knowledge of information retrieval concepts. The survey results showed that
they correctly understood how to combine Boolean operators, and how to
create concepts and combine them in search strategy formation. Their
discomfort with creating the appropriate subject terms is expressed in the
survey, and is evidenced by their trouble with synonyms, concept deletion,
and frequent starts of new searches on the same subject. This performance
is corroborated by the transaction logs, and their verbalization of difficulty
with terms and itecative operations during the search session in the protocol
analysis. However, no single method employed on its own could have
provided us with this information.

Evaluating new technologies and resources is justas important as providing
them. The work involved in combining these methods is difficult and time-
consuming. Ideally, we would like to develop a method or set of methods
that librarians could use that would enable testing in a more natural setting.
As users continue to expand their access to information that is crucial to their
professional and social lives, so, hopefully, will librarians and information
scientists refine the methods to evaluate this access, thereby making the
searching of these resources more effective.
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Abstract
As we move towards the third generation of library systems,
librarians in Scotland, once more, are actively working together
to ensure that many of the benefits of these new systems are not
dissipated through a needless lack of congruity between the many
different offerings currently emerging from suppliers. This paper
identifies the work of SCURL, SCOLAR and other Scottish
committees and some of the ways these committees and techniques
such as CONSPECTUS are helping Scottish librarians work
together. The paper concludes by looking at the need to identify
the right compression standard when selecting a document imaging
system and the effect this will have on world-wide resource
sharing.
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After a quick resume to show how we got to where we are today, I will
concentrate on work currently underway in Scotland to promote better
sharing of scarce resources and how we are working together to ensure yet
better resource sharing in the future. To wind up I would like to spend a few
minutes talking about two important image compression techniques and the
importance of establishing the right standard in this rapidly emerging area,
if we are to share images successfully.

Introduction
I have the dubious distinction of having been involved in library automation
in Scotland ever since Scotland first decided it needed to become involved
in library automation. In the last 18 years we have progressed from using
what, with hindsight, were wry primitive batch processing systems, but
which were at the cutting edge of el( velopments at the time, to a stage where
computers of all shapes and size, abound in Scottish libraries, large and
small, academic and public and some of us are now considering the
acquisition of a third or even a fourth library system. Who knows what the
next 18 years will bring?

You will remember how those early systems were usually centred on an
academic institution and how much they relied on cooperation to be
effective: hence the name, cooperative systems. Computers were very
expensive at the time and one large computer, at the focus of the operation,
serviced the needs of many tens of libraries within the cooperative family.
Those systems, using batch processing techniques, held sway for about ten
years before commet cial suppliers introduced what some then called "stand
alone" systems. This expression, so opposite to our current needs and
beliefs, at the time, actually attracted librarians tired of being attached to a
slow-moving cooperative system. In Scotland, in particular, the "stand
alone" sy5tems arrived at just the right psychological moment.

The costs of many of these new systems were an order of magnitude more
expensive to buy and operate than the shared services librarians were
paying for the local cooperative system. Nevertheless, many of those early,
pioneering librarians successfully disguised the true costs of the new systems
they desired, or they exaggerated the costs of the old cooperative systems
they wanted to replace. They had a need to be able to talk to their peers
about their computer systems. It had become very chic, indeed vital, for any
self-respecting librarian to acquire and operate his or her own computer
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system. In addition, as mentioned above, librarians were eager to be in
control of their own destinies again.

It was also the case that central funds were readily available to purchase new,
expensive library systems which librarians were only too eager to obtain.
Little control was exerted on the spending of these central funds. Librarians
were free to purchase whatever systems they chose.

At that time I was involved with the SCOLCAP cooperative system. which
some of you will remember. My team and I had very thoroughly whetted the
appetites of many Scottish librarians for automated systems and when we
were late delivering on our promises, many SCOLCAP librarians were
understandably very anxious to keep moving forward and with money
burning a hole in their pockets they were very easy targets for the swarming
commercial systems suppliers. As a result, there was a very rapid take up of
commercial library systems in Scotland in the early and mid 1980s.

For many, the joys of ownership very quickly became tarnished when they
discovered the limitations of their systems and when they found that dealing
with a hard-nosed commercial supplier was very different from dealing with
their very amenable, non-commercial, cooperative team. Suddenly every-
thing had a price! They also discovered it was uncomfortable to have the
buck, once more, stopping on their desks. Not having a central team to
blame when things went wrong was a factor many overlooked when they
left the security of the cooperative system. Progress is often closely linked
with pain and much pain was felt at that time.

The mid to late 1980s in Scottish libraries was a frantic time when the main
criteria for choosing a new library system seemed to be that it had to be a
system no-one else in Scotland was using. It was also a time when all the
good, time- consuming work done over the previous decade or so to ensure
we were all using identical bibliographical standards, was thrown to the four
winds. Many of those early commercial systems used features that were
incompatible with all other systems. They tended to create records geared
to the circulation (issue control) functions of the library house-keeping
process. Puritanical chief cataloguers and idealistic chief librarians who
would not countenance any deviation whatsoever from pure, national
standards when they were part of a cooperative, suddenly were prepared to
accept just about anything on their own systems. Such were the insidious
attractions of owning one's own automated library system.
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The bibliographic legacy of that period, in the form of sub-standard records
we have neither the time nor the money to upgrade, will live with us for many
years even though, now, most commercial systems place considerable
emphasis on an adherence to standards. However, in the 1990s. Scotland
has, once again, entered into a collaborative phase but with the realisation
that it is faced with considerable compatibility problems on both systems
and record fronts. Nevertheless, it is with considerable vigour that these
problems are being tackled and it is this work I would like to discuss now.

Networking Initiatives in Scotland
When the dust settled and Scottish librarians became sufficiently confident
to voice their concerns about the limitations of their systems, the feature that
emerged as the number one worry was the inability of their systems easily,
if at all, to share information or data with their colleagues in other libraries.
The system suppliers could not or would not easily resolve this predicament
because formats were so diverse.

The problem of being able, directly, to share bibliographic data has still not
properly been resolved except. of course, through the use of utilities such as
OCLC and the emerging Confederation of European Research Libraries
(CERL), which is working towards the creation of a European bibliographic
database, initially of early material. Interlibrary bibliographic record trans-
fer. promised. many will remember, in 1986 by advocates of OSI at this
symposium, indeed, in this very room, is still not readily available, although
BS ISO 10163-1 1993, Part 1:Protocol Specification for the OSI Search and
Retrieve Application Protocol Specificatic m was issued at the end of August
1993 so, very slowly, we are getting there.

JANET. the Joint Academic Network, and, more recently, the Internet have
provided opportunities to access other libraries' catalogues and a project in
Scotland called SALB1N. the Scottish Academic Libraries Bibliographic
Network, developed PC-based software to facilitate access to remote
catalogues. The software provided a simple menu of the academic libraries
in Scotland and when a user chose a particular library from the menu, the
software went off and established the appropriate connection. The system
worked reasonably well but relied heavily Dll local tailoring whenever an
address changed or a new library was added. Since this tailoring was rarely
done on time, if at all. SALBIN created considerable irritation among users,
particularly when the range of addresses increased to include all academic
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research institutions in the UK. Though valiant attempts have been made to
keep it up to date, it has largely been overtaken by the many CW1S (Campus
Wide Information Service) systems that have been developed. As we all
know, one facility on these CWIS is a similar menu system allowing easy
access to remote catalogues and other services. The SALBIN software is
now in the public domain and is available to all.

The same Group which developed the SALBIN software is now engaged in
the development of a Scottish Academic Libraries Serials Database
(SALSER).' The activities of the central, technical, SALSER team are
monitored by the SALSER Steering Committee. This system is not without
its critics who feel that regional serials databases would be more relevant to
the needs of the Scottish community. Nevertheless, I am pleased to say, a
single. national database has won the day. The National Library of Scotland
will be contributing some 20,000 high quality serials records from its own
online database into this service which will be based at Edinburgh Univer-
sity. In addition, the British Library's very much larger serials database, but
consisting of much lower quality records, will be a key element in the
development of the system. The idea is to provide a brief serial entry
together with a list of library locations. Users then have to dial into a selected
library to identify precise holdings. Unfortunately, at present, very few
Scottish libraries have their serials holdings information available online.

At this stage it is appropriate to tell you something about the committee
structures we have set up in Scotland to oversee and coordinate resource
sharing. The Scottish Confederation of University and Research Libraries
(SCURL) was formed in early 1993. SCURL is a working group reporting
to the Board of Trustees of the National Library of Scotland. Before it was
called SCURL, the Group was called the Working Group on Library
Cooperation. When new universities were formed in 1992./3 from upgraded
colleges and ,polytechnics is was deemed to be a good time to review the
constitution, the remit and even the name of WGLC. SCURL was the result.
It has a very wide, indeed, not yet fully defined remit and a wider
membership than the old WGLC.

Reporting to SCURL is the Standing Committee on Library Automation
Requirements (SCOLAR). previously SCHoLAR, together with its technical
sub-committee and the Conspectus Steering Group together with its sub-
committees working in the areas of Official Publications, German Studies

and the Visual Arts.
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SCOLAR is actively engaged in identifying a checklist of functions2to which
all new automated systems acquired by Scottish acac*!mic libraries should
conform. This comprehensive checklist, which will make the toes of most
commercial suppliers of systems curl up, has just been published. In
addition, its contents will be made available through BUBL, the Bulletin
Board for Libraries, the internationally recognised electronic mailing list and
acclaimed source of IT information. BUBL has recently moved to the
University of Bath from its home in Scotland where it has been based for the
last two or three years and has been revamped for GOPHER use.

SCOLAR has also produced a List of Existing Systems and a Timetable for
Procurement for the Scottish academic community. It is recognised by many
that present automated library systems will have to be replaced if we are to
take advantage of the new facilities currently or soon to be made available.
The desire of Scottish librarians, when they choose their next systems, is that
earlier mistakes will not be repeated. We hope to be able to make choices
which will be compatible each with the other and we are hoping to influence
and encourage suppliers along that road. It is a strongly held view by some
influential librarians in Scotland that, the next time around, a library should
be able to take the cataloguing module from one supplier, the circulation
module from another and the OPAC from yet another supplier. All the
software would be core UNIX compatible and would be capable of being
used on any one of the major UNIX platforms. If we can achieve this goal,
we will have achieved software and hardware independence: a very
ambitious goal but not a bad one to aim for!

Networking Initiatives by the NLS

Less than a year ago I know of one librarian in the UK who gave iectures
all over the world on the wired campus. The system he was introducing into
his library/university was at the cutting edge of technology. Staff and
students would enjoy a full 10 megabits/sec bandwidth over the campus
through a coax-based LAN. He has almost completed the installation now.
Imagine his frustration when he discovered that in the few months since he
started his installation, intelligent cabling systems have been developed
which now allow 100 megabits/second over unshielded twisted pair wiring
(UTP) and with yet higher throughput promised in the near future and that
the system he h almost finished installing cannot be upgraded to run at
these speeds.
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At the NLS we have an opportunity to introduce a brand new structured
wiring system into our main building. Our present system is only about seven
years old but it was introduced in the days when the main device used to
connect to a computer system was a terminal. We now need something that
will allow us to connect PCs directly onto the system as clients and which will
accommodate expected needs to transfer large numbers of images across
the system. We have opted for an AT&T category 5 system running on UTP
which will operate at speeds up to 100 mbs and which will be guaranteed
for fifteen years. We expect an even faster system to be available next year
but we calculate that we are most unlikely to need a system running faster
than 100 mbs within the next 15 years, so we are happy, in this case, for the
technology to pass us by, unlike my colleague mentioned above. We are
laying the foundation for the time when we will need to distribute our
information in the form of images to other libraries throughout the world
and, of course, to users actually within the walls of the NLS.

CONSPECTUS
CONSPECTUS though initially developed in the USA by the Research
Libraries Group (RLG) it has been enthusiastically taken up in Scotland. For
those who have not yet come across the system, it is a database which
1.ecords the collection strengths and weaknesses of a library. Each library
assesses its own strengths and weaknesses and contributes the information
using standard forms and codes into a common, Conspectus database
which is then distributed on a large number of floppy discs to all the other
contributors. The NLS has been a prime mover in encouraging the
establishment of the technique and, at present, there are eleven users of the
system in Scotland, including all the older universities and two major city
reference libraries. The four, recently created universities in Scotland are
presently being encouraged to join in.

Currently all 7,000 subject areas in all participating libraries have been
coded and entered into the database using a six level indicator where "0"
means "no holdings" and "5" means "comprehensivecoverage". From this
initial survey, which dates back to 1987, separate, very useful extracts have
been created. For example, a "Directory of official publications in Scot-.
land"' has been published containing the results of the Conspectus survey
ot government documents, covering official publications held in Scottish
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libraries but expressed in textual terms rather than in Conspectus codes.
Another example of Conspectus being put to a practical use is in the creatioi
of a guide to German information resources in Scottish research libraries,
which is soon to be published, as will also be a guide to information sources
on the fine arts in Scotland.

Following the creation of the Conspectus database, each library was invited
to make a commitment to continue collecting at its current rate in those areas
where it had indicated particular strengths, ie where a current collecting
intensity (CCI) of 4 or 5 had been indicated. The library was not expected
to spend more money on the designated subject area but only to commit in
the future to spend at the same current level and to let the Conspectus
Coordinating Committee know if and when it was unable to continue with
the undertaking. The initial pass of this request has been made and a second
level pass is about to start which hopefully will pick up and reallocate those
subject areas rejected by the first choice library. The system is entirely
voluntary and only works with the full cooperation of the participants.

It also has to be said that the assessment of a particular library's different
subject strengths and weaknesses is purely subjective and relies solely on
internal decisions made by an individual library. So far there has been no
external assessment to verify that different libraries are using the same
standards when forming opinions of strengths and weaknesses.

The use that can be made of Conspectus is also being considered in relation
to the allocation of preservation responsibilities. Preservation is such a
massively expensive issue that it can only adequately be tackled through
cooperative endeavour. Conspectus provides a possible tool to help in this
work, though again, issues of accessibility and quality of material held
depends very much on the judgement of a local Conspector.6

Like all good tools. Conspectus can be a double edged sword and the data
it reveals must be used with considerable discretion. For example, some of
the data has to be guarded very carefully especially nowadays when
governments are looking for any excuse to close down small. perhaps
under-utilized departments in our universities. The weaknesses of a library's
holdings in a particular subject area can be a strong indicator of the
weakness of the department being served, especially if immediate and direct
comparisons can be made with the strength of holdings in identical subject
areas in other universities.
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Preservation of Newspapers
The rapid disintegration of newspaper collections is not a problem restricted
to Scottish libraries. For some years now we have been attempting to secure
sufficient funds to allow us to preserve our collections using a microfilming
process. The idea has been to create a central newspaper microfilming unit
in the National Library of Scotland which libraries throughoutScotland can
utilize to preserve their local newspaper holdings. In addition to the
newspapers held by the NLS. where these are deficient or are too far
decayed we are relying heavily on the assistance of the BL Newspaper
Library in London. whose holdings of Scottish newspapers are extensive.
The money needed to fund the operation is considerable and it has taken
us a long time to secure. I am happy to report that this work is now well and
truly underway thanks to very generous funding by the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation over a three year period and considerable operational assist-
ance from the Scottish Libraries Information Council (SLIC). Last year 468
reels containing 230.000 frames were dispatched to the central store for UK

preservation of microfilm masters. It is expected that the unit will be able to
operate as a cost recovering unit at the end of the three yearMellon funding

period.

Microfilming is but a first step in providing ready access to the information
held in newspapers and some work has already been done on the conver-
sion of this microfilm-based information into digital images which can be
used to distribute pages of information to remote locations. However, much
more work is needed before we can offer this particular service. However,
the prospects look good for the future. The conversion of microfilm into
digital form, though relatively expensive, is fast and accurate. Indexing the
information will present the far greater challenge to librarians.

Directory of Library Information
The creation of a directory of Scottish library information has undergone at
least two transitions. When it was first conceived it was expected that the
information would be held and distributed through the online system
operated by the NLS. Then it grew into a much larger concept involving the

use of X.500 Directory system and two unsuccessful attempts were made to
secure funding through the European Libraries Plan initiative. However,
having wasted far too much valuable time preparing proposals for ELP, as

many of us here will have done, it is now back to the drawing board to
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identify a way of developing it without outside help or interference. Initial
ideas favour linking this data with that held for the SALSER system
discussed earlier.

Summary of IT Resource Sharing in Scotland
In Scotland we are aware of mistakes made in the past and recognise that
no library is able to stand aloof from other libraries if it is to provide an
adequate service to its readership. We also recognise that, where possible,
librarians like to be able to make their own decisions and need to look after
the best interests of their own libraries. The cooperation currently in place
between Scottish libraries is expected to redress some of the mistakes made
in the past and to secure a more open, cooperative future.

Image Compression Standards

There are a number of image compression standards in use today but I
would like to discuss, briefly, two standards - the JPEG standard and the
FIFF standard. However, before looking at the two standards, let me remind
you of the two problems that compression techniques attempt to minimise.
I refer, of course, to the storage problem and to the transmission problem.
Storage is a reducing problem as the technology provides us with ever
greater storage capacities at smaller and smaller cost. Nevertheless, without
compression, we can easily create images of a megabyte or more for each
page of text or picture. We all have heard about DPI and pixels and
resolution but what do these mean in practical terms? If we scan an object
at 100 dpi, for every inch along one particular line cut through that object
we take 100 samples of it which we record in 100 different pixels. An object
one inch square will therefore require 100 x 100 pixels, 10,000 pixels, to
record that object. If the object is black text on a white page or is a simple
line drawing, we can record the information contained in the pixel in one bit
of information. The bit is either off or on to represent black or white space.
As soon as we wish to record grey scale, the pixel needs to record more
information. An 8 bit pixel can record 256 different grey scales but our file
size for our image increases by 8 times. If we wish to record colour we might
wish to use a single 8 bit byte of information for each of the three primary
colours. In this case our file size increases by 24 times. So, the size of an
image file can be calculated as follows:

file size = dpi x dpi x pixel size x height x length!
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Thus, file sizes in bytes of an A4 page captured at various resolutions and

pixel sizes are:

100 dpi at 1 bit = 112 Kb

300 dpi at 1 bit = 1 Mb

100 dpi at 8 bits = 900 Kb
300 dpi at 8 bits = 8 Mb

100 dpi at 24 bits = 2.7 Mb
300 dpi at 24 bits = 24.3 Mb

I am being very conservative when I suggestthat three average sized books
would require a gigabyte of storage to hold them. One thousand gigabytes

is a terabyte. So 300,000 books would require 100 terabytes of storage.
Also, at 9,600 baud, one image of a megabyte would take a minimum of 17

minutes to be received: not a very satisfactory response time. Even at higher

transmission speeds. which, of course, cost much more to use and are not
always available in a wide area network operation. speeds have to increase

considerably before response times become acceptable. Use of the right

compression system is vital if we are to make economic use of images. And

so we come to the two standards under consideration in this paper.

The Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) Standard

JPEG uses the Two Dimensional Cosine Transform (TDCT) together with

the removal of components that the human eye cannot see to achieve its

compression. Being a photographic standard it is specifically designed for

the compression of pictures involving continuous tones and compression

ratios of between 25:1 and 100:1 can be achieved. Alternative techniques
such as run length coding, a statistical technique, can be used in conjunction

with JPEG to deal with textual information. It is a standard that has caught

on in USA where it has achieved wide acceptability. If we could reduce our
storage requirements by a factor of 50and if we could transmit all our data

50 times faster than we could before compression, most of us would be very

happy, I suspect. Unfortunately, my happiness, at least, would be short-

lived. If you have a small or a demonstration collection to use and
manipulate. JPEG is fine. It gives good results and compression ratios of

50:1 or so sound good. However, what does this mean, in practice? If you

have a collection of 30 million images, and remember, just 100,000 books

of average length and size would be represented by 30 million images, and

if each image is a high quality image. specially created that way because
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we only want to collect the image once and we decide to do it as well as
possible the first time, each uncompressed image might be one megabyte
in size. A 50:1 compression would reduce our storage requirement from 30
terabytes down to 600 gigabytes and the transmission time of one com-
pressed image over a 9.600 baud line would take 20.8 seconds. It suddenly
doesn't look so sparkling, does it?

JPEG is a hastily introduced standard which has been established mainly by
suppliers because they know we buyers of their systems will not do so until
we can satisfy ourselves that a standard is in place which will allow us to
exchange data with other organisations. Though JPEG will rlo what is
claimed, it is not very efficient by comparison with other systems. We can
and must do much better if our systems are to be a success.

Fractal Image File Format (FIFF)

Though hardly heard of in USA, even though it is being developed in the
USA at Georgia Institute of Technology. FIFF systems are in use in a
number of places in the UK. We even have a company of solicitor estate
agents in Edinburgh using the system to hold and compress colour photo-
graphs of the properties they have for sale. Any of you who has at one time
or another created a computer graphic of a box or a triangle will know that
the object is encoded in the form of sets of numbers which represent the
position of points or line segments. More advanced systems use three and
four dimensions to represent solid objects with different colours. If we want
to use a graphic, we don't have to create it. we go to a library of graphic
shapes and colours and we select the one we want. Goingone step further.
we sometimes need far more shapes than can be found in a traditional
software library. These shapes might represent clouds or the bark pattern on
a tree stump. Such patterns are available and have been known about for
almost 100 years. Mathematicians at the turn of this century played with
formulae which represented strange repeating patterns and which could be
used to create shapes and patterns found in nature. Benoit Mandelbrot. of
IBM's research laboratories, coined the term fractal to describe objects
which are very "fractured" in shape. Indeed, most of nature is "fractured".
Perfect circles, squares and other well known geometrical shapes are rarely
found in nature. The vast majority of shapes we encounter are highly
discontinuous. Using fractals to simulate landscapes and other natural
shapes is not new. What is new is our ability to start with an actual image and
then find the fractal or the group of fractals which can represent that image
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to any degree of accuracy we care to define.9 Since the technique includes
a compact way of representing these fractals, we end up with a highly
compressed set of data representing that image. Compression ratios of
10.000:1 have been achieved through the use of fractals and it is common-

place to achieve compression ratios in excess of 500:1. So how do they

work, you ask'?

An image to be compressed first has general image processing techniques,

such as colour separation, edge detection, spectrum analysis and texture
variation, applied to it. This allows us to break the image up into segments.
(You might be interested to know that it is these same techniques that are

used to add colour to old black and white motion pictures.) We next look

up these fractals in a library of fractals which, though it does not contain

literal fractals, it does contain compact sets of numbers called iterated

function system (IFS) codes that will reproduce the corresponding fractals.

There is a mathematical result known as the Collage Theorem which always

guarantees that we can find a suitable IFS code and also gives a method for
doing so. Once we have the codes of all the segments in our image we can

discard the digitised image and simply keep the IFS codes.

IFS theory is an extension of classical geometry and uses affine transforma-

tions, which describe rotations, scalings and translations. to express rela-
tionships between the different parts of an image. With IFS theory, a cloud

or the bark of a tree can be defined and described as accurately as an
architect can describe a house.
Fractal compression is a system which is progressive, that is, it gradually

builds up the image to any degree of accuracy the receiver wants. This is

helpful in that we can quickly send simple versions of many possible images

initially and only when the end-user decides he orshe wants to see a selected

page in detail need we send the full image. Though, like JPEG. it is a lossy

system, losses can be minimal. It was long written off as just another
experimental system but now it has definitely emerged from the research
laboratories and is doing practical work on a daily basis. It uses hardware
compression but software decomprc.:ssion so anyone can load the decom-
pression algorithms which makes it economical to use. It is acceptably fast

in operation and can provide huge compression ratios.

Using fractals, the 30 terabytes storage needed to hold the images of
100,000 books reduces to 60 gigabytes. on average, and transmission of

any one image at 9.600 baud reduces from 17.4 minutes to about 2.1

seconds.
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98 Bernard Gallivan

Conclusion

Fractal compression is a system worthy of much greater investigation and
use but is in danger of being overwhelmed by the JPEG steam-roller.
Compression systems with efficiencies comparable with or greater than that
provided by fractal compression are vitally needed if we are to manage the
large quantities of data we are bound to generate in the image era. We
cannot afford to accept less.
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The Consortium of Academic Libraries
in Manchester (CALIM) : Strategic and
Development Planning of a New
Consortium

John Blunden-Ellis
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John Blunden Ellis is currently Secretary of CALM and has heki previous posts including
Assistant Librarian at the University of Salford. and Deputy librarian at Hoffman La Roche
(I IK) lIe ivas educated at the Universities of Manchester and Salford. and Manchester Business
School I hs current research and consultancy interests are in the fields of market strategy for
hbrai y automation systems, and problems of library consortium management.

Abstract
This paper will outline the planning involved in setting up a
consortium involving the r 2 academic libraries in Manchester
(UK) and analyse the pro ess since early 1992. The strategic
plans for Years 1 and 2, together with the first Annual Report, will
be presented and discussed, focussing on the lessons learned. The
activities to date of the working groups within the consortium will
be reviewed, and this will be placed in the context of the
development plan for the next two to three years. Within CALIM,
great emphasis is placed on the annual strategic plan with policy
being vigorously reviewed on a regular basis. A consortium is an
organic system, changing and evolving constantly, and this should
be reflected in the strategy and agreed governing principles.
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Greater Manchester benefits from one of the largest concentrations of
autonomous and quasi-autonomous institutions of higher education in the
UK outside London. Furthermore, these institutions are close together
geographically: within two square miles of each other. This group of
institutions serves a user population of approximately 45.000, and repre-
sents a substantial proportion of the national research effort.

The combined resources of the five libraries that serve the institutions are
very significant in national terms, comprising over 5 million volumes, 350
staff, and a total annual budget of around £10 million. These statistics
represent a large resource investment for the UK.

However, statistics, no matter how superficially comforting. provide no
protection against the financial constraints and resource pressures currently
being experienced by UK academic libraries. The total number of academic
staff employed in libraries is diminishing (Figure 1), whilst at the same time
the number of FIT students is increasing (Figure 2). Total expenditure as
a percentage .)f university recurrent income has also declined (Figure 3).
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These realities are forcing us to focus strongly on maximising our resources
through: cost-benefit analysis; marketing initiatives; collection rationalisa-
tion; charging policies; and priority budgeting. All these 'lean-burn' man-
agement practices have taken over from collection building; expansion; self-
dependence; and protected funding as the main pre-occupations of aca-
demic libraries.

However, at the same time, technological progress is creating a massive
increase in awareness by providing access to indexes, databases and
OPACs that simply did not exist a few years ago.

Consequently, the combination of static or shrinking resources and the ever-
increasing information awareness of the user has created a library environ-
ment in which the possibilities offered by careful co-operation are very
attractive, and indeed, vital to survival.

As a result of the above situation. CALIM was created in August 1992 to
provide a framework for sensible resource management.

CAL1M consists of five libraries:

John Rylands University Library of Manchester (JRULM)

Manchester Metropolitan University (MMU) Library

University of Salford Library

UMIST (University of Manchester, Institute of Science and Technology)
Library

Manchester Business School Library;

and is governed by a Council consisting of the Directors of the five libraries.
My role as Secretary incorporates strategic planning, administration and the
implementation of resolutions.

During the early part of 1992, there were two clear priorities:

What do we want to do?

How do we aim to do it?

1 C)
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In other words, we needed a strategic plan for the first year of operation. It

seemed to me that there should be four major elements to this strategic plan:

A clear MISSION STATEMENT;

An identification of the CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS:

A detailed ber of AIMS AND OBJECTIVES;

A set of GOVERNING PRINCIPLES to police the consortium.

These four elements provided the framework of the plan which was written

over the summer of 1992. We wanted the strategic plan to be concerned

solely with the Art of the Possible, and so the CALIM plan was restricted to

a one year time horizon, and would be completely revised the following

year. in the light of experience.

After consultation and revision, a general mission statement was framed for

Year One.

"The co-ordination of the personnel, physical and electronic resources of

the constituent libraries for the purpose of enhancing and developing the

range of services offered tothe staff and students of Manchester institutions,

within the constraints imposed by the autonomous nature of the participat-

ing libraries and the service responsibility to their individual institutions. To

support this role CALIM is committed to excellence at all levels of staffing

through co-operative training, joint research projects, and the fostering of

initiative and innovation."

I don't think that anyone could argue with the message of this Mission

Statement for an academic library consortium, but identifying what we

might regard as the critical success factors (the second element of the

strategic plan) is much more complex and depends to a large extent on local

conditions. Identifying critical success factors can be difficult, and may vary

from year to year, and our experience indicates that they MUST be revised

on an annual basis.

110,1t, /III Vt11 17 ly I 14 1994
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Critical Success Factors

Ain; -an-C-1-0-b-Ject-ire;1

1Cholce of technical platform]
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Technical development plan

fr.

I Code of practice for i
design and Implementation

IAcceptance by academic community

rCommitment and motivation
of library staff

_ - -^o-
Staff development

Figure 4

Figure 4 lists the initial critical success factors for CALIM. First and foremost
of these were the aims and objectives. Without these agreed, no progress
could be made: and a lot of time and effort was devoted to formulating them.
Necessarily, they represent a consensus of opinion: goals acceptable fully to
all members of the consortium.
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CALIM AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

r- TO ENCOURAGE RESOURCE SHARING IN,THE SPIRIT OF
ENLIGHTENED SELF-INTEREST:.

I TO DEVELOP AN INFRASTRUCTURE INCLUDING COMPUTER
i

NETWORKING, COMMON CATALOGUES AND SYSTEMS OF
DOCUMENT DELIVERY ENABLING COST-EFFECTIVE

CO-OPERATION.

------- -----
TO REGULATE ACCESS ON THE BASIS OF FORMAL AGREEMENT
WHEREBY DEFINED MEMBERS OF ONE INSTITUTION CAN USE

THE LIBRARY OF ANOTHER.

IN THE LIGHT OF SUCH AGREEMENTS, TO AGREE POLICIES OF
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT PREVENTING UNNECESSARY

DUPLICATION AND ENSURING THE PRESENCE OF VITAL
MATERIALS IN MANCHESTER.

TO ENCOURAGE AND SEEK FUNDING FOR RESEARCH
PROJECTS OF COMMON INTEREST.

OTHERWISE TO IDENTIFY AND IMPLEMENT I FORMATION .
-:,20LICIES-WHICH,-ASSIVZTHE STLIDENte *At00010110

MANCHESTER INSTMUTIONS:

Figure 5

The third element of the strategic plan,(Figure 5), the Aims and Objectives,

embrace the practical aspirations of CAL1M. They are quite clear and
concise, and firmly focussed on the specific needs of Manchester. Again,
they are fairly predictable, but this doesn't matter. At this stage we certainly

didn't want a set of complex grandiose and over-ambitious goals that would

have left the strategic plan with no space in which to grow and evolve.
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Principle Cone
CAUM would recognise at all times the
Idly Idual autonomy of the constituent
librartes, and the constitutional duty of those
libraries to serve the needs of their parent
institutions.

Principle Two
CAUM initiatives should be designed In such
away as to minimise disruption of the
approved administrative procedures of the
constituent libraries.

Principle Three
CAUM Initiatives must be seen to be
beneficial not only collectively, but also
Individually to each library.

Principle Four
The on-going strategic alms of CAUM should
be to enhance and act as an 'enabler' to
the strategic alms and objectives of the
constituent libraries. There should be no
conflict between the strategic alms of CAUM
and those of the constituent Ilbraries

Figure 6

Whet e as the Aims and Objectives represent CALIM's practical aspirations
in a broad sense: the final element of the strategic plan, the Governing
Principles, represent CALIM's co-operative aspirations, which are very
impoi tant when dealing with a consortium (Figure 6). These principles are
designed to police the work of the consortium, and we intend to revise them
on an annual basis.
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So, the structure of the strategic plan for year one looked something like

figure 7.
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The Critical Success Factors were analysed to identify topics suitable for the
first year's work. It was clear from this analysis that we had to concentrate
on building an infrastructure, which would then allow us to create the
service. The outcome was the decision to set up a series of Working Parties
to tackle the targeted bpics, and comprised:

Access and Borrowing Arrangements

CD-ROM and Internetworking

Staff Training and Development

Inter lending

Union List of Serials.

Each working party was provided with an initial remit and consisted of a
member of staff from each of the five libraries to emphasise equal co-
operation. These working parties were required to report at the end of the
academic year. the combined reports resulting in Development Plan 1.

Because the topics tackled by the working parties were so varied, it was
important to introduce a measure of quality control into the reporting
procedure. Figure 8 summarises our approach to this problem. The topics
outlined in the original remits were subjected to the so-called "BOLD-
analysis to weed out irrelevant or non-productive tasks. and add others.
Each working party met between four and five times during the course of the
year, and at all times the four key concepts of innovation, flexibility.
performance and cost-effectiveness were borne in mind by the members of
the working parties
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Quality

I NA
Control

INNOVATION FLEXIBILITY

PERFORMANCE COST-EFFECTIVENESS

B ENEFITS

PPORTUNITIES

L IMITATIONS

NO RAW BACKS

Figure 8
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Achievements at the End of Year One

Access & Borrowing:

We now have agreed regulations governing Access and Borrowing through-
out the five libraries, which came into operation in September.

Inter lending:

Most of the year's work was involved in finding out how many ILL requests
generated over an eight week period by the five libraries earmarked for the
BL could theoretically have been satisfied within the five library collections.
The mean satisfaction rate was 22%, with a high of 32% for requests
originating from MMU to over 10% for requests originating from JRULM.
A massive amount of data was generated - we will look at this this year in
more detail.

CD-ROM and Internetworking:
As a result of the work last year we have a union list of over 80 CD-ROM titles
with overlap analysis. The main task for this year will be to set up a
negotiating framework for separate discussions with the main CD-ROM
vendors for networking licences across the consortium.

Training and Development:
Undertook a major survey asking all levels of staff what they would like to
see with regard to training and job development; what topics they would like
to be addressed. Based on the responses we constructed a list of topics in
descending order of popularity and as a result organised the first CAL1M
Seminar on "Working with People-, run by the staff of the Centre for
Business Psychology at UMIST. for 64 staff, over three days, for a cost of
about £22 per head including lunch.

The overall result of the first year's work was the refinement of Development
Plan 1, wich consits of two planning cycles as mentioned above: building the
infrastructure, as we see here, and then creating the service (Figure 9).

15 ig
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CALIM DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Planning Cycle 1 Building the Infrastructure

Working Parties
CD.ROM & Interneiworking
Training & Development
Transport & InterlendIng
Access & Borrowing
Union Serials Listing

rStanding Comr iltteesj Resources Managment
Services Managment
Staff Training & Development
Technical Information

Joint Interierie
Polley

C_Subject LibrariarD
Links

Research
rogramrn

(lar-----)tSerials Usr)

CD-Rom UcenC-Ing

Staff ExpertIse
Audlt

-Cfransportatis

AM-;"-cri Net--)n--foring

Shared
Catalogues

Overlap
SuclIes

llmescale: January 1992 -1 January 1996,

Plannlng Cycle 2:creating the Service

1
Staff Environment

Co-Operative 1

Figure 9
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Year 2 has seen the creation of four Standing Committees to underpin the
work of the first year:

Staff Training and Development;
Technical Infrastructure;
Resources Management;
Services Management.

Creating the service is a glimpse at how we currently view the future
(Figure 10).

CALIM DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Planning Cycle 2 : creating the service

Fuli-t-eit retileva-I selviCes- 1

L
(Shared) J

/41
'

Collection development 1 A
policy

/
l'

' Physical collection review 1,1

and rationalisation i

Cost-benefits)
analysis

Consultation

7

V

4---
Central reserve

store

TImescale: January 1996-

Constant service In terms of

BENIFITS OPERTUNITIES LIMITATIONS DRAWBACKS
INNOVATION FLEXIBILITY PERFORMANCE COST EFFECTIVENESS

Figure 10
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The current management structure of CALIM is shown in -figure 11.
Furthermore, CALIM now has a common technical platform under BLCMP

Ltd.

So, to recap, Planning Cycle One indicates our goals up to 1996, by which

time we would hope to have shared catalogues and a fully co-operative staff
environment. Detailed overlap studies will then be initiated to form the basis

of Planning Cycle Two: creating the service. This will involve full-text
retrieval; a collection development policy; physical collection rationalisa-

tion, and electronic document delivery.

CHARM.AN
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CALIM -
Management Structure. Year 2
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SALFORD
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I would like to give you some conclusions about resource sharing that are
based on our experience at CALIM for the first year. I hasten to add, these
are Manchester conclusions. I believe library consortia are delicate plants,
very specific to their own environments; consequenti,. ceneralisations are
not merely risky, but can be unsuitable for a different setting.

CONCLUSIONS
FUNDAMENTAL. REQ-111RE-M-ENT'S

UKE SHOULD RESOURCE-SHARED WITH LIKE?

CONSORTIA SHOULD NOT BE TOO LARGE
(LOCAL CONSORTIA VS REGIONAL CONSORTIA.)

A COMMON TECHNICAL PLATFORM.

COMMITMENT TO THE IDEA AT IHE HIGHEST ADMINISTRATIVE
LEVELS IN THE PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS.

A CULTURE OF CO-OPERATION BETWEEN THE LIBRARY
STAFFS.

GOOD PERSONAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE INDMDUAL
LIBRARY DIRECTORS.

A COMMON SET OF AIMS AND OBJECTIVES AND A
COMMON MISSION.

EACH PARTICIPATING LIBRARY SHOULD BE ABLE TO IDENTIFY
CLEAR BENEFITS FROM ITS MEMBERSHIP OF THE
CONSORTIUM.

A REASONABLE LEVEL OF FUNDING.

AMMO

Figure 12
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Information Networking in the Nordic
Countries : A Swedish Perspective

Goran Skogmar
The Royal Library. LIBRIS Department, Stockholm. Sweden

Goran Skogmar got his degree in history and political
science from Lund University in 1967 and started his library
career at Stockholm University Library in 1973 as a reference
librarian. 1-le was in charge of introducing online searching
for the Stockholm University in the late 70s and early 80s.
This was followed by an increased concern in the automation
of Stockholm University Library. He is now head of systems
development at the LIBRIS department of the Roya/Librarv

Abstract
This paper describes library and information networking in the
Nordic countries with special emphasis on Sweden. The main
focus is on the academic networks and the NORDUNET
cooperation. Arter a short general introduction a section intended
as a detailed resource guide follows. The article concludes with an
evaluation and discussion of Nordic developments in an
international context. The evolution and development plans of the
central Nordic bibliographic services are also described and a
brief report on the Nordic SR project is included.
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Introduction
The information infrastructure of the Nordic countries is changing rapidly.
Driving forces are the revolutionary innovations in telecommunications,
computing and electronic media. The main trends can be summarized in a
few words: increasing storage, processing and transfer capacity; digitization;
miniaturization: standardization; graphic user interfaces; connectivity and
internetworking. The proliferation of personal computers and the spread of
LAN technology have created a situation where client/server technology,
distributed computing and workgroup cornputing are imminent; these types
of applications are now being planned and implemented. Private compa-
nies and government agencies are showing a renewed interest in informa-
tion resources management and business intelligence, and the debate about
telecommunicating and the eventual marriage between home electronics
and information networking has started again. End user searching of
databases is increasing: end users already perform an estimated 80% of all
database searches in Sweden.' Academic networks have shown a phenom-
enal growth in use in recent years. Many library services and databases can
now be reached via information servers within NORDUNET. There is a high
level of investment in public and private telecommunications networks and
transmission techniques like Frame ReIn and ISDN are already functioning
on a small scale.

The aim of this article is to give a library perspective on information
networking in the Nordic countries with special emphasis on Sweden. The
tacit assumption is that Nordic developments probably reflect general
trends. It includes a detailed survey of resources accessible via the academic
networks, all the Nordic countries are covered and this section is intended
to serve as a practical resource guide. Finally, the Nordic library services and
bibliographic utilities, especially LIBRIS, and their development plans are
discussed. In this context the Nordic SR project will be described. The article
concludes with a discussion and evaluation of current trends and possible
future developments.

The Data Communications Infrastructure
Sweden and the other Nordic countries were somewhat slow to introduce
dedicated networks for data communication. In the seventies the public
telephone networks were used and it was not until around 1980 that circuit-
and packet-switched public networks were launched. Before that a semi-
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private X.25 network called Scannet had been in operation since 1976.2The
Swedish X.21 network is called Datex and the name of the X.25 net is
Datapak. The latter was introduced as a direct consequence of the need to

reach databases available on Tymnet. Telenet and other international nets.

The establishment of the Nordic academic networks closely reflected
developments within ARPANET where TCP/IP and routers were introduced

in 1983-1984. All Nordic academic networks started their activities on a
larger scale in the second half of the eighties. The main aim at that time was

to share expensive computer resources and give access to e-mail and file
transfer. The NORDUNET cooperation was established in 1986-1989 and

a pragmatic strategy was chosen. TCP/1P kkas implemented as the main

protocol instead of X.25 and the planned OSI.

As a consequence of the deregulation of the telecommunications sector

there is now a number of privately owned nets operating in Sweden.

Swedish Telecom has a competitor called Tele2 and international services

like Sprint Net, GNS and France Telecom are active. There are also many

other private and corporate networks.3

In Sweden, Telecom and Tele2 recently introduced publicTCP/IP networks

under the name of TIPnet and SwipNet respectively, testifying to the
growing popularity of the TCP/1P protocol, The introduction of ISDN is also

well under way. Public ISDN services were originally scheduled to be
introduced in Sweden in the autumn of 1992 but this has been postponed

until 1993. ISDN is, however, already in use as leased lines. The same

applies to Frame Relay as an upgraded X.25 service.

The Academk Networks
From a library perspective, the most interesting information sector develop-

ments are now occurring within the academic networks. There is one

network for each country: SUNET (Sweden), DEnet (Denmark), UN1NETT

(Norway), FUNET (Finland) and ISnet/SURIS (Iceland). There is intense

cooperation between them under the name of NORDUNET and about
60,000 computers are connected.4 The NORDUNET partners maintain a

multiprotocol backbone and bridges between the Nordic countries and

other parts of the Internet and many other networks. It is the largest IP-

network in Europe. The administration of NORDUNET (the physical

network) is managed by the academic computing centre, UNI-C, in Den-

mark, but the work is contracted to the national organizations. The network

ations of (-men ( 4,14m Vol 17 pp I I 5 14(1 111.04
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operations centre is the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm.
X.25 connections are managed by the University Centre for Information
Technology (USIT) in Oslo and the technical coordination centre is the
Helsinki University Computing Centre. There is a special information server
(nic.nordu.net) at KTH in Stockholm where a file archive is maintained. It
mainly concerns the operations of NORDUNET but there are also a lot of
newsgroups ranging from the Nordic Engineering and Technical Forum to
Nordic Humour (!?). KTH also runs the main FTP-server within SUNET
(sunic.sunet.se).

Other main file servers and Gopher servers have been set up at UNI-C, the
Helsinki University Computing Centre, the University of Turku (Abo), the
Norwegian Technical University in Trondheim, Oslo University and the
University of Reykjavik. Gopher, a search and retrieval protocol with a
menu manager that allows for very smooth connectivity between sites, is
proving especially popular in the Nordic countries.

KTH hosts the European root, or top-level, Gopher (sunic.sunet.se login:
< gopher> ). This provides a well- known entry point to European Gophers,
and is the focus of current experiments to structure Gophers and other kinds
of Internet services in a subject tree. All important Internet services can be
reached from KTH which closely monitors new developments and new sites
connected. New European Gophers are to be registered at KTH in Stock-
holm.

KTH also plays a very important part within the Ebone cooperation which
tries to promote and coordinate the use of TCP/IP in Europe. KTH is the
Ebone network operations centre and it contributes networking expertise to
other Internet initiatives, like the experimental GIX (Global Internet Ex-
change) in Washington.

In the la two years, most academic libraries and many special libraries in
the Nordic countries have been connected to the network. Many OPACs
and databases can thus be easily reached from abroad. The same is thecase
with the central bibliographic services LIBRIS (Sweden), UBO, BIBSYS
(Norway), ALBA (Denmark) and L1NNEA (Finland). A variety of local
systems is used in Sweden, ie VTLS, Geac, Libertas and DOBIS/LIBIS. In
Denmark many libraries use the Danish RC system where CCL (Common
Command Language) is used for searching the OPACs. B1BSYS is used as
the local system of the academic libraries in Norway, and the same is the case
with the VTLS system in Finland.
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SUNET
SUNET consists of several networks: a TCP/IP-network with some 20,000

nodes and a DECnet with approximately 700 computers connected. There

are six 2Mbit/s lines interconnecting the local Ethernets at the main

universities to the backbone. The network centre is the Royal Institute of

Technology (KIN) in Stockholm. All universities and regional university

colleges are connected as well as institutes of technology and medicine. The

backbone will be upgraded to 34 Mbit/s in 1993-1994.

There is a special information server for SUNET called BASUN
(basun.sunet.se, login: <info>) in Lime& which contains general informa-

tion about SUNET and a directory of IP- and DECnet-connected systems.
(The information can also be obtained as text files by anonymous FTP). An

experimental X.500 service has recently been implemented as a part of the

BASUN service.

Most Swedish universities and university colleges have installed Gopher

servers and there are also some experimental WAIS services." The most
notable among them is run by the sciences branch of Lund University

Library (UB2). Many other WAIS servers and clients are being set up and

there are plans to combine the use of the Gopher, WAIS, World Wide Web

and eventually 139.50 protocols to facilitate navigation and retrieval of

Internet information resources.

UB2 runs a library service based on Gopher and WAIS servers
(munin.ub2.1u.se). It is called the Lund University Electronic Library and the

easiest way to reach it is via the KTH Gopher. Among the databases are

subsets from the Lund University Library OPAC concerning computer

science and environmental studies. Research reports, project information,

an archive of electronicconferences and information on the Internet are also

mounted for searching under the WA1S protocol. Other WA1S servers can

be reached and UB2 runs an interesting experiment, the aim of which is

automatic detection, indexing and classification of this kind of Internet

resources.
Some important Swedish library and information services that can be
reached from the Gopher server at KTH are the following:

Databases

MIC-KIBIC

rnedlinesnic.ki.se (Account needed)
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The Medical Information Centre at the Library of Karolinska Institute in
Stockholm (MIC-KIBIC). Medline and other health related databasesmounted
locally. Gateway to the NLM databases.

DAFMnfotorg
data infotorg se (TN 3270) (Account needed)

Government registers, legal information and statistics.

Libraries
LIBRIS

192.121.86.3 (TN 3270) (Account needed)

The Swedish union catalogue and national bibliography. Otherdatabases.
Lund University Library
lolita.lu.se (login: <hello telnet.lolita>)

Uppsala University Library
udacl udac uu se (login. at "address- disa" at "kod" 100)

The Library of the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
kthlib.lib kth se (login: <tekline>)

The Library of Chalmers Institute of Technology. Gothenburg
cthlib.lib.se (login: <chans> )

The Karolinska Institute Library (Medicine)
kibib kib ki se (login <library>)

Gothenburg University Library
gunda.ub.gu.se (login: <hello gunda.telnet>)

Stockholm University Library
fog.tele.su.se (login: <sub>)

Ume5 University library
libum umu se (login. <dial vtam> user id. <biblio>) (TN 3270)

UN1NETT

UNINETT is the Norwegian academic network to which more than 100
institutions are connected. There is a main Gopher server at the Norwegian
Technical University in Trondheim (gopher.uninett.no) which gives easy
access to Norwegian information services. All universities and university
colleges are connected. A large number of them have installed Gophers.
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There is a current project called SAMSON, the aim of which is to provide

network access to all higher education units in Norway including teachers'

and nurses' training colleges, schools of journalism, music schools and so

on. A number of government agencies and private companies are also
connected to the UNINETT on the condition that they do not use it for

commercial purposes.

The backbone has recently been upgraded to high-speed lines ranging from

2Mbitis to 35 Mbit/s and even more, There are X.500 directory services, user

newsletters and information on research projects. An interesting service is

the Norwegian Computing Centre for the Humanities in Bergen
(nora.hd.uib.no) which makes many text archives available. This is the only

Nordic service of its kind.

There are Campus Wide Information Systems at the universities of Oslo,

Trondheim, Bergen and Tromsä. The Trondheim Gopher server, espe-
cially, covers a lot of interesting services. Many international databases are

freely available. eg in the field of biology and biomedicine.

Oslo University and its Centre for Information Technology (USIT) runs an

extensive CWIS with a lot of experimental services like information kiosks.

distance education, multimedia, news services, 'self-service' student regis-

tration and local library services.

There is a special infoserver for UNINETT (aun.uninett.no) which manages
network information and also contains a software archive. Similar infoservers

have been set up at UNIT/SINTEF in Trondheim (ugle.unit.no) and Bergen

(alf.uib.no).

Library Services:

BIBSYS

castor bibsys no or pollux bibsys. no (Account needed but free of charge)

The cooperative bibliographic service of the academic libraries. Union
catalogue of most academic and special libraries. Both central and local

functions.

B1BSYS can be searched by VT100 (castor.bibsys.no) or TN 3270

(castor bibsys.no orpollux.bibsys.no). There are two interfaces, one menu-

driven and one command-based for experienced users. There is a special

terminal server which emulates 3270.
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Recently BIBSYS has implemented a special Gopher which makes it
possible to search the BIBSYS database via the built-in Gopher search
module. This is a unique feature which has become very popular and a lot
of users find it simpler than the normal BIBSYS interface. The easiest way
to try it is to connect via the KTH Gopher.

BIBSYS also runs another interesting experimental service called GENSERV.
In GENSERV a user submits search statements and the results are later sent
to his electronic mailbox. No account is needed. (Send mail to
genserv(a nobibsys.bitnet for information. Enter "info- at the subject prompt).

UBO:BOK/TRIP
kari.uio.no (Account needed)

UBO:BOK/TRIP is managed by the University Library of Oslo. It is a
conglomerate of databases running under the TRIP information retrieval
system. The main databases are the Norwegian union catalogue and
national bibliography. There are also union catalogues of periodicals, an
index to Norwegian journal articles, subject bibliographies, special collec-
tions and many other databases.

DEnet

DEnet is the Danish academic network. It is a star shaped network with its
centre at UNI-C (the central academic computing centre) in Lyngby outside
Copenhagen. DEnet connects all academic institutions in Denmark. The
line speeds vary from 64Kbitis to 2 Mbits. The participating institutions
manage their own Ethernets and UNI-C is in charge of the central Ethernet
in Lyngby as well as routers and bridges.

Denmark used to apply a somewhat more restrictive access policy than the
other Nordic countries but this has now changed. Gopher servers have been
installed at UNI-C and the universities of Aarhus and Roskilde and many
other places.

The Automation Office of the Danish Research Libraries (FEK) has arrange('
a very useful gateway service for libraries. It is called the FIND-MENU and
can be reached under the address find.uni-c.dk (account needed). It
comprises all major Danish academic libraries and gives access to Nordic
library services as well as a z,election of Internet libraries and other databases.
At the moment it is also the only way to reach ALBA. the Danish union
catalogue.'

1 6 :)
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Library services:

The Royal Library, Copenhagen
rex.bib.dk (login: <esc>. at the -att--prompt: <rex>. user- id: <kb rex>)

The Danish Technical Library
alis.bib.dk (account needed)

Aalborg University Library
auboline.bib.dk (login: <clef>

The State and University Library of Arhus
sol.bib.dk (<esc>,_ aft: <sol>)

Odense University Library
odin.bib.dk (login: <odin> )

Roskilde University Library
rubikon.bib.dk (login: <rubikon> )

Danish Medical and Science Library
cosmos.bib.dk (login: <cosmos> )

FUNET

FUNET interconnects all universities and other institutes of higher education
and research in Finland. The capacity of the trunk lines is 2 Mbit/s and the
slowest connections are 256 Kbitis. The lines are leased from the Finnish
PIT. Among the protocols used are TCP/IP and DECnet. The transfer
technology is Frame Relay, and about 15,000 computers are connected to
the network. The international connections are maintained via NORDUNET.

For people outside Finland, one of the most interesting FUNET services is
the server funic.funet.fi. It is one of the largest Internet file archives. It
contains about 200,000 files and about 10,000 users from Finland and
abroad access it daily. According to FUNET transaction logs about 30.000
filqs, or three gigabits of data, are transferred on the most active days.

FUNET hosts another very useful service, namely an Archie server
(archie.funet.fi. login: <archie> ) which tracks more than 700 anonymous
FTP-sites around the world. In addition to Archie. FUNET provides
experimental WAIS and Prospero services.'

File archives are maintained at many universities and university colleges.
Especially well-known is the PC software archive at the University of Vaasa
(oarbo.uwasa.fi).
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Library services:

FENNICA The Finnish national bibliograpy
hyk.helsinki.fi (At the prompt enter: hello username, clas01 choose terminal
4 for VT100, at "Anna kokoelma" enter "100", at "Anna uusi..." choose
lang 1 for English. The same logon procedure is normally used for all Finnish
libraries )

Helsinki University Library
hyk.helsinki.fi (The same login procedure as above but enter "clas02"
instead of "clas01"

Abo Academy Library
bo.abo.fi

Jyvaskyla University Library
jyk.iyu.fi

Joensuu University Library
joyk joensuu fi

Tampere University Library
lakka .uta.fi

Vaasa University Library
kustaa.uwasa.fi

Oulu University Library
kirjasto oulu fi

Library of the (Swedish) School of Economics
hanna.shh.fi

SURIS/1Snet

Iceland is a small country which is much dependent on international
information services." The Internet is heavily used and there is a Gopher
server at the University of Reykjavik. It gives access to all important Internet
resources locally and worldwide. All institutes of higher education as well as
most primary and secondary schools are connected to SURIS/ISnet.

The University Library and the Icelandic National Library in Reykjavik have
recently installed the Libertas system to be used as a cooperative system for
these libraries and the libraries of the College of Education and the Central
Bank of Iceland. The system includes the national bibliography and the
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union catalogue of periodicals and it is connected to NORDUNET. The
address is: saga rhi hi is username. <bokasafn>

Library Networking in the Nordic Countries : Background and
Current Situation
Nordic Central Bibliographic Services
At a comparatively early stage the Nordic countries introduced systems for
shared cataloguing and bibliographic control.'" The first one was the
Swedish LIBRIS system (1972) which serves as the cooperative system of
the academic libraries." It is managed by the Royal Library in Stockholm.
BibliotekstjanstIBTJ in Lund started its central database BURK for the public
libraries in 1974. Since 1982 Bibliotekstjänst also runs a database called
Artikelsäk, which contains an index to a selection of Swedish newspapers
and journals. In all the Nordic countries there is a sharp division line between
the academic and the public libraries which has led to the development of
parallel bibliogiaphic services. In Sweden there is a permanent debate about
cooperation or even integration of the two systems but not much progress
has been seen.
In Denmark the SAMKATALBA system was set up in 1978 by the
Computing Centre of the Academic Libraries (FEK).'2 The public libraries
have their own database (BASIS) which is run by Dansk Biblioteksservice.
The Royal Library in Copenhagen, however, has contracted the production
of the national bibliography to Dansk Biblioteksservice which also maintains
an index to Danish journal articles.

In Norway the academic libraries set up a cooperative system called B1BSYS
in the mid-seventies." In addition to the catalogue it includes ILL and local
modules such as circulation, acquisition and periodicals management. It
uses UNINETT instead of a dedicated network and this has made it possible
to integrate Internet services like Gopher and e-mail into the system.

The Oslo University Library which is also the national library runs the
UBO: BOK and TRIP databases, the core of which is the national bibliogra-
phy and the union catalogues of monographs and periodicals. In addition
to that many other databases have been mounted, for example an index to
Norwegian journal articles, subject bibliographies and catalogues of special
collections.'4

In Finland the KDOK databank was set up in 1980 by the Automation Unit
of the Finnish Research Libraries (TKAY). The online host is the State
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Computer Centre (VTKK). The KDOK-databank contains several databases:
the most popular among them are the Index to Finnish journal articles, the
union catalogue, the national bibliography and the Nordic union catalogue
of periodicals.

The KDOK databank will be supplemented and partially replaced by
databases in the L1NNEA central system.'5 These will include LINDA (the
union catalogue of the academic libraries) and several others. As a whole
LINNEA is a very practical solution to the problem of interconnecting central
and local systems. All Finnish academic libraries have installed the VTLS
system. With FUNET as a high-speed communication link this allows for a
smoothly working distributed environment.

In Iceland the University Librar,/ and the National Library have recently
installed the Libertas system to serve as the local OPAC and to host the union
catalogue. It is also used to produce the national bibliography.

The LIBR1S System and its Development Plans
The Swedish LIBRIS system was among the first European bibliographic
utilities and is one of the largest bibliographic databases in Europe. At
present it contains four million titles including records from LC (Library of
Congress). BNB (British National Bibliography) and the Deutsche Bibliothek.
Its main strength is the fart that all academic and special libraries in Sweden
do their cataloguing online in LIBR1S. Most of their ILL activities are also
handled by a special e-mail function within the system. The Royal Library
is in charge of the operation and development of LIBRIS. From 1980 to
1991 the government computer centre DAFA was running the daily
operations but in 1991 the system was transferred to Ericsson Data Services.
Costs were substantially reduced and a better development environment
has been created. The core programs of the system have been the same
since 1980 but many new functions have been developed.

During the eighties most of the LIBRIS member libraries acquired their own
local systems and this has created a highly heterogeneous environment. In
Sweden, foreign systems like VTLS, Geac, Libertas, DOB1S/LIBIS, T1NLIB
and BIBDIA are all represented. and interfaces to LIBRIS have been
developed by the vendors. LIBRIS is used for cataloguing and records are
loaded into the local systems by tape, file transfer or downloading.

LIBRIS development projects reflect current international trends and in-
clude retroconversion of older material, connectivity via SUNET, improved
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ILL routines and further development of intelligent interfaces.New databases

have also been added: the Swedish national bibliography 1700-1829, an
authority file of personal names and corporate bodies and a database on
womens' studies. More databases will be included and a gateway to selected

services on the Internet is scheduled for 1993. A subset of the Book Data
database is also being mounted in 1993. Like many other bibliographic
networks the LIBRIS system is in the process of being transformed into an
all-purpose 'information utility' serving not only librariesbut also end-users.

Development Plans of the Other Nordic Bibliographic Networks

The Nordic bibliographic utilities are in a state of change and many
interesting development projects have been initiated. In Denmark there is

an ambitious project called DANBIB, the aim of which is to unify all
bibliographic resources within a distributed system based on UNIX and
client/server technology.'6 The central database will comprise both ALBA/

SAMKAT and BASIS and there will be standards for communication with
the local systems, in the first phase SQL and later possibly SR (Search and
Retrieve). The query language will probably be CCL since most Danish
library systems already use this standard. DANB1B will comprise the
national bibliography, a union catalogue for all Danish libraries, local and

regional catalogues, legal deposit material, a journal index, analytical
records and some non-bibliographic databases. There will also be ILL

routines.

In Norway, BIBSYS is working towards developing B1BSYS III which will be

based on client/server technology and distributed data processing.'7BIBSYS

uses the database management system ADABAS and the programming
lar1guage NATURAL. Systems development is managed in-house and all
the BIBSYS libraries use the system for house-keeping routines as well as
OPACs and interlibrary loans. Due to a strategic decision by the BIBSYS

Board in 1988 to use UN1NETT instead of a dedicated network, the B1BSYS

system is extremely well integrated in the academic network. For example
there is a BIBSYS gateway to selected library services on the Internet and

it is also possible to search BIBSYS with the search facility that is part of the

Gopher protocol. BIBSYS has integrated an experimental SR client which

makes some of the Oslo TRIP databases appear as if they were B1BSYS

databases. This is not yet a regular service but will probably be so from 1994.
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LINNEA in Finland is also in a stage of rapid development. Almost all the
22 VTLS systems are installed and the central union catalogue isnow being
automatically produced by transferring records from the local systems to a
special database called LINDA. ILL will be easily managed since the
individual member systems can communicate with each other transpar-
ently. Support for the Z39.50 standard and the use of FUNET will also make
sure that LINNEA will be an open system.

The Nordic SR-Net Project
The Nordic SR-Net Project is of strategic importance within the Nordic
library community. The Nordic bibliographic utilities are implementing SR
(Search and Retrieve/ ISO 10162-63). SR is a functionally equivalent subset
of the American standard NISO Z39.50, a variant of which is also used in
WAIS (Wide Area Information Servers).'8The two standards will, it is hoped,
be compatible and new functions are continuously added to SR. SR
supports features for the interrogation and exchange of bibliographic data;
however features to support the handling of non-bibliographic materials
such as full text and images will be incorporated. This is already under way
in Z39.50.

The choice between SR and Z39.50 poses a dilemma because Z39.50 is
used more widely than SR and there are already many working implemen-
tations of it, mainly in the United States. On the other hand, SR is the
international (ISO) standard and it is supported by the EC. The obvious
solution is to support both standards or to use a gateway between the two
protocols. SR and Z39.50 are both defined in an OSI context; but Z39.50
is largely implemented over TCP/IP. The Nordic SR-implementation is of
the "thin" 051 brand, ie it uses some OSI functions on top of TCP/IP. The
project, however, also intends to support Z39.50 over TCP/IP in addition to
SR.

The main advantage of SR (and Z39.50) is that databases and user
interfaces can be completely separated, communicating via the protocol.
This is achieved with the help of the SR protocol machine (SRPM), the
software that runs the SR protocol itself. SRPM can be run on a separate
machine or in conjunction with ne's own system. Together with the SRPM
goes an API (Application Programmer's Interface) to which all interested
parties can develop their own interfaces. One can translate a system's native
language to produce APDUs (Application Protocol Data Units, ie protocol
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strings) to the API or develop a special interface. Some functions in SR are
mandatory and some optional and for this reason, as with other OSI
protocols, an ISP (International Standard Profile) has to be developed by
implementors to describe which additional functions are supported. Unfor-
tunately, two profiles are not necessarily compatible.

The Nordic SR project started in November 1991 and it is funded mainly by
NORDINFO.'9 The project partners are UBO, USIT, (The Information
Technology Centre of Oslo University), BRODD (The R&D Department of
the Norwegian Library College), BIBSYS, LIBRIS, FEK and TKAY. Iceland
has observer status. It is scheduled to be completed in early 1994 and will

then probably be followed by a new project which aims at introducing new
SR functions and possibly the ISO ILL standard (ISO 10160-61) or the
subset of it currently implemented by the ION (Inter lending OSI Network)
Project. The core of the subsequent activities will, however, be to develop.
maintain and refine the implementations.

A software package consisting of the protocol machine, a high level API, a
simple client and support for server software has been developed by USIT

and is now installed by all the project members except TKAY which will use
the 139.50 module of the VTLS system. The client and server software is so
far tested on one of the TRIP databases in Oslo and the BIBSYS database
and it works well. After the completion of the project it will probably be put
in the public domain and be freely available from the NORDUNET file

server.

The project uses the software 1SODE (ISO Development Environment) on
top of TCP/1P. ISODE contains a complete set of basic OSI-services
including ACSE (Association Control Service Element) and ROSE (Remote
Operations Service Element). It also supports the use of the OSI notation
ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation One) and BER (Basic Encoding Rules).2"

BIBSYS has a working SR prototype integrated in its system. UBO/USIT is
testing client (origin) functions and has extended support for server (target)
functions to another TRIP database and the Norwegian union catalogue.
For some of the project members the major difficulty has been the
interaction of UNIX machines and existing sold-fashioned' application
software residing on IBMs or other mainframes. This is especially true for

L1BRIS which is run by a service bureau and uses the STAIRS information
retrieval system in conjunction with in-house developed software. ALBA
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has the same problem and the situation is further complicated by the
decision to implement a new solution for the union catalogue. BIBSYS has
solved the problem with the help of software developed by Cornell Univer-
sity for the adaptation to ADABAS and its programming language NATU-
RAL.

One of the most difficult and time-consuming parts of the project is the
conformance testing which has to be done according to a very strict ISO
methodology (ISO 9646).21It consists of developing abstract test suites and
translating them into actual tests of the SR protocol machine. To this end the
project uses the services of a subsidiary of Swedish Telecom (Telia Research
AB) which is one of the very few specialists in this area. An abstract test suite
which comprises 30 test cases is now completed. This test suite will be of
great interest to other SR implementors since it can be used by them as well
as the Nordic project and save them a great deal of money and effort. It also
guarantees that the implementations really conform to the protocol.22

Until now the project is on schedule but one can foresee that there will be
delays later on when it comes to fine-tuning the adaptations between
existing mainframe software and the protocol. This concerns mainly LIBRIS
but FEK will have to wait for a new working solution for ALBA scheduled
for early 1994. The Finnish participants are dependent on the Z39.50
implementation of the VMS system which is under way. The alpha version
of the client software is already available as a PC-program based on
Windows and PC/TCP, and the server software is expected by the end of this
year.

To sum up: the experiences of the Nordic SR project seem to confirm that
SR/Z39.50 represents a viable path to opening up systems and separating
user interfaces and databases. There is a well-founded hope that the project
will succeed and result in an important first step on the road to truly open
systems.

A Note on the IANI Project

The IANI project (IANI =Intelligent Access to Nordic Information) was
initiated in 1987.23 Its aim was to develop an intelligent PC-based interface
to Nordic bibliographic networks and databases as well as some interna-
tional hosts like Dialog and DataStar. The software was completed in 1989
and it is used by many libraries. After its completion many difficulties have
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arisen. Whenever a host changes a feature the software has to be changed
and this problem is shared with many programs of the same kind.

However, 1ANI will be ported to a UNIX environment at the University
Computing Centre in Helsinki and will probably be available through the
Internet. In comparison with IAN1 the main advantage of SR/Z39.50 is that
the standards do not change and this places the responsibility of interface
development on the library systems themselves. This kind of distributed
responsibility is shown to have worked very well within the Internet and is
the key to its overwhelming success.

Discussion
Some current international trends within library automation and informa-
tion networking can be discerned. The most important ones are, in my
opinion, the following:

Connectivity via the academic networks.

Migration to open and distributed systems running on standard hard-
and software (ie in most cases, support for UNIX and TCP/IP).

Client/server technology and emerging standards (SR/Z39.50, ILL,
SGML, EDIFACT, X.12).

Massive retrospective conversion of card catalogues. Digitization of
documents and pictures.

Third generation of OPACs, intelligent user interfaces and more
refined retrieval techniques. Locally mounted databases. Campus
Wide Information Systems.

Central bibliographic services change their roles from library service
providers to 'information utilities'.

More non-bibliographic databases and full-text databases.

More CD-ROMs and CD-ROM networks.

Electronic publishing, electronic ordering and electronic document
delivery. Converging interests of publishers, libraries and other
information providers.

Following is a summary and evaluation of Nordic developments in some of
these areas.
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Open and Distributed Systems
Library automation has, of course, always reflected general developments
in computing and telecommunications. In the seventies there were only
central systems. In the eighties the minicomputers and PCs made the
introduction of local systems. OPACs. LANs and better user interfaces
possible. The nineties will certainly be the decade of high-speed networking.
open and distributed systems. standardization and graphic user interfaces.

In the Nordic countries the DANBIB partners (FEK and Dansk
Biblioteksservice). BIBSYS (Norway) and Bibliotekstjanst (Sweden) are all
planning or already in the process of porting their systems to a UNIX
environment with standard database management systems. LINNEA and
LIBRIS follow different paths but still conform to the general pattern. The
LINNEA system represents a distributed solution which relies on one
vendor. VTLS is. however, in the technical forefront in many respects and
has developed many advanced functions. eg image processing. manage-
ment of full-text databases and a journal indexing subsystem. The L1BRIS
environment has already been described. The strategy is to provide the
system with a new superstructure which allows for smooth interacting with
local systems intelligent interfaces and new services like additional databases
and a gatev.,4 to Internet resources. LIBRIS is also opening up by way of
connectivity via SUNET and .11e future use of SR.

Changing Role of the Central Library Services
In the eighties. when the local library systems were introduced, many experts
predicted the imminent decline and fall of the central bibliographic services
but on the contrary they seem to have strengthened their positions. The real
giants like OCLC and RLIN are more used than ever before and they have
evolved into 'information utilities'. The central core of shared cataloguing
and ILL is still the most important part of their activities but many other
functions have been added. Reference databases as well as full-text sources
have been mounted in addition to the bibliographic databases and this
wealth of information is used both by libraries and end users.

On a much smaller scale the Nordic bibliographic utilities conform to the
same general pattern. A good example is UBO (the Norwegian National
Library Service) which has mounted a lot of special databases in conjunc-
tion with the union catalogue and the national bibliography. A videotex
interface has also been developed and a new datafax ILL service has
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recently been introduced. Most of the 'utilities' are producing CD-ROMs
containing union catalogues and national bibliographies.

Connectivity
All Nordic bibliographic utilities are connected to the academic networks
and some of them use them as their main communication medium. In
general. the Nordic countries play an important role within the European
academic networks and use them heavily: the central Gopher and Archie
services have already been mentioned and they are heavily used from all
over the world. Most of the OPACs of the academic libraries are connected
to NORDUNET. and several of the bibliographic utilities have implemented.
or are about to implement. gateways to other Internet libraries and informa-
tion services. The SR project represents a determined effort to go one step
beyond connectivity and virtually merge the Nordic central bibliographic
services into one single resource for shared cataloguing and information
retrieval.

Electronic Publishing, Network Publishing and Document
Delivery

Electronic publishing has at least two aspects. network publishing and other
forms of electronic publishing like CD-ROMs and other media intended
mainly for local' consumption. Network publishing has not made much
progress in the Nordic countries except for newsletters and text archives on
the academic networks. Publishers still do not show much interest in this new
area. This is perfectly explicable since the academic networks are not
available to a wider public and the R&D sector is not sufficiently large to
motivate the publishing of academic electronic journals. However, one can
foresee an increasing amount of research reports, informal journals and
newsletters published by the academic institutions themselves as the use of
the academic networks increases.

Electronic publishing in the shape of full-text databases of newspaper
material are available on commercial hosts like Affarsdata (Sweden) and
Aftenposten (Norway). CD-ROMs are produced by some publishing com-
panies, mainly dictionaries and encyclopedias. CD-ROMs are also pub-
lished by the bibliographic utilities. The union catalogues of foreign litera-
lute and the natiolkil bibliographies of all the Nordic countries. except
Iceland. are available on CD-ROMs.:'
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Online ordering of interlibrary loans and photocopies is an integrated part
of the central bibliographic services but delivery of the documents them-
selves is still usually managed the traditional way. There is a well established
online conne7tion to the BLDSC (British Library Document Supply Centre)
and other major European suppliers called DOCLINE which is managed by
the Chalmers School of Technology in Gothenburg. The Medical Informa-
tion Centre at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm also runs an online

ordering service.

FEK in Denmark has started an experimental ILL function connected to
ALBA which checks the loan status of documents in the local systems. The
University Library of Oslo has developed a datafax service connected to the
union catalogue of periodicals in the TRIP system. Users check the holdings
and decide where to order from. The request is then forwarded to a server
which sends a fax to the appropriate library. In 1992 more than 100,000
requests were sent in this way.

NORDINFO has supported experiments with Group 4 fax machines. They
were quite successful but the technology is still too expensive to be used
extensively. Recently a new NORDINFO-project has been initiated, the aim
of which is to use and evaluate the RLG ARIEL equipment for scanning and
transmitting documents over the Internet.25 The Nordic technical and
medical libraries are involved and the service seems to work but according
to preliminary evaluations the scanning is considered to be too slow to be
really convenient. Another problem is the use of TFTP instead of ordinary
FTP.

The use of the fax delivery and e-mail systems of the new document supply
services is increasing but still not very common. One explanation for this is
that the Nordic library community is self-sufficient to a considerable extent.
However, this may change and many of the largest academic libraries and
some special libraries use the services of OCLC, Uncover2, Article Express,
Faxon Finder etc. BLDSC is, of course, traditionally very much used for
material which is not available in the Nordic countries. One can foresee that
there will be Nordic initiatives along the lines of the Pica RAPDOC project.

Conclusion
Information networking in the Nordic countries is now entering a dynamic
phase. The PC revolution and the interconnection of LANs and WANs, is
enabling the construction of a new information infrastructure. Client/server
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technology and new protocol standards are being implemented and the
ultimate goal is that the data communication networks should be as easy to
use as the ordinary telephone networks. Nordic countries face similar
challenges to elsewhere: how best to organize resources; copyright issues;
technical solutions to authentication and charging issues. An extensive
upgrading of the networks to high-speed lines is required and is under way.

In the Nordic countries there is a substantial increase in the use of TCP/IP
networking, as well as activity within the business sector which aims at
interconnecting different types of LANs and WANs. The slogans of the day
are multiprotocol networking, workgroup computing and access to net-
worked resources. All this is already a tangible reality on the academic
networks, whose strength is that informatirn resources are distributed as
well their management, and that protocols and standards like Gopher,
WA1S, X.500, and services like Archie are beginning to be used to structure
the enormous wealth of information.

Despite the ingenuity of these services, much remains to be done in
organizing access to resources. A very important process is the emerging use
of information retrieval standards like Z39.50, SR and SQL. One can foresee
that campus-wide information systems, organizational networks and com-
mercial hosts will develop their own client interfaces with tailor-made
selections of relevant information resources. It will be possible to access an
increasing number of databases through the same local interface or the
interface of a remote service. PC- or workstation-based clients will also
proliferate and make it possible to develop personal information systems.

From a library perspective the academic networks are especially important.
It is, however, of great importance that internetworking is extended to the
public and private telecommunication sector. This means that there will also
be room for commercial services. This development is already evident in the
United States and the same thing will probably happen in the Nordic
countries.

Within NORDUNET more than 60,000 computers are connected to the
academic networks and the backbones have been upgraded to 2 Mbit/s and
in some sections to higher speeds. Further upgrading to 34-35 Mbit/s is
planned or imminent. What we may now need is initiatives like the US
NREN program to enhance the network infrastructure and expand access
to it, and the Coalition for Networked Information, to lobby for improved
information services and to promote awareness. It is important to establish
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a forum for contact between academic and other computer centres and
libraries. Libraries are among the most important information providers,
alongside commercial database hosts. and it is crucial that librarians assume
a very active role in shaping the future information infrastructure.

Norway and Finland have established a framework for coordination of
information resources and in Denmark UNI-C has a very close contact with
libraries. In Sweden. however, the scope is more limited. The Royal Library
has assumed the role of coordinating the academic and special libraries and
fullfils it in a very efficient way.2' A formal framework for cooperation
between libraries, computing centres and other information services, how-
ever. does not exist. There is no conscious information policy on the national
level, and groups like the CNI in the US. and UKOLN: the Office for Library
and Information Networking in the UK, do not exist.

Sweden. like many other West European countries, has a well developed
information infrastructure in the shape of very good academic and public
libraries, online services and a transaction framework for industry and the
business sector. The data communication networks are also advanced. The
information infrastructure is already in place or under construction but the
information resources themselves are scattered. There is also a looming
uncertainty about what the mythical 'end user really needs and how user-
friendly systems should be constructed. Technology is said to be neutral but
in reality it can create new needs and the overall goal of information
networking must be to promc intellectual productivity, creativity and
international cooperation.

Librarians should play an important role in shaping a national information
policy. Some of us must become information professionals and generalists.
The traditional role of libraries as storehouses of printed information will of
course elways be the core activity of libraries but helping users to navigate
the new electronic information universe is an increasingly important task.
Many libraries and bibliographic services create, store and provide elec-
tronic information themselves and the professional expertise of librarians
will be needed. It is necessary to cooperate with other information providers
to design and structure systems and promote the use of networked informa-
tion. To achieve this. much professional development and a conscious
strategy will be needed but it is also a very exciting challenge. If we miss this
opportunity there is a substantial risk that users will bypass libraries and use
other information services where electronic information is concerned. Th:s
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might not be a catastrophe but it would certainly be a waste of competence

and resources.
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Abstract
The Nordic SR-net project started in 1991, with the aim to develop
communications between university library systems and union
catalogues in all the five Nordic countries, based on the ISO
protocol Search and Retrieve (ISO 10162 and ISO 1063). The
plan was to develop totally integrated solutions, where the user
interfaces of the remote systems would be hidden, and the user
could use her/his own, well known interface from her/his "home"
system.
The protocol software (the protocol machine) was developed for
a UNIX platform, while none of the library systems in the
participating countries were running on UNIX. This was only one
of the big challenges.
The project was funded by NORDINFO, and has a budget of
FIM 3 000 000 ($500 000).
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The Nordic SR-net Project - Building the Floor of the Virtual
Library?

A lot of noise has been made the last years around the terms virtual library
and electronic libraries. The meaning of these words is not very clear, and
several definitions are floating around, but one of the common denomina-
tors is communication. A clear understandiog has grown, that, in order to
make a virtual library of some kind, the libraries have to communicate, and
not only through the old ways of union caialogues, terminal access, etc.
What is needed is a way to make the computer systems in the libraries
communicate, and the only way to obtain this is through standardisation.

In the library community two basic standards have been developed for
interlibrary communications, the Search and Retrieve standard (SR) and the
Inter Library Loan standard (ILL).

The Nordic SR-net project started in autumn, 1991 by NORDINFO, an
organisation where all the five Nordic countries are participating. The
funding from NORDINFO was approximately £300,000, and in addition to
that, the participating organisations were committed to supply at least the
worth of 300 work hours each.

The participating organisations are:

Organisation System(s)

University of Oslo, Norway UBO:BOK, the Norwegian union
catalogue and National Bibliography.
TRIP, several databases, among them
the Nordic Union catalogue for peri-
odicals.
Both systems running on VAXNMS

1

LIBRIS, Sweden

B1BSYS, Norway

163

LIBRIS, the union catalogue for
research libraries.
OPAC, based on STAIRS database
running on an IBM mainframe

BIBSYS, the library system of the
university and research libraries in
Norway.
Developed on ADABAS, NATURAL
Running on an IBM mainframe
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University of Iceland LIBERTAS, a British system running
on VAX/VMS

BRODD BRODD is project leader
The R&D department of the
Norwegian School of
Library and Information
Science

TKAY, Finland

FEK, Denmark

VTLS, running on HP 3000.

ALBA, the Danish union catalogue,
on a UNIVAC mainframe. This is
now being moved to a new system
running on a UNIX platform, and
renamed DANBIB.

Total Integration
The aim of the project is to implement the SR standard for communication
between all the participating systems in a way that makes it completely
invisible to the end user. The user of B1BSYS should be able to search the
TRIP databases in Oslo without having to know thatshe/he has left BIBSYS,

and without noticing any difference in the user interface. The systems should

also be able to communicate with all other implementations of the SR

standard.

This of course called for close co-operation with developers and vendors.
Fortunately the developers of the Norwegian and Danish systems have
participated in the project. The TRIP and STAIRS systems are not accessible

internally, but they have well defined APIs that make access to the database

engines relatively easy.

Not a Client/Server Solution
Some people have compared the SR way of accessing remote databases to
the client/server approach, and indeed there are similarities, but when

looking closely at it, the differences become very visible.
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In a normal clientserver database system the client will have to have detailed
information on the query language and the structure of the database he she
is accessing. In a SR environment this is not necessary. The two protocol
implementations communicate through standard attribute lists for identifi-
cation of tiles. Also. the protocol machines will communicate through a
query language that is independent of the query languages in the database
systems. In the SR protocol the Reverse Polish Notation (RPN) is mandatory
query language. while CCL (Common Command Language) and private
languages are optional.

OSI - TCP/IP or Both?

The SR protocol is a protocol for the 7th layer in the OS1 stack. When the
project started we had to decide if we were going to implement the full stack.
or if we should find ether solutions. It was quite obvious that a full OSI stack
could become rather expensive, and could make it difficult to communicate
with other implernentors. Additionally. all the participating organisations
were on the Internet. running TCRIP. The decision was made to implement
SR on top of TCP. IP. but within a stack of OS1 ACSE. presentation layer.
session layer and transport layer. ISODE was chosen as the tool for the
implementation of the stack.

ISODE was public domain at the time, and was rather well known. It was
developed mainly for educational purposes, as a migration tool on the waY
from TCP IP networks to OSI networks. The main drawback is that it is
rather slow.
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We decided that ISODE would fill our project's needs in the implementation

phase. but that it should be used in a way that made it easy to take it out.

and plug in something else.

Another problem was the fact that ISODE was developed for UNIX. while

none of the participating systems were running on UNIX. This meant that

we had to implement the protocol machine on UNIX "front-ends- to the
library systems, and implement communications with the host machines
ourselves. Not surprisingly. the IBM mainframes were the problematic ones.

but v,e managed to solve those problems eventually. In the BIBSYS system.

this is in fact done by using a public domain assembler program.

The SR Tool Kit
The project decided to use only Reverse Polish Notation as the query
language. and UNIMARC as the main exchange format.

This meant that we are now developing tool kits for converting query
languages to and from RPN. and between UNIMARC and most known

MARC formats. The project will also support USMARC and UKMARC as

exchange formats.

This will be a part of the final SR protocol machine, and the machine will thus

look like this:

Library system

Origin Target

Toolkit

The protocol machine

ISODE-sbecific module

TCP/IP

IS.17221:5=7:1:13=.1"
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High level API

API

API

Is. 1 1: pp
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The high level API is a simplified interface to the protocol machine, hiding
some of the error checking, keeping control of reference ids, etc. The
conversion routines and other tool kit routines will also be found at this level.

The above shown figure shows the modular approach to the implementa-
tion, and the isolation of the ISODE-specific parts. This will make it relatively
easy to replace ISODE later on.

Where are We Now?

A generic protocol machine, with a target, and a primitive stand-alone origin
system, was developed shortly after the API to the protocol machine was
defined. This work was done mostly at the University of Oslo. This software
was distributed to all the participating institutions, who were able to use it
almost unchanged for their own systems.

At this moment (early October), three target implementations are running.
The TRIP databases and the UBO:BOK in Oslo can be accessed through SR.

The BIBSYS library system in Trondheim has been running both an origin
and a target since this spring. This means that when the test period is over
the BIBSYS users will have access to totally integrated SR services.

LIBRIS in Sweden have to let their database hosts, Ericsson, do much of the
implementation work, and there have been some delays. But a prototype
target system will be running in November.

FEK in Denmark have been working on the new system for the Danish union
catalogue. This system will be in production from January 1st, 1994 and SR
services will be integrated. The prototype should be running by the end of
October.

TKAY in Finland have been reporting to VTLS, who have produced a PC
client for the 139.50 standard. VTLS are also working on a target system.
The VTLS implementations are directly on top of TCP/IP, which makes it
impossible to communicate with the rest of the systems in the project at the
moment.
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LIBERTAS are working on a SR/Z39.50 implementation, and they are co-
operating with the Universqy of Reykjavik on this.

Where are We Going?

There are two major problems that have to be solved:

1. The communication with Z39.50 over TCP/IP

139.50 is the American flavour of SR, and is effectively a ,,uperset of SR.
The only known problem in communications between implementa-
tions of the two different standards is that the object identifiers for the
field attributes are different. This can be solved without many prob-
lems.

Unfortunately most of the Z39.50 implementations have been made
directly on top of TCP/IP. This makes it impossible to communicate
with the Nordic SR-net implementations without gateways.

The SR standard is the international standard, and of course the 239.50
implementors should have to adjust. But that is in the virtual world. In
the real world we have to communicate, and the number of Z39.50
implementations is higher than the SR implementations.

The Nordic SR-net project is now looking into ways of implementing
dual stacks, that will make us able to identify what stack we are
communicating with, and to communicate with both the American and
the international standard implementations. Hopefully this problem
will be solved by the end of the year.

2. The problem of 1SODE

The standardisation committees are now looking into standard ways of
running OS1 protocols over TCP/IP. One of the most interesting
solutions to this is MOSI - Minimal OS1. From what we see now this will
be far superior to ISODE in efficiency, and it will probably be easy to
implement in our system as a replacement to ISODE.
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The Future

With SR we can build parts 1/4.)f the virtual and electronic library, but if we shall
be able to put virtual books and articles on our virtual shelves, we shall need
more. We shall need automatic interlibrary loans and document delivery.
Hopefully this will be our next project.
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New Developments in Standard
Numbering

Hartmut Walravens
State Library of Prussian Cultural Heritage, Berlin, Germany

Since 1986 Hartmut Wa !ravens has been Director,
Bibliographic Services, Berlin State Library (which includes
responsibility for the German Serials Data Base (ZDB)), and
Director of the International ISBN Agency. As of 1993 he is
also Director of the International ISMN Agency.

Abstract
Standards in the information and library fields are indispensable.
Identification and retrieval as well as systems communication
depend heavily on implemented standards. Standard numbering
has been a most efficient tool for publishers, the booktrade and
libraries during the last 25 years; it has led to rationalization, more
efficiency and higFer speed of most operations. With the development
of new media the coverage of standard numbering systems has been
extended: electronic publications, computer software, and even
online databases now fall under their scope. A new standard covers
printed music; it offers the same options as ISBN and ISSN and will
enable the music tzade to rationalize its operations, especially in
connection with the EAN bar code. Current discussions focus on a
wider use of the SAN, the Standard Address Number, and similar
location codes which would be another major factor of rationalization.
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The International Standard Book Number (ISBN) has become a household
word in the book sector. But while the numbers show up on most printed
publications nowadays there is a considerable lack of information on the
development and benefits of the system, especially for libraries. Libraries,
however, soon recognized the high potential of the ISBN for resource
sharing.

Background

The ISBN system, originally started in the United Kingdom in 1968, is based
on ISO standard 2108. It is a simple identifier without any bibliographic
pretense. It is applicable to all monographic publications including educa-
tional videos, computer software etc. An ISBN always comprises ten digits,
the first element of which is the group number, a code for the country or area
of publication, the second indicates the publisher, the third identifies the title
of a publication, and the last one is a check digit. All these components,
except for the check digit, are variable in length. This makes the system
flexible enough to accommodate large publishers as well as medium-sized
or small ones, without wasting numbers. The key to the publishers' prefixes
are national listings as well as the Publishers' International ISBN Directory
edited jointly by K. G. Saur in Munich and the International ISBN Agency
in Berlin. This directory contains almost 300,000 publishers' names and
addresses from all over the world. Titles may be found in the national
bibliographies and the regional Books in Print publications, some of them
are available on CD-ROM. The ISBN is a routine access key to these
reference tools.

The ISBN system is designed to suit the needs of the booktrade, and the
necessity for rationalization in the book sector made it a huge success.
Nowadays 129 countries of the world are ISBN members, and more than
200,000 publishers use the ISBN. This means that comparatively few books
are published without ISBN.

International Standard Serial Number (ISSN)

Serials receive International Standard Serial Numbers (ISSN, ISO 3297).
Many countries are members of this system that provides unique identifiers
for periodicals and other serials. The registration authority for the ISSN
standard is located in Paris; it keeps a complete file of all ISSNs allocated,
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with the respective cataloguing records. The whole file is available on CD-
ROM (ISSN Compact).

International Standard Music Number (ISMN)
The International Standard Music Number' (ISMN, DIS 10957) is about to
be published as an ISO standard. It covers printed music only and will be
implemented at the beginning of 1994. The registration authority is the
International ISMN Agency at the Berlin State Library (Germany). An
instruction manual is in preparation.

Background
When the ISBN proved to be a comprehensive rationalization tool for the
booktrade, the music publishers also advocated a similar standard number
for printed music. A retarding element in the discussion was the controversy
whether a simple identification number would suffice or a bibliographic
code was needed which represented eg also the link between the score and
the individual parts. When the International Association of Music Librar-
ians. Archives and Documentation Centres (IAML) addressed the Interna-
tional ISBN Agency with a proposal of a ten digit number without biblio-
graphic codes this scheme was published inISBN Review and immediately
found wide acclaim. ISO/TC 46 accepted the proposal officially as a work

project, and an agreement between European and Americanpublishers and
specialists was reached at a meeting of experts in Ottawa in 1990 after
intensive discussions. The main arguments to discard the previous idea of
a 13 digit number were the long-standing experience with the ISBN and the
option of incorporating a ten digit number in the EAN system. The ISMN
draft was processed by ISO gremia in record time and will be officially

available as of the beginning of 1994 (the standard is in press at the present
time).

The main differences between ISMN and ISBN:

- the first digit is the constant oMn;

- there is no group number as music is international.

Both numbers comprise ten digits and may be integrated in the EAN system.
The ISMN offers the options of a complete rationalization of music publish-
ing and the music trade as well as music libraries.
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Scope of the ISMN

The ISMN is used to identify music publications, whether available for sale,
hire, gratis or for copyright purposes only.

The ISMN is not used for sound or video recordings (except in the rare case
noted below): for these media the International Standard Recording Code
(ISRC) should be used. Nor is it used for books on music which will receive
an International Standard Book Number (ISBN).

Each separately available constituent part of a publication must receive its
own ISMN.

Items to be numbered include:

Scores
Miniature (study) scores

Vocal scores

Sets of parts

Separately available individual parts
Pop folios

Anthologies

Other media that are an integral component of a music publication (eg,
a tape recording that is one of the "parts" of a composition)

Song texts or lyrics published with the printed music (if available
separately)

Commentaries published with the printed music (also available
separately)

Song books (optional)

Microform music publications

Braille music publications.

The following are NOT to be given ISMNs:

Books on music
- Stand-alone sound or video recordings (including recordings available

on computer media).

International Standard Recording Code (ISRC)
As already mentioned there is also a standard numbering system for sound
recordings the International Standard Recording Code (ISRC, ISO 3901).
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It identifies, however, the individual items on a record or CD, and not usually

the physical item. It is very useful for the calculation of royalties but not
necessarily for trade or library purposes. The registration authority (IFPI) is

located in London.
A standard numbering system for articles in serials has been discussed for

many years but, unfortunately, so far without success.

These systems are not static but dynamic: The standards are revised in
intervals of four years to adapt to the latest technological development. So

the ISBN and ISSN now also cover electronic publications and certain kinds

of multimedia.

Electronic Publications (EP)

Background
So far electronic publications2 are only sporadically covered by standard

numbering systems because these new media are often not part of the
traditional publishing routine. There has also been some doubt among
experts if the traditional numbering systems are sufficient or if these media

require a new approach. An analysis has proved, however, that the existing

systems do cover the whole range of electronic publications.

Need of Standard Numbering of EP
While offline products are relatively similar to printed or multimedia
publications the necessity of numbering online EP may require some

explanation:
unique identifiers serve to secure bibliographic control for an area
hitherto characterized by very sporadic bibliographic control;

the unique identification of a database will make cooperation between

producers and hosts easier;

the unique identification of a database will further improve means of

quoting information found in databases, thereby making documentation

of information easier and more reliable also from the legal point of view;

a unique identifier allows cross-referencing between a database and

related products;
a unique identifier serves as a control number in databases of databases'.

Publications of Emen University Library. Vol 17. pp 149 162. 1994
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Definition

Electronic Publications (EP) are

(offline) publications issued on electronic media, generally distributed in
multiple copies (eg CD-ROMs or other form of optical disks, floppy
discs);

online publications which are distributed over computer communication
networks.

Electronic mail, bulletin boards and similar communications are not consid-
ered EP even if they are occasionally quoted as references in scientific
papers.

Assignment of Standard Numbers
1. Offline publications

CD-ROMs, floppies and similar EP will be eligible for either ISBN or ISSN
depending on the periodicity of publication:

items which are published only once, or several times, either unchanged
or revised, and are considered self-contained, may receive ISBNs;
items which are published at periodic intervals and bona fide indefi-
nitely, receive ISSNs (eg a journal on floppy disc):
items which have basically the same contents but are continuously
revised and are published at certain intervals (eg Books in Print) may
receive both ISBN and ISSN.

Such offline publications are treated in analogy to print media.

2. Online EP

Online EP that form a database that is or is not changed or updated but is
not made available in installments and does not require a citation with
volume, issue, or number (or similar information) is considered a mono-
graph and may receive an ISBN. This kind of EP may be seen as an analogy
to a dictionary, a loose-leaf publication or an encyclopedia.
Online EP that are released periodically (eg electronic journals), or added
to not continuously but in certain intervals only, may be regarded as serial
publications and receive ISSNs. Also online EP that require for citation
additional information on volume, issue or number (or similar information)
are eligible for ISSN.
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Online EP offered by different hosts may be accessed in a different way and
may also differ in content; they are therefore considered different editions
of the same product.

In the case of ISBN - different ISBNs are assigned; the publisher prefix is the
one of the original publisher/producer not the host who would be consid-
ered the distributor. If the hosts only serve as gateways, the publication
available is the same anywhere with the same ISBN.

In the case of ISSN - the same product keeps the same ISSN. Only significant
changes of content necessitate a different ISSN.

Ci oss references should be made in directories in the same way as it is done
for offline publications.

Display of the Standard Numbers

1. Offline EP are treated in analogy to print media. The standard numbers
should appear on the title screen, a permanently affixed label and the
box. The number may also be included with the copyright statement in
a special section on a CD as eg on music CDs.

2. The standard numbers of online EP would be part of the title screen.
They may in addition be used for the log-on procedure which would
make them part of the EP environment. They would be registered in
directories and provide cross references for other editions (ie the same
or similar contents on another host) and offline products.

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)

Computers are nowadays widely used in the book sector and there is an
enormous need for communication data are passed from the publishers to
the booktrade and on to the libraries. The customers order books and
receive status information; invoices and chasers are sent; bibliographic
information is used throughout the book sector as the basis for many
transactions. Still very often this data is printed out and then re-keyed later
on. The familiar reason is that the automated systems were acquired usually
from the point of view of cost-efficiency not compatibility.

EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) aims at the direct communication be-
tween computer systems without the need of time-consuming printing and
re-keying and at avoiding errors and delays. This is possible because of the
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ISBN which is a rather trivial number in itself but the basis for a complex
infrastructure. EDI is not new in the book sector - teleordering systems in a
number of countries have been using it successfully for years. As long as only
few data elements are needed - like ISBN and the quantity for ordering - the
procedure is ver,, simple and not prone to errors. But more complex
messages like invoices, confirmations, status information, credit notes,
chasers, fund transfers, bibliographic and sales information require stand-
ard EDI formats.4

Recent trends show a movement from national standards (like the UK retail
standard TRADACOMS) to a global standard. EDIFACT. A number of
organizations like BIC (Book Industry Communications) in the UK, Editeur
(the European EDI group) and BISAC in the US are busy developing such
standards several of which are available in print now.

An important element in electronic communication is the standard address
number (SAN). While the US has been using the SAN for years it has spread
slowly to some European countries like the UK and the Netherlands. On the
other hand the national EAN organizations promote their location codes
which, however, still have disadvantages for international applications, eg
different check digit calculation, which make them incompatible. The
German-speaking area, for example. has its own system of "Verkehrs-
nummern" which serve as membership numbers for the Bärsenverein as
well as the BAG and other purposes. More standardization would be highly
desirable.

Bar Coding

The universally applied bar coding system in the book sector is the EAN 13
code known as ISBN Bookland EAN. It integrates the complete ISBN and
facilitates the scanning of the number.

Progress has been made in several respects:

In the United States two bar coding systems have been competing,
namely the price-point UPC (Universal Product Code) mainly used by
drugstores and supermarkets and the ISBN Bookland EAN favored by
bookstores. The latest attempts to meet both the needs of the supermar-
kets and the bookstores with regard to mass-market paperbacks resulted
in an agreement to print the ISBN Bookland EAN also on these
paperbacks (starting some time in 1994). The publishers are willing to
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supply stickers carrying either a publisher-specific or a generic publisher
code and the price-point to cover the Book land EAN to the independent
distributors selling to food and drug retailers as dual coding proved to
cause many scanning problems.5

For shipping purposes the book industry in the US decided to use the
ISBN Book land EAN as the primary product label and the ship-to and
ship-from standard address numbers in the form of an EAN location
code. The prefix 979 was favored but has not met the approval of the
EAN organization.

Kluwer and Wiley are using now the issue-specific information in the
SISAC bar code symbol on their journal covers. SISAC (Serials Industry
Systems Advisory Committee) is also looking into the delivery of table
of contents information in machine readable form.

A new "two-dimensional" bar code, developed by Symbol Technologies
in New York, has been tested by Penguin and W. H. Smith in the UK.
This code is able to stor e 100 times more information than the traditional
ones. It is known as PDF (Portable Data File) 417 and contains a built-
in error correction. So even damaged or torn labels are read. An
application in the book sector would be the use as outer-case label - if you
look for a book you do not have to open the boxes but you just check
the labels. A PDF 417 can encode almost 2,000 alpha-numeric or 3,000
numeric characters, and can be printed using conventional printers. A
disadvantage is the current high price of PDF 417 scanners but new
technology is often expensive at the beginning.5

These few remarks may show that standard numbering is a prerequisite for
resource sharing in the book sector and an e5sential for improving the
infrastructure of the booktrade, increasing performance and cost-efficiency.
While seemingly a trivial technicality it has an enormous potential for saving
staff and time, avoiding duplication of work and speeding up operations in
the booktrade and in libraries.

International Standard Book Number (ISBN)

Application and Benefits of the ISBN

The ISBN may be used for manual as well as automated operations. It
shows its full potential. however, in computerized applications.

of 1 ,,en I limermh, 1 Allan. Vol 17 pp 14'1 1(.2. 149.1
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Use in Publishing Houses
The ISBN serves as identification number for:

publication projects, including all stages of internal processing until the
book is printed,

stock control,

ordering,

accounting and billing,

handling of returns.

Books in Print,

teleordering.

Benefits to Publishers
The use of the ISBN shows that it is a professional publication.

The ISBN automatically leads to the listing of the publisher (with address
and telecommunication numbers) in thePublishers' International ISBN
Directory. This is a free advertisement and allows customers all over the
world to contact the publisher directly.

The ISBN permits the listing of a title in Books in Print publications.
Books without ISBN cannot be included. As booksellers all over the
world use Books in Print a publisher has much better exporf chances for
his production when listed.

Titles are often ordered by ISBN only this saves time and prevents
errors. It is not necessary to know the partner's language when conduct-
ing busine-s by ISBN numbers are international.

Titles with ISBN allow faster processing in libraries. This also speeds up
their appearance in catalogues, like the Library of Congress catalogues
and the National Union catalogue. This is another free advertisement.

The use of the ISBN within a firm is a major rationalizing factor it saves
a lot of time and copying data and avoids errors.

The ISBN allows the establishment of a national Books in Print publica-
tion which is the condition for a comprehensive distribution system
within a country. It offers a large amount of information even in remote
areas and creates a demand for books.
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Use in the Booktrade
The ISBN serves as identification number

for ordering.

for accounting and billing,

and seal ch key for information retrieval,

for stock control.

in electronic point-of-sale systems (EPOS),

in bar coded form, especially as part of the EAN system (ISBN / Bookland
EAN).

Benefits to the Booktrade

The ISBN is the cheapest and most efficient way of transmitting orders.
It saves copying bibliographic data, can easily be sent by telex or fax and
provides unique identification.

The ISBN allows easy handling. A computer can do most of the
processing if an EAN bar code is used. At any rate, the booktrade can do
without specialists as no knowledge of foreign scripts is necessary.

The ISBN is indispensable for exports (see under publishers). Even
vernacular publications have an export chance as the ISBN overcomes
all language barriers within the trade.

Stock control is made easy with the ISBN. The control numbers are
printed already on the books!

Accounting and billing is more efficient and less time-consuming as no
bibliographic data are necessary.

Books in Print allows fast reference and ordering. It is also essential for
the building-up of an efficient distribution system within a country. If
there is no Books in Print yet the ISBN is the necessary prerequisite for
creating one.

The electronic point-of-sale system relies on the EAN barcode ( = prefix
+ ISBN) and registers sales, calculates the turnover and monitoes stocks
and necessary re-ordering.
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Use in Libraries
The ISBN serves as identification number for

ordering,

information retrieval,

selection and downloading of catalogue records,

circulation and interlending.

the national biblioa aphy.

Benefits to Libraries
The ISBN gives also libraries access to fast and efficient ordering systems.

The ISBN allows selection and downloading of cataloguing records from
bibliographic data pools (eg OCLC) and library networks.

The ISBN provides easy access to many directories, national bibliogra-
phies, library catalogues, databases and bibliographic CD-ROM prod-
ucts.

The ISBN may serve as the control number of the national bibliography,
as in Thailand and Hungary.

The ISBN is useful for interlibrary loan and circulation.

Focus on Libraries
The ISBN is generally used for the selection of cataloguing records from
union catalogues and library networks. This is a fast and efficient way of
doing retrospective cataloguing. Such a project has recently been under-
taken by the Hessian Regional Library System (Frankfurt, Germany).7

Not so well known is the role of the ISBN in interlending. Some countries find
their traditional card file union catalogues too time-consuming to handle
and prefer using ISBN location registers. This is just a concordance between
the ISBNs and the respective library symbols. Such lists can easily be
compiled and either be kept online or distributed on microfiche. The ISBN
is the link with the cataloguing record.

The use of the ISBN as a control number for the national bibliography has
the advantage of having the numbers printed in and on the publications
themselves. This facilitates searches and the selection of bibliographic
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records. On the other hand, this use of the ISBN leads to total numbering
which is an ideal prerequisite for fast, efficient and comprehensive data
management and bibliographic control.

The ISBN may also be used retrospectively. Some countries, especially
smaller ones, are interested in covering their whole book production from
the beginning of printing. In this case the ISBN would again be the ideal
identification number for a cumulated bibliography even if the numbers are

not printed in the books themselves. Currently Iran intends to number all
publications edited after the Islamic revolution (about 200,000 titles). It

would be an option also to use the ISBN (or a derivative) for large
bibliographical enterprises like the Eighteenth Century English Language

Short Title Catalogue. The best way of course, would be to adopt the ISBN

as the general identification number for all modern publications and to run
all library operations on it. from acquisition to cataloguing and to circulation.

Currently the IFLA Office in Boston Spa (UK) carries out a survey on the use

of ISBN in libraries.

What has prevented librarians from making more use of the ISBN?

When the ISBN system was started there were many publications
without standard numbers. It was not worth while using the ISBN in
libraries when perhaps only 30% of the acquisitions werecovered. Now
several countries get close to total numbering, and the acquisitions of

many libraries are almost completely numbered. Even some of the
world's largest academic libraries get close to a ratio 80 : 20.

According to the needs of the trade different physical formatsof the same
publication receive different ISBNs. Readers, however, are usually
interested in the contents only and would not mind a paperback edition
if the hardback edition is not available. This drawback from the librari-

an's point of view is easily remedied in databases (library catalogues,

Books in Print) where the ISBNs of different editions of a title may be
linked. This linkage information is often already printed in the books.

The ISBN is not only an instrument of rationalization but also a means of
building up an efficient booktrade and distribution system, including the

necessary directories and data pools. Many people, especially small or
occasional publishers, and sometimes also government publishers, are not

aware of the importance and the potential of the ISBN. We librarians should
therefore actively promote the ISBN system this will be in our own best

interest!

Publications of Essen Untvemtv1.1bram. Vol 17. pp 14') 162. 1994
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Abstract
Resource Sharing is not a new phenomenon among academic
libraries. Within the academic community, libraries have taken a
lead in forging collaborative partnerships with other institutions.
Interlibrary lending and borrowing has long served the needs of
faculty and students by dramatically expanding local collections.
Scholars frequently travel to collections they need to consult and
are given complete access to collections. Regional consortia
whose purpose is to share collections abound in the United States.
Nevertheless, resource sharing is receiving renewed attention for
two reasons. First, the rapid progress in digitizing information
promises to make resource sharing very, very easy technically.
Second, the combination of the "electronic library" and increased
resource sharing holds hope in some peoples' minds for a reduction
in the rapidly escalating costs of operating academic libraries.
Are these necessary outcomes of the electronic library? Will
resource sharing be easier? Wile costs moderate? This paper
examines the technical and organizational issues surrounding
resource sharing and attempts to answer these questions.
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1.0 Introduction
When I learned that resource sharing was to be the topic of the 16th
International Essen Symposium, I was especially anxious to participate
because resource sharing is a topic that has received considerable attention
at Tufts University. Resource sharing is not a new phenorn?.non among
academic libraries. Within the academic community libraries have taken a
lead in forging collaborative partnerships with other institutions. Interlibrary
lending and borrowing has long served the needs of faculty and students by
dramatically expanding local collections. Scholars frequently travel to
collections they need to consult and are given complete access to collections.
Regional consortia whose purpose is to share collections abound in the
United States. Nevertheless, resource sharing is receiving renewed attention
for two reasons. First, the rapid progress in digitizing information promises
to make resource sharing very, very easy technically. Second, the combina-
tion of the -electronic library" and increased resource sharing holds hope in
some peoples' minds for a reduction in the rapidly escalating costs of
operating academic libraries. Are these necessary outcomes of the elec-
tronic library? Will resource sharing be easier? Will costs moderate? This
paper examines resource sharing within the contexts of Tufts University and
some of the practical and philosophical issues of resource sharing.

1.1 The Tufts Context
The expectations of Tufts University have always exceeded the grasp of its
libraries. By any measure, the Arts & Sciences Library does not compare
favorably with the libraries of comparable institutions. In large measure this
is the result of a de facto policy of relying on the library resources of other
institutions of higher education in the Boston metropolitan area. Overtime,
however, user dissatisfaction with the Arts & Sciences Library grew as the
gap between it and libraries at other comparable institutions increased.
Dissatisfaction reached such a point not long ago that the School of Arts &
Sciences is making a concerted effort to reverse the trend. An addition
doubling the size of the Library is scheduled to begin in the Summer of 1994
and the materials budget was increased by 17%.

Nevertheless, the degree to which the School of Arts & Sciences should rely
upon the library resources at other academic institutions in the Boston area
and the degree to which the emerging electronic library will foster increased
resource sharing continues to be a major debate. Some members of the
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community believe that the electronic library is just around the corner so
there is no need for a new building or increased funding. Others believe that
the solution to the problems facing academic libraries lies in learning how
to better share their resources. Some have argued that within the boundaries
of the Boston metropolitan area are most, if not all, books ever published.
Libraries need to learn how to share these resources more effectively. Still
others, fervently believe that the scholarly monograph and journal will not
materially change in the foreseeable future.

The range of views at Tufts mirrors the diversity of opinion on this topic
throughout the United States. Why this renewed interest in resource sharing
at this time? Two issues are driving this interest. First, electronic libraries are
viewed as making resource sharing much easier than ever before. Turn on
a machine, push a button, and the information, document, or image you
need is available instantly. Second, electronic libraries are viewed by many
as holding tremendous potential for reducing the costs of operating libraries.
Are these assumptions true? Are these assumptions reasonable? Before
examining these issues more fully. I must confess to a number of biases
concerning resource sharing.

Resource sharing is not a new phenomenon. Indeed, libraries exist to share
resources so that individuals don't have to develop their own collections.
Academic libraries have traditionally shared their resources with faculty and
students from other institutions in a number of ways. Interlibrary lending and
borrowing has come to be expected by most users. Scholars who travel to
remote collections are usually given access to the materials they need.
Granted borrowing through interlibrary loans, through a regional consortia,
or traveling to a remote collection requires more effort than checking and
item out from one's local library. Nevertheless, these activities are possible
because librarians have endeavored to use the available technology to make
resource sharing as easy as possible. Users who complain that it should be

even easier have unrealistic expectations and librarians should take pride
and satisfaction in their accomplishments facilitating scholarship through
resource sharing.

2.0 Practical Issues of Resource Sharing
2.1 Market Structure
Figure 1 is a very simplified illustration of the manner in which print
resource sharing works now. Many copies of a work are purchased by a
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subset of libraries. Every user has access to the item either through his/her
own library or through interlibrary loan.

Figure 1
Simplified Model of Print Resource Sharing

There are a number of characteristics associated with this model of print
resource sharing. Ownership, until very recently, has been the primary
means of use. Second, resource sharing, again until very recently, has
constituted a very small portion of library operations. Third, there is an
established market for printed materials that is understood by producers
- authors and publishers - distributors, and users - individuals and libraries.
Fourth, producers, distributors, and libraries do not feel threatened.

Figure 2 is a simplified illustration of how electronic resource sharing might
work based on the current Internet model. One copy, or a very small number
of copies, of a document are stored digitally on a computer somewhere on
a network. When a user identifies a desired document it is downloaded to
a personal computer.

There are a number of cnaracteristics associated with this model. First,
access rather than ownership becomes the primary means of use. Second,
there is as yet no established market for the distribution of electronic
materials, especially over a network. Third, because there is no established
market producers. distributors, and libraries feel vulnerable. If
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Figure 2
Simplified Model of Electronic Resource Sharing

electronic libraries and resource sharing are to evolve and flourish, it is clear

that a new market structure will need to evolve also. I amconfident that such
structures will emerge as there are numerous groups wrestling with the
issues. Nevertheless, the issues are not trivial. In a recent publication an
attorney noted that:

"Today. I will not know if a library user in Berkeley, in Boston.
in Bonn. or in Brisbane is photocopying this article. But

tomorrow ... when this article is available worldwide online. I
will have the means to know who is reading the article on
screen , who is downloading or printing out excerpts or
complete copies ... I ... can condition online access to my
article on compliance with whatever restrictions I wish to
impose."

Now this author was not advocating this approach, but was attempting to

point out what could happen in the future. Clearly, the market structure will

need to encourage scholarly communication while defining intellectual

property laws that compensate authors and publishers.
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2.2 Bibliographic Control
Let me turn now to the more familiar topic of bibliographic control. No! The
cartoon in figure 3 does not represent a cataloging backlog. The cartoon
does represent what scholars would face in a world without bibliographic
control. What does all this have to do with electronic libraries?

))

Figure 3

There are well established systems of bibliographic control in most devel-
oped countries for print works. As yet, however, there is no bibliographic
control for digital documents. Trying to find something on the Internet is a
little like drinking from a fire hose - there's a lot there, but getting a drink is
hard. Well, on the Internet there's a lot there, but finding what you need is
hard. We need tools that will automatically provide bibliographic control for
digital documents. Such tools are beginning to emerge as evidenced by
programs such as Gopher. Veronica, and Archie. True electronic libraries,
however, will require more sophisticated tools to identify and retrieve
desired documents.

2.3 Costs

The obvious question is, will electronic libraries cost less than print libraries?
Many people seem to believe that the answer is a resounding yes! This view
seems to predominate among technologists and academic administrators;
the former, because they have an abiding faith the ability of technology to
solve most, if not all, problems and the latter because they have a fervent
hope that a magic solution to serious financial issues will materialize.
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At this time we don't really know whether electronic libraries will cost less
than print libraries. In fact, we don't yet know how to measure and compare
the costs of print libraries and electronic libraries. In order to use electronic
libraries, for example, users must have access to a personal computer and
usually a network of some kind. Both the computer and the network can be
used for a variety of tasks, in addition to connecting to electronic libraries.
Should the capital and operating costs of the computer and network be
included when comparing the costs of print libraries and electronic libraries?

If we don't know how to compare the cost of the two types of libraries, what
do we know from the 20 + years libraries have been using automation. We
know that automation does not reduce the absolute cost of operating
libraries. We also know that automation can slow the growth of costs by
processing more transactions with the same level of resources - by reducing
the unit cost in other words. And we do know that the actual cost of electronic
libraries will depend on the new market structure that emerges. Finally, the
evolution of electronic libraries will likely take some time. During this
evolutionary period print libraries will continue to play an important role in
higher education. Most academic libraries, therefore, will need to operate
both print and electronic libraries. Operating dual systems is always costly.

3.0 Organizational Issues
What causes an organization to share its resources? There are a number of
answers to this question. An organization may feel that the benefits that
accrue from sharing are worth the effort. Or an organization may feel that
sharing is the only way to achieve a desired outcome. Sharing may be
imposed by a higher authority. A government agency or a provost, for
example, may impose sharing on libraries. And then there is altruism -
sharing is the right thing to do.

Is motivation sufficient to bring about sharing? The answer is no! Two other
factors must be present for sharing to take place. First, the players must be
willing and able to look at issues from different views not just from their own
interests. Second, there must be a sense of equity. This is an important
component since no one likes to feel that they have been disadvantaged.

Equity does not require an absolute balance of trade. Rather equity usually
implies a range. If transactions fall within the range participants usually feel
that equity exists. If transactions fall outside the range then feelings of
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inequity usually develop. In essence, equity requires that no partner view
themselves as losing or being disadvantaged by the relationship.

Equity is easiest to achieve among partners of similar means. In the United
States we try not to think of academic institutions as competitors. But in fact,
academic institutions compete for students, faculty, funding, and prestige.
One of the ways that colleges and universities compete is through the
resources they can offer the libraries, computing facilities, recreational
facilities, offices and labs. This raises a perplexing question, however. If a
university has invested in its resources - including its libraries - in order to
attract faculty, students, funding, and prestige, why should it share such
resources with other institutions?

In the United States there is general agreement that resource sharing iE
critical for research and graduate education. This consensus is born from an
understanding that no single institution - no matter how well off - can afford
to support the breadth and depth of research faculty and graduate students
undertake. There are mixed views, however, concerning resource sharing
in support of undergraduate education. In general schools with weak
libraries and/or vulnerable finances tend to favor resource sharing in support
of undergraduate programs. Schools with strong libraries and/or strong
finances tend to view resource sharing at the undergraduate level as
reducing their competitiveness. If the sharing of digital documents - a
necessary underpinning of the electronic library concept is to become an
ubiquitous reality the higher education industry in the United States will
need to resolve the tension between competition and cooperation.

4.0 Conclusions
As we gaze into the future, what predictions can we make based on past
experience and current trends? A number of issues quickly emerge from the
crystal ball (Figure 4).

Technological advances will make it easier and easier to share
information. The limiting factors will not be technological, but rather
the ability of the market and organizational systems to keep pace with
the technological advances.

A market structure that accommodates electronic information has
begun to evolve and its evolution will be critical to the development
of the electronic library.
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Figure 4

The evolutionary scale will not be geological, but neither will it be

quick.

Disciplines will adapt differentially to electronic information.

The higher education "industry" in the US must change in order to
take full advantage of resource sharing. The industry must resolve the

inherent conflict between the current climate of competition and the
need for new levels of cooperation if the benefits of the electronic

library are to be reaped.

Librarians must redefine their business. As the electronic library
evolves into a widespread reality, librarians must define meaningful
roles. Two areas that librarians should focus on are (1) the design of

automated bibliographic control systems for networked information
and (2) the provision of training and support services for users of

networked information.

Academic libraries will likely be operating both "paper" and "elec-
tronic" libraries for some time because the electronic library will not

immediately replace print collections.

Little, if any, cost savings will be realized until the transition to the

electronic library has significantly progressed.
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Abstract
Although resource sharing has existed for decades the concept has been
signifi cantly revitalized. Three reasons are proposed for this revitalization:
the broadening of the concept of resource sharing; the revolution in
information technology, in particular, the Internet; and the prospect of
cost savings for beleaguered university budgets. Each of these factors
is explored with reference to improved interlibrary loan practices,
cooperative preservation programs and membership in collective groups
such as the Research Libraries Group (RLG) and Center for Research
Libraries (CRL), which extend access to scholarly information resources
beyond the local institution. Resource sharing and information technology
are viewed as inseparable in improving the information infrastructure on
which the scholar and researcher depend.
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The idea of resource sharing, the commitment of libraries to share amongst
each other their information resources, has existed for decades. Why then
is this concept suddenly being revitalized, indeed becoming galvanizing to
a host of librarians who have grown up with it? Three reasons:

I. The definition of resource sharing has been broadened. It includes in
today's modern research library not only the sharing of materials
through interlibrary loan, but aiso the sharing of expertise and the
preservation of library materials.

Il. Information technology has revolutionized libraries and has improved
every aspect of resource sharing, from the delivery of library materials
to the development of collective catalogues.

III. The prospect of improved resource sharing offers to senior administra-
tors and research librarians the promise of relief for their beleaguered
collections budget.

I want to explore each of these reasons (the broadening of the definition of
resource sharing, the rapid development of information technology and the
fiscal crisis in universities) within the context of resource sharing. I shall use
examples from the McGill experience, but in each case, these examples are
not unique. They represent the response of one institution to the changing
information landscape.

Please bear with me during a brief description of the institutional environ-
ment at McGill University. Like most research universities with some
longevity, McGill Libraries house unique collections and, at times, exhibit
idiosyncrasies which stem from age and origin. McGill University began in
the 1820s [not very old by European standards] as an anglophone
institution in what is now a francophone province (Quebec) in a multicultural
country (Canada).

The University's first faculty was the Faculty of Medicine, established as the
first medical school in Canada, at a time when many North American
physicians were being educated in Europe. The prominence of medicine at
the University continues to the present. Education for other professions
- law, medicine and engineering - continue as an important university
priority. The University, at present, offers PhD degrees in 55 disciplines. This
brief description suggests a traditional, conservative academic environ-
ment, and this picture was until fairly recently an accurate description.

Quebec has been in a state of rapid evolution since the early 1960s when
the so called "Quiet Revolution" of the Liberals began to have an impact on
the culture. The University like most universities throughout North America.
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adapted to the new and more open values of the 1960s. but this spirit of
freedom was more deeply felt within Quebec as a language and cultural
identity issue as well as a social/intellectual movement. Today, it is not an
exaggeration to say that Quebec holds the future of Canada.
In 1976, following the election of the Partie Quebecois, the self-declared
party of separation, thousands of English speaking Quebecers left the
province. Since then McGill has been evolving and strengthening its role in
a multicultural society. Increasingly, it looks to a French student body and
to a growing international student population. Of the approximately 30,000
students enroled at the University. 20% come from outside the province and
10% from outside Canada. There are 128 different countries represented in
the 3,200 foreign students. The University also continues to broaden its base
of programs: the approximately 1500 professors are scattered throughout
110 departments with 7 schools and 12 faculties. Today. 20% of our
students are francophone. where in 1965, only 5% were French speaking.
The overall university budget for 1992 was more than 450 million dollars.

In such a multicultural, multidisciplinary environment, inter-reliance upon
other institutions for research materials becomes a cornerstone of library
planning. Resource sharing in the McGill environment becomes more
complex as the University and its libraries seek to cooperate in a Fi ench-
language culture while maintaining the University's distinctive, anglophone
character. Resource sharing for McGill Libraries occurs in a series of
concentric circles: within the Montreal community where 4 major universi-
ties (2 English and 2 French) are involved being at the hub, followed by the
Quebec provincial network, then the national network. and, finally, coop-
eration within the North American research library setting.

1. The Expansion of the Definition of Resource Sharing
In its fullest definition, resource sharing includes both interlibrary loan and
cooperative collection development and management. The former refers to
the sharing of existing collections and the latter to future purchases of
materials. Traditional nomenclature. "interlibrary loan" has broadened and
is today more appropriately termed "document delivery" and linked to
access services since the lending of original materials is increasingly being
replaced by photocopy. telefacsimile. and digital delivery of documents.

The costs of interlibrary loan, the most well-developed and recognizable
financial component of resource sharing, have been recently reviewed in a
comprehensive study by the Association of Research Libraries and the
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Research Library Group.' This study of practices in seventy-six US and
Canadian research libraries collected cost data to assist research libraries in
determining when their best choice was to buy and catalogue an item and
when it was more cost-effective to borrow research materials. Other issues
surrounding document delivery such as the use of fee-based suppliers or
other libraries for obtaining photocopies of library materials were examined
as well as the costs of staffing interlibrary loan operations. The principal
findings of this study are not surprising:

the greatest cost component was in the staffing of interlibrary loan
operations, more than 75% of the unit cost per transaction, with less than
25% allocated to communications, photocopying, supplies, equipment
and delivery:

- more than half of all filled interlibrary loan transactions are photocopies,
not original titles:

- the average cost per transaction is approximately $30 (US), nearly $19
for the borrowing library and $11 for the lending library.

McGill University Libraries were one of the eight Canadian research libraries
participating in this study. and the results of participation are helping us to
look more critically at operations. McGill's major role is as a net lender,
where we loaned 25,026 items to other institutions and borrowed 9,846
items (1991/92 data ARL). The interlending policies are determined by
lending agreements within the province of Quebec and within the Canadian
Association of Research Libraries (CARL), which coordinates interlibrary
lending on a national basis. At McGill University, interlibrary loan activities
are distributed throughout McGill's 18 libraries with the Humanities and
Social Sciences Library providing the largest component of the borrowing
activity and the Health Sciences Library the largest lending activity. McGill
staff emphasize that the average cost of ILL activity is higher in the arts,
humanities and social sciences disciplines. This perception was validated in
the ARL/RLG study which noted that the "tendency exists toward lower unit
cost as the rate of photocopy increases. And empirical evidence suggests
that photocopy transactions are less expensive to process than transactions
that require circulation record-keeping.- (p.33)

In leneral, the arts and humanities disciplines borrow more books. microforms
and obscure journal materials, as well as older and foreign language items.
Net lending units are able to rely more heavily upon para-professionals and
student assistants since the bulk of their work is in routine processing of
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requests for photocopies ofjournal articles, but the units in which borrowing
is extensive require more advanced bibliographic and computer skills.
McGill's unit costs for borrowing materials are significantly higher. The ARL/
RLG average borrowing cost is $18.62 (US) or $21.50 (Canadian) and the
lending average cost is $10.93 (US) or $12.62 (Canadian) for an average
overall cost of $34.12 (Canadian) per transaction. McGill averages $46.44
(Canadian) for borrowing and $16.84 (Canadian) for lending. These
comparative figures are somewhat misleading in that they relate to the
interlibrary loan costs for the major research library in the humanities and
social sciences. They do not include average cost figures for other libraries
providing interlibrary loan, principally, the McGill Health Sciences Library
where most of the activity is in the provision of photocopies of journal
articles. This type of activity is less labour intensive and therefore less costly
per transaction. McGill figures for the humanities and social sciences
research library include 40% of transactions in photocopy in lieu of hard
copy: the ARL Study averaged 64% of transactions in photocopy. This in
part, but not entirely, explains McGill's higher costs.

What conclusions can be drawn from this study? To the layperson, the costs
of borrowing and lending appear high, and McGill's figures especially so.
The question we are asking ourselves is "Is this low or high with respect to
what?" The answer is found in part by a recent study funded by the Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation.2The purpose of this study was to describe the library
landscape as it appears today, in its collecting, operating, financial and
electronic dimensions. This study presents thoughtful, indepth information
on rates of production and costs of scholarly materials and offers librarians
an apparatus to assist in deciding when to buy and when to borrow.
Parenthetically. I am tempted to acid an unfair criticism of this otherwise
outstanding study: it fails to comment on the historical context that at times
results in idiosyncratic institutional behaviour. For example, although it may
be more cost-effective to borrow rather than to buy a certain item, pride of
ownership. combined with the existence of strong historic collections may
result in a decision to purchase an item, even though borrowing may be the
more cost-effective alternative.

In reviewing serial pricing, the Mellon study found that from 1963 to 1990,
the price of periodicals increased at an average annual rate more than one
and one-half times that of hard bound books 11.3 percent per year for
periodicals and 7.2 percent for books. (p.84) These figures take into account
only US publications, and if foreign materials had been considered averages
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would be higher, especially as a result of the value of the US and Canadian
dollars with respect to foreign currencies.

Regarding book price increases, the study documents far higher average
price increases in books in science and technology which average an annual
increase of 8.9 percent since 1978. The two fields with the greatest
percentage increases in price, technology and medicine, were also increas-
ing more rapidly in production. The average price per volume of hard bound
books (1990) showed the highest percentage changes as follows:

MONOGRAPH PRICE INCREASES: MOST COSTLY DISCIPLINES

CHANGE

1980-86
CHANGE

1986-90

AVERAGE PRICE.1990

1. Technology 63.5 % 39.3 % $76.61
2. Science 48.6 % 35.1 % $75.20
3. Medicine 45.8 % 43 % $71.87

[Mellon Study, p.881

Periodical subscription prices are documented with equal thoroughness by
discipline. Looking at the period 1982-1990:

PERIODICAL PRICE INCREASES:

FIELD

ChemistrylPhysics
Math./Bot., Geol./General Science
Medicine

In contrast to the three most costly
price increases were:

MOST COSTLY DISCIPLINES

";) CHANGE AVERAGE PRICE

1982 1990 1990

131.9 % $ 412.66
113.9 % $ 217.87
111.8 % $ 188.19

[Mellon Study, p. 90]

fields, the three fields exhibiting the lowest

PERIODICAL PRICE INCREASES: LEAST COSTLY DISCIPLINES

FIELD ";, CHANGE AVERAGE PRICE

History
Philosophy'Religion
Literature/Language

1982 - 1990

74.3 %
71.7%
58 %

1990

$ 35.51
$ 30.76
$ 30.63

[Mellon Study, p. 90]
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These data on price increases form a framework for deciding whether we
should buy or borrow. To the purchasing price, the costs of acquiring and
cataloguing an item need to be added. At McGill this averages $58
(Canadian) per item for cataloguing not including overhead such as housing
and maintenance. If we consider the provision of photocopy rather than the
borrowing/lending of original materials, the relevant comparison is between
ordering a copy from a commercial document delivery service or another
library. Other variables need to be considered here, including the frequency
with which articles are requested from a particular journal and the speed in
providing the information, to say nothing of the cost of the journal
subscription. We recognize that this is not a simple equation, since we are
dealing with indeterminate variables: the potential use of an item being the
most significant one. The relative value of ownership of a book increases
directly with its use, that is, the less the use, the greater the cost. The more
times an item is used, the greater its value. An even more difficult variable
is the value of an item to the advancement of scholarly research. Is, for
example, the value of a book to a university scholar equal to the value of a
reserve book for an undergraduate? In short, the quantifiable costs must be
interpreted with common sense and good judgement.

We are taking into consideration costs and production figures as we develop
strategies for information delivery. It is becoming clear that the major change
in document delivery will be in the way we provide access to the journal
literature, especially in the sciences. Publishers and librarians are equally
involved in the transition to electronic text delivery to the end-user. The Red
Sage project at the University of California at San Francisco and the Elsevier
Tulip project serve as examples. We see the need to work increasingly
closely with publishers to provide electronic text delivery. But we also are
beginning efforts to work with faculty to develop agreements with publishers
to provide for local use of materials, the journal in which the faculty member
is publishing. The essential tension remains: publishers are still interested
primarily in printing numerous copies at one time and selling them. Users
are moving towards a model where fewer copies are printed and sold, and
hard copies are reproduced on demand . A prediction on which we are
basing our long range planning for the 1990s is that large print runs will
disappear and hard copy will be on the demand of end-users. McGill
University has made a commitment to the development of a fully networked
campus and has invested heavily in information technology in the libraries
for the past eight years. Our recent purchase of state-of-the-art bibliographic
searching software has positioned the Library to move towards end-user
searching and full-text delivery over the next three years. The transition
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- from interlibrary loan costs to electronic text delivery will not be easy or
a monolithic one. Parallel processing will continue as we move into the next
century.

I have emphasized that the definition of resource sharing has been greatly
broadened and one of the most exciting areas in which cooperative resource
sharing has advanced has been in the area of the preservation of library
materials. In the fiscal year, 1990-91, ARL Libraries spent some $71 million
dollars collectively on preservation. When dollars become this significant,
individual institutions look to resource sharing activities as a means of
maximizing on their investments, and in the past decade an increasing
amount of attention has been directed towards preservation. C. Lee Jones,
President of MAPS, The Micrographic Preservation Service, estimates that
in the United States today more than 300 institutions have preservation
programs in place, an increase of 600 % over 1986 programs.' Preservation
programs have been broadened through the application of new technolo-
gies. especially digital ones, focusing not on the holdings of one institution
but on a collective group of libraries. This is important in today's economy
since no single institution can provide sufficient resources to preserve its
entire collection. Activities such as digital scanning for preservation or
deacidification processes are costly, with the latter only postponing the
question of reformatting. Jones considers optical computing as the most
interesting developing technology that will affect storage activities in librar-
ies. He foresees a time in the near future when scholars and researchers will
be able to scan microfilm onto a floppy disk and take it away to their personal
workstation. However, these techniques which capture and preserve an
image and, as an important by-product, solve space problems, are costly.

Most University libraries today have preservation librarians but not all have
conservation laboratories. This is the case within McGill University al-
though, thanks to granting agencies and the commitment to resource
sharing, a preservation program is in place. The Canadian Cooperative
Preservation Program enabled preservation microfilming of materials from
six Canadian research libraries. A consortium of Canadian libraries success-
fully approached the Andrew J. Mellon Foundation for a grant which
established the Canadian Cooperative Preservation Project. The grant of
$ 875,000 was designed to fund the development of an infrastructure for
preservation microfilming in Canada. Participating institutions accepted
common standards for microfilming and the records of items preserved
through microfilming at Universite Laval, the University of Alberta, the
University of British Columbia, the University of Toronto, the National
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Library of Canada and McGill University were created. Perhaps one of the
most significant aspects of the project was the creation of a link to enable the
transfer of records of materials preserved from the McGill database to the
National Register of Microforms. This was a costly activity in terms of
programming requirements, but it enabled the participating institution to
transfer records from NOTIS-McGill to the National Library's host system
where the collective registry is maintained. From this aspect of the project,
McGill gained the technical ability to transfer full preservation records from
its database to the National Register, a procedure and program that is now
available to other NOTIS sites in Canada. In the process, staff developed
knowledge and commitment to the project.4

The Canadian Cooperative Preservation Program under the Mellon fund-
ing concluded in June, 1993, but the preservation of materials under the
project will continue. Basic costs for continuing the project, a technician's
hourly rate of approximately $9.00 and filming of $0.62 per exposure have
been confirmed and an operating budget has been established to provide
for preservation microfilming of approximately 75 items per year.

In addition to resource sharing through interlibrary loan, document delivery
and cooperation in preservation programs, resource sharing has become
enhanced through collectives such as the Center for Research Libraries, and
the Research Libraries Group. These collectives, formed and controlled by
research library members extend to the scholarly community resources
available, from the Vatican Archives to the University of Michigan in a
network of online catalogue records and bibliographic databases. Over 20
million titles in 365 languages are available as well as manuscript resources
via RLIN, the Research Library Information Network. Through participation
the individual research library expands its institutional holdings far beyond
the local availability of materials to enhance service to scholars. The
founding members of the RLG (Columbia University, the New York Public
Library, Stanford University and Yale University) conceived its mission: to
enable research universities to work together to collect, preserve and
provide the information required by the scholarly process. Through RLG's
programs in collection development, preservation and resource sharing,
facilitated by computer technology and telecommunications, the RLG is
providing access to resources that would otherwise be unavailable. McGill
University has also participated for a number of years in the Center for
Research Libraries and has recently taken steps, along with many other
libraries who are also Center members, to make its holding available
through the local online catalogue at the University.
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II. The Revolution in Information Technology
Just as the definition of resource sharing has broadened, advances in
information technology (IT) are making resource sharing more effective. At
times progress is so rapid both in IT and resource sharing that it is not
possible to say which is cause and which is effect.

Without a doubt, the most revolutionary expansion of resource sharing for
librarians, researchers and scholars has been through Internet. Internet
refers specifically to developments that began in 1968 in the US Department
of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (DARPANet).
This network of universities, defense contractors and government research-
ers used the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) as a
protocol for 'inter-networking', a term which refers to the ability of comput-
ers with different hardware configurations and different operating systems
to talk to each other.5This network of thousands of computer networks, 'the
NET,' comprises 1.7 million computers in more than 125 countries provides
librarians with unparalleled accesl to information resources.

Today, according to Canada's national newspaper, the Globe and Mail,
some 4 million scientists around the world are plugged into the Internet,
gaining immediate access to the latest research. The Internet has revolution-
ized research and, by extension, the ways in which researchers access
information. It has deconstructed traditional communications channels
amongst scientists, one that was based upon a 'pecking order' and status in
the scientific community, and has made research results available to all who
can benefit from them. To quote the Globe and Mail: [Wed. June 16, 1993,
p. All]

"This patchwork of electronic conduits can link a lone researcher
sitting at a computer screen to distant experiments and super-
computers, to colleagues on faraway continents, to electronic mail,
to mountains of data otherwise too expensive to tap, to large
electronic meetings and work sessions, to bulletin boards where a
posted query can prompt hundreds of replies and to electronic
journals that disseminate findings far and wide. Moreover, all this
can happen at rapid speed with a fraction of the cost of other types
of communication. All it takes is a personal computer and a phone
line."

A variety of 'tools' for negotiating the Internet and accessing resources
world-wide have provided an overwhelming amount of information to the
researcher. Just at a time when the word 'tool' was becoming obsolete in
library jargon, computer and information scientists were adopting the
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terminology 'access tools' to describe this array of pointers and finders. The
combination of access tools such as GOPHER and WAIS with telecommu-
nications has made the scholar workstation a reality. WAIS, the Wide Area
Information Server, has been described by its creator Brewster Koh le, as
acting like'a research librarian watching a client read, taking note of what is
useful and setting this information aside for further reference. But using
WAIS requires that the client knows where the information is, what server
provides specific information. Gopher, the fortuitous rodent, allows clients
to browse the Internet. Gopher now includes the records of the Library of
Congress.
Through its investment in information technology, McGill University is
positioned to take advantage of these developments. Gopher, originally
developed at the University of Minnesota, provides a means of distributing
information to the university community, and is being used as a document
delivery system. Using menu-selection, gopher provides a distributed
document search and retrieval system on the Internet. Gopher and server
clients run at McGill on most standard platforms including DOS, UNIX and
Macintosh. McGill's root gopher server provides access to other McGill
servers such as those maintained by the Computing Centre, the McGill
Centre for Intelligent Machines. the Physics Department, the School of
Architecture and the School of Computer Science. The library administra-
tion has made a conscious decision at this point to use Info McGill, the
campus information system, for mounting files, in large measure for cost
reasons, but we will be reviewing this in the near future. For example, a
comprehensive listing of libraries, world-wide, that accept remote login may
be found in McGill's infoMcGill service.

The Librarian of the Physics Research Division, Super Conducting Super
Collider Laboratory, Dallas, Texas. has described this computer-based
resource most admirably:

"The growing use of GOPHER and other access tools means that
traffic on electronic networks will continue to climb exponentially...
There is no accurate number of machines available over the global
networks. One estimate... looked at major networks, BITNET, Usenet,
FidoNet. the Internet... and devised a total of 1.626,585 computers...
Gopher's ease of use and functionality will add to the number of
clients and servers available and push these counts even higher. We
are on the verge of realizing that some ancient predictions about
computers will come true... Gopher makes information access more
human by hiding the inhuman aspect of using a computer... Gopher
has indeed created an information appliance..."6
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The Internet and the various access tools that make available electronic
resources have enriched the world of information available to librarians and
researchers alike. At the same time, resource sharing through cooperative
acquisition of databases has become a complicated issue. As research
libraries have moved to acquire local versions of bibliographic databases
(MEDLINE. PSYCINFO) through third party providers (NOTIS/MDAS, CD-
Plus, BRS, etc.) licensing agreements have emerged as major stumbling
blocks to the collective purchasing of these costly source files. Fees may be
based upon the number of potential users, the number of simultaneous users
or on a single, flat site license. As a result, implementation and access to these
data sets via the Internet in consortial relationships is very variable. Full
access to all users in a consortium may be contrary to a licensing agreement,
but access that does not violate the agreement may be financially prohibi-
tive. "In order to comply with the licensing agreement... many library
systems need to make intelligent decisions about the origin of the terminal
session before allowing access to certain databases. To complicate matters,
many libraries must limit access to some databases while at the same time
providing unlimited, open access to other databases on the same system."

At McGill our MUSE Database, the McGill University Public Online Cata-
logue, using NOTIS software and running on the Computing Centre's IBM
3090-200E mainframe under CICS (Customer Information Control Sys-
tem), is accessible via the Internet. Approximately 1.5 million records are
available, and some 3.6 million Muse searches are performed annually from
within the libraries. In addition, some 900,000 are done from outside the
library with almost 100,000 of these over the Internet. Recently, the McGill
Libraries contracted with CD-Plus. Inc. to install multiple databases in a
quasi-consortial relationship, and are experiencing the pangs of growth
through data licensing.

III. Cost Savings through Resource Sharing
The expansion of resource sharing in the context of rapid developments in
information technology presents to the beleaguered university administra-
tor a bright future. Senior administrators look at the spiralling costs of
materials and apply an exponential growth curve, envisioning a time when
half the space in universities will be taken by libraries and the library will be
able to afford only one journal!

Interlibrary loan will be endemic with only one electronic version of a journal
(this is not as far away as it seems) in existence and researchers and scholars
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willaccess this at will from their workstations. All materials a scholar will ever
hope to access will be in digitalized format (this is somewhat more remote).
Unfortunately, the world is not moving quite so quickly. For example,
Project Gutenberg, an American text project. converts books for free digital
distribution, but so far fewer than 100 titles are available, although the
projects' director estimates that 10.000 will be ready by the turn of the
century. This does not hold much promise for the deficit ridden university.

Costs and accountability are being relocated within the University. The
information and telecommunication infrastructure at McGill University is
provided by the Computing Centre. and our library programs are reliant
upon this development. But the costs of networking the campus are not
borne by the Libraries. Similarly as we implement document on demand
services, such as the Service 2000 program provided by the Canada
Institute for Scientific and Technical Information, the cost of copies of
journal articles are being passed on to end-users. As we move more fully
towards end-user searching through the local availability of databases and
full-text delivery, the user must have access to a workstation equipped to
provide this capability as well as the necessary training to access information
being delivered in this fashion.

The University is increasingly committed to equipping its community with
hardware and a telecommunications infrastructure. Our most computer
literate users are rephrasing an old adage to read. "An hour at the computer
can save a month in the library" where they used to tell us that "an hour in
the library can save a month in the laboratory."

In these developments, McGill University is characteristic of the North
American university. As the University grapples with budget compression.
the libraries are experiencing even greater pressure to share resources in
cooperative programs with other institutions. In our rush to develop these
programs, the needs of the user, the professor. researcher or student, are the
fundamental concern. Library programs and plans have become more
clearly defined through the development of Five-Year Plan for McGill
University Libraries.' The cornerstone of these programs is the needs of the
user. Without this anchor. program development becomes the slave of
technological innovation, and the library lacks a clear vision of its role and
services. We are trying to avoid the predicament of Alice in Wonderland
who asked the Cheshire cat which way she ought to go. The cat replied that
this was dependent on where she wanted to get to. "I don't much care
where" said Alice. "Then it does not matter which way you go" said the
Cheshire cat. The intelligent application of information technology in
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libraries requires continuing user dialogue if we are not to end up with Alice,
"not knowing which way to go.
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Abstract
For centuries, readers and users of books, and even librarians,
have complained that there is never any end to book production
and that this causes not only extraordinary time problems, but
space and organizational problems as well.
The first CD-ROM products came on the market in 1984, they were
at first greeted with a great deal of scepticism, since experience
had often enough proved that the announcement of video discs
and similar systems, for whatever reasons, did not necessarily
correspond to their practical success.
The decisive breakthrough in the library sector, though, was then
achieved through the intensification of this technology by Bowker
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Publishers in New York, who published Books in Print on CD-
ROM in 1985, at first as a trial, then as a series. This pioneering
work was followed by national Books in Print for practically every
other nation, and in the meantime, a large portion of the national
bibliographies as well. Meanwhile, today's market consists of
some 3,000 CD-ROM publications in print, which are oriented
toward the information and library markets. In addition, a CD-
ROM market for private customers has been developed, which
particularly includes dictionaries, encyclopedias, travel guides,
and the like. Numerous publications which were introduced as
annual publications appeared for the last time in 1990 or 1991.
Many titles which are listed in the directories of CD-ROMs in print
were indeed announced for 1991 or 1992, but have not been
published yet. There are renowned reference works which have
sold less than 50 copies on CD-ROM, while the previously
mentioned Books in Print has meanwhile reached a sold
circulation of more than 5,000.

1. Developments since 1985
No other form of publication, nor area of publishing, has experienced such
a rapid development on the international library market as have CD-ROM
publications since 1985.

The first sample diskettes were presented in 1985. They contained compre-
hensive data stocks and could be accessed relatively easily. The first
commercially used publications were published from 1986. One of the very
first publications was Books in Print, the index of US books in print from
Bowker Publishing. While microfiche and microfilm publications, for exam-
ple, required decades to become somewhat accepted in libraries, CD-ROM
publications often succeeded in becoming completely accepted within a
matter of months. This development happened particularly quickly on the
American and Canadian markets.

The developments began with due delay in Continental Europe, Great
Britain, Australia and the remaining internationally relevant library markets.
An additional and considerable delay occurred on the Japanese market,
since it became evident very quickly that the CD-ROM publications (which
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were more or less internationally standardized) could not be played on
Japanese PC equipment because the PC stations which were supplied to
libraries in Japan were not internationally compatible, ie they were not IBM
compatible. While the Japanese market otherwise frequently plays a
pioneering role in information technology, one can observe a clear deficit
here.

2. The Market Situation Today
At the moment there are at least three relatively dependable indexes of
available CD-ROMs. The first is published in the US, the second in Great
Britain, the third in Germany. All three indexes list approximately 3,000
titles which are supposedly available. Considerable care is thereby given.
When one examines this information more closely, it turns out that at least
25% of the titles listed as available are actually not available. Some have
yet to be published, others are no longer published, although they are
indeed listed as "published annually", etc. Although one does come across
titles in Verzeichnis lieferbarer Bucher (VLB) which are not in print, the
percentage there is always considerably lower, hovering in the per thousand

range.

The reason is that the market assessment of many editors and publishers for

CD-ROM publications is still completely wrong. They announce titles and
then expect to receive a large number of incoming orders within a relatively
short period of time. The market information has been totally confused,
because, for example, more than 6,000 copies of the American Books in

Print have been sold; around 4,000 copies of Verzeichnis lief erbarer

Bücher, the German Books in Print; and also more than 1,000 copies of a
few other titles. In practice, however, this does not mean that each index
which is offered on the market will automatically be accepted. On the
contrary, a number of highly interesting, important (or at least supposedly
important) publications sell less than one hundred copies. It thus happens
that in many cases the publisher will decide not to publish the title despite
its having been announced. Other titles may be published, only to be
discontinued or accompanied by the remark "no longer published" after the
first edition if they continue to be confronted with a low number of incoming
orders.
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The prices of CD-ROM publications range from DM 40 to DM 45,000. It is
totally unclear here which criteria are used in calculating the price. In most
cases, it seems that no system whatsoever exists, rather one attempts to set
a price and tests whether the market accepts it. This means, for example, that
there are publications which were originally announced at DM 5,000 and
are now available at DM 600. The cost trend here is entirely different from
book publications. While one must principally assume that decisive factors
in the book production process (ie printing, binding and paper costs) will
continue to rise, one observes a continual decrease in costs in electronic data
processing technology. If one assumes that the production of a CD-ROM
from an existing, electronically saved database cost between DM 150,000
and DM 200,000 two or three years ago, then this price would quite often
be less than DM 100,000 today. However, one basic requirement here is
that the data stock already exists in an electronically accessible and
compatible form. This means, if a comprehensive bibliographical,
lexigraphical or similar data stock first requires technical data processing
work, then the costs can very quickly exceed DM 1 million.

For example. when KG. Saur Publishing published an electronic version of
the Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon from Thieme-Becker, which consisted of
43 volumes, the entire data stock first had to be digitalized and then coded.
The costs incurred for this work, amounting to circa DM 750,000, could only
be amortized in the very long term through the sale of the CD-ROM edition.
When pricing a CD-ROM, it is absolutely decisive to consider the market to
which the product is aimed. If the contents are adequate and one can hope
for a correspondingly high frequency of use in large scientific libraries, then
it is entirely possible to calculate in price categories of over DM 1,000.

On the other hand, when one is aiming at a private clientele, ie the private
citizen interested in encyclopedias and information technology, then calcu-
lations of over DM 100 will hardly prevail on the market.

3. Main Foy.us of Content

It more or less goes without saying that the publications which will be
published first and foremost in CD-ROM form are those which cover large
data stocks. Such works include bibliographical indexes; biographical
indexes; encyclopedias; Who's Whos and similar projects; telephone books;
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address books of all varieties; statistical, encyclopedic works and similar
publications.

As can be expected, the Bible has naturally long since been available on
CD-ROM. However, this CD-ROM version is in no way appropriate as
reading material. It proves to be most interesting when one wishes to check
which words or phrases are used, how often they are used, etc. Up till now,
however, the Bible sales on CD-ROM have been uncommonly low in
number.

The Oxford English Dictionary from Oxford University Press in London is
the first large encyclopedic dictionary to be published on CD-ROM which
is accessible to both the international as well as the Japanese market. The
development on the general lexica market will proceed rapidly, and this also
the decisive starting point for publishing CD-ROMs which are geared to the
general public and thereby go beyond the traditional library market. It is

fundamentally decisive that the CD-ROM offers more advantages in content
than the book edition. When one examines today's Verzeichnis lieferbarer
Bücher, one finds that it is possible to search according to author, title,
subject and keyword. With a great deal of effort, one could also previously
ascertain publisher and title information from the ISBN number in the book
edition. However, the effort involved here is extraordinarily high.

The CD-ROM offers all these search possibilities, as well as many others
which go much further. On CD-ROM, I can search according to location of
publisher, name of publisher, price category. and many other search criteria.
The following is also decisive: The book edition is published once a year.
while the CD-ROM edition of the VLB is now published nine times a year,
and is thus kept much more up to date.

4. New Concepts for Publications
At the moment, the following publications exist on the international market:
Bowker's Books in Print for the American market, Whitaker's Books in Print
for the British market, K.G. Saur's International Books in Print (the index of
English-language books in print not published in England or the US), as well

as smaller indexes such as Canadian Books in Print or Australian Books in

Print.
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For the most part, these titles are also published on CD-ROM on different
systems and must be purchased separately. The new technology has now
made it possible to publish all five indexes on one single CD-ROM under the
fitting name of Global English-language Books in Print, thus transferring the
advantages of each individual version into a complete system.

The library user will now receive complete information on all English-
language books in print world-wide. Additionally, one can find out other
very important information such as price and edition of each title. This
means, for example. that one can find out that a book is being offered in its
third edition by German publishers, while in the US or UK it is bng offered
in its fourth or fifth edition. Surprisingly, one might also find that a title is
being offered in the US for $100 and this same title is listed at £ 120 in
London or at DM 280 in Hamburg. The uncommonly large memory
capability of CD-ROM makes it possible to group comprehensive reference
works of the most varied kinds completely onto one single CD-ROM and to
provide access to all collected information in one form.

A similar publication would be conceivable, for example. for all national
Who's Whos in the world or for biographical encyclopedias. Meanwhile,
there have long been complete CD-ROMs for all telephone books for the
whole of Germany. The development is naturally proceeding rapidly here
as well and these kinds of reference works and industry directories will
experience downright revolutionary changes in the coming years and will be
simplified considerably.

5. Prospects for the Future
lt thereby becomes clear that no other area of publishing will change so
rapidly as the entire reference sector. This particularly holds true for library
information. When one considers, for example, that in future the British
Library General Catalogue of Printed Books will be available in two CD-
ROM editions - it now exists in one alphabet to 1975 and then in various
supplementary installments that meanwhile amount to seven further alpha-
bets and consist of more than 600 volumes - then one can begin to fathom
the enormous rationalization which is involved here, including savings in
space and costs. The selling price of CD-ROM versions might be 20 to 25%
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of the original price of the book version. The savings in space can hardly
be estimated highly enough today. The overseas transport of a CD-ROM
is possible by air mail at a low price within 3-4 days, while transport by ship

previously required 6-8 weeks.

Updates can be carried out by uncommonly low costs. Concurrently, one
can observe the trend that the CD-ROM is reaching an ever-growing private
sales market. Comprehensive lexica, encyclopedias and multilingual dic-

tionaries will likewise be increasingly offered in future in electronic form and

will bring about a massive change in the market.
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High Performance CD-ROM Network
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Gerold Ritter studied Technical Physics at the Technical Uniuersity of Graz. I-le founded
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Abstract

More and more databases are published world-wide, year by year,
to be used by professional and academic users in libraries and at
the end user's workstation. A lot of these products are produced
for the single user environment and not optimized for centralized
or campus-wide usage. By understanding CD-ROM as data transport
media we decided to develop a new generation of the servers that
serve all these types of data and applications. We centralized and
optimized hardware environment to perform faster access, simpler
usage, and easier administration.

* Paper not received in time due to extraordinary circumstances
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David Buckle is Managing Director, OCLC International
with responsibility for Europe. the Middle East and Africa.
David has held this position for the past thirteen years.
Before joining OCLC Europe David was initially Project
Director. Birmingham Libraries Co-operative Mechanisation
Project and subsequently the first Managing Director of
BLCMP (Library Services) Limited, which he joined in
1970.

Abstract
While standards are usually formulated and approved through
recognised national and international standards bodies, their
application is usually stimulated by the prospect of reward which
is sufficient to outweigh cost of their implementation and
application. The willingness to apply standards frequently depends
on the popularity of their application. To pioneer their application
requires either courage or a common pact between a number of
significant players. The Group on Electronic Document Interchange
(GEDI) falls into the latter category.
In describing the work of GED1, I intend to quote extensively from
the excellent statement of proposals of GEDI entitled: "Electronic
Document Delivery: totvardsfurther standardisation ofinternational
interchange" Version 1.0, September 1991.
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The GEDI initiative was formalised at a meeting in October 1990
when a number of interested library related organisations met
together and formulated the agenda for GEDI. The grotip was
determined to be pragmatic from the outset establishing a limited
agenda to achieve a defined set of goals within a period of twelve
months. The statement of proposals was presented to a tutorial
seminar of invited experts in Paris in September, 1991. The
document presented to them defines a mutually accepted technical
framework to facilitate electronic document interchange between
the GEDI partners. All have a mutual interest in the electronic
exchange of the full texts of documents. GEDI set out to define a
framework which in essence is a defacto standard for electronic
document interchange. The framework encompasses existing ISO
open standards and related products which will facilitate
compatibility and interoperability between the participants' library
networks an-:i in parallel offer greater functionality to their end
users.

1. Networking

Before 1 address the particulars of my topic. let me first explore some
pertinent aspects of the vehicle of electronic document interchange, the
network. The topic of networking is not simply a fashion it reflects new
opportunities stimulated by events. Earlier this year I attended Networkshop
held at the University of Leeds. This is an annual event lead by the United
Kingdom Joint Academic Network Team and attended by computer centre
staff of academia. As one would expect the papers and discussions revolved
around particular topics: wide area and local area network capacity,
interconnectability. reliability, standards and protocols application, resil-
ience. national and international co-operation. funding, security, and
management being some of the primary topics. One particular paper given
by Bob Cooper of the Joint Network Team illustrated the events that are
paramount to realising the prospective opportunities that networking offer
to the library community and which are being grasped by groups such as
GED1. The keywords are fibre optics and the capacity which that
technology offers. We have entered the era of high performance broad
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bandwidth networking which will enable us to move from text/numeric data
transmission to image based transmission which will encompass video and
multimedia transmission. The prospect before that academic community in
the United Kingdom is to move from a wide area network environment of
2Mbps capacity (JANET MKII) to an environment offering 622Mbps and
rapid expansion to 2488Mbps (SUPER JANET) before the third quarter of
the decade. In parallel local area networks will generally have capacity of
155Mbps. Such monumental growth does not simply offer opportunity to
do contemporary things better, it creates a novel environment of opportu-
nity for all professional and social policy-makers that have access to it and
guardianship of it. This novel environment will span continents, particularly
Europe, the Pacific rim and North America. To maximise the opportunity
that this environment presents will demand change, particularly to the
library and information professional's perspective of his/her environment,
and the library and information suppliers perspective of his/her insularity in
the market-place. What were once clearly defined professional demarcation
lines will become blurred and what once was pride of commercial independ-
ence will become constructive interdependence. To example these com-
ments let me draw from a report published in 1991 by the Research Libraries
Group, Inc. and entitled Preferred Futures for Libraries: a summary of six
workshops with university provosts and library directors, under the author-
ship of Richard M. Dougherty and Carol Hughes. Let me quote from the
Introduction to the report:

"A new era is now upon us. Information technologies are prompting new
services, roles and relationships. The concept of the virtual library, i.e.,
a library that provides access to electronic and print materials from many
sources, both local and remote, has achieved a widespread popularity.
But the realization of the potential of the virtual library requires much
more than changes in the operations within one individual library. As the
academic community grows in dependence upon electronic publica-
tions and electronic bibliographic access, the interests and areas of
expertise of the faculty, computing center, and research library become
increasingly intertwined.

Some librarians now see the need to re-evaluate the old model of self-
sufficiency through centralized collections for which libraries serve
primarily as caretakers and organizers. One oft-heard preference is for
librarians to adopt a new role that includes the provision of customized
information services as well as access to remote resources in many
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formats. If such roles were adopted. collaboration and co-ordination
with other units across campus and outside the university community
would be essential to success.

The period of forthcoming change could be characterized as the
transition from the physical library to the logical library. This simple
phrase describes a fundamental change in library operations that will
affect everyone from undergraduates to senior faculty. It will affect the
way teaching and research are conducted."

While these are the comments of academic librarians, computer centre
managers and administrators situated in North America, they demonstrate
the impact of the new opportunities and challenges that are universal to the
profession and which are not limited by geography.

2. New Opportunities
The challenges are multi-dimensional. The common cause to address these
challenges is singular collaboration. The participants in the workshops
which addressed the "Preferred Futures for Libraries" were not of a singular
profession, they acknowledged at the outset that their task was interdiscipli-
nary. Service providers have also adopted the theme of collaboration, not
because of its fashion but because of the obligation of interoperability
demanded by users. Such interoperability demands the application and use
of common standards. The adoption of standards by service suppliers is not
simply to ensure survival, standards adoption offers new opportunities.

During the 1970s and 1980s service providers cherished their independence,
in the 1990s service providers herald the virtue of co-operation: alliances are
flourishing, so is co-operation in the application of standards. As you would
expect it is not altruism it is pragmatism that is the glue of such co-operation.
Taking OCLC as my example to demonstrate this point, alliances have been
entered into with the American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS) to jointly develop a new venture in electronic publishing, "The
Online Journal of Current Clinical Trials". In the field of resource sharing
and document supply OCLC is working with UMI, The British Library
Document Supply Centre and with ISI. In the realm of reference services and
bibliographic record supply with a variety of service providers including The
British Library National Bibliographic Service, BLCMP Library Services
Limited, SLS (Information Systems) Limited in the United Kingdom, with
Bibliotekstjanst AB (BTJ) in Scandinavia, the Ministry of Research and
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Education in France, with UTLAS in Canada and Kinokuniya in Japan. All

these examples demand the application of common standards, all realise
mutual economic and service benefit to the service supplier and their end

users.

3. Group on Electronic Document Interchange
While standards are usually formulated and approved through recognised

national and international standards bodies, their application is usually
stimulated by the prospect of reward which is sufficient to outweigh the cost

of their implementation and application. The willingness to apply standards

frequently depends on the popularity of their application. To pioneer their
application requires either courage or a common pact between a number of

significant players. The Group on Electronic Document Interchange (GEDI)

falls into the latter category. The initiative in bringing GEDI into being was

taken by Look Costers the Director of PICA the Dutch utility which serves

the academic and public library communities of the Netherlands and those

same communities in Northern Germany.

In describing the work of GEDI. I intend to refer to the excellent statement

of proposals of the Group on Electronic Document Interchange (GEDI)
entitled: "Electronic Document Delivery: towardsfurther standardization of
international interchange- Version 1.0, September 1991.

PICA's initiative was formalised at a meeting in October 1990 when a
number of interested library related organisations met together and formu-

lated the agenda for the Group on Electronic Document Interchange
(GEDI). The group was determined to be pragmatic from the outset
establishing a limited agenda to achieve a defined set of goals within a

period of twelve months. Consequently the statement of proposals was
presented to a tutorial seminar of invited experts in Paris in September.

1991. The document presented to them defines a mutually accepted
technical framework to facilitate electronicdocument interchange between
the GEDI partners. The partners included at that time:

The British Library Document Supply Centre (UK);

Ministére de l'Education Nationale. Sous-Direction des Bibliothéques

(France);
Questel (France):
Télesystemes (France):
PICA Centrum voor Bibliotheckautomatisering (Netherlands):
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Technische Informationsbibliothek (TIB) Hannover (Germany);
OCLC Online Computer Library Center Inc. (USA):
Research Libraries Group - RLG (USA).

All had mutual interest in the electronic exchange of the full texts of
documents. GEDI set out to define a framework which in essence is a defacto
standard for electronic document interchange. The framework encom-
passes existing ISO open standards and related products which will facilitate
compatibility and interoperability between the participants' librarynetworks
and in parallel offer greater functionality to their end users.

During the period from October, 1990 through to August, 1991 members
of the group met six times to review progress completing much of the
detailed technical work by delegation to individual experts communicating
through electronic mail.

4. The GEDI Service Model and Topology

As the name of the Group implies, its interest is in the interchange of
documents in electronic form. Interchange is clearly only part of the process
necessary to provide an electronic document delivery service. Conse-
quently the Group limiLd itself to the definition of an electronic document
format and the description of the interchange mechanism, the two essential
components to realise electronic interchange. The Group acknowledged
that the following elements are relevant to the complete delivery cycle of
electronic document supply:

1. Identifying and locating - where the document is identified and
the source location is established. This could be done through the use
of online union catalogue access (for example using the ISO SR
10163 standard), or through offline services as CD-ROMs or paper
catalogues.

2. Ordering - where the required document is requested for delivery.
This is functionally identical with issuing an Interlibrary Loan request;
with the active involvement of most of the GEDI members in ILL
standardization and implementation projects, usage of the functional
elements of the ISO ILL standard was considered to be advisable.

3. Digitalization - where a hard-copy document is transformed into
an electronic image. This will be done through a scanning device.
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4. Interchange - where the actual transfer of the electronic copy takes
place.

5. Hard-copy reproduction - where the document's image is con-
verted back to paper or other media. This will be done through a
printing device.

6. Billing, accounting and other administrative procedures - all
these elements can occur in several forms in practical situations;
some might not be relevant in specific cases.

For GEDI interchange is the key element in this list as it facilitates the
physical movement of a copy of a document. Other elements from the list
could be absent in specific cases: identification and locating could be based
upon common knowledge; ordering is not relevant in case of unsolicited
delivery; digitalization is not necessary when documents have already been
digitalised. either through direct electronic publishing or through scanning
and storing: reproduction can be skipped when an electronic copy is to be
kept on a storage medium; billing and accounting are not relevant in co-
operative services where participants share load and costs between them.

The common model that forms the focus of the GEDI recommendations is
centred within the interchange component of document delivery making
it a universal model. The source information that GEDI is concerned with,
document images, may be located around the world in various locations.
Likewise, the target clients of document delivery services may be widely
distributed. The model is therefore defined to accommodate all sources and
targets.

Furthermore, the GEDI model recognizes the responsibilities of a wide
variety of organizations involved in document delivery and their desire to
implement private solutions. In general, private solutions reflect agreements
that exist between groups of organizations to optimize services between
them. The GEDI model is not designed to limit the possibilities and freedom
of such agreements. In the end, the overall model aims at establishing
common ground and direction guidelines for further development, to
provide the possibility of interworking between different groups.

To illustrate the value of the approach taken by GEDI let me do so by
illustration.
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4.1. General Model - the Transaction
The general model for the interchange process for electronic document
delivery is illustrated in figure 1. The main characteristics of the model can

be described as follows:

a. the interchange involves two parties. the supplier and the consumer;

b. the supplier and consumer are linked through a facility enabling the
transfer of an electronic document from supplier to consumer;

c. the transfer handles one document at a time.

The complete cycle of interchange, starting with an electronic document
residing at the supplier and terminating with the completed delivery of that

document to the consumer is called an Electronic Document Inter-
change Transaction.
It is important to note that the input and output functions as shown in
figure 1 do not participate in the transaction. The exact nature of these
functions is not a concern to the GEDI agreements. Of course, in practical

situations, some forms of input and output will be available: input can come
from hard-copy documents through scanning (the most probable form in
the short term), from files with stored document images, or from electroni-

cally published documents; output can take the form of inserting an
electronic document into a storage file, or printing. The implementation of

some of these options may be dependent on legal obligations and copyright.

SUPPLIER CONSUMER

Library .4 Library B

Transaction

Common System

Transfer

Figurel: General model for Document Delivery Interchange
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4.2. The Domain and the Application Relay

A domain as illustrated in figure 2 is defined as a group of one or more

suppliers and one or more consumers capable of engaging in Electronic

Document Interchange Transactions between them, where a common
agreement exists in the following areas:

1. document compression algorithm;

2. document interchange format;

3. document transfer mechanism; and

4. network technology.

Such domain agreements not only specify which mechanism or standard to

use, but also select the appropriate options to be used by the domain

members. In this sense, the domain members agree on a common profile.

This reduces the complexity of the development of systems that form part

of the domain.

In practice, the domain agreements coverall communication layers, whether

they conform to international or ISO standards and the ISO model or not.

For example, the agreements in a particulardomain might specify commu-

nication on the basis of File Transfer Protocol (FTP) over Transmission

Control Program/Internet Protocol (TCP/1P); another domain might use

ISO File Transfer, Access and Management (FTAM), Association Control

Service Element (ACSE); Presentation Kernel, Session Kernel with full

duplex, Transport Class 2 over X.25. With adomain, agreement on a profile

covering all of the layers is required.

In the application layer, agreements on the document format are as
important for the domain as the communication profile. In such a context,

suppliers and consumers share the same view of an electronic document,

and do not need functions for converting and reformatting.

Using this domain concept, it follows that a supplier and a consumer within

the same domain are capable of interconnecting directly. Conversely, if they

form part of different domains, they might not be able to do so, depending

on whether the two domains share the same agreements or not.

If the two domains do not share the same agreements, the interconnection

will be realized through an Application Relay function. The Application

ha/R.111ms U.men1.1nivenilvl.andtv. Vol 17. pp 195 207. 1994
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Relay will receive an electronic document formatted and transferred under
the agreements of the first domain, and will convert this information to a
document formatted and transferred under the agreements of the second
domain. Figure 2 illustrates the role of the Application Relay.

SUPPLIER RELAY CONSUMER
1 thrarr

INTERF ESOFINN ARE

Transfer
ctene 4 Domain#I

Transaction

Transfer
Domain112 System B

Figure 2: Interchange across two domains.
(One on One Communication)

5. The GEDI Domain

This model described can be extended even further in cases where two
domains do not share a common relay, but both have a relay to a third
domain.

Figure 3 illustrates the communication between a supplier and a consumer
that belong to two discrete uncommon (private) domains, using the services
of two relays, and linked through the GEDI domain.

Within the GEDI domain documents will be exchanged in a format that
consists of two parts: cover information and document image. By
separating the cover information from the document image, relay systems
are relieved of the requirement to be able to read the document image
format. This approach also facilitates new document formats.
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Documents in the Document Interchange Format can be transferred by
a number of different mechanisms in different domains, initially a variety of
file transfer protocols (eg FTAM, FTP) and later a variety of mail protocols
(eg X.400). In the case of relays between domains, the Document Inter-
change Format may be transferred by several different mechanisms be-
tween the supplier and consumer in a single electronic document delivery
transaction. Therefore, the Document Interchange Format must be rela-
tively independent from the transfer mechanism and must not make many
assumptions about the transfer mechanisms. It is assumed that the transfer
mechanisms can handle 8-bit data and that they have error detection.
Within the GEDI domain, some of the cover information may be redundant
with information carried in the OSI FTAM, ACSE, and Presentation
Protocols.

Prh ate
Domaintt I

Gedi
Domain

Private
Domain#2

Figure 3: Communication through the GEDI domain.
(Any on Any Communication)

In order to facilitate Electronic Document Delivery in association with
Interlibrary Loan applications, information items are aligned with those
defined in the ILL protocol standard, ISO 10161, wherever possible.

Initially GEDI will support the transfer of electronic document copies as
scanned images. This is because the current requirement is to deal with

Publications ol Lssen linwstruni Landry. Vol 17. pp 105 207. 1004
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printed materials. The Tag Image File Formai (TIFF) was chosen because
in the experience of the GEDI members it is most widely supported of the
image formats that meet its requirements. The scanned image of the
document will be transmitted in TIFF (Tag Image File Format) Specification
Revision 5.0 for Class B (Appendix G:).

The current structure of the document interchange format is designed to
accommodate easily additional formats for representation of documents,
such as Open (Office) Document Architecture (ODA) or Standard General-
ised Markup Language (SGML), in the future.

Each document is exchanged as a file between Transmit and Receive.
GEDI seeks to support existing standards, protocols and profiles selected by
existing standards groups for simple file transfers.

With regard to the first 3 OSI levels, the X.25 protocol, 1984 version, (Packet
Switched Data Network) must be supported between GEDI Transmit and
Receive. In regard to higher layers, Transport Class 2 and ACSE must also
be supported.

Applications will be identified by unique Application Entity Titles (AET)
using a registration procedure (ISO 9834).These unique names will be
delivered by a GEDI Registration Authority, complying to the ISO proce-
dure. This authority will be able to appoint other national authorities to
deliver GEDI names.Access to the address of the named applications will be
given through a directory function, not necessarily conforming to the OSI
X.500 directory service.

In order to avoid potential conflicts, documents have to be exchanged with
unique filenames. These filenames will be used continuously from supplier
to consumer.

The transmitter shall be an FTAM client. It has to initiate the file transfer and
send files. The receiver is an FTAM filestore. It has to listen to incoming calls
and receive files.

GEDI members shall use the ISO 8571 File Transfer, Access, and Manage-
ment (FTAM) Protocol File transfer class - with the write functional unit and
the limited file management functional unit, according to a specified
Implementation Profile.
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This paper offers a glimpse at the GEDI framework and environment. For

those with a thirst for more detailed knowledge, I commend them to the
GEDI report. The GEDI concept is not unique, its definition and acceptance
by a number of major utilities and document supply centres in North
America and Europe is.The product of the GEDI group will form part of the

foundation of the logical library and will facilitate access at the expense of

ownership.
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New Ways for the Delivery of
Information : IT, Networks, SGML,
Multimedia and so on...*

Arnoud de Kemp

Springer Verlag. Heidelberg. Germany

Arnoud de Kemp is Director of Corporate Development at Springer-Verlag in Heidelberg and
a long time communicator to the library world. He is also on the Board of Directors of 1EPRC
(International Electronic Publishing Research Centre Ltd.) and since 1990 President of
Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Dokumentation (ODD), the German Association of Information and
Documentation.

From 1994 he will lecture at the library school in Cologne (Fachhochschule far Bibliotheks- und
Dokumentationswesen in Kaln) on the topic "information management**.

Abstract

The latest news on electronic publishing and the delivery of
electronic information in general will be presented. The
presentation will provide a most actual overview of developments
varying from publishing for and from networks, integrated
information systems, electronic publishing, the "RedSage" and
other projects, SGML versus Acrobat, to Nintendo and Multimedia.

In times of shrinking library budgets and a failing lobby for
information, electronic publishing and digital libraries seem to be
a solution, but very few hard facts are known and too many
questions are unsolved.

* Paper not received in time due to extroordinani circumstances
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Reirospective Conversion of Catalogues
in European Co-operative Systems

Michael McLellan

SAZTEC Europe Ltd, Windsor, Berkshire, United Kingdom

0

Michael McLellan is European Libraries Manager for
SAZTEC Europe Limited, the retrospective conversion and
data capture specialists. He has worked in the library
automation industry since the early eighties. Prior to this he
worked as a professional librarian in academic libraries and
taught library school in Australia.

Abstract
Co-operative cataloguing systems in Europe have not developed
sufficiently to enable member libraries to carry out cost-effective,
retrospective conversion projects because they still require all
data-entry to be done online. The main issues that need to be
considered are the avoidance of duplication of bibliographic
records; maintaining co-operative standards of cataloguing; and
the application of authority control. These can be addressed to
enable the batch loading of records created externally to the
database - thus providing a cost-effective conversion solution -
through the use of long search-keys (matchcodes); modern database
software; and the utilisation of specialised conversion skills as
developed in SAZTEC.
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Introduction
I had the pleasure to meet with Dr Geh earlier this year on which occasion
we discussed the possibility of the retrospective conversion of his library's
collections.

Besides the problem of raising funds for such a project the main problem or
challenge to the project as he saw it, was the fact that the library belongs to
a cataloguing co-operative (the Stid-West Verbundsystem = South-West
co-operative system) and that there would be difficulties in loading con-
verted records into that database because of the need to avoid duplication
and the need to ensure that any externally created records were compatible
with the co-operatives' cataloguing rules.

This is not a unique problem as most German libraries belong to a
Verbundsystem and many libraries in. other countries belong to cataloguing
co-operatives - co-operatives that often put up their hands and say in
relation to a bulk retrospective conversion and loading of these records into
the database - "no, you can't do that because how are we going to avoid
duplication" and - "we need to maintain the integrity of the database and
if we try and load records without the usual online checks we won't know
if the records are up to standard" and - (the final riposte) "anyway, we
haven't developed the software to enable this to be done so you can't do it
and any such development would be too expensive and/or not a priority".

What I want to do in this paper is to examine these issues that are seen as
particular problems for members of cataloguing co-operatives wishing to
carry out Retcon of their collections; and to look at how these can be
overcome - with a view to going back to Dr Geh and saying - "This is how
I believe we can most cost-effectively overcome your particular problems -

problems that are also the problems of many other libraries. If we now do
a pilot/research project we may be able to develop a generic solution that
can be applied to libraries throughout Europe" (which was really the gist of
how I responded to him at our last meeting).

Firstly, however, 1 would like to preface everything else by saying that there
are people in the library community and people here today that have a better
understanding of the issues involved than I have - those people who run co-
operatives for such as UTLAS and OCLC in North America; BLCMP in
Britain; SIB1L in Switzerland and, of course, the "Verbundsysteme" in
Germany for example (or even somebody involved in the DBI Retcon
research project whose findings were not available to me before today). 1
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would encourage you to stand up today and add anything relevant because
this paper is. I hope, a beginning a discussion paper that may grow into a
real project with funding from the EC, the DFG or the like.

The main issue then, as I see it. is the integration of data created via a
retrospective conversion project, outside of the existing co-operative cata-
logue, (ie not online to that system) into the existing system. At the simplest
level this means

avoiding duplication of bibliographic records.

And at a more complex, detailed level it means the compatibility of the
records themselves with the

existing cataloguing standards and rules and
existing authority headings.

And I am going therefore to look at the issues under these three headings:

Duplication
Cataloguing Standards
Authority Control

although the ways to approach these are not mutually exclusive as will
become evident.

Duplication
The issue of duplication is self-explanatory, ie the requirement is to avoid

having more than one copy of a particular bibliographic record in a database

at any one given time. Of any work that has been done on this topic most
of it seems to have been done in this particular area not only because that

its the first step that needs to be carried out (ie before a record is assessed

for quality it needs to be checked against the database for possible

duplicates) but also because of the leadership (and need) of commercial
organisations such as the database vendors in this area (whose work I will

focus on as examples).

The checking for duplicates can be done in two ways. ie online and offline.

By online access mean through direct connection to the actual databases,

in-house searching of CD-ROM, or getting the vendor to search online for

you (the latter probably being the most expensive method).

By offline I mean a batch access method, where a search-key is created
for a record and this is sent on a tape to the database which runs the tape

in batch or offline mode to check for duplicates.

Publ mom% of lAsen llnivomo, 11..tav. Vol 17 pp 2(r
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Online is the traditional, slower, expensive way of checking for duplicates
while at the same time checking cataloguing and authority records and then
adding local data. It's the same method that is used for current cataloguing
and it's the way all or most co-operatives work. However, it is not the way.
I believe, to provide Dr Geh with an accurate and cost-effective method to
achieve the retrospective conversion of his catalogues. We need to cut out
the step of online checking of every record and evolve a batch (offline)
process that works and this is really the issue I wish to discuss here today.

As a lead-in to this I should say that SAZTEC's experience has not been with
adding records to co-operative systems but rather in extracting records from
large databases. The rules, I believe, are the same however as I hope to
show.

What SAZTEC does as part of its conversion services is to search on large
databases for records that match a particular bibliographic record. To keep
expense to a minimum and still achieve high accuracy and high hit rates
SAZTEC uses search-keys in a batch mode, (ie taking parts of the biblio-
graphic record to form the key or matchcode), sending a magnetic tape or
diskerte to the vendor database for them to run that tape offline and find any
matching records.

The important part is that the batch search-key concept can also be used by
co-operative systems to initially check for the presence of a matching or a
duplicate record for contributing to as well as taking from the system.

The first and main aim of the "search-key" is - as cost-effectively as possible,
through a minimal amount of data input, using a minimal amount of staff
time - to detect if there is a bibliographic record on the database that matches
the catalogue record already in the library's own catalogue. If there is a
match (a duplicate) then the contributing library should be able to add its
local information to that record as quickly, simply and cost-effectively as
possible and then be able to download a copy of that record onto its own
local database if it has one.

Various search-keys have been used for checking for duplicate records. The
most obvious are numeric keys eg

ISBN
- LC Number
- National Bibliography or Cataloguing Number etc.
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These are generally unique and, in the case of the ISBN, have been widely
used since the late sixties. It is relatively easy to create a tape of ISBNs with
other data if required (eg the Deutsche Bibliothek requests the date of
publication as well if you are sending a tape in batch mode).

The problem for Retcon is that these days, more and more Retcon projects
are aimed at those collections pre 1970 (as local automation often started
at that point) and these records don't have ISBNs or other national or
universal numeric keys.

The search-key then, if not a unique numeric key, is an alphanumeric key
that has less chance of being unique. And there are a variety of such keys
that have been and still are used. For example:

a) the pretty well-known OCLC batch search-key used for their Tape Con
or Microcon products is basically a 444 key comprising the

1st 4 significant letters of the author's surname

- 1st 4 significant letters of the first significant word of the title

Date of publication

b) the ISM (formerly UTLAS) TPD (Title, Place. Date) key which comprises

- Title 25 characters (approximately)

- Place

- Date of publication 4 characters

(OCLC also has a title key constructed on a 3/212/1 basis from the first
significant word in the title and the three subsequent words.)

c) the ISM "full- search-key which basically uses as much of the biblio-
graphic record as you like and which SAZTEC uses as follows:

Author ( 1 xx )

Title (24x)

Place (260)

Date (260)

Added Author (7xx)

1st surname plus initials

complete $a

if required.

This latter key has proved much more satisfactory as a search tool, but would
seem to some extent, to defeat the purpose of the cheaper, briefer approach
as it involves more key boarding.
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The other key I've chosen to mention is that used by the University of
Bradford in its QUALCAT project where they used a fixed length code of 15
characters made up of the elements representing the

- Date
Volume or Part

- Edition
- Author
- Title.

While the other keys seem relatively straight forward to understand this key
is computer generated (thus requiring the full data in the first place) with the
elements representing the above fields. I don't know how they are generated
only that "the title and author elements of the code use techniques based on
least frequently occurring characters"! (Ours is not to reason why, ours is
but ... to see if it works.)

In the case of this research, they do not comment on the efficiency of the
search-key so we don't know if it missed records or not. I am therefore not
going to comment any further on it now except to say that it is another
possible approach - an approach, however, that could be used in the
retrospective conversion context more as a database maintenance program
(which is probably its intention anyway). I will return to this later.

In SAZTEC's experience the shorter keys such as the ISM TPD and the
OCLC key are only satisfactory to a limited extent. They have obvious
shortcomings and the chances of picking up multiple hits or partial hits, are
higher.

On the other hand, the longer the key. the higher the likelihood of accuracy.
For example. recent SAZTEC projects with ISM where we have used their
TPD and then applied the longer key, hit rates have improved by at least 15-
20%. The penalty for this accuracy is that it requires extra work so it will cost
more. Tht use of the longer key, therefore, will require the use of a data
capture organisation providing high speed keying otherwise it will prove
much too expensive for the library itself. There are also likely to be system
penalties in that a long search statement requires much more processing
time and resource.

With the UTLAS key we have looked for exact matches only. Any records
that were not exact author and title matches were discarded. Any records
with different 260 - data (date, place and publisher) are called partial hits and
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a separate report is produced. But this report is minimal in relation to the
multiple hits reports the shorter search-key produces and to have to examine
and check a large number of records to see if they match or not involve the

library in considerable additional work (work that is undesirable).

So, in terms of using search-keys to identify duplicate records, there is quite

a bit of experience to draw upon. SAZTEC's feeling is that, while initially

a little bit more expensive in terms of data capture (because of the number
of characters per record), the longer a search-key is the more likely it is to

result in identifying if there is a match on the host database and the more
cost-effective this is likely to be in the long-run. And, importantly, now that
the software and system capabilities are there to use the longer search-key

in a constructive way (unfortunately, most of the software on "Verbund-
systeme" and vendor database systems was developed before the availa-

bility of the current generation of powerful databases) these can also be
used to address to some extent the issues of cataloguing and authority

control.

Cataloguing Standards
The issue regarding cataloguing rules and standards, based on the informa-

tion I have, is that the co-operative is looking (and rightly so) to maintain a
minimum standard of cataloguing which basically means a minimum level
of bibliographic description. For example, SIBIL in Switzerland has an
online checking procedure to ensure that a record meets such a minimal
level of bibliographic description before it can be entered into the database.
This involves, essentially, a program checking for the presence of certain
fields and sub-fields in a record. And this is common across co-operatives.
The CATSS (ISM) software does this also, checking by computer processing
that certain fields (both fixed and variable fields) are present.

Let us say, for arguments sake, that these fields are:

008 Leader information
090 Shelf mark
lxx or 7xx Author or added author
245 Title

260 Publisher, place, date.

If this is all the co-operative requires, then this can be checked very simply
by software in batch mode as part of the loading procedure.
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What such software cannot check for. however, is differences in cataloguing
practice or the application of rules. (particularly different generations of
rules) and this affects both the duplicate checking procedure as well as the
issue of maintaining cataloguing standards. For example, in a German
library the source records may well be (and often are) catalogued according
to Prussian Instructions (PI) while the records in the database (the Verbund)
may well have been (probably are) in RAK.

RAK is basically an ISBD format providing a fixed order for the data in a
catalogue record - title, subtitle, statement of responsibility. etc - and
standardised introductory and separating punctuation (eg a parallel title is
always introduced by an equals sign. a subtitle by a colon, etc).

Cataloguing according to Prussian Instructions, however, involves, to the
untrained eye at least, no standard patterns either in the order of the data
or in the punctuation the title page of the book is simply copied. In the
Deutsche Bibliothek project currently being undertaken by SAZTEC, the
library wants, wherever possible, to upgrade the PI records into a RAK
format to enable them to provide as consistent a national database as
possible. This, to some extent. involves SAZTEC in recataloguing and at
least, for example on this card, in significant interpretation. That is, it is up
to a SAZTEC coder to decide, by interpretation and by following the clues
provided by underlining and spacing on the card (eg the main filing word
of the title is usually underlined), whether the data following the title proper
is a subtitle (tag 45). a statement of responsibility (tag 48), the title of a
second work (tag 49) or a contents note (tag 71), or whatever. In fact, on
this card the title proper is followed by a uniform title (tag 70) and then the
title of a second work (tag 49).
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The relevance of this to the content of this paper is that SAZTEC has
developed an expertise that can be used to overcome the problem of records
created outside the co-operatives not meeting the required standards.

That is, if this record was captured, (as is), as a search-key, chances of

matching against a duplicate record may be difficult, particularly as some
data is presented in a different order to RAK (some data may even be
missing). If the record was to be captured in full, as on the original card, it
would probably also not fit with local cataloguing rules. The only way such
possible discrepancies can be overcome - be it completely or partially - is
through exactly the approach SAZTEC has taken with the Deutsche
Bibliothek ie having personnel skilled in PI to RAK interpretation (preferably
not librarians as this increases costs unnecessarily) creating the search-keys
and/or full records according to a strict specification, and manipulating data
as much as possible in line with current cataloguing practice.

Authority Control
The use of such skills should also be important in resolving the next set of

problems, closely linked to the cataloguing ones, namely those of authority
control. The challenge here is that the heading in the record, particularly
author and corporate author. may well be different to that used in the
database or buried somewhere in the record and not immediately obvious,
therefore, either missing a duplicate in the search-key/duplicate checking
process, or having a duplicate record created and this not being discovered

later.

This should be able to be overcome applying all or parts of the following:

(I) The application of conversion expertise at search-key and record
creation time. As noted earlier. SAZTEC has developed expertise in
dealing with PI material in the Deutsche Bibliothek and the

Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin projects. It is possible for us to create a
heading from a name entry that may not have been entered as a
heading (eg under PI corporate authors often only appeared as
statements of responsibility and not as main headings). This would
help address the problem of different or missing headings to some
extent, particularly if done with the assistance of appropriate lists or

authority files supplied by the library to SAZTEC.

(II) Checking records in batch mode against existing authority files, prior
to matching, to ensure as much standardisation as possible at this

264
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stage. ISM who are well known for their expertise with authority
records, normally do authority checking as a post-processing exer-
cise. But I believe there is also the capability for old and converted
records to be checked against their thesaurus files which have been
designed specifically to deal with older headings. For example,
records using "US'', "Gt Brit" or "Desc and Travel" will have the
headings immediately expanded to their full form. Or. for example,
for LCSH users, changes can be automatically applied as shown.

Old Form New Form
The West
Charts, tables etc
Contract Services

West (US)
Charts, diagrams etc
Contracting out

This is the sort of authority control that would need to be done prior
to checking for matching records on the co-operative catalogue.
(Interestingly enough for the Deutsche Bibliothek project, SAZTEC
expands abbreviations in records (particularly in series statements
and corporate names) where possible. using similar methods.)

ISM also inform me that these capabilities can be used against a
variety of bibliographic fields and in different languages. They
currently have Japanese/English, English/French (Lava 11 not
Rameau) and English/Chinese capabilities. I can see such facilities
being very useful in the European environment.

(III) Post-processing of loaded records against authority files.

The third way to overcome some of the authority control problems
is through post-processing of loaded records against authority files in
a similar way as described for (II) above.

This could catch some records that are duplicates but that only
emerge as such because they have data in the full record that is not
in the search-key. To check that these really are duplicates a report
would need to be produced and manually proof read, unless a
duplicate processing program (like that used by Bradford University
in the QUALCAT program) could be applied at this stage. That is, I
have been discussing the use of search-keys to avoid the creation and
loading of duplicate ---ords onto a database. The Bradford research.
however, was designed to detect duplicate records already contained
within one database and the program developed checked on the
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basis of the main data fields in the record (245,100 and 700 fields in
UK MARC). The two points that stand out for me in this research are
that:

such programs would be ideal as a post-processing check for
records loaded into a co-operative, and

the matching method chosen and the data fields used con-
firms that the use of the long search-key, focusing on key
bibliographic fields, is the best way to proceed.

Before wrapping up, let me make one final comment on authorityheadings.
There are many systems still without authority files that would probably
respond to the above proposals by saying there is no authority file, therefore
the checking must be done online. I would disagree. Through applying just
the first method I spoke of in this context, ie using a skilled agency and by
providing them with lists of headings that can be used for checking, then
many of the cases should be able to be addressed.

Conclusion
Co-operative systems in Europe, in general, have not addressed the
problem of helping libraries retrospectively convert their collections in a
cost-effective manner because they have not developed facilities for batch
search-key processing (to detect duplicates or matches) and for the batch
loading of other records. Why not? I suggest this is because of the following

factors:

1) Fear of Losing Control
Fear of losing control of bibliographic standards in the database thus
creating a general attitude of resistance within the co-operative
towards any developments that would enable anything other than all
transactions being carried out completely online.

2) Older Generation Systems
They often have "older" generation computing systems that are
either not capable of doing the necessary tasks or, at least, would
require enormous amounts of development to do so. eg SIBIL in
Switzerland and BIBOS in Austria stick out as two such computer
dinosaurs and I'm sure many "Verbundsysterne" in Germany would
fit this description.
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3 ) Low Priority

Retrospective conversion, particularly in bulk, is not a priority.
Current cataloguing comes first.

4) Lack of Authority Control
There are often no authority files which reinforces the attitude that
authority checking can only be done online.

5) Lack of Funding
Co-operatives on the whole are poorly funded and what funds they
do have tend to be diverted elsewhere - not to Retcon issues because
they are not a priority.

6) No Appropriate Research
There has been no appropriate research to show a possible way
ahead and overcome resistance from the co-operatives; a resistance
which blocks any progress regarding the other factors.

To show a way forward I suggest that a pilot project needs to be carried out
to test the hypothesis that I've been getting to in this paper which is:

through using a long search-key based on key bibliographic fields,
eg lxx and/or 7xx, 245, 260. A search-key that should match the
co-operatives minimum cataloguing standard,

in conjunction with some "clever** modern, portable database
software on, or running alongside, the host (co-operative) sys-
tem and

utilising specialist Retcon skills such as those of SAZTEC. to
manipulate bibliographic and authority data in line with the rules
of the host system

that through this will emerge a solution for enabling bulk retrospective
conversion on co-operative systems. overcoming the perceived problems of
duplication, cataloguing standards and authority control and thus enabling
the conversion of some very important collections to be undertaken rapidly
and cost-effectively to the mutual satisfaction of the library and the co-
operatives.
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Abstract
The results of a systematic comparative self-rating study at the
Central Medical Library of the Medizinische Hochschule Hannover
during summer 1993 are presented. Every CD-ROM user was
given the possibility to search in MEDLINE using a new retrieval
system enhanced with Fuzzy Logic components (Knowledge Finder)
given the possibility to search in MEDLINE using a new retrieval
system enhanced with Fuzzy Logic components (Knowledge Finder)
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alternatively to the previously used retrieval system which was
more based on the traditional Boolean search logic functionalities
(Silver Platter).

In a users questionnaire the rated performance by result quality,
speed, and easy use of Knowledge Finder (KF) in comparison with
Silver Platter (SP) was tested. KF retrieved more relevant and
subjectively better articles in 55 %, performed equally in 29 %,
and found fewer and less relevant articles in 10 % of all cases
according to users' self-assessment. The entire time needed to
perform a search and select the relevant article for output was
judged faster with KF in 80 %, equally fast in 14 % and slower in
4 %. The easy use of the graphical interface of KF was found
optimal or at least logic in 78 % and complex or confusing in 14 %
of all cases.

These selected preliminary results of the Hannover survey seem to
confirm comparative American studies with different MEDLINE
retrieval systems at medical universities and hospital libraries.
Possible reasons for these considerable differences in retrieving
the same database with different approaches are discussed.

Introduction
Large bibliographic databases like MEDLINE become more and more
readily available online, across networks and via CD-ROM not only for
professional searchers but also for a rapidly growing community of library
end-users.' Thus, today, many searches are performed by people who have
very different degrees of knowledge about retrieval, especially true when
dealing with bibliographic database design, retrieval languages. catalog
systems or the construction, scope, use and limits of complex thesauri.

We were interested in learning more about how these differences and new
retrieval system features are affecting end-user bibliographic database
searching in the following major areas:
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End-user methodical retrieval knowledge

What is the average degree of methodical retrieval knowledge that
end-users of a university library in Germany have today? Are there
differences between the three major end-user groups of a typical
medical libranj (students, clinicians and scientists)?

End-user ratings of retrieval systems

How do end-users rate performance of a "fuzzy" ie "non-Boolean"
enhanced retrieval system subjectively in terms of speed as well as
result quality/quantity compared to a conventional "Boolean" re-
trieval system? Are there differences in the rating between the major
end-user groups?

End-user benefits

If there are benefits to end-users from "fuzzy" enhancements retrieval
systems, do these benefits differ for novice users, average users and
experienced users?

Distribution of End-users of a Typical Academic
Medical Library performing bibliographic CD-ROM

searches

27,0%

39,0% Clinicians

34,0% Students

Figure 1:
Relative distribution of the three end-users classes students,
clinicians and scientists participating at the self-rating study
comparing "fuzzy" versus "Boolean" CD-ROM bibliographic re-
trieval of MEDLINE

NAAR anon; .1 Ussen University Library. Vol 17. pp 221 23n. 1994
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Method

We carried out a systematic survey of end-users at the Central Medical
Library of the Medizinische Hochschule Hannover during summer 1993.
Every library user who wanted to perform a bibliographic database search
on MEDLINE (CD-ROM) was given the possibility to search MEDLINE
using a new retrieval system enhanced with some non-Boolean and Fuzzy
Logic components (Knowledge Finder from ARIES) or to search on another
retrieval system with the traditional Boolean search logic functionalities
(SPIRS from Silver Platter). A total of 92 users took part in the study, 31 of
them were students, 36 clinicians and 25 scientists (Figure 1). Further
descriptions of the new search techniques, their theoretical backgrounds
and concepts are given in sever4I other publications) 2

Almost all users already knew
e
the "Boolean" retrieval system well, which

had been available in the library for years. For this study the end-userswere
only briefly familiarized with the new "fuzzy" system: They had access to a
ten page brochure introducing them to the new software and the online help
function offered by the software. Furthermore, the library offered introduc-
tory courses of two hours once a week; the training, however, was
noncompulsory and only taken by about half of the participants in this study.
Unfortunately we did not record who was trained and who not.

In a questionnaire developed by the library users self-rated their knowledge
and system performance in various dimensions.

Results

End-users self-rating was obtained for three major methodical fields affect-
ing retrieval in bibliographic databases like MEDLINE.

They were asked about their knowledge of Boolean logic (Figure 2).
Overall less than 30% of the end-users asked said they really knew what
Boolean logic meant. Almost 40% did not know what Boolean logic is, this
deficit being highest among students.

End-user knowledge of 'truncation' is depicted in figure 3. 60% of all users
said, they did not know what 'tri mcation' means. Again the student user
class had the least knowledge of this technique (about 65%) closely followed
by clinicians. Scientists more often knew what truncation means, still more
than 50% said they did not.

2 7
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Do you know 'Boolean logic' ?

Student

Clinician

Lj No
/111 A little

EN More or Less

Yes

Scientist

0,25 0,5 0,75

Figure 2:
Self-rating of end-users knowledge about Boolean logic

Do you know what 'truncation' means?

Student

Clinician r7 No, never heard

Yes, I know

Scientist

0,25 0,5 0,75

Figure 3:
Self-rating of end-users knowledge about truncation

PubItcations of 1-1swollIno:ormtv I .111, dn: V.I 17 pp 221 2.16 19.4
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The third aspect evaluated by the questionnaire regarded knowledge of
MeSH-Thesaurus (MeSH = Medical Subject Headings) (Figure 4). Less
than one-third of the users (30%) said they knew the MeSH well. Almost half
of the users (45%) had only some notion of it. Again. the highest degree of
knowledge was found among the group of scientists. Interestingly, however,
even among scientists more than every second said he/she did not know the
MeSH well.

The major additional features of the fuzzy retrieval system take into account
these methodical aspects by offering alternative ways to treat users input:

(I) Automatic word-stemming function instead of manual truncation.

(II) Possibility of free form natural language search query-input instead of
Boolean search formulas.

(III) Implicit use of thesaurus and weighing information from free text and
result ranking instead of nonranked Boolean result sets.

Student

Clinician

Scientist

Do you know the MeSH-Thesaurus ?

0 0,25 0,5 0,75

El No, never heard

I've heard about it

I. I know it more or less

Yes, I know it

Figure 4:
End-users knowledge about the MeSH-Thesaurus (Medical Subject
Headings of the National Library of Medicine's database MEDLINE)

2 " 3,
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Therefore we asked the users about some dimensions of perceived differ-
ences in "fuzzy" versus "Boolean" CD-ROM-retrieval, which they per-
formed independently and without the assistance of professional searchers.
Users were free in their choice of retrieval topics and usually chose questions
out of their fields. Rather than taking external "golden standards" against
which to compare the results, we always asked the users for a comparative
statement.

Figure 5 shows the end-users subjective self-rating of the quantity and
quality of the search result obtained by them with the fuzzy retrieval system
as opposed to the traditional Boolean system. 8% of all users found less and/
or worse references using the fuzzy system as opposed to the Boolean. In
almost one third of all searches (30%) the results were comparable. In far
more than half of the searches (60%), however, end-users felt they found
more and/or more appropriate articles about the topic they were searching
using the fuzzy system.

Comparison of Search-Performance
with Fuzzy System versus Boolean

Student

111111111111

1111111=11111

Clinician
El Less and/or worse

El Equally well

1.1 More and/or better

Scientist

0,25 0,5 0,75

Figure 5:
Quality and quantity of the search result obtained with a fuzzy
MEDLINE retrieval system as opposed to a Bookan system

Publications oh-s$441.1wversity library. Vol 17. pp 221 236. 19,44
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Users were asked about the complete time it took to perform the search,
select the relevant articles and print or save the articles (Figure 6).

The entire time needed to perform a search and select the relevant article for
output was judged faster with Knowledge Finder in 74% of all searches,
equally fast in 20% and slower in 3%. Another 3% did not answer this
question.

Apart from the above result and performance oriented questions we asked
two questions about the interaction between the software, the user and the
database.

The accessibility of contents of the data by the interface of the fuzzy system
(Figure 7) was found optimal in 46% or at least logic in another 37%. Some
10% of the users felt the fuzzy system to be complex or confusing.
Interestingly, the scientist and student group gave the highest rating to the
fuzzy systems followed by the clinicians.

The overall ease of use rating for the fuzzy system is presented in figure 8.
About 90% of the users said the system was comfortable and/or easy to use.
Less than 10% found it difficult to use. There were no marked differences
in the perceived ease of use by students, clinicians and scientists.

i-t,rceiyed Speed of MEDLINE-searches
with a Fuzzy v,..,rsus a Boolean System

Student

Clinician

Scientist

El Slower
Ej Equally test

Faster

0,25 0,5 0,75

Figure 6:
Speed of performing a search (including selection of relevant
documents) with a fuzzy MEDLINE retrieval system as opposed to
a Boolean system
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Accessibility of MEDLINE-Contents through a Fuzzy
System Interface

Student

Clinician

Scientist

n Complex
Fi Confusing
II Logic
NI Optimal

0,25 0,5 0,75

Figure 7:
Accessibility of the data of the fuzzy MEDLINE retrieval system
usino a graphical user interface with combined natural language
and thesaurus/dictionary orientated search possibilities.
Comparative end-users' self-rating with line- and commandoriented
non-graphical Boolean system

Ease of Use of a Fuzzy MEDLINE
Retrieval System with Graphical User Interface

Student

Clinician

Scientist

El Difficult

Easy

Comfortable and easy

Comfortable

0,25 0,5 0,75

Figure 8:
End-user self-rating 3f ease-of-use of fuzzy MEDL1NE retrieval
system with graphical interface
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As the above presented data suggested to us that different end-user groups
may have different benefits from fuzzy retrieval we performed a regrouping
of users to differentiate between novice users, average users and experi-
enced end-users. Therefore, we added the points of experience of the users
in 4 criteria (previous MEDLINE retrieval experience, experience with
another retrieval system, knowledge of Boolean logic and truncation and
the MeSH-Thesaurus knowledge). The maximum cumulative score was 10
points. The distribution of the population studied is shown in figure 9. We
considered users with a low score of 1-4 points as novice users, users with
5 to 7 points as average users and users with 8 to 10 points as experienced.

Figure 10 shows the search-performance in dependence of end-user
degree of experience. This figure presents the same data as figure 5 but in
a different grouping. It shows that novice users have the largest benefit from
the fuzzy system, but interestingly also more than half of the experienced
end-users feel they perform better with the fuzzy system. Only about 15%
of the experienced end-users felt they obtained a less favorable result.

A similar result is shown in figure 11 (see also figure 8). which compares
the rating of the ease of use for novice, average and experienced users.

Distribution of degrees of MEDLINE- and database
retrieval experience

15

10

5

0
2 3 4 5 6 7

Points

8 9 10

Figure 9:
Distribution of retrieval experience (composited from four qualities,
see text) rated using a score with maximal 10 points
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Search-Performance with Fuzzy-Retrieval System
obtained at Different Degrees of End-User Experience

Experienced

Average

Novice

0 0,25 0,5 0,75 1

n Missing Value

FA Less and/or worse

III Equally well

a More and/or better

Figure 10

Ease of Use perceived at Different Degrees of
End-User Experience

Novice User

Average User

Experienced

0 0,25 0,5 0,75 1

ri Difficult
Ei Easy
III Comfortable

IM Comfortable and Easy

Figure 11
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Discussion

In all three major isolatable dimensions of methodical retrieval knowledge
we found that the three user groups, students, clinicians and scientists,
reported, on average, increasing familiarity with the methods traditionally
employed by Boolean systems.

We visualized in our figures that end-users are virtually creeping up a ladder
of qualification step-by-step. Although we did not perform our study in a
longitudinal design (looking at the same people overtime) but looking at
different people at the same time, we feel that we can expect the average
end-user today to develop over the years similar to the profiles we found as
heishe uses MEDLINE through his professional career.

Reading our data "from the other end", however, we have to presume that
the average clinician or scientist even after some years of MEDLINE-
experience and exposure to library training courses still is left with consid-
erable methodicai retrieval deficits in one or the other dimension. Long-term
experience thus seems to have only limited influence on the improvement
of end-users theoretical background.

One might ask, why do end-user not learn it?! Do they want to? Do they have
enough time? Is there an interference of Boolean rules and thesauri with
"fuzzy" medical reasoning?

We can't answer these questions today. but we suggest, that this status-quo
is at least realized and taken into account for future research and decisions.

The time-saving effect of Fuzzy Logic that we observed also corresponds
with the ret:ults of Dalrymple and Cox.' They measured the time for input
of natural language queries and found it took on an average only a small
fraction of time compared with the construction of a corresponding Boolean
search statement (approx. five times faster, personal communication of
author).

Our impression was, that the fuzzy system not only reduced the time to input
a single query, it also cut the time to view the results by ranking, it facilitated
the process of reformulating the query interactively and it seemed to reduce
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the overall number of necessary optimization steps needed to converge to
a subjectively satisfactory result.

However, further investigation with statistical quantitative data on every
search will be needed to get more precise answers to how and how much
time is saved at what stages of the search. When we initially planned the
study we expected (together with expert librarians and professional re-
searchers consulted) that any benefits of the new fuzzy search technique
would probably, if at all, be clearly limited to the group of inexperienced
novice users with large methodical retrieval deficits.'

We were not sure whether the enhanced logic and software techniques
would make any difference to the retrieval process and results for the
average end-user or even the most-experienced ones: some of us even felt

the -fuzziness" might deteriorate experts' retrieval result especially when
they are used to "the complete control" which Boolean systems offer within

their limits.

The empirical data suggests that experienced users feel almost the same
considerable degree of improvement over the Boolean system as novice
end-users do. They are much better than those of novices as for as recall and

precision are concerned but apparently every group felt and reported
substantial relative improvements at their level.

This indicates that today there may still be a large "sleeping" reserve
potential of additional benefits. Doctors and librarians may not know about
methods which will enable libraries to offer empowered services with

advanced text retrieval technology available to their end-users.

Before concluding that measurable additional benefits from Fuzzy Logic to
MEDLINE retrieval is not limited to novice end-users but extends through

all groups of end-users including the most experienced, we have to bear in

mind the limited control -mechanisms of our study design and the limited

reliability of individual responses regarding subjective judgments about
search result quality. Kaltenborns findings' that novice users are most
uncritical and tend to overestimate their performance, whereas more

1,..11141n..1.11% I ihraiv. V"! 17 pp 221 1(1 P).)
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experienced end-users are more likely to be overcritical however is in favor
of the usefulness of your data.

Although it has been predicted theoretically and experimentally by informa-
tion science for years, that Fuzzy Logic natural language text retrieval with
relevance ranking should yield better overall results of database searches.
We still have little knowledge today what this prediction means in practice,
applied to the biomedical and health care field. A recent comparative work
of Hersh and Hickam5 suggests a considerable importance of different
indexing and search techniques applied to MEDLINE data and for different
degrees of user expertise.

In concordance with the study we performed, they summarized that natural
language input and ranked retrieval output may provide better performance
for physicians over traditional Boolean-style MEDLINE system.

The study by Dalrymple,3which also compared results quality for Boolean/
thesaurus based versus fuzzy/natural language retrieval as judged by
independent medical experts, who were not involved in searching, equally
brought up results that were very similar to the data of subjective self-rating
we obtained:

In one out of three searches there were no noted differences in results
quality;

About 10% of searches gave results of inferior quality, but more than
50% of the questions yielded better answers with the new enhanced
searching technique.

Our study has only been possible as a joint approach of the three major
professional groups involved: Librarians, information professionals and
health professionals. We hope that other groups of investigators increasingly
work in this extremely fascinating and promising field. Our study indicates
that today there might still be a large "sleeping" reserve potential of
additional benefits that doctors and librarians know too little about and that
may enable libraries to offer empowered services by making advanced text
retrieval technology available to their end-users.
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Possible reasons for search result improvements for experienced end-users

through Fuzzy Logic range from inherent terminological, grammatical and

semantic problems with the ambiguity and variability of natural language

across obvious coding errors or inconsistent indexing to human forgetful-

ness and possibility to fail at extremely formalized and nontolerant opera-

tions and interactions with machines.
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Abstract
On'ine Public Access Catalogues (OPACs) are challenging, since
they are no longer just an electronic version of the 'library card
catalogue' located in the library. Opening the library for external
use allows for important resource sharing of library materials.
Thus, this also creates increased demands on user friendliness
and quality of the systems.
Maybe we have reached a convenient time for reconsidering what
we in 1993 mean by the abbreviation 'OPAC'. In a recent article
in PROGRAM* it is suggested that the abbreviation 'OPAC' in the
future should stand for Open, Public, Accessible and Co-operative.

* Le Loarer. Pierre. OPAC: opaque or Open, Public. Accessible and Co-operative? Some
developments in natural language processing.ln: PROGRAM, 27 (3) pp. 251-268, 1993.
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The demand for being Open and Public means that today's OPACs
should serve as the library's show-case to the users locally and
remotely and display documents, services and information
resources available in the library or elsewhere. OPACs should
allow for online access to document ordering and delivery. Library
resources should be open accessible fei libraries and individuals
via public and academic networks, nationally and internationally.
Looking at the OPAC module available in the major European
library systems, work still has to be done in order to live up to the
suggested new definition of 'OPAC'.
The paper will discuss some 3rd generation OPAC development
areas, such as:
- Network access

Document types and services included
Document ordering and delivery

- User interface
- Retrieval models

Communication language
- Record enhancements.

1. introduction

My first Essen Symposium was back in 1985 and the theme was "The future
of Online Catalogues". In 1985 the number of integrated library systems in
Europe were some 250 and only 12 suppliers of larger library systems had
each installed more than 5 systems) The suppliers were IBM, McDonnell
Douglas, ALS, Geac, BLCMP, etc. Today. it is assumed that more than 50
suppliers of larger integrated library systems are operating at the European
market."1

When I was preparing my paper for this symposium, I considered the
philosophical question, to what extend, we in 1993 have reached what we
in 1985 called the "Future"?

The OPAC module in the way it appears today. as a special module
designed - not for the library staff - but for the library user, was in the mid
1980s in most systems only in the very first stages.
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The proceedings of the Essen Symposium in 1985 reflected well the
problems and possibilities concerning 'The future of online catalogues'. A

main concern was identification of workable techniques for conversion of

the paper based catalogues and solving of the problems implied, such as
preventing duplicate records by merging of files. We learned that the
retrieval methods of the future were called 'navigating' and were introduced

to the brand new software TINLIB. Mr Schoots from Rotterdam public

libraries convinced almost everybody that the ALS 'Browser' with scrolling

windows and touch screen represented the future.

In the light of the 1985 state, I am convinced that we so far have reached

'the future'. The records are now in machine readable form for use in OPACs

and the today's retrieval software will allow for some kind of browsing - at

least in the indexes of the inverted files. Scrolling windows in 'pop-up' or

'pull down' variations are common features in OPACs.

Maybe we have reached a convenient time for reconsidering what we in

1993 mean by the abbreviation 'OPAC'. In a recent article of the journal

PROGRAM it is suggested that the abbreviation 'OPAC' in the future should

stand for Open, Public, Accessible and Co-operative.3

Looking. however, at the OPAC module available in the major European
library systems, work still has to be done in order to live up to the suggested

new definition of 'OPAC'. This year, I have been involved as a subcontractor

in an EC project initiated by the European Commission DGXIII/E13 on

preparing a 'European Directory and Evaluative Guide of European Library

Systems', where a team of 4 consultants has reviewed some 35 of the larger

systems in Europe.4 The suppliers have been visited and descriptions of

functionalities were worked out in co-operation with the supplier?. On the

basis of the information collected, its obvious that many systems belong to

the 2nd generation group based on out-of-date, proprietary technology.

This observation is supported by Richard Heseltine, former marketing
director of CLSI in papers published in 1993.!'

In particular, many of the old mainframe based systems will not be able to

implement a client/server system architecture. Further, the OPAC interfaces

and retrieval software lack any sophistication. Through research and
experimental works, we have a fairly goodknowledge about user's informa-

tion seeking behaviour and problems related to formulation of queries and

successful conduction of a search. Many user studies using transaction log

analysis, observation and 'think-aloud' techniques for data collection,

Puht ol 1 ssen I lowenory I lvani. Vol 17 pp 237. 252. 1994
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prove the difficulties: thus these are not taken into account in the design of
OPACs.

1.1 Directions of Developments in European OPACs
In this paper, the different directions of OPAC development will be discussed
in brief. Figure 1 shows a picture of various directions in which develop-
ments of European OPACs are currently taking place - all stages of each
direction are already existing - not in one single product, since the priorities
differ from country to country and also for types of libraries. The enhance-
ments included in figure 1, can all be implemented in 3rd generation
OPACs. Figure 1 does not cover other supplementary functions, which
might be needed for a scholar's intelligent information workstation.

Communication User Interface Document Types

OSI Wafts*, ntach, etc.) its sieges (CD-
GUIs

data-
bt TCP/IP Slew

ROMs I)C25 Corn based matesials

Communication
Language

Pubic Networla
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Ptn

Aultorky
Thesauri

-rnono-1

Content
- MU

'WAN
V?indexes

similarity search
- navigation

Probe tem settrting
feedback

Para

//- Indexes- Items & teisiee
(anent seributee
- Intellectual level

reup I.. deliveryraga
Document - personal 'pick-up.

null
electronic

Availability( Accessibility

Knowiedge
use( model
nakrel leng.

Retrieval Models
Record
Enhancements

Figure 1: Directions of Development in European OPACs

2. The OPAC User Interface

The OPAC interface can be viewed from different angles. An important issue
are the physical interface components (Figure 2): the dialogue form, by
which the user has to communicate with the system; the technical environ-
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ment, namely the hardware platform and the peripheral units and finally the

communication tools for data input/output.

The Interlace components Dialogue form

The Interface

The OPAC

--'*3/44%,......,...Communication tools

Technical environment

Figure 2: The OPAC interface Components

2.1 Dialogue Form
The OPAC dialogue forms are either based on a command language or are

menu based. Input of the search arguments is carried out in one or more
special designed 'input screen(s)' (fill-in-forms).

Depending on the communication tools available, a 'pick- and point'
technique might be used (to transfer search terms from an index displayed

in a window to search screen by clicking a mouse/roller ball).

Publication% of tcrien University !bran Vol 17 yip 237. 252. [WM
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Figure 3: The Physical Interface Components

In Scandinavia, not least in Denmark the Common Command Language
(CCL) according to the ISO-standard is almost a prerequisite for selling a
system - probably because the systems specifications (including the OPAC
retrieval) have been defined by librarians, who are familiar with CCL from
searching external bibliographic databases, such as the Danish national
bibliography and the union catalogues of books. This has resulted in quite
advanced retrieval facilities in the OPACs, such as phrase searching, range
searching, zoom (search set analysis), Boolean AND/OR/NOT, truncation
(left/right), etc. In many libraries the end-users will have to use this
communication mode.

Some systems developed for Macintosh or Windows use icons as an input
option. Icons either substitute the main menu screen or are used as entry to
subject retrieval (presenting a screen of icons as the main menu for subject
search). In the United States this approach has recently been implemented
in, ie, the CARUs 'Kids Catalogue'. In Denmark the supplier DANTEK has
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developed an icon-based interface for public and school libraries (product
DANKATALOG) for the Danish and German market (running under
WINDOWS or X-Windows).

Among the icon-based systems one system, namely the Danish developed
Book House, is in particular interesting, not only due to its interface, but in
particular due to its underlying data structure. The system works on the basis
of records, which have been enhanced with additional, alternative descrip-
tions of the documents (in this case fiction). The books are described in a
multidimensional classification scheme, where the main facets are author's
intention; frame/setting of the subject matter; subject matter and accessibil-
ity. I do mention this, because the indexing principles developed for the
Book House system in 1993 will be adapted by the Danish Library Centre
for children's materials, and include indexing of non-fiction materials." 7
This example is interesting because it proves that real retrieval improve-
ments require more work than just a few coloured icons on the surface of the
system.

2.2 The Technical Environment
Most of the current OPACs are running in a traditional text-oriented
environment using dedicated VT100 terminals or PCs with terminal emu-
lation software.

OPACs designed for real GUI environments under UNIX, using ie Motif or
NEXT-STEP and implemented in a client/server systems architecture, are
only recently developed in Europe. DYNIX's Marquis is the only system with
all models fully developed for WINDOWS. Marquis is in Europe imple-
mented in a few sites in Germany. On the French and. UK market, for
instance, the so called Go-PAC of the MARCo system from Data Trek is now
available under WINDOWS.'

2.3 The Communication Tools
For the data input keyboards are still the far most used communication tools.
Systems. such as TIN LIB, the new Ad lib from Databasix in :he Netherlands
and Geac have installations in Greece, with implementation of full
characters for OPACs retrieval. An interesting development on the extended
character set will appear in the new OPAC of the British Library at St Pancras
(data server running the WINDOWS version of the BRS text retrieval
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softwate), where over 800 different characters can be searched, including
Greek. Cyrillic and Hebrew. To do this the system will display simulated
keyboards on the terminal screen and the 'keys' will be pressed using either
touch screen or a mouse.9

Touch screens have been out of the OPAC market fur a period, but now
seem to have a comeback with. ie. CLSI's new touch screen. One of the
Danish systems, SUPERMAX from DDE is now :Available under WINDOWS
in a prototype version, developed by a customer using MicroTouch in a
touch screen design for the OPAC.

3. Retrieval Models
The retrieval software in most OPACs still puts a lot of the efforts on the user.
Even if we know that more than 10% of 'no-hits' occurs from simple spelling
mistakes. Automatic spelling corrections, stemming and cross-referencing
or facilities such as phonetic search are not yet standard in the retrieval
software.

The Retrieval
Software

Retrieval Models

1) Boolean Operators
manual Input
Impkoil boolaan

2) BrOWSing
vla Indust

similarity funcliona
nmtollna

3) Probablistic term weighting
sat match tactillqms
maid output
quay **snake (i4nalk-0y /
tainl-aulomalioally)

4) Knowledge based
user modelling .

natirs1 langueo amassing

Figure 4: Different Models for Information Retrieval
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Retrieval models for existing OPACs can be divided into different catego-

ries, representing various approaches to information retrieval (Figure 4).
The models can be implemented in the "old fashioned" OPAC interfaces as

well as in the GUI environments.

3.1 Boolean Operators
The Boolean retrieval model is based on exact match and treats automati-
cally all search terms equally (weight and value). Simple Boolean retrieval
is carried out either by using a command language or by searching via a

menu driven interface.

Query modification in OPACs is often carried out stepwise either by limiting

or expanding the search by parameter at the time. The difficult retrieval task
(expandingilimiting a search) is lacking sufficient help and support in
existing software (for checking this hypotheses. query expansion advices
when the user gets '0-hits' can be tried out OPACs where the retrieval

software is based on exact match).

3.2 Browsing

Browsing as retrieval technique has during several years been recognized as

an information retrieval approach, which for the user seems suitable for
conducting an 'evolving search'. Marcia Bates'" calls the browsing tech-
nique. which starts with just one feature of a broader topic, or just one
relevant reference and moves through a variety of sources for 'Ben-y

picking'.

Browsing via indexes is standard in most retrieval software and swift transfer

of search terms from indexes to search templates will be expected in most

OPACs. In contrary, browsing implemented as 'similarity search' is more
complicated. ui:less for options for searching 'similar books' are imple-
mented as a simple hidden function retrieving 'books of the same author.
books with same classification code or subject heading (seen ie in DYN1X

systems). The LIBERTAS system from SLS has implemented the similarity

search facility using some of the features developed in the experimental

system OKAPI (mentioned below).

One hinder for a good browsing tool is that even if many suppliers do
support construction of online search thesauri (or some kind of representa-
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tion of semantic networks), which could be consulted in the browsing
session, the construction of thesauri requires costly human resources.
Therefore those tools are not implemented in many European OPACs (not
even monolingual thesauri). Exceptions are countries with centrally devel-
oped tools for controlled vocabularies (ie Germany).

The browse and navigate model has been used in the design of the TINLIB
system produced by IME. Through hypertext like links any part of a
bibliographic record can be selected to retrieve other document sets."

3.3 Probrbilistic Term Weighting

In contrary to the Boolean model, the probabilistic model allows for
discrimination between retrieved items. Hancock-Beaulieau'2 explains the
advantages this way: "The probabilistic model on the other hand, by
weighting query terms and statistically comparing them with each record in
the database. can estimate the likelihood that a record is relevant to the
query and rank the output according to the degree of match-.

The British Library Research and Development Department has for almost
10 years supported research projects in this area. primarily projects taking
place at City University in London developing the experimental system
OKAPI.

"OKAPI is a 'best match' fully operational experimental system developed
at City University in London. It uses inverse frequency weighting to allocate
weights to query terms, ie common terms are assigned lower weight than
rarer terms, on the assumption that the latter are b2tter discriminators of
relevance. Output of records are ranked) Two current projects are con-
cerned with thesaural navigation and the use of a GUI to allow the user to
participate in term selection for query expansion. The system is being
developed in a distributed environment on a SUN machine with X win-
dows- lusing Motif).

Among the operational systems. ie ORACLE's Library system in the UK is
now testing the viability of this model.

3.4 Knowledge Based Retrieval

In IR research several efforts have been made on implementing different
user models into prototype systems by trying to categorize the users into
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different categories, such as 'naive, intermediaries or experts'. In OPAC
design this approach would be difficult due to the fact that the user
community is too diffuse and tasks and knowledge (domain/system) varies
too much to create a simple model for a library user. A more pragmatic
approach could be to implement a more 'mechanical' user identification
facility when starting a search by keying in borrower number or similar. The

system should then be able to identify whether the user was a first years
student, a post graduate researcher of a staff and remember when last visit

to the OPAC has taken place. By this kind of identification, different levels

of help and search assistance could be activated.

4. The OPAC - from the User's Perspective
Figure 5 illustrates in brief the library OPAC and its problems, seen from

the users point of view. User studies carried out in the last decade. in
particular in UK and America document that the users have difficulties with

the retrieval interface.

The Documents

The Document demi:dirtier*

The Retieval Weeklies

OTI)Ati

The user

Figure 5: The OPAC - from the User's Perspective

The difficulties ir.clude areas, such as how:

to conduct a search successfully (semantic and conceptual problems)
to understand Boolean logic
to understand help messages
to understand document descriptions
to understand what kind of documents can be found in the OPAC.
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Beth Sandore's paper presented at this symposium is just one example of
a user study showing that 61% of the searches result in '0-hit' and 80% of
the users retrieve nothing more than 3 times during a search session.
Unfortunately. Sandore's figures are not exceptional. but similar to figures
gained in other user studies.

Document typesjld
bibiagraphio datsbases

The hybrid OPAC

}oumal

non-bcok

dualicalto
SUblett
Ibsen=

Pwt of toe
Page(s)

xjs)
MribuW fo Jr:Los We% int':

into al lovol, biroet group, mot)odo ulid, «Q.
Record e ncements

The user
0

Figure 6: OPAC Enhancements: Document Types / Document
Description
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5. Record Enhancements
The classical subject description in the bibliographic records are classifica-

tion codes, subject headings, keywords or eventually a thesaurus feature
linked to the file of records (Figure 6). On experimental basis additional
parts of documents are added to the records. Record suppliers, such as
OCLC have experimented with different types of record enhancements and

some 20 different enhancement methods and options were published in
1990.' This includes:

content page(s)

preface

index(es)

figures and tables.

The American project MERCURY at the Carnegie Mellon University in

Pittsburgh is currently developing a retrieval facility, which can separate
figures. tables, images. etc so it will be possible to give a command like: "take

me to the next figure".

Thus, even if the different record enhancements should be seriously
considered. European libraries (particularly outside the UK). will still have

an important multilingual problem to deal with. Content pages, prefaces etc.
scanned into databases will be in several different languages, and will not

necessarily improve the precision rate of a search. Real tools for multilingual

access to the documents (except from traditional multilingual thesauri, when

available) have not been developed for the library systems.

5.1 Attributes for 'Relevance Judgement'

A number of attributes linked to the individual bibliographic item are not

expressed in detail in most subject classification systems used in Europe.

such as 'the intellectual level', 'target groups', 'authors intention', 'method-
ologies used'. Schemes, such as UDC allows for expressing these aspects,
but in practice the options are not used very often and would not he a

friendly help for the user anyway. since they are not keen of using
classification code for subject retrieval.
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Exceptions are those libraries, who use facetted indexing. ie PRECIS. The
need for description of intellectual level and the function of a work was
recognized already back in the 1970s. where USER did foresee that the
existing machine readable cataloguing formats were not adequate for future
retrieval requirements. In order to look at this problem IFLA published in
1977 a report entitled: International Target Group Audience Code (ITAC)
taking into account existing codes of this kind. Record enhancement is an
important issue - not least when the use of OPACs is not longer necessarily
taking place in the library, but remotely via campus networks or via. ie.
Gopher services on Internet.

OPACs are challenging, since they are no longer just an electronic version
of the 'library card catalogue' located in the library. Opening the library for
external use allows for important resource sharing of library materials. This.
however, creates increased demands on user friendliness and quality of the
systems and the data representation, which I have discussed in this
presentation.

6. Conclusion

I might leave you with the impression the title of my paper should have been
'The lack of advances in European OPACs'. Thus, the intention of thispaper
was not to be negative if we go back to figure 1, a lot of developments on
the 3rd generation OPAC are actually taking place. Further, the last five
years have changed the automation situation in European libraries dramati-
cally - not least in Southern Europe. The automation level and experience
gained should leave us with optimism. Thus. I recommend that we change
the focus of the library automation issues from the library's internal functions
to the user's need for electronic services. Therefore I suggest that the theme
for one of the forthcoming Essen symposia should be: 'The electronic library
- seen from the user's point of view'.
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Abstract
The bibliographical database of the Swedish national network
LIBRIS was designed in the beginning of the 1970s with a very
broad scope but implemented mainly as a union catalogue for
interlibrary loans and for production of catalogue cards. Since
1987, when Swedish research libraries started installing their
own local systems, the role of LIBRIS has changed: While
retaining its importance in ILL, it is now a clearing-house for the
exchange of catalogue records between the local systems, also
supplying foreign MARC records.
Changes of cataloguing rules and local traditions have brought
about that the file does not meet any requirements in the
consistency in design of headings, and the apparatus of references
between variants is insufficient. Thus, the modern local systems
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with authority control (with USMARC formats) for authors, titles
and subjects meet with maintenance problems when receiving
downloaded records.

The three biggest Swedish university libraries, all using VTLS
software, have undertaken to help to do away with this difficulty,
firstly by uploading authority records into LIBRIS where they act
as advice to searchers and cataloguers. Methods and advantages
respectively difficulties of this exercise are described, as is the
theoretical background of making a wider use of this information.

Artifacts are subject to ageing, and the rate of ageing differs between the
different kinds of artifacts. GivE.n proper maintenance, you are quite
comfortable in a house from the 1910s, much more so than you would be
in driving a car from the same period, and drastic changes in hardware make
a tape recorder or a record player from the 1960s feel more antique than a
car from the 1930s. It would also be more difficult to maintain, with lack of
spare equipments.

The rate of ageing is a psychological effect, a result of several component
parts. and the artifact is in itself a reflection of its origin, the climate and the
state in which it was originally conceived. In eminent degree, this is the case
in old databanks, and in view of the investment made. their preservation and
maintenance are of priority interest to everybody.

The database that is che bibliographical facility in the Swedish national
network LIBRIS is an evident example of this. LIBRIS was first designed in
1972, to allow something similar to a distributed input into a union
cetalogue tor Swedish research libraries. The first real product that appeared
was a union accession list for foreign monographs, and the basic data was
collected from catalogue cards sent to a central agency for input.

Already from the beginning, the scope of the system was, however, set at
becoming the Swedish library network. helping all libraries with everything
from serials control and local loans to qualified information retrieval. The
first outlineF are today - somewhat ridiculous, although they were very
advanced for their time.

From 1974 to 1979. LIBRIS was consolidated for the big research libraries.
Although just few libraries could participate actively, you had your decen-
tralized input, you used records input by other libraries or you edited BNB
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MARC records. and all this made that you had to do away with much of your
local varieties in cataloguing. All libraries using LIBRIS had to have the same
main entry and the same form of the main entry heading for anypublication
that was owned by more than one library, and that was the case in more than
half of the records for foreign material and for all Swedish ones. New
cataloguing rules were prepared. modelled on AACR but with respect to the
emerging ISBDs.
But the main product was the catalogue card, to be filed into a card
catalogue, although lists such as the Swedish national bibliography and the
union accession lists were taken through LIBRIS. Special protection was
introduced for data quality in national bibliography records, which were,
like the rest, used for production of catalogue cards.
The card catalogue is fairly easy to keep user-friendly, if you do it locally, but
it is more cumbersome to make it hospitable to cards produced centrally. In

catalogue technique. the choice of the main entry became less important,
as many Swedish libraries with closed stacks abandoned alphabetical shelf
order and began to give each volume a unique number. The problem of the
form of the heading prevailed. Reference cards were of course the remedy
for that.
Thus, and also to ensure that each list product was produced with all the
references caused by the actual subset of records, the format contained a
9xx region for references, which had to be input into every record where the
corresponding, approved form was to be input in a 1 xxi7xx field. Then, in
ordering a set of cards, you could order the set with or without the "See"
-See also- cards, depending on the status of your own card catalogue.
Thus. a record could look like the one in figure 1, where the authorized
form in field 710 has its three accompanying variant forms in the 910 tags.

DET FINNS 1 STD

LI50 RIBLIOTRKSSPECIFIK KATALOGINFORMATION ALTNR 1993-10-05 SID
ONR 0132-6422 STATUS g DATUM 83-04-20 019J-TYP a PUBL-TYP g
UTG-LAND su LAND s BIBL V SPRAK KATALOG NIVA b RRPR r

F I 0

596 y Vma 1950-1963 uppst. 0: A.I- Acta Balt. (Rigel.
710 em a Latvijas PSR zin1atl4nu akademijas
785 t Latvijas ziniatIOnu akadirsmijam vrestis.x 1017-7612=
910 Cs a Latvijskaja akademija naukoz 710t.

ck a Latvijas zinratIOnu akadremijasx 710::
cs a Akademija nook Latvijskoj SSR.x 710a

972 c a Bd-mcbb TWSkrifter Serier AllmAnna Lettland.

Figure 1: The latter part of a L1BRIS record with the reference
block in tag 910
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Of course, this did not work in a cooperative environment. So, for example,
the Estonian and the Russian form of the name of the Estonian Academy
of Sciences were both authorized, as coexistant, with a certain amount of
references made between them.

After some years. the use of the database itself for searches increased, and
it became necessary to learn to use this information in online searching.
People did not understand the difference between authorized forms and
others, and we also did have the information in each record. We decided
to equalize the 9xx area with the lxxl7xx area for searching purposes, with
just a small technical code in the lists of alternatives. Then, the online user
could find what he;she was after and need not bother about different forms.
Well, as in many of those things, it was better to do something than to do
nothing. and for the time that was about 1978 - it was maybe the best.

For quality of data, or of the new data, the result was not far from a disaster.
The direct effect was that libraries preferring the quick-and-dirty way ceased
to search for the authorized form with its variants, forming a lxxi7xx + 9xx

block, and began to input just the form in the item being catalogued. For
those searching for a known item, it may not be of great importance. but if
you want to give an overview of works emanating from a certain author, it
is very cumbersome, almost unethical, to put at disposal a catalogue that
uses parallel variant forms. Chronological sequels of variants must be joined
by references, but parallel variants must be banned.

As long as card production was predominant, libraries had certain exercise
at changing each other's entry headings to become more consistent, and the
former agency for production of the union accession list had to weed in this
jungle of variants for their own needs, so efforts were being made.

In 1983. LIBRIS was still mainly a card printer, but the aspiration of
becoming a maid-for-all-duties was gone. Only catalogue support tor copy
cataloguing. interlibrary loans and union catalogue function were really up
and thriving, hut the system had moved in 1979 80 into a new computer
environment with a large IBM mainframe and a network able to manage
several hundred terminals, more libraries participated more actively. and
the local systems were coming.

In 1983, in fact, it was solemnly declared that LIBRIS would have just the
three scopes mentioned above and that all local management would be
handled over to local library system softwares acting in each library. On the
other hand, it was important to keep the contact with LIBRIS in order to
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contribute to that database for these purposes and to get catalogue support
from the records already available in the file. Mostly, that was accomplished

by cataloguing in the LIBRIS environment, just as before, copying newand

changed records, and transferring them in batch to the local system

(Figure 2). It can be added that most local system software showed up

haying this technique as their first option, as they were developed in US

environments with access and obligations to OCLC.

Foreign MAR LIBRIS

Catalogue Input

2(
Other
libraries

My OPAC

Item
Into

<1 I
sedals,aquisition

//

My library
workstation

Figure 2: Outline of the workflow in a library using LIBRIS and
a local system

During the rest of the 1980s, Swedish reseatch libraries computerized
themselves. installing local systems of different brands and philosophies, but

strangely enough. LIBRIS is still showing increase in use and database size.

Partly. that is due to the searches made to make sure if there is a record for

a new item to be catalogued, but also patrons search. As a source for
bibliographic information, the system supplies records from Great Britain.

US, Germany and the ISDS system. in addition to the Swedish imprint.

In 1988 and 1989, the three biggest Swedish research libraries bought the

same software for their local systems, VTLS. This software contained full-
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grown authority systems for authors and subjects. afterwards comple-
mented by one for titles. When these libraries copied and loaded their
600,000 + records each from the LIBRIS database into theirown machines.
the full width of the confusion in LIBRIS became evident. Authors got three
- or more - authority records even closely to one another, due to insignificant
variations in input practice. The cases, where a see reference in one record
met an authorized form in another, were flagged and reported. Much work
was done locally on merging authority records, changing priorities between
authorized forms and references.

However, these efforts were counter-acted by the fact that the LIBRIS
system was not involved. The next time a record was downloaded with a
non-authorized heading, the process had to be iterated, and so it went on.
It beci,me a Sisyphus work. It might even be that the same record came along
on sever o.! times, due to some updating, and then the local authority system
had to be corrected after each downloading.

More in the dark, something had been done for LIBRIS in this context,
however. The national bibliography activity had become part of the
cooperative LIBRIS input, as the libraries did not wait for the central input.
The central agency at the Royal Library just had to check and correct,
especially in the names of corporate bodies and government agencies, and
that work revealed that an authority file was desperately needed. In a
makeshift process, bogus catalogue records were set up that you could find
in a prescribed way. and containing the authorized form and a number of
references.
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Figure 3: A makeshift authority record for a Swedish
government body
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Figure 3 gives you an example: In a title field 245, a uniformed bogus title
is input with technical coding. and then we have the usual block of 71x for
authorized form. 91x for variants. For monitoring, these records are
formatted as records for parts of multi-volume publications, each initial
letter of the alphabet forming one set.

Little by little, the same technique was expanded into names of persons as
well, beginning by names of classical authors from ancient and/or medieval
eras and by names of persons in difficult languages such as Arabic. In
Figure 4, an example is given for one of the more voluminous medieval
authors.
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Figure 4: A makeshift authority record for a personal author

The major effort that everybody waited for was initiated as an enhancement
project and funded by special money. Its method was that the three VTLS
libraries were to establish authority names for "difficult" persons and sell
them to LIBRIS. The funds available were sufficient for about 35,000
authority records, and the libraries undertook parts of it by a simple
alphabetical and linguistical distrfuution. They worked from their own
authority files, and in very many instances, an Internet connection to the LC
files proved a very valuable support.
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Figure 5 A-B: Two authority records as extracted from the
VTLS system

The records are extracted in the common LC MARC for authorities format,
shown in figure 5 A-B, and converted into LIBRIS to coincide with the
makeshift record structure figure 6 A-B. As before, they are found in the
general LIBRIS database, searchable by the uniform title and on any of the
names, but in addition, they are also in a S&R copy of the database
established under the software STAIRS. The records are displayed some-
what differently from these files, but still, you get all that is needed:

1.150 BIBLIOTEKSSPECIFTK KATALOGINFORHATION ALTAR 1997-10-05 SID 1
380 94-1678681-5 STATUS g DATUM 93-08-23 0842-TYP 7 PUBL-TYP d
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F ID
h a 99-0000047-1e

245 g NAHN0U.9 Quintillanus, Maroon Fabius-w 01)111I=1.4 MARCU.44
700 e a

fs a
Quintllianus,
QuIntilianu

Marcus Fabius.

es a
Is a

Guinti 1iano,
QuIntzlien.

Marco Fab104

UTG-LAND LAND o BIBL U SPRAK KATALOG RICA REM
F I

021 h a 99-0000047-1
24, 9 NAMNOAw9 Oafri"a, 1./Hand0 A.1.14 OAFISsw HAMDIaw As

700 o a gafTifta, Viandri A.w
900 es a Qafishoh. Handl A..

Figure 6 A-B: The same records as in figure 5 A-B, after loading
into LIBR1S
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What has this meant to L1BRIS?

Since a cataloguer, at his PC workstation, can have sessions up both in
LIBRIS and in STAIRS at the same time, and in LIBRIS even two of them.
one for search and another for input, he can find good support in any name
problem he may meet in his work without really interrupting his online input.
He just shifts out into another session, and he can even copy fields between
sessions. Also, he is helped so many times that he finds it worth-while to, and
learns to, look for support and not just be content with the form in the item
at hand, provided he sees that it is a difficult case. So far, these authority
records have contributed to the improvement of the quality of the new data.

Also, they save work for the cataloguer since there is no longer any use
inputting the variant forms. You just input the authorized form. Some
cataloguers may argue that the variant found in the item should be input into
the bibliographical record for that item as some kind of an entry, ie into the
9xx area with the present handling of those tags, but that stand is no longer
the preferred choice.

An ordinary library user, a patron, may start to wonder what all these bogus
records are about, or he will just disregard them. Of course, if a title that
should be found under one form of a name just is not there, the idea may
come up that it should be sought under another form of the name. and with
proper instructions, the patron may come to using the authority record as
a list of hints, what other forms could be used. So far. it is far from certain
that the patrons can manage that - at least, they must be taught, and
dependent on subjects, a patron will use this more or less often and become
more or less used to it.

Instead, there is one enormous challenge in all this, that should be
investigated in the near future. This truly cooperative effort has laid the
necessary prerequisites for a major lift of data quality, to be performed when
we feel confident that we have this kind of makeshift authority records for
a majority of all difficult personal and corporate names in the base.

We can use machine-supported mapping and amalgamation. in order to
introduce proper authority technique into the file.

We should convert these authority records back to standard.

Then. any 1 xx 7xx tag in each bibliographical record should be corn-
pared with the authority file, and in case of a match. the data from the
authority record should replace the older data in the record, or rather.
the record should be linked to the authority record and the correspond-
ing 1 xx, 7xx tags be deleted.
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in case of no match, which means that the individual in question is not
covered by- any authority record, we could assume that the name is
found just in one record, or that all occurrences of the name are
consistent in respect to the form. Then, a simple authority record can be
built from that form.

In cases of near matches, or mismatthes. you would have to get a report
out of what could be done, but let a human authority decide, and to
decide what is a match, a nearmatch or a suspected mismatch is the
difficult part of the preparations.

This would mean that you converted this fairly old-fashioned bibliographi-
cal file into something that is closer to a relational structure, with separate
authority records linked to the bibliographical ones, and that this would be
done using authority records emanating from active library cataloguing
using the same technique. The uploading of authority records from the
VTLS library systems took some money to develop, and this next phase will
not cost less, but if it can contribute to making the today 4 M records file of
LIBRIS a better partner for libraries and their patrons. it is very well worth
doing it.

Anyway, the beginning is done by the present activity. Without it, the
amalgamation would have been much tougher. and the makeshift records
do a good job in the meantime.
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Abstract

Most of the technologies required to develop multimedia in-
formation systems are now in place.

We will present such a multimedia works!:ation which handles
video, audio, text and graphics in an integrated manner. The VTLS
Info Station offers a standard environment which supports library
applications and integrates multimedia into the library's OPAC.

A subject search in an OPAC, for example, no longer has to end
with the retrieval of bibliographic records alone. Moving beyond
the bibliographic description a topic can be presented in a
multidimensional way.

The Info Station allows to share digital library collections through
a network. Thus, distributed collections of various media can be
accessed through the Internet and viewed at the user's workstation.

Technical aspects as well as management issues in setting up a
multimedia environment will be discussed.

Libraries and Multimedia

During the last days networks were discussed and a lot was heard about
electronic information. But as we all know the majority of our holdings is
not yet in digital form. Above all our special collections become more and
inaccessible due to their size and their fragile condition. To introduce our
presentation about the VTLS lnfoStation let me give you an inside view
from a national library and how we plan to use a multimedia workstation for
better access to our special collections.

Multimedia already made it to the frontpages of Newsweek and the New
York Times. Now, even the Economist has picked up on the multimedia
fever. By multimedia the newspapers mean a partnership of technology and
commerce as can be seen in the recent merger between Bell Atlantic and
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TCI. a cable TV company. Multimedia is on one hand the convergence of

three ordinary technologies:

1) the telephone

2) the television

3) and the computer.

On the other it is the convergence of four very different media all of which

have been around for a long time. Multimedia as it applies to libraries is the

possibility to simultaneously view:

1) text

2) sound

3) still graphics

4) and full motion video.

By making part of their collections available in multimedia format libraries

can offer new access points as well as a new quality of access. This will open

perspectives to the researchers that have not been available before.

Yet, the hype about the new information highways and the use of buzzwords

like information society the Economist even talks about the age of

multimedia often overlook that some of the institutions which have been
handling information for thousands of years are almost about to drop out

of the race.
Despite networks. automation and a lot of talk about document delivery

services, for example. European national libraries by and large are still fairly

closed institutions. What do I mean by this? Well, let's step back into history

for a second:
Before the Alexandrian era, knowledge hadbeen to a great extent regional.

but with the creation of the Alexandrina as the first universal library in the

history of mankind, knowledge too. at once became universal.' At that time

a feature of most Hellenistic cities was a public library. Polybius. for

example. who lived in Vie second centur; B.C. took this phenomenon for
granted and wrote: "It is no difficult task to write from books provided one

resides in a city well equipped with archives and a library.2

Not a thousand years ago but only two weeks ago I heard very similar words.

During a meeting which discussed the recent restrictions in circulation at my

library, staff argued that the users could very well come to the library.

especially in such a small country as Switzerland.
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So what is going on in national libraries? I seem to notice a trend in
restrictions of access to the collections. For illustration let me give you just
some examples of what some national libraries do today:

1) This spring, the Library of Congress closed it's stacks to most of its staff.'
The Biblioteca Nazionale in Florence also recently closed its stacks to
staff.

2) In September, the Swiss National Library announced that it will no
longer circulate books published before 1951. The restriction includes
interlibrary loan. From now on readers have to come to the library for
these materials.

3) The French Bibliotheque Nationale was never a lending library to begin
with.

4) The Deutsche Bibliothek in Frankfurt has a limited circulation and
under restricted conditions (according to the German interlibrary loan
rules) though they get two copies through their legal deposit.

5) And to conclude, the trend does not stop at national libraries: at least
two university libraries in Switzerland have stopped interlibrary loan of
recently published books.

And mind you all this is going on while we here talk about sharing resources
over networks, how to transform our institutions into information centers
and how to create virtual libraries. Where is the connecting link ?

Preservation specialists argue that the paper is too brittle and the damage
on books caused by users contradicts the library's task to safeguard the
collections. Library managers on the other hand argue that theft from users
and unfortunately librarians alike forcesus to close access to the books. Both
arguments can be justified. In addition, two major interest groups are active
in the library:

In one corner of the library, information andcomputer specialists are busily
automating the library. They install integrated library systems with sophis-
ticated OPACs and open their databases to the world on the Internet. But
keep in mind that up to now most of the databases consist of bibliographic
records and not much more. I am certain that this will change in the future
though.

On the other side of the library, the preservation office and the managers
emphasize the archival role of our institutions. Usually the two parties do
not communicate well. The information specialists and reference librarians
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go out to conferences and present their wonderful ideas to an audience of
other information specialists. But the picture of openness and communica-
tion we draw seems to be constantly painted over by the protectors in our
home institutions. Whichever side is right is not the issue here at all, please
do not misunderstand me.

But there is a third party which often we tend to forget when the two
adversaries fight in meetings. The user, remember him or her?

And for the user a bibliographic record signifies simply an aid. For the
librarian it is often the end in itself. But a user wants access to the material,
the content itself. Her research question might be about Mozart, that is his
music and his life and not about a bibliographic record. Now, with a
multimedia workstation it becomes possible to present the user with letters,
music and a biography of Mozart at the same time offering a compromise
to the above mentioned non-communicating parties. Digitized versions of
special collections, that is surrogates, can be made available through
systems like the VTLS Info Station. Since we simply can no longer expect
each and every researcher to travel the world from library to library in order
to do his research remote collections can even be made available through
the Internet. Even though you might argue that the needed bandwidth of
the networks is not there yet it will come in foreseeable time. For instance,
digital video broadcasting over the Internet is being developed right now by
Xerox and others, and this spring the first film was sent through the net.''

Yet many think that multimedia is a popular craze which will probably be
crushed by it's own technical complexities.

When the following requirements are met this should not happen.

In a library we need :

technology which conforms to international standards;

optical storage products which are archivally proven;

automatic recopying procedures should degradation occur;

scanning equipment which can handle fragile library material and bound
volumes.

Three major aspects need to be identified when thinking how to apply
multimedia in libraries: The digitization of material results in a surrogate of
the original. The Info Station integrates the digital images be it video,
graphics. or full text into the library's OPAC. that is the MARC record is used

as a basis.
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Now what do we do currently at the Swiss National Library?

Our library is being automated using the VTLS system. For our national
archive on Swiss literature as well as for the graphics division to simply
catalog their collections in the form of a MARC record is insufficient.
Therefore, we have just started a project to digitize part of the Friedrich
Durrenmatt papers. The collection consists of manuscripts, photographs.
some videos, interviews on tape and some black and white drawings. By
using the VTLS Info Station on a 486 machine running Nextstep we will
integrate this multimedia collection to the library's catalog using the
USMARC format as a basis.

Questions about storage. image quality, retrieval options, output formats
and of course copyright will have to be answered by this pilot project.

Design work for a multimedia project is slightly different than that for an
average computer project. Therefore, before starting work with the VTLS
Info Station which will be described in detail below, planning was under-
taken according to the following procedures:

1. Define Requirements

Usually, the special collections librarian knows what an application
needs to do. But for multimedia, because the technology is unfamiliar,
requirements are difficult to define and time frames are greatly under-
estimated.

2. Justify the Flashing Lights

Each image. sound piece and video sequence has to be justified.
Computer exhibits too often present flashy multimedia products which
display too much multimedia and too little useful application, what a
consultant called -the Christmas tree look-.

3. Begin Development

Analysis. design, prototype as done in other projects. With the
exception of some additional steps though.

4. Design

Definition of media content. application flow chart of each media
component.

Development

Creation of a master storyboard, screen design.

5.

3 I 5
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6. Media Production

Production of video, audio, still photography, graphics and still art,
editing.

7. Authoring

This is the assembling of the various types of media, the timing of the
application and the script.

8. Testing

User testing, system functions, interface design, usability.

The VTLS lnfoStationTM:
An OPAC-based Multimedia Access System
What is the VTLS Info Station?
The VTLS Info Station is a multimedia information and access system that
serves as a front end to online public access catalogs operating on mainframes
and minicomputers. As a graphical user interface, it allows users to search
and retrieve items with the click of a mouse button. No commands are
needed. The InfoStation features hypermedia links, and text and graphics
note pads. enabling the user to author and annotate multimedia files and
link them to other full-text documents, images and CD-quality sound.

Goal
The development of the InfoStation was based on the following goal:

To create a scholar's workstation for the multimedia, virtual library.
using the existing framework of online public access catalogs to
organize and manage multimedia information.

Access
The InfoStation is. above all, an information access system. Based on the
client'server computing model, it allows users to access multimedia informa-
tion from any server, whether local or remote. In fact, with the InfoStation,
a user can access up to 64 online catalogs, and with a click of the mouse issue
a search command to all of them simultaneously.

The InfoStation provides connections to multiple. distributed databases via
TCP IP protocol and provides access to multimedia objects on the network
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via NFSR, FTP and Novell NetWareR. Support of the Z39.50 standard is in
development (see Figure 1)

Index/
OPAC

Telnet 1311.50

Network

FTP Netware NFS

Netware 138.50 TCP/IP NFS

Nor,'

What are the Primary Features of the Info Station?
Three diffei ent search options

icon and menu-based searching using the graphical user-friendly
interface, which features windows, mouse support and voice alerts

direct entry of commands

natural language commands which are managed by a built-in, back-
end expert system

Authoung and retrieval of full-text documents, TIFF and Postscript
images, CD-quality digitized sound, photo-CDs and full-motion video

Hypei media linking between full-text documents, sound i ecordings and
images. or other database searches.

Annotation of files containing full text and images through the use of text
and graphics note pads
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A text-to-speech facility that can "read" text as it is displayed on the
screen.

Integration with word processors, electronic dictionaries, image scan-
ners. OCR, and other software programs.

Applications for the Info Station in Academic, Public and
Special Libraries

Scholarly research

Children's room

Slide and photographic collections

Music collections

Speeches and other oral history recordings

Rare materials and archives

Image management

Reference and non-circulating items

Equipment
The VTLS Info Station runs under NEXTSTEP" on computers using Intel
486 processors and also on NeXT computers. Plans are to port the software
to Sun 1M SPARCstations 'M, Hewlett-Packard Apollo Series-700 workstations
and other UNIX" machines.
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Abstract
Visual information exists in academic, public and private
collections, but traditional methods impede efforts to provide
cooperative cataloging and access. A simplified information
system which relates to both object and surrogate will enable both
museum professionals and the librarians to provide information
for their users.
The index structure used in a project to provide access to
photographs contained in the Conway Library Microfiche is the
key to shared access for both images and objects. It contains data
elements extracted from USMARC and UNIMARC formats. Since
all fields of information do not need to reside with the primary
documentation record, the basic structure of each microfiche
index record can be adapted and expanded by other users to
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include information appropriate to the needs of a museum, a slide
collection, a scholar, and a cultural heritage documentation
project.
Vocabulary standards must also be established before such
cooperation can occur. Some, such as the Art and Architecture
Thesaurus, are either nearing completion or under development at
this time; others still need to be addressed. An effective system to
provide access to both object and image must also take into
account language differences, variant titles, variant spellings, and
variant attributions.

Introduction
During the twentieth century libraries strove to provide increasing amounts
of information faster and in a more consistent fashion for a greater number
of users. The work undertaken .o achieve our goals rarely decreased our
workloads. Accord on natimal and international standards for biblio-
graphic description, and implementation of MAchine Readable Cataloging
(MARC) enabled libraries to share cataloging chores faster and more
conveniently. Catalogers of non-bibliographic items, such as music scores
and sound recordings, saw the advantage of shared cataloging and followed
the lead of book catalogers.
During the last quarter of this century, in response to our need to streamline
and economize, integrated systems, such as NOTIS (Northwestern Online
Total Integrated System). sprang up to tie together all our operations. from
ordering to cataloging to circulation. Such systems incorporate a library user
component. referred to as an Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC). which
eliminates the time and expense of filing cards in cabinets.

Over the last decade many librarians, particularly those in the public service
or the reference sector, have addi essed the issue of how our users interact
with OPACs. They attempt to find answers to: how much information is
enough to find a book: what should that information look like to the user:
can other database indexes be integrated into the OPAC: will this make
information-seeking easier for our patrons: all in an effort to fashion the ideal
interface between users and the information they seek. This is done,
particularly if we are part of a public education system. to reach the greatest
number of our users. As a result, we focus on the needs of the lowest
common denominator of library user when building collections and infor-
mation systems.
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We need to remember that our libraries also exist to serve the needs of more
sophisticated library and archive users. I refer, in particular. to the humani-
ties student and scholar who "study the creative works of men and women,
[which] include entities and phenomena that exist in space and As

a consequence of our splendid efforts to serve the general user we have
distanced ourselves from many scholars. Some openly reject libraries and
the services that they offer:2 others claim that the kind of reference service
they encounter in libraries has little to offer them.-'

Librarians, in their turn, often counter charge that those in the humanities
lack computer literacy skills, but I suspect, in many cases, that those in the
humanities fail to use libraries and their services because we offer them so
little. For example, although we know that they desire access to images:lwe
perform this service very badly for them. As a partial remedy to the situation
I want to present to you a possible solution to this information need of theirs.

At the same time, I want to outline the careful foundation necessary to

accomplish the task. Since others have addressed the problems humanists
confront when seeking access to verbal information they need.5 I will limit

my remarks to the non-verbal documents of the humanities. particularly the
artifacts of our culture.

Images and Objects in Information Collections
The top portion of figure 1 illustrates the variety of information housed in
museums. Given that fewer than ten percent of the Europe's museums have
implemented some kind of computer system to document their collections."

we may conclude that they are notably less aggressive than libraries in
applying electronic technology, but the issue of inventory control and
shared access to information about objects and images does not lack
advocates in the museum community.' The work of the Museum Documen-

tation Association.' and the International Documentation Committee of the
International Council of Museums and the working group on Computerized
Interchange of Museum Information (CIMI) of the Museum Computer
Network will encourage museums to communicate with each other and
share information in a way similar to that enjoyed by libraries.

The middle portion of figure 1 demonstrates that visual resources collec-
tions often obtain many of their slides and photographs from museums.
Objectives of the two institutions are comparable. but the information
contained in a visual resource collection is a step removed from the object.
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Many library collections also contain a variety of pictorial reproductions.
including photographs. prints, and slides. Such pictures may be located in
the archival or special collection section of the library. They may also result

from pictures cut from magazines and books, pasted on mounting board.

and placed in a file cabinet for the use of patrons. Collections frequently

grow up in response to the needs of academic departments and are
independent of the library.

Few of these collections are i»dexed in any detail. although 3 x 5 card files

or in-house database indexes may help to provide access to the images.
More often their care and management is left to the off hours whenever

anyone has a moment to spare. Intricate and sometimes arcane systems of

filing result, especially at institutions which boast long histories of collecting.

and where numerous librarians, curators, or volunteers contribute to the

organization of the cabinets.

The bottom portion of figure 1 shows that the study of objects and images
of objects results in interpretive studies which are housed in libraries. The

studies may be even farther removed from the realm of the artifact, but
bibliographic collections are the best places to seek out comprehensive
interpretive studies.

How do these three levels of collections relate to each other? Essentially they

all exist to provide access to intormation for patrons or visitors. The level of

information sought by the patron determines what kind of institution the

person visits. One usually assumes that the source closest to the object or
artifact provides access to more detailed factual data about a single object.

Before a scholar can examine an object or information about it. including
graphic or photographic representations of it, the object must acquire an
acceptable descriptive label.

Printed materials now arrive at our libraries conveniently supplied with
authors. titles, publication information. and ISBNs. Often they contain
Cataloging In Publication (CIP) data, but this is rarely the casewith artifacts

found in museums or photographs in our slide collections. In order to
provide comprehensive access to objects and their surrogates. similar to that

which benefits the users of verbal documents. information managers must
devise a cooperative plan which will encourage libraries, museums, and

photograph collections to work hand in hand. What kind of information will
enable each of the three collections to share the workload which will make

access to information easier for all?
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Organizing Access to an Image Collection
I would like to digress for a moment to describe a pi-lure archive with which
you might not be familiar. For the last two years my research concentrated
on planning a database index to provide access to information pictured on
the microfiche version of the Conway Library which is located at the
Courtauld Institute of Art in London.

Sir Martin Conway (Lord Conway of Allington). connoisseur, art critic.
lecturer. explorer, and politician, began collecting pictures of art works in a
casual way during the last decades of the nineteenth century. In 1902 he set
about his task in a more systematic way and eventually decided to focus his
efforts on photographs and prints of architecture, sculpture, and the
decorative arts of all kinds. His decision to exclude painting and drawings
allowed him to focus his collecting enemies within narrower limits, and
therefore to build a larger. more specialized library.

In his effort to build a comprehensive collection. he sought out and
purchased commercially available photographs. view cards, and postcards.
He also bought stock-in-trade from the estates of dealers. sought out sale
and exhibition catalogs, and the accumulated scholarly treasures of anti-
quarians and other collectors. If a book or magazine contained a picture of
value to his collection, he cut it out, mounted it on heavy stock and added
it to his collection. If illustrations appeared on both sides of the pages. he
purchased two copies and usually discarded the textual content. Finally, in
his effort to intensify coverage of his collection he attempted to purchase
every great publication issued before World War I.

In 1931 he presented his collection to the University of London where it, like
the better known Witt Library, came under the administration of the
Courtauld Institute of Art. The number of photographs has since cor...inued
to increase through purchase. staff photographic expeditions, and dona-
tions from scholars and other collectors. Other great visual resources
comparable to it are the Avery Library, the Photoarchiv Marburg, and the
Alinari Archive. Currently it contains approximately one million images and
ranks as one of the most important international research collections for the
study of architecture and art history. and. more recently, for the growing
number of those who rely upon visual information to supplement their
studies and illustrate their research.

The Organization of its contents follows the pattern established by its
founder. Stanciard size pamphlet boxes contain the mounted photographs.
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Occasionally a periodical article, brochure, or detailed guide book will be
interfiled among the photographs to which it is related. The boxed photo-
graphs are arranged on shelves by category: architecture, architectural
drawings, sculpture, medieval arts and manuscripts. A brief overview of the
collection shows that subdivision by country and general time period
roughly begins the sorting process for photographs of architecture and
sculpture. Cathedral structures (listed alphabetically by site), followed by
other sacred establishments, such as monasteries, and then by secular
buildings (grouped alphabetically by city or county) establish further internal
organization for architecture of England. Scotland, Wales and Ireland. For
the rest of the world, city or district site is subdivided into sacred and secular
buildings which are listed alphabetically by name. Architectural drawings
and sculpture subdivide into anonymous works followed by those with
named artists (once again arrangedalphabetically). The pattern of organi-
zation for medieval arts begins with a generic typological division (ie, pietas,
wall paintings, ironworks, etc) and time period. Once again anonymous
works precede works by those of known artists and craftsmen.

The organization described above serves students and staff of the Courtauld
Institute of Art and suits the needs of those who visit the library where the
staff will assist them. Emmett Publishing's microfiche version of the Conway
Library changed all that when it appeared in 1987. Those seeking visual
information about architecture and art objects outside the library in London
will now find the collection more accessible, but locating specific items within
it is difficult without the help of the staff, just as it would be for a museum
whose staff was not present.

Consider, for the moment, the approximately 1,000.000 images on the
Conway Library microfiche. How can we provide access to them'? Several
choices lay at hand: each one may be more appropriate for one kind of
institution than another. For example, a library may choose to present the
Conway Library microfiche as a bibliographic unit as in figure 2. This
version of information access tells us only that a collection of illustration held
by a library in London contains photographs of architecture, architectural
drawings. sculpture. medieval arts and manuscripts.

If one chooses to provide access to smaller batches of photographs
associated with a single object. MARC-AMC and MARC-VM provide
formats for archives and manuscripts control, and visual materials, respec-
tively. Likewise. the Universal Bibliographic Control and International
MARC Programnw of IFLA provides guideline tor the description of
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Single Unit Biblioigaphic Cataloging
of

Conway Library Microfiche

Author (Corporate): Conway Library.

Title:

Place/Publisher/
Date:

Description:

Notes:

Contents:

Subject:

Subject:

The Conway Library, the Courtauld
Institute of Art : microfiche copies
of materials in the collection.

Haslemere, Surrey : Emmett
Publishing, 1987-

6 parts in 6,979 microfiches : all
illus.

Accompanied by printed index.

Contents: pt. 1. Architecture, fiche
1-1511. France and Italy---pt. 2.
Architecture, fiche 1-1590. British
Isles and the Rest of the World--
pt.3. Architectural Drawings, fiche
1-408--pt. 4. Sculpture, fiche 1-
1417---pt. 5. Medieval Arts, fiche 1-
1092---pt. 6. Manuscripts, fiche 1-
961.

Conway, William Martin, Sir, 1856-
1937. Photograph Collection.

Photograph CollectionsEngland--
London.

3 3
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component parts which fit within the structure of the International Standard
Bibliographic Description for non-book materials. Figure 3 illustrates this
method.

Batch-Level Cataloging of Images Related to
Single Structure in the Conway Library

Agent: Robert de Luzarches, Architect, fl. early
13th Century.

Uniform Title: Cathedra le Notre-Dame.

Title: Amiens Cathedral . [visual material]
Place, date: France ; Somme ; Amiens : 13th

Century.
Description: Plans, Drawings, Articles, Photographs;

some bibliographical references.
Contents: 6 plans ; 8 elevations ; 9 drawings ; 615

exterior views ; 132 interior views.
Note: Work on the cathedral continued by

Thomas de Cormont, then Regnault de
Cormont.
Contains 1 article: "Some French
Cathedrals. IV. Amiens." Times, 24
August, 1912.
Cathedrals--Drawings.
Cathedrals--Photographs.

Note:

Subject:

Subject:

Added Agent: Thomas de Cormont, Architect, fl. mid
13th Century.

Added Agent: Regnault de Cormont, Architect, fl. mid-
late 13th Century.
Conway Library Microfiche. Part 1,
fiche 14, frame 31--Part 1, fiche 21,
frame 71.

Host Item
Entry:

Figure 3

H. I I
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Batch cataloging will not solve the problem of providing access to the
photographs of component parts of complex architectural structures. A
person seeking this kind of information benefits more from detailed cataloging,
as in figure 4, which tells him that some photographs which show the
quatrefoils on the socles along side the portals of the West Front exist in the
collection. Detailed photographs of the socles show relief sculpture depicting
scenes from the Bible and lessons of the church. Nor will batch cataloging
provide access to single copy photographs of pictures of smaller individual
objects. such as statues and medieval ivory crucifixes. Library users who
seek such specific data benefit more from museum or rare book type
cataloging which typically deals with unique materials.

Item-Level Cataloging of an Image in the
Conway Library

Agent: Robert de Luzarches, Architect, fl. early
13th Century.

Uniform Title: Cathedrale Notre-Dame.

Title: Amiens Cathedral [exterior] : West
Front: Central Portal : North Side :
Socle : Quatrefoil. [visual material]

Place, date: France ; Somme ; Amiens : 13th
Century.

Description: 1 b & w Photograph.

Note: Work on the cathedral continued by
Thomas de Cormont, then Regnault de
Cormont.

Note: Relief carving depicts the Virtue "Hope"
Subject: Cathedrals--Photographs.

Subject: Cardinal Virtues--Hope.

Subject: Cathedrals, Central Portals, Socles, Bas-
relief.

Added Agent: Thomas de Cormont, Architect, ft mid
13th Century.

Added Agent: Regnault de Cormont, Architect, ft mid-
late 13th Century.

Host Item Conway Library Microfiche. Part 1,
Entry: fiche 18, frame 18.

3:33

Figure 4
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Relationship of Image and Object Cataloging to Bibliographic
Cataloging
An analysis of 2% of the images in the Conway Library revealed that only

nine basic data fields were needed to provide access to the images and their

pictorial content. They include: object name, personal name, object site.

object date, form of representation, source of representation, subject access

to the object, microfiche location of the image, and, occasionally, a memo

field. Let us consider the fields which apply equally to museums, image

collections, and libraries (ie. object name. personal name, object site, object
date, and subject access) and compare them to the results of a 1991 survey

of large bibliographic agencies" which recommended only a few mandatory
and optional fields of information necessary for the agencies to achieve a

mutually agreeable minimal level standard for describing bibliographic

information. Figure 5 summarizes the findings of the survey.

Proposed mandatory and optional data elements in a

Minimal Level Bibliographic Descriptim

Elemat Recommendation

Title Proper Mandatory
Parallel Title Mandatory
Other Title Information Mandatory

Statement of Responsibility Mandatory

Edition Statement Mandatory
Additional Edition Statement Mandatory

Place of Publication Mandatory
Name of Publisher Mandatory
Date of Publication Mandatory

Extent Mandatory
Illustration Statement Optional
Dimensions Opt ional

Series Title Mandatory
Series Parallel Title Optional
Series Numbering Mandatory

Standard Number Mandatory

Figure 5
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Data elements such as title proper. parallel title, other title information, and
statement of responsibility can clearly be seen as information elements also
applicable to the organization of objects. Elements related to edition and
series are less applicable, except in those cases where replications of the
original (ie. casts or prints) exists. If the term "manufacture- or "construc-
tion- replaces the term "publication." the third group of elements is equally
applicable to man-made objects. Scholars will find a museum's accession
number or a reference number from a catalogue raisonée more useful than
a standard publication number.

The format used in constructing the Conway Library Micwfiche Index
parallels the minimal level cataloging approach for bibliographic materials
and is a step toward a cooperative database for museums and libraries. Its
simplicity allows flexibility in a way that traditional, full level cataloging
cannot. Cataloging records of this kind result in economic benefits for those
who originate them, since they take fewer man-hours to produce. They also
provide a framework for those who share them after the point of origin: they
may expand and shape such records to fit the needs of their own collections.

Some institutions already attempt to provide online access to image,'" but
the one which most early achieves similar flexibility is the University of
Virginia's tri-level cataloging procedure for images. Figure 6 shows the
minimal level of cataloging deemed appropriate for images at the University
of Virginia. The illustration includes MARC field tagging and description.

The first level, in its current draft form, establishes the minimum level of
cataloging required for all records and is provided by the library's catalogue
department. The second level contains additional fields of information
which visual resources catalogers at the university fill in to provide greater
depth of access. Researc'ners are encouraged to use a third level, presum-
ably at their own individual workstations for maximum security for their
research. They may add information files, such as provenance, related
literature, exhibition record, and conservation actions. appropriate for their
individual projects.

The Victoria and Albert Museum also approaches its holdings in a similar
additive manner with the ROLO (Recording Object Locations Online)
system. After a minimum amount of information is entered as quickly as
possible to establish inventory control over their vast hoklings. the data will
be expanded with additional information."
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After further revisions the models discussed here will contribute greatly to the
foundation of time-saving cooperative cataloging by slide and photograph
collections. It will also be a sound basis for a mutually constructed and
interchangeable database for objects and their surrogates between muse-
ums. visual resources collections and libraries.

University of Virginia Minimal-Level
Cataloging

Data Element
Artist/Designer *100 Personal name

*110 Corporate name
*111 Meeting/Exhibit

Title 245Ia Title statement
°24-5lp Subtitle/Form

Location 245Ib Remainder of
title

0851 Location

AD Dates *260Ic Date
BC Dates 0046 Type of date

Medium 0340 Medium

Source 0510 Citation Note

Form/genre 0655 Genre/Form

Other Features 300 Physical
description

Present location 0535 Location of
original

*. Required = Mandatory 9 = Optional

Figure 6
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The Need for Standards
At this symposium last year Irene Sever recommended that we expand
access to other resources in our libraries. Some academic institutions
already provide digitized color and black and white images online. Com-
mercial vendors also promise to provide them in the very near future.
probably in a pay-per-view form. In her conclusion Ms Sever said. "The jinn
is out of its bottle and is puffing itself to a great height: what shall we
command it to do? 12 If we choose to provide such materials to our users we
should begin, as she recommends, to construct the access tools now. Such
tools enable us to enter data in a uniform, and consistent manner and help
us to educate those with information needs to ask questions in a way that
a machine can answer them. Figure 7 illustrates how such tools can help
both indexers and information seekers to get the most out of a database
index.

1

Database in Electronic Form
1

f
c--11 I .1

Indexer 1 L Information Seekerj

Nnt
Name Authority

for Objects
L_ (AAT)

3
Name Authority I

for Geogsaphic Location
(TON)

r
qin

Name Authority . I Name Authority
for Architects/Sculptors/I for

Artists/Designers , Structures/InstitutionsL (ULAN)
J L (?)

AAT = Art and Architecture Thesaurus
TON = Thesaurus of Geographic Names
CLAN = Union List of Artists' Names
Protects sponsored by the Getty An History Intotmaiton Program
? = Yet to bc Constructed

Figure 7
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Some names of people required to provide access to the objects and their
surrogates already exist in authority files on the United States Library of
Congress and the Avery Library. The Union List of Artists Names (ULAN),

soon to be released by the Getty Art History Information Program, will also

prove helpful, although further cooperative authority work to determine a
preferred form of a name and variants of that name will be necessary in the

future. Names of a patron or the subject of a sculptural monument are
important, especially to a researcher from a discipline other than architec-
ture or art and should be treated as points of access of equal importance as
the names of the creators of an artifact. Data fields for personal names
should therefore include a subfield for an occupation title or role namewhich

relates the person to the object. Occupation titles and role names maybe found

in the controlled vocabulary of the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT).

Standard identification of an object's site is important to include, particularly

when the object bears a frequently used name, such as Notre Dame, Saint
Mary's, or Santa Maria. Location is also important to distinguish for objects
smaller than buildings, since they may have migrated from their original
locations. The practice of listing locations in a hierarchical manner, as set

forth in Getty Art History Information Program's "Thesaurus of Geographic
Names," helps avoid confusion between places with the same or similar

names, such as Toledo, in Nuevo Castilla, Espana, and Toledo, in Ohio,

USA.

Standard access can be provided to images in a collection by topical means

just as it is for printed material. Terms selected from the hierarchies of the
various facets of the Art and Architecture Thesaurus provide several
advantages for subject retrieval of image content. First of all, the MT
provides consistency for both index constructors and for index users
through a controlled vocabulary. Its hierarchical structure reflects the

arrangement, whole to par general to specific, of the many visual
information collections. Solid support in North America and growing
recognition by major documentation centers in England and on the
continent indicate that those who apply the terminology see its advantages.
Efforts to construct a multilingual version will expand its usefulness. Even the

differences between American English and Anglo English terms and spelling

are recognized by the Thesaurus, and appropriate alternates are provided
to satisfy the needs of those two user communities.

Date fields for art works need to tolerate a kind of vagueness, since objects

are not always presented to us in nice tidy packages like printed materials.

.111, ksen Untvermtv I bran. Vol 17 pp 277 296 1,194
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Construction of cathedrals may span several centuries, dates of other
objects may be deduced only through a knowledge of a craftsman's career.
or we may only be able to attribute a general date or span of dates based
on stylistic comparison. Specific dates are of relative importance. but they
may be subject to future modification and even correction.

The greatest problem I encountered while constructing the microfiche index
was the lack of a standard related to the naming of the products of our
cultural environment. In terms of the well controlled world of bibliography.
what is the title of a building, a piece of sculpture or an ivory crucifix? What
good is access to objects and images if those who provide them and those
who seek them cannot agree upon what to call them? A practical solution
to the problem is the addition of a uniform title (USMARC fields 130 or 240).
especially for those objects to which an artist or designer cannot be assigned.

Some labels from which we might choose can be found in'the Library of
Congress Sto.:ject Authority File. but this standardizing mechanism supplies
titles only fo structures about which someone has written. It is not likely to
contain struc.'ires such as the Luynes Château or the Eglise Saint-Saveur at
Luz. For such objects we should rely upon standard sources, such as
Nikolaus Pevsner's Building of England series, the volumes of the Guido
d'Italia published by the Touring Club Italiano. the Dictionnaire des Eglises
de France. or Georg Dehio's Handbuch der Deutschen Kunstdenkmdler.
Occasionally, a generic term, such as "medal- or "pulpit- need to be used
as the object name, since no othet label may be available for an object.
Without such a controlling factor all images related to a singie creative work
cannot be drawn together for the benefit of an information seeker.

The Internet is an ideal vehicle to build a cooperative authority file for the
identification of the objects and artifacts of our culture. Within a yet
hypothetical structure institutions concerned with objects and surrogates
could contribute their documented versions of names and places to a single
host address where they would be inserted at appropriate points. No
editorial interference would be imposed on the contributions since humani-
ties studies often tend to be influenced by philosophical or national biases.
The resultant fluid and dynamic "authority.' file would act more as a linked
cross-reference thesaurus.

The Internet is also the ideal cooperative storehouse of minimal level
cataloging for objects and images. Let us look at one final information
model. figure 8. which illustrates how uniform minimal level cataloging of
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visual information can extend the atmosphere of cooperation between
museums and all kinds of libraries. In an ideal world such information could
be provided world-wide as a free resource on the Internet. The result of such

cooperation will lighten all our work loads and provide our more sophisti-

cated patrons with a wealth of information.

Cooperation Via the Internet

Slide curator

Librarian

Photograph
Archivist

Museum
Curator

0
Information Seeker

Figure 8
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Resource Sharing : New Technologies
as a Must for Universal Availability of
Information
Conference Summary

Kate T. Noerr
IME Ltd., London, United Kingdom
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America. She also worked in Sweden. at Linkoping University
as a guest lecturer, and as director of Scannet. a Nordic
information network. Ms Noerr holds a BA from Brown
University, and an MSc in Information Science.

It was an honor to be asked to sum up the 16th International Essen
Symposium. It was doubly an honor, because the Symposium celebrated
Hans-Peter Geh, a famous and illustrious person in the worldwide library
community. The entire Symposium was indeed worthy of Hans-Peter Geh,
in every aspect, and there were many aspects.

There were two talks by Ahmed Helal, one summing-up, 23 papers (of
which one was read by another person, and a panel session substituted for
another), 13 discussion periods, 9 coffee breaks.3 receptions, and continu-

ous vendor presentations. As an aside. I can say that, having attendedabout

10 of the 16 Symposia, without exception they have been superbly
organized. the papers always well-presented and topical, the discussions
always lively and often provocative, the receptions and evening entertain-
ment outstanding, and in general, the Essen Symposium is the most
interesting and valuable conference I attend in any given year.
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This year's Symposium topic was "Resource Sharing : New Technologies
as a Must for Universal Availability of Information". This is an exceptionally
timely topic, and all speakers/panels, addressed it in diverse, but always
interesting and enlightening, ways.

We first heard Herb White. In his inimitable style, he reminded the audience
that while there are certainly technological advances, which mean new and
improved ways of producing documents, we are faced with a long-term
process. He was one of many speakers who made the point that the
technology is not yet here, and that there are many issues, not the least of
which is cost, to be considered. OCLC's Janet Mitchell presented First Search
and the thinking behind OCLC's approach to improving access to end-
users. OCLC is interested in offering delivery choices to end-users. As a
major information provider, OCLC has considerable influence, and it is
always interesting to find out how that organization views the market it
serves through its product offerings.

Dick Dougherty was unable to be present, so a last-minute panel session was
organized. This panel coopted Symposium attendees from the Netherlands.
Denmark, Germany, and the USA. A lively debate was held on networking,
ILL, standards, collections policies, and so on. What seems to be emerging
was the constant theme and concern first addressed by Herb White: WHO
PAYS?? There are conflicting problems: library budgetsversus the publish-
ers' prices; copyright issues; and the efforts of commercial hardware and
software suppliers. These are worrying issues, with no clear way through
them for any of the parties.

We had, variously, examples of the issues presented at the panel session,
and in papers throughout the Symposium. We heard about the UK Business
Information Network and its mission to improve business performance. I
made a mental note to contact them, in my role as CEO of a UK business!

There were US presentations, one from SUNY on linked catalogs and
cooperative acquisitions, using 139.50 and document delivery. There was
'another paper from North Texas (which was read), describing how 26
libraries were planning to cooperate in order to achieve better value for
money through resource sharing. In addition, we heard about the Illinois
project on evaluation of electronic resources. Other examples of activities in
this area were papers on preservation and compression techniques being
done at the National Library of Scotland, and the development of the
Consortium of Academic Libraries in Manchester (CALIM).
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The Nordic countries were well-represented, with an overview of library and
information networking. Also presented was a paper on the Nordic SR-net
project. with mention of a similar EEC project (in which my company, IME,
is involved).

Clearly there is a great deal of activity in standards areas, and in formal or
informal cooperation. Standards are always important, but not always
implemented was the point made by Hartmut Walravens of the State Library
of Prussian Cultural Heritage in Berlin. Further talks on standards included
one on document delivery and the GEDI project. The speaker, David Buckle
of OCLC, commented that standards can be very dry, and he assumed that
half the audience would be asleep before he finished. Perhaps it was his
comment, but no one fell asleep!

Michael McLellan of SAZTEC also emphasized standards. He made the
interesting point that cooperative catalogs have unique requirements, and
that "batch" conversion was appropriate, but perhaps not appreciated by
libraries for fear of losing bibliographic standards.

Other speakers discussed the different issues of pricing and networks, of CD-
ROMs and print publishers, and of ensuring that one considers the "now"
versus the futuristic promises. I think this is an important point: it's all to easy
to be swayed by glitz and glitter; "now" is always duller. But "now" works;
the glitz and glitter may hide the real issues, and are frequently just surface
solutions. Which brings me to the point. Let's make sure that we have the
underlying structure in place before we launch ourselves into what is
certainly an expensive, but not necessarily cost-effective, or even cost-
beneficial, future.

The papers ended with a combination of research work in fuzzy logic, and
discussions and demonstrations of multimedia projects. It was most intrigu-
ing to hear fuzzy logic being discussed as a useful and even vital component
of the retrieval process. Those of us of a "certain age" will recall fuzzy logic
as text-book and experimental stuff! It was also interesting to hear of real
projects in the much-touted multimedia area.

What does all this mean? Let me try to draw this complex scenario together.

This is my view of what is actually happening in the library community?
End-users are doing a very complicated thing, namely searching and
retrieving information. And often they are doing this using the Internet,
which is in itself quite complex, and not particularly helpful, as we all know.
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Libraries are doing very complex purchasing and maintenance operations.
in addition of course to providing access to the end-users. We add to these
two very different sorts of activities, the print publishing process and the
complications added to publishing by electronic suppliers. The print and
electronic suppliers ire sometimes in conflict, as the issues of pricing,
copyright, and access methods, are far from resolved.

Then stir in the glitz and glamour of things such as PDAs, hand-writing input
devices, virtual reality, GUIs, animation, voice synthesis. and so on.

Take the whole concoction, and ask that sharing be the focus. Libraries
have traditionally done interlending, and participated in cooperative acqui-
sitions and cataloging. Now, when the transport carriers are so readily
available, and document delivery is closer to a reality, we have the
beginnings of a real nightmare. As a concept, sharing is of course excellent.
And in reality, sharing is critical, and increasingly important. But let us
proceed with caution now that various electronic means make sharing that
much easier.

I think we are still in exploratory mode. I think it will be some years before
we are truly ready to move into a more electronic age. We are only beginning
to address the serious concerns arising from the availability of electronic
forms of information. We have not resolved the copyright and pricing issues.
We have not resolved the delivery mechanism dilemmas. Nor have we really
resolved the software issues involved in searching and retrieval. We are
beginning to look at all these things, and we are at least aware of the
concerns, but as many speakers pointed out, the message is clear. We are
not yet prepared for true electronic resource sharing.

We need more symposia such as this one to help us focus on both the "here
and now" and to point out the potential benefits, and the issues which need
to be resolved. I think the prospects are wonderful, and the future views truly
exciting. But they are still in the future. I'll go out on a limb - I think that future
is only about 3-5 years away. That's not very far, and we have a lot of work
to do.

Thank you, Dr. Helal, and all at the Essen University Library, for an
exceptional Symposium.
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This totally new
concept opens a

completely new
perspective for

the modern library, giving
library users the opportunity

to issue, return and renew
their own stock items, and pay

their own fees and fines.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The advantages of the ALS :elf-
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the ALS self-service station

and its separate cash machine

allow more effective use of

library staff resources
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the menu-driven colour touch

screens are simple and

straightforward to use

integrated security device

provision of a separate

machine for the acceptance of

cash completes the range of

circulation facilities for library

users and assures an efficient

and smooth running service

See this innovation m action.

Automated Library Systems 1.1m,tcsi

Vector House Brownfields, Wslwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire AL7 IAN England Tel 0707 336251 Telefax 0707 323086

Automated Library Systems GmbH
Herwarthstrafle 8, 50672 Koln, Germany Telefon 02 21/51 80 22 Telefax 02 21/52 26 29
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Whether your library needs five terminals or 1,000 or more,
the ALS system has the versatility and flexibility to fulfil
your requirements. With more than 25 years specialist
experience, over 700 libraries in Europe use our fully
integrated systems.

Acquisitions:

OPAC:

Full Cataloguing:

Circulation:

with data impor. (CD-ROM)
with data export (EDI)
with Self-Service features
no degradation of response
times for extensive OPAC
with Boolean
Networked CD-ROM browsing

with data import (eg. UKMARC,
on tape, on line, CD-ROM)
with data export (eg. RLB's)
with authority file management
with analytical entries

with Self-Service option
with Housebound module

0 Community Information
System (COIN)

Manaaement Information
Hardware-independent software
National and International
User Groups

NEW STANDARDS OF OrENNESS'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

LANs, WANs, X25, OSI: Network installers
Cooperative experience with
Facilities Management

Communication with other systems, eg. UNIX
Interfaces to other departments,

eg. Accounting function
Multi-functional workstations

ALB,
Automated Library Systems Limited
Vector House, Brownfields, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire AL7 IAN England
Tel: 0707 336251 Telefax: 0707 323086
Automated Library Systems GmbH
HerwarthstraBe 8, 50672 10 ln, Germany
Telefon: 02 21/51 80 22 Telefax: 02 21/52 26 29
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UNIX, Novell, VMS, O.S/2., MS-DOS, BS 2000, MVS

Client-Server-Architektur

Standardschnittstellen (OSI/SR, EDIFACT)
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EL EVIER
the Science Publisher

The corporate group of Elsevier Science
is a world leader in its industry.

Elsevier's worldwide offices collaborate in a
global publishing programme that the science

community has come to rely upon for consistently
high-quality products.

Elsevier Publications cover nearly
every field in the physical sciences physics,

materials science, computer science, chemistry,
mathematics, agriculture, geology and engineering.

Elsevier is also one of the world's largest
publishers in life sciences, with an extensive

programme in biomedical sciences and clinical
medicine.

Other publishing programmes include economics,
statistics, management, psychology, specialized

dictionaries and scientific information in electronic
databases and CD-ROM.

For details on our complete range of products
please contact:

Elsevier Science B.V ,
Avis Fisher (Library Information Manager),

PO Box 211,
1000 AE Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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ALEPH
Automated Library
Expandable Program

EX LIBRIS S.A.

P.O. BOX 1163 - L-1011 LUXEMBOURG
TEL: (352) 446557 FAX: (352) 453676
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1984 - 1994

10th Anniversary

INLIBIf AMMON ,.. CS, r,

Official
Distributors Worldwide

IME has installed library systems in 2,000 sites, in libraries
of all sizes and types. TINLIB, an IME product, is available
in 24 language versions and has been sold in 40 countries.
All this after 10 years in the business.

TINLIB continues to develop as the world's leading library
management software. IME, committed to development,
have released an impressive range of new TINLIB features
for the next 10 years and beyond.

These include multiple character set facilities utilising the
UNICODE standard and a full MARC Editor system.

Not one, but a range of GUI interfaces for TINLIB will also be
released.

Choose IME.
Don't gamble with your future.

IME Ltd. 140 - 142 St. John Street, London. EC1V 4JT England
Tel: +44(0)71 253 1177 Fax: +44 (0)71 608 3599
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The ultimate combination of editorial
quality, peer-reviewed information and
customer-tailored provision ofpublications

Kluwer Academic Publishers ...

... comprising three publishing houses
operating internationally under the
following imprints: Kluwer Academic
Publishers, Graham & Trotman Limited
and Martinus Nijhoff Publishers.
Each produces high-quality English
language books, journals and looseleaf
publications in many specialized academic
and professional fields. These publications
are valued by scientists andprofessionals
all over the world. Kluwer Academic
Publishers guarantees global coverage
of specialized information, customized
service and author support.

Our publications are printed on
acid-free paper to guarantee a
virtually unlimited lifetime.

Contact person:
Kluwer Academic Publishers Group BV
Attn.: Ms Ellen den Boef
Marketing Department
Spuiboulevard 50
P.O. Box 989
3300 AZ DORDRECHT
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Wir besorgen lhnen
aus alien Landern:

CD-ROM
Loseblattwerke
Mikraformen

C Monographien
Serien
Zeitschriften

kunst und wissen
En Unternehmen der /*An Gruppe

Postfach 10 28 44 0-70024 Stuttgart

Tel. (07 11) 21 07 70 Fax (07 11) 24 74 39

Telex 7 21 929
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Probably the Best Retrieval
System for End-Users

in Biomedicine

Knowledge
Finder

Natural Language

Relevance Ranking

Fuzzy-Logic

MESHR Navigation

Networking

DOS, Windows, Mac
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For your free trial of MEDLINE®
plus Knowledge Finder® please
call the authorized distributor
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NOVA IDEA

Bergisch Gladbacher
Straf3e 978

D-51069 Koln

Tel 0221/968 466-0

Fax 0221/968 466-9

Knowledge Finder n..1 regn.tered trademark ot Arie,Ln.,4erim orroratiim. For Lci- and
non-Fitri 'peon ((intact,. ple,v,e write to Arius 1,-n i.tem, I. irronnion, 200 Sutton Street North
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FirstSearch--
OCLC's innovative
end-user reference
service

Flexible

/11
Easy to use
End-user pricing

7th Floor, Tricorn House 51-33 Hagley Road BirtnnIgham UK 1316 8TP

Tel: +44 (0)21 456 4656 Fax: +44 (0)21 456 4680
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PeriTEC has a CD concept!
- CD-ROM applications for

single INTEL PC

- CD-ROM in PC Networks

- CD-ROM In VMS Networks

- CD-ROM in UNIX Networks

- CD-ROM In Patent offices

- CD-ROM in Libraries

CD-ROM for virtual use on LAN.
MAN and WAN via 'telnef
and Internet connections.

The PerILIB Concept realises the
vi=tual Library with our Jukebox for
14-3S CD drives and 777 CD-ROM's
or do you want more? (incl.
CD-Recordable)

PerILIB-777 can be cascaded
up to 16 = 12.432 CD's.

1111 1111111.
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Peripherals and CD-Technology

1

auptstrasse 23 Tel x41-72-72 23 13
CH-8280 Kreuzlin en F'ax x41-72-72 27 87
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email- peritec@Swissbox met ch
X 400 S=peritec, 0=swissbox,

ke.arconi, Cch
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entwerfen, gestolten und setzen wir

mit Foto- und Computersotz
noch Ihren loyouts und Ideenskizzen

Ihre Drucksochen.

Fochmönnisch Fertigen wir
ouf modernen Moschinen

Ihre Drucksochen.
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KUNSTADRESS

BUCH

Deutschland, Osterreich, Schweiz

1 1994195

Art Directory

Germany, Austria*witzerland

1994/1

/urn
D

31.03.944
.11 78.--/oS

609,APr

KUNSTADRESSUCH
Deutschland, Osterreich, Schweiz 1994/95

9. Ausgabe 1994. XII, 674 Siten. Broschur.
Subskriptionspreis his zum 31.03.94: DM 78,-/öS 609,-/sFr 79,-

Danach: DM 98,41.3S 765,-/sFr 99,-.ISBA1'3-598-23071-0

Das Kunstadressbuch enthält mehr als 30.000 Aressen, Namen, Daten und
Fakten aus dem Bereich der Kunst, des Kunsthandels und des Museumswe-
sens. 2.000 Neueintrage und 25% veränderte gintrage::mhchen dieses Hand-
buch zum definitiven Nachschlagewerk, für jeden, dr die neuestan Adressen
aus (:m Bereich Kunst benotigt. Die Adressen sitid unierteilt in die Kapitel:

Antiquitatenhandel und Numismatik, Gaierien
A u kt iona toren R esta ura toren ' kunAyerleger

Kunstzeitsehriften Antiquariate und Kunstbuchhandlungen
Experten Museen und öffentliche Galerlen ,

Kunst vereine und-verliiinde

K G Sour WrIag MOnchton*Nem Providonce Londdri Pciz-is

Reed Reference Publishing

Postfach 701620 D-81316 München Tel, (89) 7 69 02-0

3 75 1



Bibliographien zur
deutsch-jfidischen Geschichte

Im Auftrag des Salomon Ludwig Steinheim-Instituts
für deutsch-jiidische Geschichte

Herausgegeben von Michael Brocke, Julius H. Schoeps
und Falk Wiesemann

Liefrrhare Biinde:
Band 2: Henry Wassermann
Bibliographic des Jfidischen
Schrifttums in Deutschland
1933-1943

vom Leo Baca Institut,
Jerusalem; unter Mitwirkung v. J.
Go lb, L. Katzenberger, A. Walk
1989. XXVII, 153 S. Geb.
DM 148,- /OS 1.155,- /sFr 149.--
ISBN 3-598-10750-1
Insgesamt Ober 1.300 Titel in dent-
scher und hebraischer Sprache er-
moglichen einen fiberblick Ober das
gesamte jOdische Schrifttum in Na-
zi-Deutschland.

Band 3: Manfred Komorowski
Bio-bibliographisches Verzeich-
nis jfidischer Doktoren im 17.
und 18. Jahrhundert
Inauguraldissertationen und
hiographische Fundstellen
1992. 128 S. Gel).
DM 68,-/OS 531, --/sFr 69,--
ISBN 3-598-10980-6
Diese Bibliographic listet Ober 400
lnauguraldissertationen und Pro-
motionen auf, die zwischen 1624
und 1799 an deutschen und nieder-
landischen llniversitthen angenom-
men trim. vollzogen wurden.

Band 4:
Bibliographic zur Gtchichtc der
Juden in der Schweiz
Auf der Basis des Werkes
von Annie Fraenkel
Hrsg. und aktualisiert von
U. R. Kaufmann
Hochschule für llidische Studien,
Heidelberg
1993. XX, 151 S. Gal.
DM 148,- /OS 1.155,-- / sFr 149,-
ISBN 3-598-11139-8
Die Bibliographic enthält aus-
schlieBlich Titel, die in spezifischer
Verbindung mit dem Judenbild,
hzw. den Juden, in der Schweiz ste-
hen.

In Vo the re itung
Band 5: Michael Studemund-
Ila1évy
Bibliographic zur Gi.chichte
der Juden in Hamburg
1994. XV, 256 S. Geb. Ca. DM
148,- / OS 1.155.- /sFr 149,-
ISBN 3-598-11178-9
Die Literatur in dieser Bibliogra-
phic mit ca. 3.800 Titeln betrifft
das soziale, politische und kulturel-
le Lehen der jtidischen Gemeinde
in I lamburg.

K G Saur Verlag München New Providence London Paris
Reed Reference Publishing

Postfach 701620 D-81316 Miinchen Tel. (089) 7 69 02.0
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Retrokonversion ist selbst furs
Fachpublikum kein leichtes Thema.

Die Vorsteunq eines voltstaeci.g &CO( dr s(''
verlugbaren Katafcgs 1st eine ,.eriockende mnd

zugleich oeangsLgende vision Das Scnone daran ,st aei

Gedanke an das erfr Icrouhe E,gntinn, Dno-, auf dem
Weg dazu turwen slith hai31i he Hindern,,se auf
Organisationsprobleme Zweifei an der Zuverlassigkeit
der Er'assung Unsicherhe4ei hinsiollich des Fon dt,
der Da en Und naturIK h 1st deser S,.hritt n die Lkun't

uberhaupt zu bezahlen')

Vide Bthhotheken in Europa vortrauen bi., di- ieli,i
spektiven Killaiiigkome, ,,in a if ii e Zw.a.-mei rut I i.nt

SAZTEC Die Deutsrhe B bnotnio( d, Frar,k int ow

StaalsdbI tithnk ,,, Berl , d P Br I 0, L bra', n 1_,,ndon

die Bibhatheque Nationale in Paris die schwedische
Nat,onalbibliothek und die B,bliateca de Catalunya sind

nur eimge Be spiele

Win zuverlawg SAZTEC deco Prolekte bewattigt und

wie ore,swert dese Leistungen sind das erkfart Ihnen

Herr Ra ner D9nhauser von SAZTEC Deutschland
ausfuhrlicher Schreten Sie doch lhren Namen und 1hre

idefun Nummer act dcse Anzeide una fawn Sic afies

schooli nac h Regeoeburg tutu( k

FAX 0941 7(148 64

Abs

WIR BRINGEN IHRE DOKUMENTE IN DIE ZUKUNFT

SAZTEC D 1* ^,0' che ,-q G'^CH R , ,', d 'v'i1r'0, S'' 14 93955
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We deliver complete equipments
for libraries of all functions

Shelving systems in various types
steel, steel-wood combination or
wood.

UNIFLEX kits for storage of
books, periodicals and non-book-
materials.

UNIFACH display and storage
systems for periodicals, newspapers,
printed forms, brochures and files.

Periodical box within the shelving
a useful and economic solution of the
periodical display and storage
problem.

UNICARD - technical perfect cata-
logue cabinets for international library
format and DIN-A6 horizontal, in
many sizes.

INTERNATIONAL

Modular counter systems, reading
tables, gaming tables, desks, carrels
and seats.

Trolleys for books, files and removals.
Furniture for browsing selections
Children's furniture
Lockers for bags and coats
Showcases
Lighting for shelvings and study-
places.
Information and guide systems
Shelving systems on running gear,
multi-storied units.
Special design
Consumption materials.
Services and consulting for libraries.

Please demand our catalogues!

SCHULZ BIBLIOTHEKSTECHNIK GMBH, Friedrich-Ebert-Strafie 2a, 0-67346 Speyer
P.O. Box 1780, 0-67327 Speyer, Telephone (0 62 32) 31 81-0, Sales Service: 31 81-20/19/15,

Telefax (0 62 32) 4 01 71

SCHULZ AUSTRIA.

scHuLI BENELUX

,HULZ t NOLAND

SCHULZ (-RANCE

51 )(IOU IT/XL Y

Si ;111 11 ii Ai

Lai SCANDINAVIA

;Hull SWIZLRLAND

PLIt I SAVFPI AND

MADRESS GES.M.B H , Milchgasse 1, A-1014 Wien.
Telephone (02 22) 5 33 47 91 Serie. Telefax (02 221 5 33 47 91/DW 50
B.V.B A. SCHULZ BENELUX SPRL, Kolonel Begaultlaan 15.
8 3012 Leuven. Telephone (016) 20 15 98. Telefax (016) 20 69 72
LFCLIBRARY FURNISHING CONSULTANTS LTD Ph lenix House.
54 Denington Road, Wellingborough UK NN8 20H,
Telephone (0933) 44 27 77, Telefax (0933) 44 27 64
DUBICH MOBILIER SNC, 6, rue de Berne, F-68110 Illzach.
Telephone (89) 61 85 52. Telefax (89) 61 73 80
HARMONIE PROJECT (3 M )3.H -5.R L.. Harmoniestr 24.1-39012 Meian,
Merano (BZ), Telephone (0473) 21 24 24). I elefax (0473) 21 24 48
HARMONIE SYSTEM M B H.-S.R.L . Ronnstallweg 27.1-39012 Moran/
Merano (BZ). Telephone (0473) 22 05 55. Telefax (0473) 22 22 32
FANNIKKE s El-IF ODENSE APS, Cikonevei 21, DK 5220 Odense SO.
10E0101101065) 91 28 00. Telefax IOW') (11 21, (31
BIBLIGTHEKSTECHNIK GMBH. Erhstraffe 4. CH 4402 Frenkendort,
teleulione 1060 9 01 41 83. Telefax 1061) 9 01 .13 ;.1-3
GAVILLET S A , I. roe Beau Sepal-. CH 1002 Lausani le.
Tcluphl ex, 1)21) 211 2:i 81. Telefax (0211 3 12 08 52

3 73
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Nous livrons des 'nstallations completes
pour bibliothèquas de toutes categories

Rayonnages dans differentes vei-
stons, en acier. en combinalson bus/
acier ou tout bois.

UNIFLEX elements rnodulairos
pour le stockage de livres, revues et
tot is les autres medios.

UNIFACH prnsentoirs Ut syste
mes de rat igemeiits polir revolts et
iourn,lux. form; laires, brochures et
dossieiS

CaSlt !! 1)()X a reviles. a ooser stir
ayol iriages tine solution toati(ltH-- f,t

t1i...0i1)115que du probleine de presen
tAtion et rangentent dw; revms et
ciono(liques.

I INICARD Lip n(111e5 ratalogues

tmilnicite parfait pour canes !Ft et
IN AG format obloi 1g. dans difieren

tph 1E1115101 IS

-)
INTERNATIONAL

Banques de pret, tables de lecture,
tables de leux, bbreaux, carrels, chaises.

Chariots a 'ivies. a dossiers et pour
demenagements.
Accessoires do presentation
Moubles pour enfants
Garderobes
Vitrutes
Eclairage de rayonnage et de places
de travail.
Systemes d'inforrnation et d'onen
tatior i.

Rayonnages mobiles, rayonnages
a etages.

0 Mobilier special
Articles de consomniation
Prestatior iS de services et consed pour
bibliotheques

Demandez nos catalogues!

SCHULZ BIBLIOTHEKSTECHMK GMBH, Friedrich-Ebert-Stra0e 2a, 0-67346 Speyer
P.0 Box 1780, D-67327 Speyer, Telephone (0 62 32) 31 81-0, Service des ventes: 31 81-20/19/15,

Telecopie 10 62 32) 4 01 71
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Journals Preview Service
The number of
journals covered by

the Springer Journals
Preview Service will

increase to more than

90 in early 1994 and
includes titles from the

life sciences, medicine,

physics, earth sciences

and engineering.

Thi . olfei .
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Abdominal Imaging Acta Neuropathologica Anatomy &
Embryology Annales Geophysicae Applied Microbiology and

Biotechnology Archives of Environmental Contamination and
Toxicology Archives of Gynecology and Obstetrics Archives of
Microbiology Archives of Toxicology Behavioral Ecology and
Sociobiology Biological Cybernetics Bulletin of Environmental
Contamination and Toxicology Bulletin Géodésique Bulletin of
Volcanology Calcified Tissue International Cancer 6 Chemo-

therapy and Pharmacology Cancer Immunology, Immuno-
therapy CardioVascular and Interventional Radiology Cell and

Tissue Research Chromosoma Climate Dynamics Current

Genetics Current Microbiology Diabetologia Differentiation
Environmental Management European Biophysics Journal
European Journal of Applied Physiology and Occupational
Physiology European Journal of Biochemistry European Journal
of Cardiothoracic Surgery European Journal of Clinical
Pharmacology European Journal of Nuclear Medicine European
Journal of Pediatrics European Radiology Experimental Brain

Research Experientia Fresenius Journal of Analytical
Chemistry Der Hautarzt Histochemistry Human Genetics

Immunogenetics Intensive Care Medicine International Journal
of Colorectal Disease Irrigation Science Journal of Cancer
Research and Clinical Oncology Journal of Comparative
Physiology A Journal of Comparative Physiology B The Journal of

Membrane Biology Journal of Molecular Evolution Langenbecks

Archiv für Chirurgie Mammalian Genome manuscripta
geodaetica Marine Biology MGG Molecular & General Genetics

Microbial Ecology Mycorrhiza Naturwissenschaften
Naunyn-Schmiedeberg's Archives of Pharmacology Neuro-

radiology Numerische Mathematik Oecologia Der Pathologe
Pediatric Cardiology Pediatric Radiology PerinatalMedizin
PflUgers Archiv Physics and Chemistry of Minerals Plant Cell

Reports Planta Praxis der Psychotherapie und Psychosomatik

Psychopharmacology Radiation and Environmental Biophysics

Der Radiologe Revue d'Imagerie Médicale Roux's Archives of

Developmental Biology Sexual Plant Reproduction Skeletal

Radiology System Familie TAG Theoretical and Applied Genetics

Transplant International Trees - Structure and Function
Virchows Archiv A Virchows Archiv B World Journal of Surgery

Zeitschrift für Physik A Zeitschrift für Physik B Zeitschrift
für Physik D Zeitschrift für Physik C

CO Springer electronic m
mmilimmIrfflainteerdnelat

oil sod LI

Springer lerim
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What can

do for you?

SWETgMa can improve access to periodicals by up to 80%.

SWETka can present the scanned table of contents of 6.000 scientific peri-
odicals immediately after they have been published. The service is
tailored to the needs of the individual library and the number of titles
scanned is continually being increased.

SivETkCia can be supplied in a variety of forms, for example on magnetic tape,
diskette, on-line through our international information and communi-
cation system, DataSwets. We are currently looking into the possibili-
ty of providing access through academic research networks.

SvErgIVAMI can mean the beginning not only of a new dimension in information
supply but also of an enhancement of SweitDoc (full-text docu-
ment supply planned for the end of 1993/beginning of 1994) a

comprehensive, user-friendly service for all libraries.

For more information please contact

Swots & Zeitibiger GmbH
Schaubstrasse 16 (Nitihe Museumsufer), 60596 Frankfurt
Tel. (0) 69 63 39 88 0, Fax (0)69 6 31 42 16/17, Telex 4 189 720
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"...When I dipt into the future, far as human eye could see,
Saw the Vision of the world, and all the wonder that would be..."

Alfred, Lord Tennyson, Locksley Hall

Without vision, we can't lead the way.
Without vision, you can't see the way.

At VTLS, we want our vision to match yours.
Our comprehensive, integrated library automation system

runs under UNIX® and can accommodate your

languages,
character sets,

III multimedia needs,
networks,
and local library policies.

We invite you to talk to VTLS about your vision.
We're sure we'll see eye to eye.

VTLS
Your partner in library automation

All around the globe

VMS Inc., 18(X) Kraft Drive, Blacksbittx, ViNinia, U.S.A.
7?l.: 703-231-3605 8(X)-468-8857

fax: 703-231-3648



Vol. 6
New Trends in Electronic Publishing
and Electronic Libraries
Essen Symposium
29 Aug. 31 Aug. 1983
3-922602-07-X (out of print)

Vol. 7
Local Library Systems
Festschrift in honor of Frederick G. Kilgour
Essen Symposium
24 Sept. 27 Sept. 1984
3-922602-08-8 (out of print)

Vol. 8
Future of Online Catalogues
Essen Symposium
30 Sept. 3 Oct. 1985
3-922602-09-6 (out of print)

Vol. 9
Impact of New Information Technology on
International Library Cooperation
Essen Symposium
8 Sept. 11 Sept. 1986
3-922602-10-X

Vol. 10
International Library Cooperation
Festschrift in honor of Gunther Pflug
10th Anniversary Essen Symposium
19 Oct. 22 Oct. 1987
3-922602-11-8 (out of print)
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Vol. 11
The Impact of CD-ROM on Library Operations
and Universal Availability of Information
Festschrift in honor of Maurice B. Line
11th International Essen Symposium
26 Sept. 29 Sept. 1988
3-922602-12-6

Vol. 12
Developments in Microcomputing : Discovering
New Opportunities for Libraries in the 1990s
Festschrift in honor of Richard De Gennaro
12th International Essen Symposium
23 Oct. 26 Oct. 1989
3-922602-13-4

Vol. 13
Information Technology and Library Management
Festschrift in honor of Margaret Beckman
13th International Essen Symposium
22 Oct. 25 Oct. 1990
3-922602-14-2

Vol. 14
Libraries and Electronic Publishing :
Promises and Challenges for the 90's
Festschrift in honor of Richard M. Dougherty
14th International Essen Symposium
14 Oct. 17 Oct. 1991
3-922602-15-0

Vol. 15
Opportunity 2000 :
Understanding and Serving Users
in an Electronic Library
Festschrift in honor of Herbert S. White
15th International Essen Symposium
12 Oct. 15 Oct. 1992
3-922602-17-7
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Vol. 16
Innovation for Information :
International Contributions to Librarianship
Festschrift in honor of Ahmed H. Helal
3-922602-16-9

Vol. 17
Resource Sharing :
New Technologies as a Must
for Universal Availability of Information
Festschrift in honor of Hans-Peter Geh
16th International Essen Symposium
18 Oct. 21 Oct. 1993
3-922602-18-5

Vol. 18 (in prep.)
ik Information Superhighway :
W The Role of Librarians, Information Scientists,

and Intermediaries
Festschrift in honor of Frederick W. Lancaster
17th International Essen Symposium
24 Oct. 27 Oct. 1994
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